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Missile Defense: Next Steps in Congress 
  
Defense Authorization Bill - House 
The House Armed Services Committee completed the annual defense authorization bill in 
early August. The Committee provided missile defense funding of $8.2 billion, compared 
with the administration's request of $8.3 billion. The bill goes to the full House floor 
Tuesday, September 11, with debate on floor amendments expected to last through 
Thursday. Rep. Ike Skelton (D-MO), the ranking Democrat on the Committee, and 
Rep. John Spratt (D-SC) will offer an amendment to cut missile defense by $1 billion. 
Success will require a dozen or so moderate Republicans supporting the amendment. 
  
Defense Authorization Bill - Senate 
The Senate Armed Services Committee finished its version of the bill last Friday. The 
committee reduced the missile budget by $1.3 billion. More important, the committee 
"adopted a provision that provides for an expedited congressional vote if the administration 
determines that any of the activities funded in this bill are in conflict with the requirements 
of the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. Another provision ensures that the [Defense] Department 
completes a robust testing program before significant investments are made in a national 
missile defense system." (committee press release, September 7, 2001, p. 18) The 
provision was drafted by committee chairman Sen. Carl Levin (D-MI) and subcommittee 
chairman Sen. Jack Reed (D-RI). 
  
In the committee markup, Sen. John Warner (VA), the ranking Republican, tried to restore 
$1 billion to the missile defense budget. All 12 Republicans voted for restoring the funds and 
the 13 Democrats opposed the increase. Similarly a Warner amendment to strike the 
requirement for a vote on activities that conflict with the ABM Treaty failed on a 12-13 
party-line vote. The sharp divisions over missile defense resulted in another 13-12 party-
line vote on adopting the final defense bill. 
  
Senate floor debate on the defense authorization bill is slated to begin Monday, 
September 17, with voting on floor amendments to begin Wednesday, September 19. 
Sen. Warner is expected to offer amendments to restore most of the missile defense cuts 
and to strike the Levin restriction on testing activities. With a 51-49 party split in the 
Senate, the Warner amendments may be decided by only a few votes. 

Among Republicans, Sen. Lincoln Chafee (RI) is the most likely to vote against missile 
defense. Democrat Senators Lincoln (AK), Miller (GA), Akaka and Inouye (HI), Bayh (IN), 
Breaux (LA), Edwards (NC), and Hollings (SC) are considered uncertain in their vote. Inouye 
and Hollings are the most likely to support the Warner amendments. 

The Defense Department has already issued a veto threat over the missile defense 
provisions in the bill. 



Defense Appropriations Bill 
The House and Senate have yet to begin drafting the annual defense appropriations bill. 
Work on the bill has become entangled in the larger congressional debate on the budget, 
described below. Given the veto threat over the defense authorization bill, the defense 
appropriations bill may set missile defense policy for next year. 
  
Missile Defense and the Budget 
Washington is moving toward one of its end-of-session mud fights over the spending. The 
budget resolution drafted last spring allowed the House and Senate budget chairmen to 
increase defense spending, if they did not dip into the Social Security surplus. Since then, 
Republicans lost the Senate Budget Committee chairmanship, the budget surplus has 
vanished, and the economy is sputtering. 

Granting the Pentagon's summer request of an additional $18.3 billion is likely to require 
dipping into Social Security funds, which would take 60 Senate votes to waive the budget 
rules. Negotiations over the budget numbers may not be completed until mid-November. 
For the first time in over a decade, the Defense Department's budget request is in trouble 
on Capitol Hill. This is putting pressure on the missile defense, which is one of the biggest 
ticket items in the Pentagon budget. 

Summary 
Important floor votes on the missile defense will occur in the House and Senate over the 
next few weeks. These votes will set the parameters for the missile defense provisions that 
likely to be included in a final spending package that Congress adopts, perhaps in 
November. 
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To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Missile Defense: Next Steps in Congress
Cc: 
Bcc: icnd
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

I am forwarding this to you for your information.

Howard

###

>From: "David Culp" <davidculp@yahoo.com>
>To: "'Interested Persons'" <No_One@fcnl.org>
>Subject: Missile Defense: Next Steps in Congress
>Date: Mon, 10 Sep 2001 10:40:35 -0400

Missile Defense: Next Steps in Congress
  
Defense Authorization Bill - House
The House Armed Services Committee completed the annual defense authorization bill in early August. The 
Committee provided missile defense funding of $8.2 billion, compared with the administration's request of $8.3 billion. 
The bill goes to the full House floor Tuesday, September 11, with debate on floor amendments expected to last through 
Thursday. Rep. Ike Skelton (D-MO), the ranking Democrat on the Committee, and Rep. John Spratt (D-SC) will offer 
an amendment to cut missile defense by $1 billion. Success will require a dozen or so moderate Republicans 
supporting the amendment.
  
Defense Authorization Bill - Senate
The Senate Armed Services Committee finished its version of the bill last Friday. The committee reduced the missile 
budget by $1.3 billion. More important, the committee "adopted a provision that provides for an expedited 
congressional vote if the administration determines that any of the activities funded in this bill are in conflict with the 
requirements of the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. Another provision ensures that the [Defense] Department completes 
a robust testing program before significant investments are made in a national missile defense system." (committee 
press release, September 7, 2001, p. 18) The provision was drafted by committee chairman Sen. Carl Levin (D-MI) and 
subcommittee chairman Sen. Jack Reed (D-RI).
  
In the committee markup, Sen. John Warner (VA), the ranking Republican, tried to restore $1 billion to the missile 
defense budget. All 12 Republicans voted for restoring the funds and the 13 Democrats opposed the increase. Similarly 
a Warner amendment to strike the requirement for a vote on activities that conflict with the ABM Treaty failed on a 
12-13 party-line vote. The sharp divisions over missile defense resulted in another 13-12 party-line vote on adopting 
the final defense bill.
  
Senate floor debate on the defense authorization bill is slated to begin Monday, September 17, with voting on floor 
amendments to begin Wednesday, September 19. Sen. Warner is expected to offer amendments to restore most of the 
missile defense cuts and to strike the Levin restriction on testing activities. With a 51-49 party split in the Senate, the 
Warner amendments may be decided by only a few votes.

Among Republicans, Sen. Lincoln Chafee (RI) is the most likely to vote against missile defense. Democrat Senators 
Lincoln (AK), Miller (GA), Akaka and Inouye (HI), Bayh (IN), Breaux (LA), Edwards (NC), and Hollings (SC) are 
considered uncertain in their vote. Inouye and Hollings are the most likely to support the Warner amendments.
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The Defense Department has already issued a veto threat over the missile defense provisions in the bill.
Defense Appropriations Bill
The House and Senate have yet to begin drafting the annual defense appropriations bill. Work on the bill has become 
entangled in the larger congressional debate on the budget, described below. Given the veto threat over the defense 
authorization bill, the defense appropriations bill may set missile defense policy for next year.
  
Missile Defense and the Budget
Washington is moving toward one of its end-of-session mud fights over the spending. The budget resolution drafted 
last spring allowed the House and Senate budget chairmen to increase defense spending, if they did not dip into the 
Social Security surplus. Since then, Republicans lost the Senate Budget Committee chairmanship, the budget surplus 
has vanished, and the economy is sputtering.

Granting the Pentagon's summer request of an additional $18.3 billion is likely to require dipping into Social Security 
funds, which would take 60 Senate votes to waive the budget rules. Negotiations over the budget numbers may not be 
completed until mid-November. For the first time in over a decade, the Defense Department's budget request is in 
trouble on Capitol Hill. This is putting pressure on the missile defense, which is one of the biggest ticket items in the 
Pentagon budget.
Summary
Important floor votes on the missile defense will occur in the House and Senate over the next few weeks. These votes 
will set the parameters for the missile defense provisions that likely to be included in a final spending package that 
Congress adopts, perhaps in November.
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To: wade@armscontrol.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Briefing on missile defense
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Wade,

We have lined up Chris Madison of the Council for a Livable World to help us at today's briefing on missile defense 
for the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.  Therefore, we will not require your assistance.  But thanks for 
you willingness to be available.

Howard
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To: mupj@igc.org, icnd
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Sample action alert on missile defense
Cc: 
Bcc: icnd
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

To: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament

At today's briefing on missile defense we decided to work on two tracks to build grassroots support for cutbacks in 
missile defense funds and restrictions on activities that conflict with the ABM Treaty.  (1) An action alert to activists in 
all 50 states on the key issues before the Senate when it considers the annual defense authorization bill next week.  For 
this purpose, a sample alert is presented below (drawn from material provided by David Culp and the Council for a 
LivableWorld. 

(2) Focus on a number of key senators whose votes will be needed to ward off damaging amendments.  Democrats 
include Ernest Hollings (SC), Daniel Inoye (HI), Evan Bayh (IN), John Breaux (LA), Kent Conrad (ND), Herb Kohl 
(WI), Blanche Lincoln (AR), and Zell Miller (GA).  Republicans include Lincoln Chafee (RI), Pete Domenici (NM), 
Charles Hagel (NE), Richard Lugar (IN), Gordon Smith (OR), and Arlen Specter (PA).   If you can do only two, focus 
on Senator Inoye and Senator Chafee.

You can adapt the following draft alert for individual states by supplying the name, address, and phone number of the 
senator(s).   Encourage your grassroots contacts to share the alert with others as a multiplier effect.

I would appreciate being kept informed of what you do.  Please let me know which states you focus on, send me a 
copy of your general alert, and tell me if place such information on your web site.  I will share this knowledge with 
others in order to facilitate joint mobilization.  You can reach me at mupj@igc.org or phone/fax: 301 896-0013.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Draft Action Alert

Contact Senators on Missile Defense

The U.S. Senate will begin considering the annual defense authorization bill on Monday, September 17 with voting 
scheduled to start on Wednesday, September 19.  The bill reported by the Senate Armed Services Committee reduces 
the request by the Bush Administration for missile defense by $1.3 billion (but allows a 37 increase over the 2001 
appropriation).  Furthermore, the committee bill requires a vote by Congress before the president may conduct a test or 
other activity that conflicts with the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty. 

It is expected that Senator John Warner (VA), the ranking Republican on the Armed Services Committee, will offer an 
amendment to add $1 billion or more for missile defense and another amendment to strike the requirement for a vote 
on activities that conflict with the ABM Treaty.

Action:  Call your senators in Washington, D.C. or at their state offices.  Ask them to vote against any amendment that 
increases missile defense spending.  Ask them to vote against any amendment that removes the requirement for a 
congressional vote on activities conflicting with the ABM Treaty.
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(From the Council for a Livable World)
Arguments to use in favor of the committee bill and against the amendments:
1. Missile defense technology has not proved successful. The Administration's deployment plan is grossly premature.
2 Violating or withdrawing from the ABM Treaty will alienate allies, Russia and China and could lead to increased 
nuclear weapons in other countries.
3. The cost of building the Administration's system could easily top $200 billion, money that could be better spent on 
Social Security, education, prescription drugs, or better pay for the military.
4.  Missile defense cannot work against the most likely threat from terrorists delivering bombs in ships or suitcases.
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To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Contact senators on missile defense spending
Cc: 
Bcc: mupjbd, umbishops, umconf, umcs, umgbcs, umpj, jhorman@umc-gbcs.org
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Peace/Justice Alert #4
September 11, 2001

CONTACT YOUR SENATORS ON MISSILE DEFENSE FUNDING

The U.S. Senate will begin considering the annual defense authorization bill on Monday, September 17 with voting 
scheduled to start on Wednesday, September 19.  The bill reported by the Senate Armed Services Committee reduces 
the request by the Bush Administration for missile defense by $1.3 billion (but allows a 37 increase over the 2001 
appropriation).  Furthermore, the committee bill requires a vote by Congress before the president may conduct a test or 
other activity that conflicts with the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty. 

It is expected that Senator John Warner (VA), the ranking Republican on the Armed Services Committee, will offer an 
amendment to add $1 billion or more for missile defense and another amendment to strike the requirement for a vote 
on activities that conflict with the ABM Treaty.

Action:  Call your senators in Washington, D.C. (202 224-3121) or at their state offices.  Ask them to support the 
reduction in funding for missile defense and to vote against any amendment that increases missile defense spending.  
Ask them to vote against any amendment that removes the requirement for a congressional vote on activities 
conflicting with the ABM Treaty.

Arguments to use in favor of the committee bill and against the amendments:
1. The United Methodist General Conference has stated its opposition to national missile defense systems as "illusory, 
unnecessary, and wasteful".
2. Missile defense technology has not proved successful. The Administration's deployment plan is grossly premature.
3 Violating or withdrawing from the ABM Treaty will alienate allies, Russia and China and could lead to increased 
nuclear weapons in other countries.
4. The cost of building the Administration's system could easily top $200 billion, money that could be better spent on 
"Leave No Child Behind" programs, education, prescription drugs, and other health care needs.
5. Missile defense cannot work against the most likely threat from terrorists delivering bombs in ships or suitcases.

Please circulate this Peace/Justice Alert to other persons in your state.  Thanks for your action.



Peace/Justice Alert #4 
September 11, 2001 
 
CONTACT YOUR SENATORS ON MISSILE DEFENSE FUNDING 
 
The U.S. Senate will begin considering the annual defense authorization bill on Monday, 
September 17 with voting scheduled to start on Wednesday, September 19.  The bill reported by 
the Senate Armed Services Committee reduces the request by the Bush Administration for 
missile defense by $1.3 billion (but allows a 37 increase over the 2001 appropriation).  
Furthermore, the committee bill requires a vote by Congress before the president may conduct a 
test or other activity that conflicts with the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty.  
 
It is expected that Senator John Warner (VA), the ranking Republican on the Armed Services 
Committee, will offer an amendment to add $1 billion or more for missile defense and another 
amendment to strike the requirement for a vote on activities that conflict with the ABM Treaty. 
 
Action:  Call your senators in Washington, D.C. (202 224-3121) or at their state offices.  Ask 
them to support the reduction in funding for missile defense and to vote against any amendment 
that increases missile defense spending.  Ask them to vote against any amendment that removes 
the requirement for a congressional vote on activities conflicting with the ABM Treaty. 
 
Arguments to use in favor of the committee bill and against the amendments: 
1. The United Methodist General Conference has stated its opposition to national missile defense 
systems as "illusory, unnecessary, and wasteful". 
2. Missile defense technology has not proved successful. The Administration's deployment plan 
is grossly premature. 
3 Violating or withdrawing from the ABM Treaty will alienate allies, Russia and China and 
could lead to increased nuclear weapons in other countries. 
4. The cost of building the Administration's system could easily top $200 billion, money that 
could be better spent on "Leave No Child Behind" programs, education, prescription drugs, and 
other health care needs. 
5. Missile defense cannot work against the most likely threat from terrorists delivering bombs in 
ships or suitcases. 
 
Please circulate this Peace/Justice Alert to other persons in your state.  Thanks for your action. 
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From: STARMAN WENDY <wstarman@wesleysem.edu>
To: mupj@igc.org, "'david@fcnl.org'" <david@fcnl.org>, 
        "'lisaw@ncccusa.org'" <lisaw@ncccusa.org>
Cc: CCTPP <cctpp@wesleysem.edu>
Subject: need information ASAP
Date: Mon, 10 Sep 2001 16:54:18 -0400
Importance: high
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

Dear Howard, Lisa and David,

I alerted our webmaster that I am preparing an urgent posting for our NR/DI
website, alerting people of faith to a call that is coming from a variety of
faith groups, regarding the Defense Authorization Bill and pressing need for
grassroots participation. Our webmaster, at the Cathedral, is willing to
turn this around quickly. However, in order to get this to him in a timely
fashion, and ensure the posting is effective, I should deliver this as soon
as possible.

In this regard, I am seeking your help in two areas:

1) Howard: if possible please send me a final version of the "Action Alert
on Missile Defense" so I can post it with David's "Missile Defense: Next
Steps in Congress."

2) Lisa, David and Howard: I would be grateful if you could provide me with
the contact/web information that we discussed at today's meeting, so I can
list your pathways for accessing the information about grassroots work. If
any one of you can get this information from RAC, 
I would appreciate it. Lately, I have not been able to get a quick response
from their office. 

Thanks for your earliest attention to this matter. I hope to send this to
Craig by the end of tomorrow, or at the very latest Wednesday morning.

Best regards,

Wendy
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From: David Culp <david@fcnl.org>
To: 'STARMAN WENDY' <wstarman@wesleysem.edu>
Cc: "Howard W. Hallman (E-mail)" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: need information ASAP
Date: Mon, 10 Sep 2001 18:03:12 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

We send out our weekly "Legislative Action Message" on Thursday.  The alert
and links for letter-writing go up on the web at the same time as the alert
goes out as an e-mail.

The link for the "Legislative Action Message" is at
<http://www.fcnl.org/act_lam_current/actnow_lam_index.htm>. Right now, it
has last week's alert.  The missile defense alert will be up on Thursday.

Over and out,

David

David Culp, Legislative Representative
Friends Committee on National Legislation (Quakers)
245 Second Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C.  20002-5795
Tel: (202) 547-6000, ext. 146
Toll free: (800) 630-1330, ext. 146
Fax: (202) 547-6019
E-mail: david@fcnl.org
Web site: www.fcnl.org

> -----Original Message-----
> From: STARMAN WENDY [mailto:wstarman@wesleysem.edu]
> Sent: Monday, September 10, 2001 4:54 pm
> To: mupj@igc.org; 'david@fcnl.org'; 'lisaw@ncccusa.org'
> Cc: CCTPP
> Subject: need information ASAP
> Importance: High
> 
> 
> Dear Howard, Lisa and David,
> 
> I alerted our webmaster that I am preparing an urgent posting 
> for our NR/DI
> website, alerting people of faith to a call that is coming 
> from a variety of
> faith groups, regarding the Defense Authorization Bill and 
> pressing need for
> grassroots participation. Our webmaster, at the Cathedral, is 
> willing to
> turn this around quickly. However, in order to get this to 
> him in a timely
> fashion, and ensure the posting is effective, I should 
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> deliver this as soon
> as possible.
> 
> In this regard, I am seeking your help in two areas:
> 
> 1) Howard: if possible please send me a final version of the 
> "Action Alert
> on Missile Defense" so I can post it with David's "Missile 
> Defense: Next
> Steps in Congress."
> 
> 2) Lisa, David and Howard: I would be grateful if you could 
> provide me with
> the contact/web information that we discussed at today's 
> meeting, so I can
> list your pathways for accessing the information about 
> grassroots work. If
> any one of you can get this information from RAC, 
> I would appreciate it. Lately, I have not been able to get a 
> quick response
> from their office. 
> 
> Thanks for your earliest attention to this matter. I hope to 
> send this to
> Craig by the end of tomorrow, or at the very latest Wednesday morning.
> 
> Best regards,
> 
> Wendy
> 
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From: "Claudia Baumgart" <cbaumgar@stud.uni-frankfurt.de>
To: <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: 
Date: Tue, 11 Sep 2001 09:47:23 +0200
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Internet Mail 4.70.1155

Dear Mr. Hallman,

my name is Claudia Baumgart and I am an associate of the Peace Research
Institute Frankfurt (PRIF), a state-funded, independent research institute.
PRIFs research interests focus on the causes of violent conflicts, both
internal and international, and on the conditions of peace.

I am currently undertaking a little research project exploring how
religious groups generate norms for disarmament and what impact they have
on international politics. My thesis will focus on Muslim and Christian
perspectives on the topic.

Wendy Starman from the Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative recommended
me getting in touch with you since your organisation is actively involved
in disarmament policy in the United States. I am especially interested in
how religious groups argue for disarmament on the grounds of their
religious convictions and theological insights. Maybe you could help me
with some material on this topic? That would be great! Also, do you have a
website with further information about your organisation?

Thanks in advance,
yours sincerely,
Claudia Baumgart

Josephskirchstrasse 10
60433 Frankfurt/Main
Germany
cbaumgar@stud.uni-frankfurt.de
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To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Terrorist attack and missile defense
Cc: 
Bcc: icnd
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

To: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament

Yesterday's terrorist attacks changes the situation on missile defense, but in what manner remains to be seen.  Those of 
who oppose deployment of missile defense can say that our point was proven: missile defense doesn't deal with the real 
danger.  But proponents can argue that terrorists made this unprovoked attack with available means and that they will 
try to acquire long-range missiles to attack the U.S. again in the future; therefore, we should be spending even more on 
missile defense to prepare for this contingency. 

We need to see how Senate Democrats respond and find out if the defense authorization bill will come up next week as 
previously scheduled.   Perhaps by the end of the day we may have some indicator, or by tomorrow.   I'll share with 
you whatever I learn.

Howard
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From: STARMAN WENDY <wstarman@wesleysem.edu>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: need information ASAP
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 08:51:31 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

Hi Howard,

I realize that things are pretty hard to assess now. In light of our
national tragedy, it's hard to imagine how momentum on missile defense will
resume, or shift in the near future. So, I'll be on standby to hear from you
and see how it plays out. In the meantime, I'll do what I can to post
information and build awareness. What a sorry state we're in.

Peace,

Wendy

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2001 8:19 AM
To: STARMAN WENDY
Subject: Re: need information ASAP

Wendy,

At the moment I'm on hold on the defense authorization bill and missile
defense until we find out the effect of the terrorists' attack on this
legislation.

Howard

 
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
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From: CarolCWalker@aol.com
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 09:08:13 EDT
Subject: Fwd: FW: Response to terrorism in NY and DC
To: bbhardt@mail.esc4.com, beverly@fumcaustin.org, bcraig@planetwide.com,
        Bettyolleboop@aol.com, Bmreedy@aol.com, ceckert1@austin.rr.com,
        Dorothy_Watson@oxy.com, Fraubra@aol.com, gramapatpat@msn.com,
        Hawkins1@absbc.org, j.b.pope@worldnet.att.net, joylps1@yahoo.com,
        Kaparkersr@aol.com, mimi@fumcaustin.org, mspivey@austin.rr.com,
        mupj@igc.org, Nabhankins@aol.com, nicki@wt.net, ONice@webtv.net,
        pbw5w@cms.mail.virginia.edu, PMonical@aol.com, RHHUGHES@aol.com,
        rlgdavis@swbell.net, rogers33@swbell.net, Rrpmyers@aol.com,
        sid@tumc.org
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Mac sub 28

Dear friends,
This was sent yesterday by others who work with the Peace With Justice 
network of the United Methodist Church.  God's blessings, Carol Walker
Return-Path: <kentkathyb@earthlink.net>
Received: from  rly-xd02.mx.aol.com (rly-xd02.mail.aol.com [172.20.105.167]) by air-xd05.mail.aol.com (v80.17) 
with ESMTP id MAILINXD54-0911153513; Tue, 11 Sep 2001 15:35:13 -0400
Received: from  falcon.mail.pas.earthlink.net (falcon.mail.pas.earthlink.net [207.217.120.74]) by rly-xd02.mx.aol.com 
(v80.21) with ESMTP id MAILRELAYINXD29-0911153447; Tue, 11 Sep 2001 15:34:47 -0400
Received: from [158.252.231.50] (sdn-ar-001orsaleP312.dialsprint.net [158.252.231.50])
        by falcon.mail.pas.earthlink.net (8.11.5/8.9.3) with ESMTP id f8BJYht14121;
        Tue, 11 Sep 2001 12:34:43 -0700 (PDT)
User-Agent: Microsoft-Outlook-Express-Macintosh-Edition/5.02.2022
Date: Tue, 11 Sep 2001 12:37:13 -0700
Subject: FW: Response to terrorism in NY and DC
From: Kent/Kathy Barton <kentkathyb@earthlink.net>
To: Adrienne Fong <afong@jps.net>, Carol Walker <CarolCWalker@aol.com>,
        Carol Windrum <cawindrum@yahoo.com>,
        Carol A Davies <davies37@juno.com>,
        Chuck/ Patty Cooper/Pickett-Cooper <revmts@teleport.com>
Message-ID: <B7C3B5F9.FDE%kentkathyb@earthlink.net>
In-Reply-To: <2.2.16.20010911104315.2fd77774@pop.igc.org>
Mime-version: 1.0
Content-type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Unknown (No Version)

I am forwarding this column written by the Editor of the Oregon Peaceworker
in hopes that it may be useful.  Kathy Campbell-Barton
----------
From: Peter Bergel <pbergel@igc.org>
Date: Tue, 11 Sep 2001 10:44:36 -0700 (PDT)
To: (Recipient list suppressed)
Subject: Response to terrorism in NY and DC

Dear Friends,

I just sent this column to the Statesman Journal (Salem's daily) as an early
response to the events in New York and Washington.  If you can make use of
it in any way, you  are welcome to do so.
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Peter Bergel
******************************

Lessons Not Too Early for the Learning

by Peter Bergel

"The most terrifying thing I've ever seen," was how one eyewitness described
the destruction of New York's World Trade Center in the wake of what appears
to be a coordinated terrorist attack against the United States by an unknown
assailant.

Even as real-life scenes reminiscent of action-horror movies stream onto our
TV screens, it is not too early to ask "what can we learn" from this
terrible series of events.

The first lesson, clearly, is how it feels to be the victim of this kind of
violence.  The terror, rage and grief we feel as we actually see huge
buildings like the Trade Center and the Pentagon destroyed, as we hear about
loss of life and injury on a horrifying scale and as we watch daily
activities disrupted all across our country, is probably a new experience
for most of us.  Our experience connects us to the experience of victims of
violence everywhere.

The second lesson is that if our reaction is vindictive, if we call for war
against the perpetrators of these attacks (whoever they turn out to be), if
we focus on revenge, is it not then easy to understand how others in similar
positions in other places in the world could feel the same?  If we respond
to this violence with a similar kind of indiscriminate violence, other
innocent people will die, be injured and cause grief to their friends and
families.  This, in turn, is likely to give rise to answering calls for
revenge, and the cycle will surely repeat itself, creating an ever-widening
pool of innocent victims.

Understandable as this might be, it is not the road our country should take.
George Bush said this morning, "Terrorism against our nation will not
stand."  What this means in terms of action is not clear, but let us make it
mean that we will seek the perpetrators of these acts and then use the
world's judicial system to bring them to justice.  Let us not alienate the
many millions in the world who today sympathize with us by relying on a "go
it alone" military retaliation.  Let us stay away from any response which
endangers other guiltless people in other lands who just want to go about
their daily lives, as did our unfortunate compatriots who went to work in
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon yesterday morning.

The third lesson is how vulnerable our nation is to a technically simple
attack.  Three airplanes piloted by suicidal zealots have killed and injured
unknown numbers of our citizens, essentially shut down the federal
government, halted air traffic and destroyed three large buildings.  This
did not require missiles, nuclear weapons or other sophisticated military
hardware.  Our intelligence services apparently had no inkling that such an
assault was in the offing.  As we consider security measures to protect our
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nation in the coming months, let us remember how we were actually attacked
and ask how such genuine threats can be realistically countered.

-  30 -
Peter Bergel
Center for Energy Research
104 Commercial Street NE
Salem, OR  97301
Voice: 503-371-8002
Fax: 503-588-0088
e-mail: pbergel@peacenet.org
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To: ashackleton@napawash.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Database form
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Anne, 

Shortly after I received e-mail questionnaire, I filled out all except the 100 word paragraph of interests.   Then I forgot 
about it.  Your hard copy requested reminded me to finish it.  Here it is.  My resume is first, then the database form.  If 
you need any clarification, please let me know.

Howard

Professional Career

        Howard W. Hallman is a graduate of the University of Kansas in Lawrence, where he earned B.A. and M.A. 
degrees (1950, 1951) and worked for the Bureau of Government Research (1949-52).

        Hallman worked in Philadelphia from 1952 to 1958, first for the Philadelphia Housing Associa-tion, an advocacy 
organization, and then as a consultant to citizen organi-zations.  From 1959 to 1965 he worked in New Haven, 
Connecticut, first as director of the city's neighborhood improvement program and then as deputy director of 
Community Progress, Inc., a private non-profit corporation set up to run community action and anti-poverty programs. 
In 1964 he was on loan part time to the War on Poverty Task Force in Washington, D.C.

        Hallman moved to Washington in 1965 and served as a consultant to city governments and community action 
agencies around the country, helping them set up employment training and community action programs.  In 1967 he 
directed a study of the Poverty Program for a U.S. Senate subcommittee.

        In 1969 Hallman organized the Center for Governmental Studies, later renamed Civic Action Institute.  For the 
next seven years the Center conducted studies of municipal decentralization, citizen participation, and employment and 
training programs and conducted workshops for local officials and citizen leaders.  In 1976 he was founder of a 
national organization now know as Neighborhoods, USA, which in May 2000 had its 25th annual conference where 
Hallman was presented the founder's award.  In 1977 Hallman served as a full-time consul-tant to the U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Devel-op-ment on citizen participation policies.  From 1978 to 1983 the Civic Action Institute 
under his leadership provided training and technical assistance around the United States to local offi-cials and citi-zen 
leaders on citi-zen participa-tion and neighborhood action.  

        In 1984 Hallman switched his primary attention to public advocacy on peace and justice issues but also performed 
occa-sional consulting on matters of citizen participa-tion and neighborhood organiz-ing.  In 1990s hosted a Polish 
delegation to the United States in a study of citizen participation practices, spent a week in Turkey speaking to local 
officials and citizen organization leaders on democratic participation, and presented a paper on citizen participation at 
an international conference in Tokyo.  He has conducted studies on community development matters in Sweden, 
Canada, Puerto Rico, and Israel.

        Hallman is author of more than 250 articles, pamphlets, and reports and nine books, including The Organization 
and Operation of Neighborhood Councils, Small and Large Together: Governing the Metropolis, and Neighborhoods: 
Their Place in Urban Life.  
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May 2001
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
CONSTITUENCY DATABASE
2001 DATA INPUT FORM

PERSONAL INFORMATION
(Please note that items marked as confidential will not be available to anyone outside the Academy offices.)

Last Name:              Hallman                         ____________________________
First Name:             Howard                  ______________________________
Middle Initial:         W.                      ______________________________
Legal Name (if different):                      ______________________________
Name Prefix                                     x1      Mr
1       Ms.
1       Dr.
1       Ambassador
1       Other   ___________________

Name Suffix                                     1       Jr.
1       II
1       III
1       Other   ___________________

Date of Birth (confidential)            February 17, 1928_____________________________
Social Security Number (confidential)   ______________________________
Title:          none (retired)          ______________________________
Institution:                                    ______________________________
Business Address:                               ______________________________
[please include zipcode                 ______________________________
and country]                                    ______________________________
                                                ______________________________
?
 
Office Telephone Number:                        ______________________________
Office Facsimile Number:                        ______________________________
Office E-Mail Address:                  ______________________________

?

Home Address: 6508 Wilmett Road, Bethesda, MD 20817___________________________
[please include zipcode]                        ______________________________
______________________________
Home Telephone Number:   301 897-3668           ______________________________
Home Facsimile Number:  301 896-0013            ______________________________
Home E-Mail Address:    mupj@igc.org            ______________________________

Please indicate which information you want listed in the Academy Membership List.  Please note that the Membership 
List is distributed to Academy Fellows only.
1x      Home address
1x      Home telephone number
1x      Home facsimile number
1x      Home e-mail addresss
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?
 
Other Address:                          ______________________________
[please include zipcode]                        ______________________________
______________________________
Other Telephone Number:                 ______________________________
Other Facsimile Number:                 ______________________________
Other E-Mail Address:                   ______________________________
Indicate Months at this address
(if applicable):                                ______________________________

?

Preferred Mailing Address (Please check one): 
Home            x1
                                                Office          1
                                                Other           1

?
\
REGION WITH WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE IDENTIFIED (Please select one)

1       New England (ME, NH, VT, MA, RI, CT)
1       Midwest (OH, IN, IL, MI, WI, MN, IA, MO, ND, SD, NE, KS)
1       Southwest (AR, LA, OK, TX)
1       Mountain (MT, ID, WY, CO, NM, AZ, UT, NV)
1       Pacific (WA, OR, CA, AL, HI)
1x      Washington, DC / National Capital Area 
1       Mid-Atlantic (NY, NJ, PA, DE, MD but not including the National Capital Area)
1       Southeast (WV, NC, SC, FL, GA, KY, TN, AL, MS, VA, but not including the National Capital Area)
1       Countries outside the U.S.

?

GENDER 

1x      Male
1       Female

?
ETHINICITY

1       African American
1       American Indian/Alaskan Native
1       Asian/Pacific Islander
1x      Caucasian
1       Hispanic
1       Mixed Race
1       Other   __________________________

?

HIGHEST DEGREE RECEIVED 
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Degree Received Institution     Year Received   Major
M.A.                            U. of Kansas    1951    Poli. Sci.

?
RESEARCH INTEREST (please indicate your 3 areas of research interest)

Citizen participation

Neighborhood decentralization

Metropolitan governance

?
 
CERTIFICATIONS OR PROFESSIONAL LICENSES (please list licenses such as CPA, Bar, CPM, etc.)

?

NON-ENGLISH LANGUAGE: Please indicate if you have some proficiency in a non-English language [I'd now vote 
to drop the third category.]

Language        Reading Writing Speaking
        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited

        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited

        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited
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        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited

?

INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE: Please indicate the countries in which you have served or been a consultant in 
each of the following areas:

Area    Indicate Specific Country       Indicate Dates(s) 
of Service 
Africa          
                
                
                
Asia/Pacific Islands            
                
                
                
Australia/New Zealand           
                
                
                
Central and Eastern Europe; and the former Soviet Union         
                
                
                
Europe - Western Europe         
                
                
                
Latin America           
                
                
                
Middle East             
                
                
                
Other (Specify ______)          
Other (Specify ______)          
Other (Specify ______)          
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?

PLEASE INDICATE TESTIMONY BEFORE GOVERNMENTAL BODIES SINCE 1991

Governmental Body       Indicate Approximate Number of Times    Indicate Subject Area(s) and Nature of Activity
Federal         
                
                
                
                
State           
                
                
                
                
Local           
                
                
                
                
International           
                
                
                
                
Other (specify__________________)               
                
                
                
Other (specify__________________)               
                
                
                

?
 CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS  (Please select only one)

        Government Sector
Federal Government -- Executive Branch          1
Federal Government -- Judicial Branch                   1
Federal Government -- Legislative Branch                1
State Government                                                1
Local Government                                                1
Regional Organization/Special Districts                 1
Government Corporation/Public Authority         1

        Private Sector
Attorney                                                        1
Business                                                        1
Media                                                           1
Other   _____________________                           1

Non-Profit                                                      1x
    volunteer chair, half-time of  Methodists United for Peace with Justice
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University 
Administration                                          1
Faculty                                                 1

        International Organization                              
        United Nations                                          1
        World Bank                                                      1
        OECD                                                            1       
Other   _____________________                           1

        Consulting                                                      1

        Retired                                                         1x
          from P.A. paid employment

?

 PREDOMINANT / SIGNIFICANT EXPERIENCE (please check as many as appropriate):
                Government Sector
Federal Government - Executive Branch   1
Federal Government - Judicial Branch            1
Federal Government - Legislative Branch 1
State Government                                        1
Local Government                                        1x
Regional Organizations/Special Districts                1
Government Corporation/Public Authority 1       

Private Sector
Attorney                                                1
Business                                                1
Media                                                   1
Other   _________________                       1

Non-Profit                                                      1x

University

Administration                                  1
Faculty                                         1

International Organizations                             
        United Nations                                  1
        World Bank                                              1
        OECD                                                    1       
Other   _____________________                   1

        Consulting                                                      1x

?

WITH WHAT OTHER PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS ARE YOU AFFILIATED?
1       American Society for Public Administration
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1x      American Political Science Association
1       Association for Public Policy Analysis and Management
1       Committee for Economic Development
1       Conference of Minority Public Administrators (COMPA)
1       Council for Excellence in Government
1       International City/County Management Association
1       National Association of Regional Councils
1       National Association of Schools of Public Administration and Affairs
1       National Civic League
1       National Forum of Black Public Administrators
1       United Nations Association
1x      Neighborhoods, USA_________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________

?

CORPORATE OR FOUNDATION BOARD AFFILIATIONS 
(Please indicate organization name and whether service is current or past)

Name of Corporate or Foundation Board   Current Service Past Service
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1

?

NOTE:  Please send an electronic copy of your current resume to pshocket@napawash.org.
 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Please note: This list is designed to elicit detailed information so that Fellows can be asked to participate in the 
Academy's work that sometimes calls for fairly specific experience. Please choose all subjects that reflect expertise that 
you think is currently relevant.  There is no limit to the number of items that you may choose.  

Please indicate by checking the boxes in the right hand column if your experience was in elective or appointive office 
or otherwise at a senior level.
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AERONAUTICS/SPACE                                       
q Research                                                              
q Operations                                                            

AGRICULTURE
q Farm Programs                                                 
q Food and Nutrition Programs                                                   
q Forestry

ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT
q Contract Management
q Procurement                                                                   

ARTS AND HUMANITIES
q Arts                                                                  
q Humanities                                                            

BANKING
q Organization                                                          
q Regulation                                                                    

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION 
q x Independent Sector                                          
q x Engaging citizens' input via e-governance methods           
q x Lobbying                                                            
q x Public Affairs                                                              
q x Voluntarism                                                                 
q Voting                                                                        
 
COMMERCE
q Consumer Protection                                           
q Economic Development                                          
q Small Business                                                                                                                        
EDUCATION
q Elementary and Secondary                                      
q Higher Education                                                      
q Student Loans                                                 

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
q Wartime Organization                                          
q Emergency Preparedness                                                 
q Disaster Management                                           

ENERGY
q Alternative Energy Sources (Nuclear, Solar, Wind)             
q Conservation                                                          
q Conventional Energy Sources                                   
q Regulation                                                            

ENVIRONMENT
q Air and Water                                                 
q Oceans and Atmosphere                                         
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q Waste Management                                                      

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
q Accounting                                                            
q Auditing                                                              
q Budgeting                                                             
q Finance                                                               

FOREIGN AFFAIRS/INTERNATIONAL
q Assistance and Development                                                    
q Comparative Administration                                    
q Diplomacy, including Disarmament                              
q Finance                                                               
q International Organizations                                           
q Trade

 

GOVERNANCE
q Executive-Legislative Relations                                       
q Judicial Administration of Executive Agency Programs          
q Presidency                                                            
q Chief Executive Role in Other Units of Government             
q Separation of Powers                                          
q x Private Sector Not-for-Profit                                       
q x Public-Private Partnerships                                         
q Governmental Consulting                                               

GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION
q Federal, State or Local Executive Branch Organization 
q Government Sponsored Enterprises                              
q Legislative Organization and Operations                                
q Public Authorities or Corporations, 
including the Postal Service                                    
q White House and Executive Office of the President             
q Governor's, Mayor's, City Manager's or 
County Executive's Office                                               
        x Metropolitan governance
HEALTH
q Addiction/Mental Health/Narcotics                             
q Medicare/Medicaid                                                     
q Medical Ethics                                                        
q Research                                                              

HOUSING
q Assistance Programs                                           
q Financing                                                             

HUMAN RESOURCES/HUMAN CAPITAL
q Career-Political Relations                                            
q Civil Service and Merit System                                        
q Compensation                                                  
q Equal Opportunity                                                     
q Ethics                                                                        
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q Executive Development and Succession Planning         
q Labor-Management Relations                                    
q Senior Executive Service                                              
q Staffing, Workforce Planning and Management                   
q Training and Organizational Development                       
 
                                                                

HUMAN SERVICES
q Aging Services                                                        
q Family Services                                                       
q Handicapped Services                                          
q Native Americans                                                      
q Social Security                                                       
q Welfare                                                               

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
q Archives and Records                                          
q GIS/GPS                                                               
q Information Technology                                                
q Internet                                                              
q Privacy and Security                                          
q Telecommunications                                            

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
q x Centralization / Decentralization    (local level)                          
q Grants-In-Aid                                                         
q x Regionalism                                                         
q Regulatory Federalism                                         

LABOR
q Disability/Unemployment Insurance                             
q Employment and Training                                               
q Labor-Management Relations                                    
q Occupational Health and Safety                                        
q Pensions                                                              

LAW AND JUSTICE
q Administrative Law                                                    
q Civil Rights/Liberties                                                
q Court Administration                                          
q Immigration/Naturalization                                            
q Judicial Systems                                                      
q Law Enforcement                                                       
q Prisons/Corrections                                                   
q Rule of Law (Development of Civil and Criminal Procedures) 

                                                                

MANAGEMENT
q Administrative Management                                     
q Archives and Records Management                               
q City Management and Organization                              
q County Management and Organization                            
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q Divestiture (a.k.a. "Privatization"), 
including Government-Sponsored Enterprises                  
q E-government                                                  
q Grants Management                                             
q Field Structure and Decentralization                          
q Inspectors General                                                    
q Logistics Management                                          
q Managing Privatization                                                
q x Not-for-Profit                                                              
q Performance Management                                                
q Program Evaluation and Policy Analysis                                
q Process Improvement                                           
q Program Management                                            
q Property Management                                           
q Risk Management                                                       
q Science Management                                            
q State Management and Organization                             
q Statistical Programs                                                  
q Strategic Planning                                                    

NATIONAL SECURITY
q Defense Management                                            
q Intelligence                                                          
x Nuclear disarmament
NATURAL RESOURCES
q Parks and Recreation                                          
q Public Lands Management                                               
q Water Resources                                                       
q Wildlife                                                              
                
PLANNING and DEVELOPMENT
q Regional                                                              
q Rural                                                                 
q x Urban                                                               

PUBLIC WORKS
q Corps of Engineers                                                    
q Interior Department                                                   
q Local and State Government                                    

REGULATORY MANAGEMENT/REFORM
q Coordination and Review                                               
q Enforcement                                                           
q Rulemaking                                                            

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
q R&D Policy and Management                                     
q Science Policy                                                        
q Technology Assessment                                         

SECURITY
q Computer Security                                                     
q Personnel Security                                                    
q Physical Security                                                     
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SOCIAL EQUITY 
q Inter-jurisdictional and International                                
q Organizational and Managerial                                 
q x Service Delivery and Inter-generational                             

TAX
q Revenue Administration                                                
q Tax Expenditures                                                      
 

TRANSPORTATION
q Aviation                                                              
q Highways and Motor Vehicles
q Intermodal                                    
q Mass Transportation                                           
q Rail                                                                  
q Water                                                                 

VETERANS AFFAIRS
q Education                                                             
q Employment and Training                                               
q Health                                                                        

OTHER
q ________________________                                      
q ________________________                                      
q ________________________                                      
q ________________________                                      
q ________________________                                      
q ________________________                                      

?
 
ACADEMY ACTIVITIES

Please list participation in project panels, advisory panels, and seminars that you regard as currently relevant, together 
with approximate dates (but not including Academy Fall and Spring Meetings and standing panel meetings).  [Attach 
additional pages if necessary]

SUBJECTS                                                                APPROXIMATE DATES

____________________                                                    __________________

____________________                                                    __________________

____________________                                                    __________________

____________________                                                    __________________
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PRINCIPAL SKILLS, COMPETENCIES AND INTERESTS

Please indicate your principal skills, and competencies, and any special orientation that characterizes your approach to 
and interests in public administration. Please limit your paragraph to 100 words.   

My principal interest related to the work of the Academy deals with citizen participation in governmental decision 
making, particularly at the local level but also in dealings with state and federal agencies.  This encompasses both 
structure and processes for participation.  This interest includes roles of neighborhood organizations in governance 
within their neighborhoods and dealing with broader jurisdiction.   My interest also includes processes that achieving 
continuity of participation through all stages of particular decision-making processes, such as the budget, community 
development plans, etc.   I'm interested in how persons ordinarily left out of decision making can gain greater 
participation; this has a social equity dimension. 



From: "Faith E Cathcart" <faith.cathcart@gte.net> 

To: <mupj@igc.org> 

Subject: world trade center 

Date: Tue, 11 Sep 2001 09:12:54 -0500 

X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 

X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1 

X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3 

Hello, 

My name is Faith Cathcart. I am a graduate student at the University of Missouri-
Columbia. I am preparing to begin a career rooted in the belief that images have the 
power to deeply move people – move us so much that we take moral action. 

The recent images of violence and destruction have had that effect on me. I grieve for 
the people who have lost their lives or well being in New York, Virginia and 
Pennsylvania. I pray for their loved ones and for the emergency personnel who continue 
to work in unimaginable conditions. I am concerned also about the future actions that 
the US government may take in retaliation against the perpetrators of these heinous 
crimes. 

With whom will the violence end? 

Do you know of any national or international efforts to mobilize individuals and groups 
for a non-violent response? Please let me know. There must be others who feel as 
strongly as I do. We need to make our voices heard NOW. 

Sincerely, Faith 
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From: STARMAN WENDY <wstarman@wesleysem.edu>
To: "'davidculp@yahoo.com'" <davidculp@yahoo.com>, "'mupj@igc.org'"
         <mupj@igc.org>
Cc: CCTPP <cctpp@wesleysem.edu>, "NEWPORT, ERICA" <enewport@wesleysem.edu>
Subject: Terrorist attack
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 10:27:03 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

Dear David and Howard,

I hope you, your families, and friends are all safe and sound.

In light of the unpredictable climate of national security decisions, and
the current state of crisis, we will not be moving forward to post
information on our Web site this week. It is likely that Washington National
Cathedral staff will be faced with daunting tasks related to the victims,
and grieving family and community members. Thus, it is not a reasonable time
to request their services with our Web site. I must allow the process of
healing and recovery to unfold, and get more clarity about the impact this
has on the Cathedral life.

In the meantime, please continue to send me any updates about perspectives
on missile defense and the schedule for the bill. The Rev. Barbara Green is
in Germany, and if possible plans to return on Friday. We will have a better
sense of where things stand, and how we will proceed, early next week.

Thanks for your attention.

Wendy

 



Reply-To: "Doug & Mary Miller" <dmill911@asheboro.com> 
From: "Doug & Mary Miller" <dmill911@asheboro.com> 
To: <mupj@igc.org> 
Subject: Press Releases 
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 08:40:13 -0700 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2600.0000 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2600.0000 
 
Please send us information on how we can receive up to date press releases from the UM Church: Peace 
with Justice area either through email or US mail.  
  
Kindly, 
  
Jordan Memorial UMC 
c/o Rev. Mary Miller 
PO Box 848 
Ramseur, NC  27316 
email: jmumc@asheboro.com 
  

mailto:jmumc@asheboro.com
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To: fenn@hicapitol.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Hallman reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Cindy,

I didn't receive your group sales agreement until September 5.  I have shared it with some family members and have 
some clarifications to request.  I tried unsuccessfully to reach you by phone.

Under sleeping room requirements, you list the dates, rooms, and rates.  Then it states: "Hotel room rates are not 
guaranteed for more than ten months prior to the arrival date, unless negotiated contract rates apply."  Can we assume 
that the schedule represents "negotiated contract rates"?

You indicated that the rates will apply three days before the event and three days after for family members arrive 
earlier or staying longer.   Will you please put this in writing?

Because family members will make their own reservation, I assume that the "single cancellation policy" applies, not 
"group cancellation"?  Is this correct?

Function rooms:  Can you provide a podium with microphone for the dinner on June 26?  Can this  be included in the 
set up charge of $200?

On banquet charges, payable five days in advance, may I pay by credit card?  That would be preferred because I won't 
be collecting money from family members until they arrive.

As soon as I have this clarification, I will sign and return the agreement.

Thanks for your attention,
Howard
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From: David Culp <david@fcnl.org>
To: 'STARMAN WENDY' <wstarman@wesleysem.edu>
Cc: "Howard W. Hallman (E-mail)" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Terrorist attack
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 10:34:06 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

Wendy --

I think the defense authorization bill will be delayed.  However, there will
still be a major debate sometime this fall in the House and Senate on
missile defense.  FCNL still plans to vigorously oppose missile defense.

David   

> -----Original Message-----
> From: STARMAN WENDY [mailto:wstarman@wesleysem.edu]
> Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2001 10:27 am
> To: 'davidculp@yahoo.com'; 'mupj@igc.org'
> Cc: CCTPP; NEWPORT, ERICA
> Subject: Terrorist attack
> 
> 
> Dear David and Howard,
> 
> I hope you, your families, and friends are all safe and sound.
> 
> In light of the unpredictable climate of national security 
> decisions, and
> the current state of crisis, we will not be moving forward to post
> information on our Web site this week. It is likely that 
> Washington National
> Cathedral staff will be faced with daunting tasks related to 
> the victims,
> and grieving family and community members. Thus, it is not a 
> reasonable time
> to request their services with our Web site. I must allow the 
> process of
> healing and recovery to unfold, and get more clarity about 
> the impact this
> has on the Cathedral life.
> 
> In the meantime, please continue to send me any updates about 
> perspectives
> on missile defense and the schedule for the bill. The Rev. 
> Barbara Green is
> in Germany, and if possible plans to return on Friday. We 
> will have a better
> sense of where things stand, and how we will proceed, early next week.
> 
> Thanks for your attention.
> 
> Wendy
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> 
>  
> 
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From: "Shackleton, Anne M" <AShackleton@NAPAWASH.ORG>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Database form
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 10:54:19 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

Howard,

Thank you for your speedy response to the reminder.  I certainly know who it
is to put something down for a moment and pick it up a couple months later.

Hope you stay well,

Anne

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2001 10:36 AM
To: ashackleton@napawash.org
Subject: Database form

Anne, 

Shortly after I received e-mail questionnaire, I filled out all except the
100 word paragraph of interests.   Then I forgot about it.  Your hard copy
requested reminded me to finish it.  Here it is.  My resume is first, then
the database form.  If you need any clarification, please let me know.

Howard

Professional Career

        Howard W. Hallman is a graduate of the University of Kansas in
Lawrence,
where he earned B.A. and M.A. degrees (1950, 1951) and worked for the
Bureau of Government Research (1949-52).

        Hallman worked in Philadelphia from 1952 to 1958, first for the
Philadelphia Housing Associa-tion, an advocacy organization, and then as a
consultant to citizen organi-zations.  From 1959 to 1965 he worked in New
Haven, Connecticut, first as director of the city's neighborhood
improvement program and then as deputy director of Community Progress,
Inc., a private non-profit corporation set up to run community action and
anti-poverty programs. In 1964 he was on loan part time to the War on
Poverty Task Force in Washington, D.C.

        Hallman moved to Washington in 1965 and served as a consultant to
city
governments and community action agencies around the country, helping them
set up employment training and community action programs.  In 1967 he
directed a study of the Poverty Program for a U.S. Senate subcommittee.
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        In 1969 Hallman organized the Center for Governmental Studies, later
renamed Civic Action Institute.  For the next seven years the Center
conducted studies of municipal decentralization, citizen participation, and
employment and training programs and conducted workshops for local
officials and citizen leaders.  In 1976 he was founder of a national
organization now know as Neighborhoods, USA, which in May 2000 had its 25th
annual conference where Hallman was presented the founder's award.  In 1977
Hallman served as a full-time consul-tant to the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Devel-op-ment on citizen participation policies.  From 1978 to
1983 the Civic Action Institute under his leadership provided training and
technical assistance around the United States to local offi-cials and
citi-zen leaders on citi-zen participa-tion and neighborhood action.  

        In 1984 Hallman switched his primary attention to public advocacy on
peace
and justice issues but also performed occa-sional consulting on matters of
citizen participa-tion and neighborhood organiz-ing.  In 1990s hosted a
Polish delegation to the United States in a study of citizen participation
practices, spent a week in Turkey speaking to local officials and citizen
organization leaders on democratic participation, and presented a paper on
citizen participation at an international conference in Tokyo.  He has
conducted studies on community development matters in Sweden, Canada,
Puerto Rico, and Israel.

        Hallman is author of more than 250 articles, pamphlets, and reports
and
nine books, including The Organization and Operation of Neighborhood
Councils, Small and Large Together: Governing the Metropolis, and
Neighborhoods: Their Place in Urban Life.  

May 2001
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
CONSTITUENCY DATABASE
2001 DATA INPUT FORM

PERSONAL INFORMATION
(Please note that items marked as confidential will not be available to
anyone outside the Academy offices.)

Last Name:              Hallman
____________________________
First Name:             Howard
______________________________
Middle Initial:         W.
______________________________
Legal Name (if different):
______________________________
Name Prefix                                     x1      Mr
1       Ms.
1       Dr.
1       Ambassador
1       Other   ___________________
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Name Suffix                                     1       Jr.
1       II
1       III
1       Other   ___________________

Date of Birth (confidential)            February 17,
1928_____________________________
Social Security Number (confidential)   ______________________________
Title:          none (retired)          ______________________________
Institution:
______________________________
Business Address:
______________________________
[please include zipcode                 ______________________________
and country]
______________________________
        
______________________________
?
 
Office Telephone Number:
______________________________
Office Facsimile Number:
______________________________
Office E-Mail Address:                  ______________________________

?

Home Address: 6508 Wilmett Road, Bethesda, MD
20817___________________________
[please include zipcode]
______________________________
______________________________
Home Telephone Number:   301 897-3668
______________________________
Home Facsimile Number:  301 896-0013
______________________________
Home E-Mail Address:    mupj@igc.org
______________________________

Please indicate which information you want listed in the Academy Membership
List.  Please note that the Membership List is distributed to Academy
Fellows only.
1x      Home address
1x      Home telephone number
1x      Home facsimile number
1x      Home e-mail addresss

?
 
Other Address:                          ______________________________
[please include zipcode]
______________________________
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______________________________
Other Telephone Number:                 ______________________________
Other Facsimile Number:                 ______________________________
Other E-Mail Address:                   ______________________________
Indicate Months at this address
(if applicable):
______________________________

?

Preferred Mailing Address (Please check one): 
Home            x1
                                                Office          1
                                                Other           1

?
\
REGION WITH WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE IDENTIFIED (Please select one)

1       New England (ME, NH, VT, MA, RI, CT)
1       Midwest (OH, IN, IL, MI, WI, MN, IA, MO, ND, SD, NE, KS)
1       Southwest (AR, LA, OK, TX)
1       Mountain (MT, ID, WY, CO, NM, AZ, UT, NV)
1       Pacific (WA, OR, CA, AL, HI)
1x      Washington, DC / National Capital Area 
1       Mid-Atlantic (NY, NJ, PA, DE, MD but not including the National
Capital
Area)
1       Southeast (WV, NC, SC, FL, GA, KY, TN, AL, MS, VA, but not including
the
National Capital Area)
1       Countries outside the U.S.

?

GENDER 

1x      Male
1       Female

?
ETHINICITY

1       African American
1       American Indian/Alaskan Native
1       Asian/Pacific Islander
1x      Caucasian
1       Hispanic
1       Mixed Race
1       Other   __________________________

?

HIGHEST DEGREE RECEIVED 
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Degree Received Institution     Year Received   Major
M.A.                            U. of Kansas    1951    Poli. Sci.

?
RESEARCH INTEREST (please indicate your 3 areas of research interest)

Citizen participation

Neighborhood decentralization

Metropolitan governance

?
 
CERTIFICATIONS OR PROFESSIONAL LICENSES (please list licenses such as CPA,
Bar, CPM, etc.)

?

NON-ENGLISH LANGUAGE: Please indicate if you have some proficiency in a
non-English language [I'd now vote to drop the third category.]

Language        Reading Writing Speaking
        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited

        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited

        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
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1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited
        1  Fluent
1  Limited      1  Fluent
1  Limited

?

INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE: Please indicate the countries in which you have
served or been a consultant in each of the following areas:

Area    Indicate Specific Country    Indicate Dates(s) 
of Service 
Africa          
                
                
                
Asia/Pacific Islands            
                
                
                
Australia/New Zealand           
                
                
                
Central and Eastern Europe; and the former Soviet Union         
                
                
                
Europe - Western Europe         
                
                
                
Latin America           
                
                
                
Middle East             
                
                
                
Other (Specify ______)          
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Other (Specify ______)          
Other (Specify ______)          
?

PLEASE INDICATE TESTIMONY BEFORE GOVERNMENTAL BODIES SINCE 1991

Governmental Body       Indicate Approximate Number of Times    Indicate
Subject
Area(s) and Nature of Activity
Federal         
                
                
                
                
State           
                
                
                
                
Local           
                
                
                
                
International           
                
                
                
                
Other (specify__________________)               
                
                
                
Other (specify__________________)               
                
                
                

?
 CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS  (Please select only one)

        Government Sector
Federal Government -- Executive Branch          1
Federal Government -- Judicial Branch                   1
Federal Government -- Legislative Branch                1
State Government                                                1
Local Government                                                1
Regional Organization/Special Districts                 1
Government Corporation/Public Authority         1

        Private Sector
Attorney                                                        1
Business                                                        1
Media                                                           1
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Other   _____________________                           1

Non-Profit                                                      1x
    volunteer chair, half-time of  Methodists United for Peace with Justice
University 
Administration                                          1
Faculty                                                 1

        International Organization                              
        United Nations                                          1
        World Bank                                                      1
        OECD                                                            1

Other   _____________________                           1

        Consulting                                                      1

        Retired                                                         1x
          from P.A. paid employment

?

 PREDOMINANT / SIGNIFICANT EXPERIENCE (please check as many as appropriate):
                Government Sector
Federal Government - Executive Branch   1
Federal Government - Judicial Branch            1
Federal Government - Legislative Branch 1
State Government                                        1
Local Government                                        1x
Regional Organizations/Special Districts                1
Government Corporation/Public Authority 1       

Private Sector
Attorney                                                1
Business                                                1
Media                                                   1
Other   _________________                     1

Non-Profit                                                      1x

University

Administration                                  1
Faculty                                         1

International Organizations                             
        United Nations                                  1
        World Bank                                              1
        OECD                                                    1       
Other   _____________________                   1

        Consulting                                                      1x
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?

WITH WHAT OTHER PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS ARE YOU AFFILIATED?
1       American Society for Public Administration
1x      American Political Science Association
1       Association for Public Policy Analysis and Management
1       Committee for Economic Development
1       Conference of Minority Public Administrators (COMPA)
1       Council for Excellence in Government
1       International City/County Management Association
1       National Association of Regional Councils
1       National Association of Schools of Public Administration and Affairs
1       National Civic League
1       National Forum of Black Public Administrators
1       United Nations Association
1x      Neighborhoods, USA_________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________
1       Other   _________________________________

?

CORPORATE OR FOUNDATION BOARD AFFILIATIONS 
(Please indicate organization name and whether service is current or past)

Name of Corporate or Foundation Board   Current Service Past Service
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1
        1       1

?

NOTE:  Please send an electronic copy of your current resume to
pshocket@napawash.org.
 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
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Please note: This list is designed to elicit detailed information so that
Fellows can be asked to participate in the Academy's work that sometimes
calls for fairly specific experience. Please choose all subjects that
reflect expertise that you think is currently relevant.  There is no limit
to the number of items that you may choose.  

Please indicate by checking the boxes in the right hand column if your
experience was in elective or appointive office or otherwise at a senior
level.
        

 
AERONAUTICS/SPACE                                       
q Research                                                              
q Operations                                                            

AGRICULTURE
q Farm Programs                                                 
q Food and Nutrition Programs

q Forestry

ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT
q Contract Management
q Procurement

ARTS AND HUMANITIES
q Arts                                                                  
q Humanities                                                            

BANKING
q Organization                                                          
q Regulation

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION 
q x Independent Sector                                          
q x Engaging citizens' input via e-governance methods           
q x Lobbying                                                            
q x Public Affairs

q x Voluntarism

q Voting

 
COMMERCE
q Consumer Protection                                           
q Economic Development                                          
q Small Business

EDUCATION
q Elementary and Secondary                                      
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q Higher Education                                                      
q Student Loans                                                 

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
q Wartime Organization                                          
q Emergency Preparedness                                                 
q Disaster Management                                           

ENERGY
q Alternative Energy Sources (Nuclear, Solar, Wind)             
q Conservation                                                          
q Conventional Energy Sources                                   
q Regulation                                                            

ENVIRONMENT
q Air and Water                                                 
q Oceans and Atmosphere                                         
q Waste Management                                                      

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
q Accounting                                                            
q Auditing                                                              
q Budgeting                                                             
q Finance                                                               

FOREIGN AFFAIRS/INTERNATIONAL
q Assistance and Development

q Comparative Administration                                    
q Diplomacy, including Disarmament                              
q Finance                                                               
q International Organizations                                           
q Trade

 

GOVERNANCE
q Executive-Legislative Relations                                       
q Judicial Administration of Executive Agency Programs          
q Presidency                                                            
q Chief Executive Role in Other Units of Government             
q Separation of Powers                                          
q x Private Sector Not-for-Profit                                       
q x Public-Private Partnerships                                         
q Governmental Consulting                                               

GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION
q Federal, State or Local Executive Branch Organization 
q Government Sponsored Enterprises                              
q Legislative Organization and Operations                                
q Public Authorities or Corporations, 
including the Postal Service                                    
q White House and Executive Office of the President                
q Governor's, Mayor's, City Manager's or 
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County Executive's Office                                               
        x Metropolitan governance
HEALTH
q Addiction/Mental Health/Narcotics                             
q Medicare/Medicaid                                                     
q Medical Ethics                                                        
q Research                                                              

HOUSING
q Assistance Programs                                           
q Financing                                                             

HUMAN RESOURCES/HUMAN CAPITAL
q Career-Political Relations                                            
q Civil Service and Merit System                                        
q Compensation                                                  
q Equal Opportunity                                                     
q Ethics

q Executive Development and Succession Planning         
q Labor-Management Relations                                    
q Senior Executive Service                                              
q Staffing, Workforce Planning and Management                   
q Training and Organizational Development                       
 
                                                                

HUMAN SERVICES
q Aging Services                                                        
q Family Services                                                       
q Handicapped Services                                          
q Native Americans                                                      
q Social Security                                                       
q Welfare                                                               

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
q Archives and Records                                          
q GIS/GPS                                                               
q Information Technology                                                
q Internet                                                              
q Privacy and Security                                          
q Telecommunications                                            

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
q x Centralization / Decentralization    (local level)

q Grants-In-Aid                                                         
q x Regionalism                                                         
q Regulatory Federalism                                         

LABOR
q Disability/Unemployment Insurance                             
q Employment and Training                                               
q Labor-Management Relations                                    
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q Occupational Health and Safety                                        
q Pensions                                                              

LAW AND JUSTICE
q Administrative Law                                                    
q Civil Rights/Liberties                                                
q Court Administration                                          
q Immigration/Naturalization                                            
q Judicial Systems                                                      
q Law Enforcement                                                       
q Prisons/Corrections                                                   
q Rule of Law (Development of Civil and Criminal Procedures) 

                                                                

MANAGEMENT
q Administrative Management                                     
q Archives and Records Management                               
q City Management and Organization                              
q County Management and Organization                            
q Divestiture (a.k.a. "Privatization"), 
including Government-Sponsored Enterprises                      
q E-government                                                  
q Grants Management                                             
q Field Structure and Decentralization                          
q Inspectors General                                                    
q Logistics Management                                          
q Managing Privatization                                                
q x Not-for-Profit

q Performance Management                                                
q Program Evaluation and Policy Analysis                                
q Process Improvement                                           
q Program Management                                            
q Property Management                                           
q Risk Management                                                       
q Science Management                                            
q State Management and Organization                             
q Statistical Programs                                                  
q Strategic Planning                                                    

NATIONAL SECURITY
q Defense Management                                            
q Intelligence                                                          
x Nuclear disarmament
NATURAL RESOURCES
q Parks and Recreation                                          
q Public Lands Management                                               
q Water Resources                                                       
q Wildlife                                                              
                
PLANNING and DEVELOPMENT
q Regional                                                              
q Rural                                                                 
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q x Urban                                                               

PUBLIC WORKS
q Corps of Engineers                                                    
q Interior Department                                                   
q Local and State Government                                    

REGULATORY MANAGEMENT/REFORM
q Coordination and Review                                               
q Enforcement                                                           
q Rulemaking                                                            

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
q R&D Policy and Management                                     
q Science Policy                                                        
q Technology Assessment                                         

SECURITY
q Computer Security                                                     
q Personnel Security                                                    
q Physical Security                                                     

SOCIAL EQUITY 
q Inter-jurisdictional and International                                
q Organizational and Managerial                                 
q x Service Delivery and Inter-generational                             

TAX
q Revenue Administration                                                
q Tax Expenditures                                                      
 

TRANSPORTATION
q Aviation                                                              
q Highways and Motor Vehicles
q Intermodal                                    
q Mass Transportation                                           
q Rail                                                                  
q Water                                                                 

VETERANS AFFAIRS
q Education                                                             
q Employment and Training                                               
q Health

OTHER
q ________________________                                      
q ________________________                                      
q ________________________                                      
q ________________________                                      
q ________________________                                      
q ________________________                                      
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?
 
ACADEMY ACTIVITIES

Please list participation in project panels, advisory panels, and seminars
that you regard as currently relevant, together with approximate dates (but
not including Academy Fall and Spring Meetings and standing panel
meetings).  [Attach additional pages if necessary]

SUBJECTS
APPROXIMATE DATES

____________________
__________________

____________________
__________________

____________________
__________________

____________________
__________________

PRINCIPAL SKILLS, COMPETENCIES AND INTERESTS

Please indicate your principal skills, and competencies, and any special
orientation that characterizes your approach to and interests in public
administration. Please limit your paragraph to 100 words.   

My principal interest related to the work of the Academy deals with citizen
participation in governmental decision making, particularly at the local
level but also in dealings with state and federal agencies.  This
encompasses both structure and processes for participation.  This interest
includes roles of neighborhood organizations in governance within their
neighborhoods and dealing with broader jurisdiction.   My interest also
includes processes that achieving continuity of participation through all
stages of particular decision-making processes, such as the budget,
community development plans, etc.   I'm interested in how persons
ordinarily left out of decision making can gain greater participation; this
has a social equity dimension. 

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 



Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 16:12:04 -0500 
From: brenda hardt <bbhardt@mail.esc4.com> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.75 [en] (Win98; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
To: PeaceWithJustice ADVOCACY Message <aahardt@mail.esc4.com> 
Subject: UM Bishops  & 2 peace perspectives 
 
To the People of God called United Methodists:  
   
Grace and peace to you in the name of Jesus Christ, the Prince of Peace.  We write you to 
express our sorrow at  
the tremendous loss of life and our horror at the violence of the attacks that occurred in the 
United States today.  
"When one suffers, all suffer together".  We suffer today with those who lost loved ones, 
suffered injuries, or  
experienced broken and bruised spirits.  As we watched with the world, we were overwhelmed 
by feelings of  
shock, fear, anger and grief.  We are stunned by calculated disregard for human life and the 
violation of the  
human community.  We are concerned that some people are already reacting with accusations of 
blame, distrust  
of strangers, and cries for retaliation.  In this crisis moment for the United States and the world, 
Christians are  
called to bear witness to the biblical promise of peace that passes all understanding.  Every 
Christian is called to  
make "peace-with-justice" a way of life.  This is yet another day of peace-making for people who 
follow the Prince  
of Peace.  Let us pray for President Bush and other world leaders as they respond to this 
crisis.  The Council of  
Bishops of your church asks every church to take three actions in support of peace at this 
time.  Open your  
church tonight and tomorrow for prayer for wisdom, comfort and healing.  encourage members 
and friends to  
donate blood through your local blood bank as the gift of life for those injured.  Encourage 
contributions to  
United Methodist Committee on Relief (UMCOR), for Domestic Disaster  
Response<http://gbgm-umc.org/umcor/umcor-hotline/cwsstatement.stm?, #901670-1.  Gifts may 
be made through  
local United Methodist Churches, or by calling (800) 554-8583.  Finally, we encourage 
Christians everywhere to  
reach out and join hands with leaders of all faith communities, to offer private expressions of 
concern and to give  
public witness to the possibility and the promise of peace among the peoples of the world.  
   
Lord have mercy.  
Christ have mercy.  

http://gbgm-umc.org/umcor/umcor-hotline/cwsstatement.stm


Lord have mercy.  
   
Bishop Elias Galvan  
President of the Council of Bishops  
The United Methodist Church  
   
Statement of the Fellowship of Reconciliation. 845-358-4601  
fellowship@forusa.org or DeatsPeace, Janet Chisholm and Richard Deats  
   

SEPTEMBER 11 BOMBINGS IN NEW YORK CITY AND WASHINGTON, D.C.  

    In this time of national tragedy, we look with compassion on all the  
victims—the dead, the wounded, their families and loved ones. We mourn  
this renting not only of the national fabric of our community life but also of  
the wider world community of which all humanity is a part.  
    With shocking suddenness we find ourselves in the position of so many  
in the world who live in fear and senseless violence. We are humbled by our  
vulnerability. Can we learn from all those who have responded to such  
tragedies with nonviolence, perseverance, and noble purpose, such as the  
Women in Black, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, the Mothers of  
the Disappeared and the Murder Victims Families for Reconciliation?  
    Vengeance and retaliation cannot be the answer to this situation.  
For they simply increase the spiral of violence and perpetuate and deepen the  
culture of violence. We must condemn and deplore the acts of those responsible  
for the bombings. But these persons should be brought to justice through  
legal means and the accepted standards of international law, not by the law of  
the jungle and collective punishment.  Justice and peace are realized through  
just and peaceful means, for means and ends are inter-related.  

    Will we respond to what has happened with suspicion of our neighbors  
because of their ethnicity, dress, religion, race or culture? Will we compound  
the tragedy by taking out our anger on others?  Or can we use this as a  
moment of Truth? Will we examine US policies that rely on overwhelming military  
power and weaponry rather than excelling in the skills of peacemaking and  
the building of civil society?  Will we determine to carry out special  
acts of kindness by reaching across lines of difference with goodwill and  
compassion? Will we seek to overcome evil with good?  

    This is not a time for panic, suspicion, and hate. It is a time to  
draw upon the deep resources of faith and to examine our lives in the light of the  
oneness of the human family and the divine spirit that animates us all.  
   
   
   



A Better Way to Fight Terrorism  
by Jim Wallace  
(editorial written by Rev. Jim Wallace that appeared in the Nov-Dec 1998  
edition of Sojouners magazine following the bombing of the U.S. embassies  
in Kenya and Tanzania. Pray for peace.)  
The U.S. government is telling us that we have entered a new war, one  
that may last for years, even decades. If that is so, we are beginning  
with the wrong strategy.  

Let’s be clear: There is never any justification for the kind of  
terrorism we witnessed this summer at the U.S. embassies in Kenya and  
Tanzania. The world is full of grievances, real and imagined. But the  
taking of innocent life in response to those grievances is never morally  
acceptable. Never.  

Terrorists, by definition, seek extreme solutions. And Islamic extremists  
who have perpetrated terrorist violence appeal to deeply held Arab  
resentments and grievances. They view the American military presence in  
Saudi Arabia as a religious offense to the sacred sites of Islam. They  
regard the United States as the primary backer of Israel that refuses to  
demand that the Israeli government accommodate Palestinian rights and  
comply with the peace process. They regard the United States as an ally  
of unpopular Arab regimes. Finally, terrorist networks represented by  
people like Osama bin Laden envision a Muslim theocracy forcibly uniting  
the Islamic world, imposing its strict religious regime on the entire  
region, and consolidating Middle East oil reserves.  

That’s a frightening vision for the people of the Middle East as well as  
the rest of us, and is at odds with the true principles of Islam. The  
question is, What is the most appropriate and effective response? The  
United States has decided upon a unilateral military strategy to counter  
such terrorism and, indeed, go on the offensive. That is a moral and  
political mistake.  

Military responses generally have not been effective in combating  
terrorism. The full force of the Soviet army was unable to defeat the  
guerrillas bunkered down in the mountains of Afghanistan. Why do we think  
the United States can be successful in defeating the same people now  
become anti-American terrorists? Where has a purely military strategy  
worked?  

On the contrary, these U.S. strikes have made Osama bin Laden an  
international household word and conferred upon him a status he might  
never have achieved otherwise. Already, more angry Muslim youth are  
murmuring his name in reverence and are being attracted to his cause.  



Because the basis of this terrorism is understood as more theological  
than ideological, it poses the real danger of a confrontation between the  
primarily Christian West and Islamic fundamentalism. There is profound  
misunderstanding between Christians and Muslims, which underlines the  
potential for conflict, even though the mainstream of each religion does  
not want it.  

Terrorism could become the new enemy that we have "lacked" since the fall  
of communism, bringing the needed excuses for more military build-ups and  
weapons systems, more simplifying of complicated realities, more  
means-justifies-the-ends thinking and acting, and more violent conflict.  
With more strikes against U.S. citizens, the public clamor for more  
counter-strikes will grow; and with them the demand for more retaliation  
from the aggrieved parties in the Middle East will increase. And the  
prospect of the introduction of weapons of mass destruction is too  
terrible to contemplate. But we must.  

There is a better way. The best way to counter terrorism is to isolate  
the perpetrators and decrease their public support by taking the wind out  
of their sails and the energy out of their cause.  

That means, first of all, the United States must be much tougher on the  
present Israeli government until it honors the peace process. That is  
much more difficult politically than launching cruise missiles, but it is  
a course more likely to produce results. At the absolute heart of Middle  
East conflict is the crucial need for an Israeli-Palestinian peace and  
security settlement. Progress in other areas will flow from that.  

The United States must cease its double standards in the Middle East,  
honoring some U.N. resolutions and ignoring others. That perceived double  
standard is at the center of Arab grievances. The United States must also  
support democratic reform in the Middle East, especially among its  
oil-rich and repressive Arab allies in the region. A more democratic  
region would require less American military presence, high on the list of  
things that insult many Arabs.  

The U.S. government must commit to genuinely international solutions to  
problems like Saddam Hussein and Osama Bin Laden. This will not be easy.  
It will mean strengthening the international institutions and rule of law  
that the United States often seeks to keep weak to preserve its  
superpower prerogatives. And it will require a commitment to real  
multilateral action, especially in the Middle East, when unilateral U.S.  
action has often been preferred.  

And a whole new effort, perhaps sparked by American religious leaders,  
must be undertaken to increase understanding for Islam. Conflict  



resolution could be undertaken by religious leaders across political  
lines who have learned to trust and respect each other. The American  
public must learn not to equate the words "Islam" and "Arab" with  
terrorism.  

We must not begin a new war against terrorism. Instead, we must commit  
ourselves to a new strategy. Both religious and political wisdom suggest  
a different course than the one embarked upon by the Clinton  
administration. It is not too late to re-examine that course.  
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To: bumc@yahoogroups.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Responding to terrorism
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Friends,

I would like to share with you two pieces I received dealing with how to respond to the horrible terrorist attack on the 
World Trade Center and the Pentagon.

Shalom,
Howard

>Statement of the Fellowship of Reconciliation. 845-358-4601 
>fellowship@forusa.org or DeatsPeace, Janet Chisholm and Richard Deats 
>  SEPTEMBER 11 BOMBINGS IN NEW YORK CITY AND WASHINGTON, D.C.     In this
>time of national tragedy, we look with compassion on all the 
>victims—the dead, the wounded, their families and loved ones. We mourn 
>this renting not only of the national fabric of our community life but also of 
>the wider world community of which all humanity is a part. 
>    With shocking suddenness we find ourselves in the position of so many 
>in the world who live in fear and senseless violence. We are humbled by our 
>vulnerability. Can we learn from all those who have responded to such 
>tragedies with nonviolence, perseverance, and noble purpose, such as the 
>Women in Black, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, the Mothers of 
>the Disappeared and the Murder Victims Families for Reconciliation? 
>    Vengeance and retaliation cannot be the answer to this situation. 
>For they simply increase the spiral of violence and perpetuate and deepen the 
>culture of violence. We must condemn and deplore the acts of those responsible 
>for the bombings. But these persons should be brought to justice through 
>legal means and the accepted standards of international law, not by the law of 
>  Justice and peace are realized through 
>just and peaceful means, for means and ends are inter-related.     Will we
>respond to what has happened with suspicion of our neighbors 
>because of their ethnicity, dress, religion, race or culture? Will we compound 
>  Or can we use this as a 
>moment of Truth? Will we examine US policies that rely on overwhelming
>military 
>power and weaponry rather than excelling in the skills of peacemaking and 
>  Will we determine to carry out special 
>acts of kindness by reaching across lines of difference with goodwill and 
>compassion? Will we seek to overcome evil with good?     This is not a time
>for panic, suspicion, and hate. It is a time to 
>draw upon the deep resources of faith and to examine our lives in the light
>of the 
>oneness of the human family and the divine spirit that animates us all. 
>  
>  
>  A Better Way to Fight Terrorism 
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>by Jim Wallace 
>(editorial written by Rev. Jim Wallace that appeared in the Nov-Dec 1998 
>edition of Sojouners magazine following the bombing of the U.S. embassies 
>in Kenya and Tanzania. Pray for peace.) 
>The U.S. government is telling us that we have entered a new war, one 
>that may last for years, even decades. If that is so, we are beginning 
>with the wrong strategy. Let’s be clear: There is never any justification
>for the kind of 
>terrorism we witnessed this summer at the U.S. embassies in Kenya and 
>Tanzania. The world is full of grievances, real and imagined. But the 
>taking of innocent life in response to those grievances is never morally 
>acceptable. Never. Terrorists, by definition, seek extreme solutions. And
>Islamic extremists 
>who have perpetrated terrorist violence appeal to deeply held Arab 
>resentments and grievances. They view the American military presence in 
>Saudi Arabia as a religious offense to the sacred sites of Islam. They 
>regard the United States as the primary backer of Israel that refuses to 
>demand that the Israeli government accommodate Palestinian rights and 
>comply with the peace process. They regard the United States as an ally 
>of unpopular Arab regimes. Finally, terrorist networks represented by 
>people like Osama bin Laden envision a Muslim theocracy forcibly uniting 
>the Islamic world, imposing its strict religious regime on the entire 
>region, and consolidating Middle East oil reserves. That’s a frightening
>vision for the people of the Middle East as well as 
>the rest of us, and is at odds with the true principles of Islam. The 
>question is, What is the most appropriate and effective response? The 
>United States has decided upon a unilateral military strategy to counter 
>such terrorism and, indeed, go on the offensive. That is a moral and 
>political mistake. Military responses generally have not been effective in
>combating 
>terrorism. The full force of the Soviet army was unable to defeat the 
>guerrillas bunkered down in the mountains of Afghanistan. Why do we think 
>the United States can be successful in defeating the same people now 
>become anti-American terrorists? Where has a purely military strategy 
>worked? On the contrary, these U.S. strikes have made Osama bin Laden an 
>international household word and conferred upon him a status he might 
>never have achieved otherwise. Already, more angry Muslim youth are 
>murmuring his name in reverence and are being attracted to his cause.
>Because the basis of this terrorism is understood as more theological 
>than ideological, it poses the real danger of a confrontation between the 
>primarily Christian West and Islamic fundamentalism. There is profound 
>misunderstanding between Christians and Muslims, which underlines the 
>potential for conflict, even though the mainstream of each religion does 
>not want it. Terrorism could become the new enemy that we have "lacked"
>since the fall 
>of communism, bringing the needed excuses for more military build-ups and 
>weapons systems, more simplifying of complicated realities, more 
>means-justifies-the-ends thinking and acting, and more violent conflict. 
>With more strikes against U.S. citizens, the public clamor for more 
>counter-strikes will grow; and with them the demand for more retaliation 
>from the aggrieved parties in the Middle East will increase. And the 
>prospect of the introduction of weapons of mass destruction is too 
>terrible to contemplate. But we must. There is a better way. The best way
>to counter terrorism is to isolate 
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>the perpetrators and decrease their public support by taking the wind out 
>of their sails and the energy out of their cause. That means, first of all,
>the United States must be much tougher on the 
>present Israeli government until it honors the peace process. That is 
>much more difficult politically than launching cruise missiles, but it is 
>a course more likely to produce results. At the absolute heart of Middle 
>East conflict is the crucial need for an Israeli-Palestinian peace and 
>security settlement. Progress in other areas will flow from that. The
>United States must cease its double standards in the Middle East, 
>honoring some U.N. resolutions and ignoring others. That perceived double 
>standard is at the center of Arab grievances. The United States must also 
>support democratic reform in the Middle East, especially among its 
>oil-rich and repressive Arab allies in the region. A more democratic 
>region would require less American military presence, high on the list of 
>things that insult many Arabs. The U.S. government must commit to genuinely
>international solutions to 
>problems like Saddam Hussein and Osama Bin Laden. This will not be easy. 
>It will mean strengthening the international institutions and rule of law 
>that the United States often seeks to keep weak to preserve its 
>superpower prerogatives. And it will require a commitment to real 
>multilateral action, especially in the Middle East, when unilateral U.S. 
>action has often been preferred. And a whole new effort, perhaps sparked by
>American religious leaders, 
>must be undertaken to increase understanding for Islam. Conflict 
>resolution could be undertaken by religious leaders across political 
>lines who have learned to trust and respect each other. The American 
>public must learn not to equate the words "Islam" and "Arab" with 
>terrorism. We must not begin a new war against terrorism. Instead, we must
>commit 
>ourselves to a new strategy. Both religious and political wisdom suggest 
>a different course than the one embarked upon by the Clinton 
>administration. It is not too late to re-examine that course. 
>  
>  
>  
>  
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From: "Kim Kaiser" <satkim@prodigy.net>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: [bumc] Responding to terrorism
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 17:54:01 -0500
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2600.0000
X-Mimeole: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2600.0000

Howard,
  Thanks for the articles, as we sit here in Texas contemplating on how we
are going to get back to Bethesda, We changed our travel from today to
Saturday. Hopefully by that time airtravel will be more or less sorted out
, Kim & Cherry Kaiser
----- Original Message -----
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: <bumc@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2001 4:40 PM
Subject: [bumc] Responding to terrorism

Dear Friends,

I would like to share with you two pieces I received dealing with how to
respond to the horrible terrorist attack on the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon.

Shalom,
Howard



From: CEng164335@aol.com 
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 21:22:07 EDT 
Subject: Re: [bumc] Responding to terrorism 
To: mupj@igc.org 
X-Mailer: AOL 6.0 for Windows US sub 10539 
 
Howard - thank you so much for sending these articles.  My daughter Beth is  
at the U of Delaware & called home because her classes today were so full of  
talk of retribution and retaliation - she was beside herself!   I'm hoping  
she'll print it out and take a number of copies in tomorrow to distribute.    
There's just too much indignation coarsing through our country right now -  
I'm hoping that she'll be able to use the second article, particularly, to  
make people stop and ponder!  
 
Carol English 
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GLOBAL SECURITY INSTITUTE 
STATEMENT FOLLOWING ATTACK AGAINST HUMANITY 

SEPTEMBER 12, 2001 

 
SAN FRANCISCO:  Tuesday morning¹s attacks on the people of New York and Washington, 
DC are a stunning demonstration of humanity¹s capability to reduce the best of what we are to 
rubble, smoke, and death. 
 
In the aftermath of such horror, it is natural for Americans to want to retreat from the rest of the 
world.  It is normal and right to draw close to loved ones and to stay at home, denying entry to 
the strange, the dangerous, the frightening.  Our anger will be profound. 
 
Our love and hope must be equally profound.  May we, the living, find the wisdom and courage 
to bring about a world of greater justice for the disenfranchised while ensuring safety for all.  In 
the days, weeks, and months ahead, Americans must join the rest of the world in seeking 
common solutions so that such tragedies, born of hatred and fear, do not occur again. 



 
The United States will be navigating a minefield as we seek to craft a response that is effective 
and forceful while still in keeping with our national values  a response that demonstrates that 
Tuesday¹s attacks were intolerable but does not further stoke the flames of hate and resentment 
abroad. Our duty is to ensure that desperation does not lead to even greater irrational destruction.  
 
Without diminishing the magnitude of this tragedy, we would be remiss not to acknowledge that 
the horror could have been much greater.  We must think the unthinkable: what would have 
happened to New York and Washington had nuclear weapons been used? 
 
The proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and particularly of nuclear weapons would 
create the potential for even more horrific attacks in the future.  We have long known the steps 
necessary to stem the spread of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons, but have lacked the 
political resolve to carry them out. As we grieve and express our anger, we must also find the 
strength to turn this tragedy into a call to ensure that terror of this scale can never occur again.   
 
First, we must work quickly to establish an international inventory of all weapons-grade fissile 
material.  We must pledge full support to Russia¹s non-proliferation efforts by adequately 
funding the Cooperative Threat Reduction programs that ensure the safe dismantling of Russian 
warheads, safeguard Russia¹s nuclear materials and technology, and prevent the exodus of 
Russia¹s nuclear scientists.  Since the non-proliferation regime will not last indefinitely as long 
as some countries are allowed nuclear weapons while others are denied them, the nuclear 
weapons states must make true on their promises to work for the eventual elimination of nuclear 
weapons.  The United States should take a leadership role by pledging no first use of nuclear 
weapons, working with Russia to make deep cuts in our arsenals, and taking nuclear weapons off 
high-alert status. 
 
The United States should re-enter negotiations toward a viable biological weapons regime, and 
strengthen the chemical weapons regime.  We should support an International Court of Justice to 
deal broadly and multilaterally with terrorists and other war criminals.  
 
Finally, we must promote sustainable development so that people have hope and the environment 
can sustain life.  We must address the gross disparities of wealth on the planet and never 
demonize any peoples, for the dehumanization of others is the precondition for heartless killing. 
 
We must be humble yet strong. 
 
Global Security Institute 
1801 Bush Street, Suite 304 
San Francisco, CA 94109 
+1-415-775-6760 
info@gsinstitute.org 
http://www.gsinstitute.org 
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X-Sender: abolition2000@mail.abolition2000.org
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 19:05:56 -0600
To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com, abolition-caucus@yahoogroups.com
From: Carah Lynn Ong <admin@abolition2000.org>
Subject: (abolition-usa) On Activism and Terrorism
Sender: owner-abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com

From: "Martin Eder" <activist@home.com>
To: <Undisclosed-Recipient:;>
Subject: On Terrorism and Activism
Date: Tue, 11 Sep 2001 10:04:26 -0700

On Activism and Terrorism

Social devastation, social chaos and social change.

There are those who will want to paint activists and terrorist with the
same brush. Perhaps both have identified similar injustices, identified
similar culprits and both set out to make social change. From that point on
the similarities begin to dissolve.

Left-progressives begin with assumption about the inherent value of all
life. We begin with the assumption, that the vast majority of humanity
yearns to live in peace, full equality and dignity... and we wholeheartedly
believe that better societies create better human beings. Just and
cooperative societies with relative social equality produce cooperative
citizens striving for common the good. We invest our lives in the quest for
a new social order based on the human dignity for all. Our methods are
education, persuasion and social activism. While never passive in the face
of repression, we seek to build participatory, democratic organizations,
which reflect the very ideals we seek in a new society. As Che said "true
revolutionaries are guided by great feelings of love."

Terrorism is born of hopelessness. It is an unnatural state of affairs. A
social order that has closed the doors on dignity and the possibility of
democratic participation is a breeding ground for individualistic and
suicidal desperation. A society full of cruelty will produce cruel
offspring. A society based on class hierarchies, racial divisions,
religious discrimination and national oppression will have no peace. There
is peace born of justice and equality. There is also the peace of
repression and dictatorship, but this is always a temporary peace.

Social justice activists make no apologies for terrorism, but we do
understand it roots causes. The irony is that the results of terrorism will
mean greater repression on all forms of democratic participation and
increased military retaliation - retaliation by those who never wanted
social equality in the first place. We will have either greater global
equity or greater global atrocity. This as true as any mathematical
formula.

Rather than despair over the devastation, let us redouble our efforts to
create a world of peace with justice, equality and self-determination.
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After all is said and done it is social justice, which will end to both
repression and its terrorist stepchild. May we stand united for social
justice worldwide.

Martin Eder for Activist San Diego

Activist@home.com

www.ActivistSanDiego.org

September 11, 2001

ASD is a non-profit, social justice network that survives overwhelmingly on
individual donations. Join us or one of the many other local or national
organizations.

-
 To unsubscribe to abolition-usa, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"
 with "unsubscribe abolition-usa" in the body of the message.
 For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send
 "help" to the same address.  Do not use quotes in your message.
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X-Sender: mupj@pop2.igc.org
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)
Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2001 11:21:32 -0400
To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: News stories on missile defense

To: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament

Here are two news stories on missile defense after Tuesday's terrorist
attacks.  As expected proponents of missile defense are arguing "now more
than ever".  This increases the challenge to us as we oppose missile
defense funding.

Howard

###

"Sens. Levin, Warner Seeking Compromise On Missile Defense"
Aerospace Daily - September 13, 2001  Marc Selinger

The leaders of the Senate Armed Services Committee said Sept. 12 that they 
are trying to work out differences over missile defense that sparked a 
partisan split on the fiscal 2002 defense authorization bill last week.

In light of the Sept. 11 attacks on the Pentagon and World Trade Center, 
Senate Armed Services Committee ranking Republican John Warner (Va.) told 
reporters that he is trying to build a "bridge" on missile defense, and 
committee Chairman Carl Levin (DMich.) said lawmakers should work out their 
disagreements before debating the bill on the Senate floor.

"The last thing the public wants now is any division," Levin said. The 
committee approved the bill Sept. 7 in a partyline 1312 vote. All 12 
committee Republicans voted against the legislation, partly because it cut 
the Bush Administration's request for a $3 billion missile defense increase 
by $1.3 billion (DAILY Sept. 10). The GOP lawmakers also objected to a 
provision that would require Congress to approve funding for any missile 
defense activities that violate the AntiBallistic Missile Treaty.

The full Senate had been expected to begin debating the bill Sept. 17, but 
the timing is now up in the air as lawmakers not only search for a 
compromise on missile defense but reassess their legislative agenda due to 
the terrorist attacks. House consideration of the defense authorization 
bill, which had been slated to begin Sept. 11, also remained in limbo, as 
did House and Senate consideration of the FY '02 defense appropriations 
bills and other aerospace related legislation.

"Terrorist Attack May Galvanize Support For Administration's 
MissileDefense Plan"
Wall Street Journal - September 13, 2001 - By Robert S. Greenberger, Staff 
Reporter of The Wall Street Journal
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WASHINGTON  President Bush's missile defense plans would have done nothing 
to prevent this week's deadly terrorist attacks. Yet the heightened sense 
of national vulnerability the strikes have created may galvanize new 
support for an antimissile shield.

Advocates of such a plan argue that as long as the U.S. remains unprotected 
from a missile attack, a terrorist group could be tempted to launch such a 
weapon against an American city. Critics of the missile shield concept 
counter that this week's attack, in which conventional aircraft were used 
as armaments, shows that a relatively crude weapon can wreak unimaginable 
destruction. They prefer to allocate more money for antiterrorism measures 
that would help thwart such attacks.

Despite these differences, in the short run it is likely that lawmakers 
will at least maintain, and perhaps even increase, funding for research and 
development. "It hardly matters if we're defending against missiles if we 
can't stop a terrorist attack like this one," says Loren Thompson, an 
analyst at the Lexington Institute, a nonpartisan defense think tank in 
Arlington, Va. "On the other hand, it hardly matters if we can defend 
against terrorism if we can't stop a missile."

The debate could come to a head later this month, when the Senate takes up 
a bill reauthorizing defense programs for next year. Mr. Bush, who hopes to 
build a rudimentary missile defense system in his first term, has asked 
Congress for $8.3 billion for research and testing in 2002, an increase of 
about $3 billion from this year. The Democrat controlled Senate Armed 
Services Committee, voting along party lines, recently approved the bill, 
but cut about $1 billion from Mr. Bush's missile defense request. There is 
likely to be more support for the president's program when the full Senate 
votes.

What's more, this week's terrorist strikes, described by many as an act of 
war, may combine with a weakening economy to prompt lawmakers to free up 
more money for missile defense and other Pentagon programs. That is because 
new anxieties about these issues almost certainly will overcome many 
legislators' reluctance to spend Social Security surpluses.

Still, some congressional Democrats want to restrain the program so it 
doesn't break the 1972 AntiBallistic Missile Treaty between the U.S. and 
Russia.

And Russian officials believe Tuesday's attacks may encourage Washington to 
rethink its plans and train its sights instead on what Russia considers the 
real enemy: Islamic terrorism. Indeed, that hope could strengthen their
opposition and make Mr. Bush's selling job more difficult. "This proves
once again that we might have to 
face quite different types of threats these days," said Dmitry Rogozin, 
chairman of the Russian parliament's foreign affairs committee.

The U.S. is trying to convince Russia to modify the two nations' ABM 
treaty, which is preventing it from building a national defense against 
attack from so called rogue states. Washington says the accord is a Cold 
War anachronism, while Russia strongly opposes any changes, calling it the 
cornerstone of the current arms control system.
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The U.S. says Russia's cooperation is important in hunting down and 
punishing the planners of the World Trade Center bombing. Russia, analysts 
say, can provide valuable intelligence information on militants in 
Afghanistan, who are suspected by many of harboring the perpetrators. The 
U.S. also would like Russia's backing for any military actions it may take 
in the region.

The attacks came as U.S. Undersecretary of Defense Douglas Feith was ending 
talks in Moscow with Russian officials on U.S. missile defense. Speaking 
before a group of Russian and Western journalists, he acknowledged such a 
system couldn't have protected against Tuesday's attacks. But the tragedy, 
he said, doesn't undermine the rationale for missile defense.

At the same time, Sen. Patrick Leahy said Tuesday, "Today our threat is not 
a threat of somebody launching a nuclear missile against us." An aide to 
the Vermont Democrat added that the senator supports continued funding for 
research and development, but not for deployment.

But missile defense champions say the brazen attack on the U.S. changes 
everything. Richard Perle, a fellow at the conservative American Enterprise 
Institute and former defense official in the Reagan administration, says, 
"Nobody can any longer rule out that if a terrorist group gets its hands on 
a missile and a warhead that they won't use it against us." What is likely 
is that the missile defense support will continue, but the program will 
have to share the stage with others. "It becomes much more difficult to 
sell missile defense as the No. 1 defense priority," says Joe Cirincione, 
senior defense analyst at the more liberal Carnegie Endowment. "You will 
quickly see in Congress efforts to continue missile defense research, but 
to divert some of the resources towards aviation security, 
counterintelligence and emergency management."
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From: "Cropsey, Marvin" <Mcropsey@umpublishing.org>
To: "Carlee L. Hallman (E-mail)" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Summer Lessons
Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2001 10:36:35 -0500
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

Carlee, here are the unedited summer 2002 lessons. 

 <<Lesson 1.doc>>  <<Lesson 2.doc>>  <<Lesson 3.doc>>  <<Lesson 4.doc>>  
<<Lesson 5.doc>>  <<Lesson 6.doc>> 
 <<Lesson 7.doc>>  <<Lesson 8.doc>>  <<Lesson 9.doc>>  <<Lesson 10.doc>>  
<<Lesson 11.doc>>  <<Lesson 12.doc>> 
 <<Lesson 13.doc>> 

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 1.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 2.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 3.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 4.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 5.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 6.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 7.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 8.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 9.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 10.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 11.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 12.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Lesson 13.doc"
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1300601-527-1000398019-mupj=igc.org@returns.onelist.com
X-Sender: mupj@igc.org
X-Apparently-To: bumc@yahoogroups.com
X-Sender: mupj@pop2.igc.org
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)
To: bumc@yahoogroups.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Mailing-List: list bumc@yahoogroups.com; contact bumc-owner@yahoogroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list bumc@yahoogroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:bumc-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2001 11:43:47 -0400
Subject: [bumc] Religious statements on the terrorist attacks

Dear Friends,

If you want to read about the response of the faith community in the U.S.
and abroad to the terrorist bombings, go to www.ncccusa.org, the web site
of the National Council of Churches.  Look at the interfaith statement, now
in the process of gaining signatures, and the statements and messages from
religious bodies around the world.

Howard

 

To unsubscribe from this list, send a message with "unsubscribe BUMC" in the message body to mingomae@aol.com  
For further information about BUMC, go to our website at http://www.gbgm-umc.org/bumc-md 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
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From: David Culp <david@fcnl.org>
To: "'James K. Wyerman'" <jwyerman@2020vision.org>, 'Jim Bridgman'
         <jcbridgman@earthlink.net>, 'Trisha Christopher'
         <trishachr@earthlink.net>, 'Jim Matlack' <jmatlack@erols.com>, 
        'Darryl Fagin' <thedon@adaction.com>, 'Daryl Kimball'
         <dkimball@armscontrol.org>, 'Ira Shorr' <irashorr@hotmail.com>, 
        'Esther Pank' <prgrm@backfromthebrink.net>, 'Christine Kucia'
         <ckucia@basicint.org>, 'Ian Davis' <idavis@basicint.org>, 
        'Chris Lindborg' <clindborg@basicint.org>, 'Don Kraus' <dkraus@cunr.org>, 
        'Carl Nyberg' <cnyberg@cunr.org>, 'Theresa Hitchens' <thitchens@cdi.org>, 
        'Marcus Corbin' <mcorbin@cdi.org>, 'Chris Hellman' <chellman@cdi.org>, 
        'Alane Kochems' <kochems@csbaonline.org>, 'Stacie Robinson'
         <srobinson@clw.org>, 'Victoria Samson' <vsamson@clw.org>, 
        'Todd Stubbendieck' <tstubbendieck@clw.org>, 'Dan Koslofsky'
         <dan@clw.org>, 'John Isaacs' <jdi@clw.org>, 'Tom Hughes'
         <thughes@clw.org>, 'Erik Floden' <efloden@clw.org>, 'Jenefer Ellingston'
         <jellingston@erols.com>, 'Bob Sherman' <rsherman@fas.org>, 
        'Michael Levi' <mlevi@fas.org>, 'Alistair Millar'
         <amillar@fourthfreedom.org>, 'Brian Alexander'
         <balexander@fourthfreedom.org>, Kathy Guthrie <kathy@fcnl.org>, 
        Ned Stowe <ned@fcnl.org>, David Culp <david@fcnl.org>, Joe Volk
         <joe@fcnl.org>, Jessica Braider <jessicab@fcnl.org>, 
        Catherine Stratton Treadway <catherine@fcnl.org>, Lydia Milnes
         <lydia@fcnl.org>, "'Robert C. Vandivier'" <bobvan@erols.com>, 
        'Matt Stembridge' <matt.stembridge@wdc.greenpeace.org>, 
        "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>, 'Heather Nolen'
         <heathern@ncccusa.org>, 'Lisa Hixon' <lhixon@networklobby.org>, 
        'Anne Curtis' <acurtis@networklobby.org>, 'Kathy Crandall'
         <kcrandall@disarmament.org>, 'Jason Forrester' <jason@vi.org>, 
        'Brian Finlay' <brian@vi.org>, 'Tracy Moavero'
         <tmoavero@peace-action.org>, 'Kimberly Roberts' <kroberts@psr.org>, 
        'Martin Butcher' <mbutcher@psr.org>, 'Jaya Tiwari' <jtiwari@psr.org>, 
        'Anne Gallivan' <agallivan@psr.org>, 'Adam Hughes' <intern@psr.org>, 
        'Adrien Stern' <psrintern6@psr.org>, 'Alise Frye' <alise@taxpayer.net>, 
        'Laura Kriv' <laura@techrocks.org>, 'Religious Action Center'
         <RAC@UAHC.org>, 'Stephen Young' <syoung@ucsusa.org>, 'Janet Horman'
         <jhorman@umc-gbcs.org>, 'Veterans for Peace' <vfp@igc.org>, 
        'Cedar Dvorin' <cedar1950@cs.com>, 'Kimberly Robson' <wand@wand.org>, 
        'Carlean Ponder' <nuclear@wand.org>, 'Gillian Gilhool'
         <ggilhool@ix.netcom.com>, 'Chuck Woolery' <chuck@wfa.org>, 
        "'Heather B. Hamilton'" <hbhamilton@wfa.org>, 'Greg Speeter'
         <greg@natprior.org>, 'Peter Davies' <PJDavies@aol.com>, 
        'Gina Coplon-Newfield' <GinaC-N@phrusa.org>, 'Michelle Ciarrocca'
         <CiarrM01@newschool.edu>, 'Frida Berrigan' <BerrigaF@newschool.edu>, 
        'William Hartung' <hartung@newschool.edu>
Subject: FCNL Statement on the Attacks
Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2001 13:16:31 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

Friends Committee on National Legislation

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE           Call: Ned Stowe, 202-547-6000 ext. 117 or
September 12, 2001                      Kathy Guthrie, ext. 144
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Statement on the Attacks on the World Trade Center, the Pentagon, and
Civilian Aircraft

Our hearts go out today to the victims of Tuesday's terrible attacks on the
World Trade Center, the Pentagon, and the people in the four civilian
aircraft.  We call on Friends and others across the U.S. to offer prayers,
solace, friendship, and aid to the survivors, families, and friends of the
victims.  We commend the heroic efforts of public safety personnel and the
many others who, at great personal risk, are working to rescue and treat the
victims of these tragedies.

We join with people across the country and around the world in expressing
the hope that those who planned and orchestrated these terrible acts will
soon be brought to justice under the rule of law.  

We are concerned, however, about how the U.S. government responds now.
First, we are concerned that the U.S. not avenge these attacks with attacks
upon other innocent people who may happen to be of the same nationality,
faith, or ethnic group as the alleged perpetrators.  This concern extends to
protecting the safety and rights of people here at home.  Many in this
country of the Islamic faith or of Middle Eastern descent are worried that
they may now become the unwarranted focus of suspicion in their communities
or, worse, the subjects of unjust persecution. 

Second, many in the administration and Congress have declared that a state
of war now exists.  We are concerned that these public statements may be
stirring the popular will and expectation for war.  We wonder:  War against
whom?  Cooler heads must prevail in the U.S. government during this time of
crisis.  War will only compound the tremendous assault on humanity that has
already occurred.  War is not the answer.  The people who committed these
acts struck with hatred.  They saw the people in the World Trade Center, the
Pentagon, and the aircraft as faceless enemies.  They denied the humanity of
their victims.  The U.S. must not commit the same sin by compounding the
hatred, violence, and injustice of these attacks with its own acts of terror
and war against another people, most of whom are innocent of these crimes. 

Finally, the people who planned these suicide attacks were able to draw
volunteers from a growing number of people around the world who harbor deep
resentment and anger toward the U.S.  It is important that we in the U.S.
try to hear and understand the sources of this anger.  If we in the U.S. do
not seek to understand and address the roots of this anger--poverty,
injustice, and hopelessness--then the violence may well continue, no matter
what the U.S. does to try to prevent it. 

As members of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) we witness to that
spirit of love which takes away the occasion of war.  Out of darkness and
tragedy, may God show us the path of true and lasting peace.
--------------------------------------------
If you have comments or questions regarding this message or other issues,
please contact FCNL.

Mail: 245 Second St, NE, Washington, DC 20002-5795
Email:  fcnl@fcnl.org                           
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Phone:  (202) 547-6000                          
Fax:    (202) 547-6019                                  
Toll Free: (800) 630-1330                       
Web: <http://www.fcnl.org>                      
Congressional Information: <http://capwiz.com/fconl/dbq/officials/>

Your contributions sustain our Quaker witness in Washington.  We welcome
your gifts to FCNL, or, if you need a tax deduction, to the FCNL Education
Fund.  You can use your credit card to donate money securely to FCNL through
a special page on FCNL's web site.  
<http://www.fcnl.org/suprt/indx.htm>
FCNL also accepts credit card donations over the phone.  For information
about donating, please contact the Development team directly at
development@fcnl.org.  Thank you.

--------------------------------------------
The FCNL INFO LINE provides announcements and information from the Friends
Committee on National Legislation (FCNL).  These messages (1) focus on
legislative work, but do not have a legislative action component, (2)
provide updates on FCNL's work, and/or (3) inform you about resources
available from FCNL.  These messages are intended as a supplement to the
Legislative Action Message and other FCNL materials.  

This message may be found regularly on PeaceNet in the fcnl.updates
conference.

This message is also distributed via the fcnl-news mailing list.  If you
would like to subscribe to this list, send an e-mail message to  

                        majordomo@his.com

The message should read

                        subscribe fcnl-news
Please Note: Make sure that you are sending this message from the e-mail
address to which you would like fcnl-news messages to be sent.

If you currently receive this message via the fcnl-news mailing list and are
no longer interested in receiving messages from this list, send an e-mail
message to 

                        majordomo@his.com   

The message should read

                        unsubscribe fcnl-news

--------------------------------------------
We seek a world free of war and the threat of war
We seek a society with equity and justice for all
We seek a community where every person's potential may be fulfilled
We seek an earth restored...
--------------------------------------------
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X-Sender: wand09@mail.his.com 

X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.2.2  

Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2001 13:25:59 -0400 

To: (Recipient list suppressed) 

From: Kimberly Robson <wand@wand.org> 

Subject: WAND  Statement on the Attacks 

 

For additional information contact: Susan Shaer 781-643-6740 
Kimberly Robson 202-543-8505 
September 12, 2001 
 
WAND, Women’s Action for New Directions, the largest women’s grassroots peace 
organization with women state legislators, advocates and students as members, stated 
today: 
 
We are deeply shaken by the horror inflicted on our country yesterday. For several frantic hours, 
WAND could not reach our Washington staff. Thankfully, they are all safe. Like the rest of the 
world, we searched for hope and assurances of the safety of loved ones. Our deepest sympathy 
and our prayers are with the victims, their families, and the emergency response teams. 
 
We condemn these terrorist attacks and the hatred and disregard for life and law implicit in them. 
Those responsible must be brought to justice. 
 
There are no simple answers. As The New York Times wisely observed, "What we live with 
now, beyond shock and beyond the courage witnessed on the streets in New York and 
Washington . . . is an urge for reprisal. But this is an age when even revenge is complicated, 
when it is hard to match the desire for retribution with the need for certainty." Let us remember 
that innocent civilians live in those countries we call "enemy." 
 
Yesterday's tragedy underscores a fundamental truth about US national security: a missile shield 
will not protect us. The rush to mount an ill-conceived defense against intercontinental ballistic 
missiles is draining precious resources from programs that would address real security needs. 
Missile defense funds should be redirected toward antiterrorist work and initiatives such as the 
Nunn Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction Program. 
 
It would be irresponsible not to acknowledge the infinitely more horrible devastation that would 
result from terrorist attacks involving nuclear weapons. Recognizing this, we advocate federal 
policy and funding priorities that immediately de-alert nuclear weapons, renounce the production 
of weapons-capable materials and dispose of existing stockpiles. Further, we redouble our efforts 
to abolish nuclear weapons from the earth. 



 
Ultimately peace and security cannot come through military power alone, but must be borne of 
thoughtful, determined diplomacy and negotiation. Such a path calls us all and requires the best 
we have to give. Children ask the world of us. It is our responsibility, and our highest honor, to 
respond. 
 
 
 

Kimberly Robson, WAND Director of Policy and Programs    
 

Women's Action for New Directions, WAND  
110 Maryland Avenue, NE  

Suite 205  
Washington, DC 20002  
Phone: 202-543-8505  
Fax: 202-675-6469  
wand@wand.org  

http://www.wand.org  
 

WAND's mission is to empower women to act politically to reduce violence and militarism and 
redirect excessive military resources toward unmet human and environmental needs. 

http://www.wand.org/
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To unsubscribe from this list, send a message with "unsubscribe BUMC" in the message body to mingomae@aol.com  
For further information about BUMC, go to our website at http://www.gbgm-umc.org/bumc-md 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
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Church agency supports punishment, not in-kind retaliation
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Sept. 13, 2001 News media contact: Thomas S.
McAnally·(615)742-5470·Nashville, Tenn.     10-21-71BP{388}

NOTE:  A photograph of Jim Winkler is available at
http://umns.umc.org/photos/00/0092.jpg. A sidebar, UMNS story #389, is also
available. The full text of the United Methodist Board of Church and
Society's statement follows this report.

By United Methodist News Service

In response to the terrorist attacks in the United States, the
Washington-based United Methodist Board of Church and Society supports
punishment but not in-kind retaliation.

"More violence begets violence," said Jim Winkler, the agency's top staff
executive, in a statement released Sept. 12. 

"In upholding the mission of the United Methodist Church, as followers of
Jesus Christ, we cannot approve any retaliation in-kind," he declared.  

"Our hearts go out to all who have been personally affected by this national
tragedy," Winkler said. He called on all United Methodists to pray for the
victims and their families, and he especially urged church members to "lift
up President and fellow United Methodist George W. Bush ... at this critical
time."

"We pray for peace and justice, healing and compassion," Winkler said. "We
need to continue to seek avenues of peace and justice so that violence like
this in our world comes to an end."

Only the General Conference speaks officially for the United Methodist
Church. The Board of Church and Society is the international and national
public witness and advocacy agency of the United Methodist Church.  

#  #  #

The full text of the Board of Church and Society statement follows:  

United Methodist Agency Reacts in Shock, Compassion, In Wake of Terrorist
Attack

In the wake of yesterday's horrific terrorist attacks against citizens of
the United States, the General Board of Church and Society is reacting with
shock at the events of the day, and with compassion for all the victims,
alive and dead, of this terrible tragedy.

"We are in shock over the events of yesterday in New York, Washington, and
Pennsylvania," said Jim Winkler, General Secretary of the Board. "Our hearts
go out to all who have been personally affected by this national tragedy."
Winkler urged all United Methodists to be in prayer for the victims and
their families, and especially urged United Methodists to lift up President
and fellow United Methodist George W. Bush in prayer at this critical time.
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"We pray for peace and justice, healing and compassion," said Winkler. "We
need to continue to seek avenues of peace and justice so that violence like
this in our world comes to an end."

Winkler also reminded those who would follow the Prince of Peace at this
time to use caution before rushing to judgment. "In upholding the mission of
The United Methodist Church, as followers of Jesus Christ, we cannot approve
of any retaliation in-kind. More violence begets violence. Yes, we believe
in punishment, but not in retaliation," Winkler said. "We also urge all
Americans and especially United Methodist Americans to refrain from rushing
to judgment against whoever may have committed these heinous crimes against
humanity."

Winkler said that United Methodists, where possible, should give blood or
other aid, such as to the United Methodist Committee on Relief, as positive
responses to these events. 

"This is a time for national mourning, grief, and prayer," said Winkler. "We
must also continue our efforts at being prophetic voices of peace in the
halls of power, to do everything in the power of the Holy Spirit to make
peace with justice a reality for all of God's children."
    
Only the General Conference speaks officially for The United Methodist
Church. The General Board of Church and Society is the international and
national public witness and advocacy agency of The United Methodist Church.

*************************************
United Methodist News Service
Photos and stories also available at:
http://umns.umc.org

You may leave the list at any  time by going to
http://umns.umc.org/unsubscribe.html
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Brenda,

Thanks for sending these statements.  I circulated the FOR and Wallis statement to my local church's e-list (the UM 
bishops statement had already been circulated).  Here is one of the responses.  You can see how helpful it was.

Howard

Howard - thank you so much for sending these articles.  My daughter Beth is 
at the U of Delaware & called home because her classes today were so full of 
talk of retribution and retaliation - she was beside herself!   I'm hoping 
she'll print it out and take a number of copies in tomorrow to distribute.   
There's just too much indignation coarsing through our country right now - 
I'm hoping that she'll be able to use the second article, particularly, to 
make people stop and ponder! 

Carol English 
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Council for a Livable World 
September 13, 2001 

STRAWS IN THE WIND: 
THE TERRORIST ATTACKS AND MISSILE DEFENSE 

Selected news items and quotes 
 

The following is a selection of quotations and excerpts from news stories 
where Members of Congress and others have linked the question of missile 
defense with the terrorist attacks on Tuesday.  A review of this sampling 
suggests the following: 
 
1.  It is too early to say whether the devastating attacks will enhance or 
undermine support for missile defense. 
 
2.  Supporters of missile defense have found that Tuesday’s attack bolsters 
their case for missile defense; opponents of missile defense have similarly 
concluded that the success of the terrorists bolsters their case against missile 
defense.   
 
3.  Only one prominent individual -- former Defense Secretary William Cohen 
— has thus far appeared to be publicly modifying his position thus far is. 
 
 
The one convert thus far: Former Defense Secretary Cohen 
 
Matt Lauer:  And, finally, there's been a lot of talk recently, Secretary Cohen, 
about missile defense and spending billions of dollars to put some sort of 
missile defense system into place. And--and this morning, we're reminded, 
once again, that what it really takes is just perhaps an airline ticket to wreak 
havoc on this nation. Does it make talks of a missile defense seem a bit 
unnecessary?  

mailto:jdi@clw.org
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==Former Secretary of Defense Bill Cohen: “I think it means it will be 
unnecessary. I support a limited system to defend against a limited type of an 
attack, but I've also always believed that the most probable type of attack we'll 
face is one of a biological or a chemical or something that can be delivered 
other than through a missile, but by virtue of this particular incident, doesn't 
mean that a national missile defense system isn't needed, but it may require 
us to scale that back and focus on those that are most immediate, the kind of 
attacks that are most immediate.” 
        NBC Today Show - September 12, 2001 
 
 
Missile defense opponents: 
 
==Sen. Patrick Leahy said Tuesday, "Today our threat is not a threat of 
somebody launching a nuclear missile against us."  
        Wall Street Journal - September 13, 2001 
==Sen. Joseph R. Biden Jr. (DDel.), chairman of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, and [Sen. Chris] Dodd [D-CT], a member of that 
committee, both suggested that there may be congressional questioning of 
Bush's plans to press ahead with development of a missile defense shield, as 
Tuesday's events confirm that enemies of the United States can inflict 
damage on the country in other ways.  
        Dodd said, "I don't expect him [Bush] to walk away from missile defense, 
but he has an opportunity to do something much more significant in the short 
term in assembling a broad coalition of nations threatened by terrorism. That 
could even build trust with the Chinese and the Russians who oppose us on 
missile defense. . ." 
        Biden said he shared the "overwhelming sense that we need to 
demonstrate political and institutional solidarity with the president . . . but I'm 
not ready to concede abrogating the ABM Treaty in the interest of national 
unity," he said, referring to the 1972 AntiBallistic Missile Treaty. 
        Washington Post - September 13, 2001 
 
==Sen. Herb Kohl (DWI): "This shows how ineffective a missile defense 
system would be, if people want to do this big damage. ... It's an indication of 
how vulnerable we all are. We live in a world where people who want to do 
this kind of damage are able to do it" 
        Washington Times - September 12, 2001 
 
==In the longer term, said Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman 



Carl M. Levin (DMich.), Congress will be open to any legitimate request for 
increased defense spending, especially for human intelligence activities. 
Asked about missile defense, he said that, while the attacks raised questions 
about the relevancy of a missile shield, he and his Senate colleagues would 
seek to work out disagreements or defer any decision that would indicate 
dissent. "There will be a tremendous effort to avoid any lack of cohesion. . . . 
The unity here is palpable," he said. "The public wants us to pull together." 
        Washington Post - September 13, 2001 
 
==Sen. Dianne Feinstein: I'm one that believes very strongly that rather than 
arguing over missile defense, the asymmetric threat against the United States 
is the most serious one. And we have had a good indication of that today.  
        Larry King Show, CNN, September 11, 2001 
 
Though eager to avoid appearances of partisanship in the midst of a national 
emergency, some Democrats have begun to cite Tuesday's attacks on the 
World Trade Center and the Pentagon in arguing that missile defenses are 
irrelevant to the low tech terrorism they see as the gravest threat to American 
security. "I am hoping that it focuses people on what we've been saying all 
along," said Rep. John F. Tierney (DMass.), a leading critic of the Bush plan. 
"This type of incident . . . is much higher on the list of threats than anything the 
president would address with his national missile defense program." 
        Washington Post - September 13, 2001 
 
==Rep. Jim Moran (D-VA):  The only other thing I can tell you that you might 
not know is that I'm on the Defense Appropriations Committee, and at 10 AM, 
when this happened, we were trying to make the case that we ought to move 
about $800 million out of the national missile defense program into specific 
terrorist security measures, that we felt that we may be more vulnerable to 
terrorist cells using unconventional means of destruction than the more 
traditional weapon of a nuclear missile being fired from another country.” 
        National Public Radio - September 11, 2001 
 
==Rep. Earl Blumenauer (D-OR): “‘We need to devote much more attention 
to conventional threats.  Our resources are finite, as is our attention span. We 
have more urgent priorities’ than missile defense.”  
        Washington Post - September 12, 2001 
         
==Leon Fuerth, former national security advisor to Vice President Al Gore: 
“Given these stark facts, it is fair to ask whether spending scores of billions of 
dollars to create a missile defense against a future threat from the likes of 



North Korea or Iran represents the right set of priorities.” 
        Los Angeles Times - September 12, 2001  
 
==What is likely is that the missile defense support will continue, but the 
program will have to share the stage with others. "It becomes much more 
difficult to sell missile defense as the No. 1 defense priority," says Joe 
Cirincione, senior defense analyst at the more liberal Carnegie Endowment. 
"You will quickly see in Congress efforts to continue missile defense research, 
but to divert some of the resources towards aviation security, 
counterintelligence and emergency management." 
        Wall Street Journal - September 13, 2001 
 
 
Missile defense supporters: 
 
==Sen. Joseph I. Lieberman (D-Conn.) said the lesson from the attacks cut 
both ways on the missile defense argument. "It certainly shows we're 
vulnerable to more than missile attack," he said, but "we're vulnerable to 
missiles too." Defense had been limping through the budget debate, with 
generals pleading for money to replace aging weapon systems and the 
administration struggling to find the political will to revamp military spending 
priorities set during the Cold War. All of that changes because of the attacks. 
        Washington Post - September 13, 2001 
 
==Rep. Curt Weldon (R-PA):  "It is not either-or.  We need to do both. . . . 
Our number one priority, according to the Constitution, is to provide for the 
common defense of the American people." 
        The Washington Post - September 12, 2001 
 
==Rep. Bob Stump (R-AZ):  "They have the capability, they have chemical 
warfare materials, they have biological warfare materials.  And they have, 
through China and Russia, the technology to deliver that on a missile. It's only 
a matter of time before we face that." 
        The Detroit News - September 13, 2001 
 
==On policy, some lawmakers such as [Rep. David] Drier [R-CA] suggested 
Tuesday’s events had drawn further attention to the need for a missile 
defense system that could intercept attacks from hostile rogue interests.” 
        Roll Call - September 13, 2001 
 
==Undersecretary of Defense Doug Feith:  "If a missile defense system is 



designed to intercept missiles, and airplanes hit the World Trade Center, it's 
not what the missile defense system is designed to protect against." 
        The New York Times - September 12, 2001       
 
==But missile defense champions say the brazen attack on the U.S. changes 
everything. Richard Perle, a fellow at the conservative American Enterprise 
Institute and former defense official in the Reagan administration, says, 
"Nobody can any longer rule out that if a terrorist group gets its hands on a 
missile and a warhead that they won't use it against us."  
        Wall Street Journal - September 13, 2001 
 
==Republicans counter that, if anything, the assaults only underscore the 
vulnerability of American cities to foreign attack and the need to protect them 
by all available means, including defenses against limited missile attacks by 
states such as North Korea or  Iran. "I believe the American people are going 
to be roused out of an unwarranted sense of security to reflect upon their 
vulnerability and the desire of some people around the world to take 
advantage of it," said Frank Gaffney, head of the Center for Security Policy. 
"And there is no more egregious example of our vulnerability than our 
complete inability to stop even a single [ballistic] missile." 
        Washington Post - September 13, 2001 
 
 
Media speculation: 
 
Military and intelligence personnel “have already talked about reallocating 
funds from President Bush’s proposed $100 billion missile defense system to 
the plan to combat terrorism.” 
        Jack Sullivan - Boston Herald reporter - September 12, 2001 
 
It appears possible that the attacks will undercut Mr. Bush's campaign for a 
missile defense shield by suggesting that such a shield would concentrate 
American resources on seeking protection against the wrong kind of threat. 
People who wish the United States ill "don't need missiles to do this country 
harm," Professor Popkin argued, "and we saw that clearly this morning." On 
the other hand, the attacks might persuade the American public that 
everything possible should be done, no matter what the cost, to protect the 
nation in any way possible. 
        R.W. Apple reporter - New York Times - September 12, 2001 
 
President Bush's missile defense plans would have done nothing to prevent 



this week's deadly terrorist attacks. Yet the heightened sense of national 
vulnerability the strikes have created may galvanize new support for an 
antimissile shield. 
        Robert S. Greenberger reporter - Wall Street Journal - September 13, 
2001 
 
As Secretary of State Colin Powell said, carrying out retaliatory or preventive 
strikes against terrorists and the nations that harbor them will be far easier if 
we are supported by other countries. Assembling that broad 
coalition  including European allies, Russia, China and as much of the Middle 
East as possible  has to be our top diplomatic priority now. If that means 
heeding their arguments for postponing deployment of a theoretically 
workable missile defense system against a theoretical "rogue nation" missile 
threat, then that is what realism requires of Bush. 
        David Broder - Washington Post columnist - September 13, 2001 
 
 
Editorials: 
 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch: The security of the United States will not be 
enhanced by spending billions on a missile defense system, if a nuclear bomb 
or a weapon of germ warfare is delivered on a barge in New York harbor or 
traveling up the Mississippi.” 
(September 12, 2001) 
 
Atlanta Journal and Constitution: “…a missile defense shield is decades 
away from any hope of working -- if it ever will. It makes far more sense to 
spend those billions earmarked for Star Wars beefing up our intelligence 
networks, instead.” (September 13, 2001) 
 
Miami Herald: "The attacks exposed a special weakness in America's 
national security. As a nation, we spend billions of dollars to ensure that our 
military defenses are second to none and that we can repel any conventional 
attack.  President Bush wants to spend billions more on a missile-defense 
shield that would have been useless Tuesday. 
(September 13, 2001) 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

John Isaacs 
Council for a Livable World  
110 Maryland Avenue, NE - Room 409 
Washington, D.C. 20002 
(202) 543-4100 x.131 
www.clw.org 

http://www.clw.org/
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To: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament

>Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2001 14:35:36 -0400
>To: jdi@clw.org
>From: John Isaacs <jdi@clw.org>
>Subject: Terrorist attacks and missile defense: Selection of opinions
>
> Council for a Livable World
> September 13, 2001
>
> STRAWS IN THE WIND:
> THE TERRORIST ATTACKS AND MISSILE DEFENSE
> Selected news items and quotes
>
> 
>   A review of this sampling suggests the following:
>
>  It is too early to say whether the devastating attacks will enhance or
>undermine support for missile defense.
>
>   
>
>  Only one prominent individual -- former Defense Secretary William Cohen —
>has thus far appeared to be publicly modifying his position thus far is.
>
> 
> The one convert thus far: Former Defense Secretary Cohen
>
>  And, finally, there's been a lot of talk recently, Secretary Cohen, about
>missile defense and spending billions of dollars to put some sort of
>missile defense system into place. And--and this morning, we're reminded,
>once again, that what it really takes is just perhaps an airline ticket to
>wreak havoc on this nation. Does it make talks of a missile defense seem a
>bit unnecessary? 
>
> ==Former Secretary of Defense Bill Cohen: “I think it means it will be
>unnecessary. I support a limited system to defend against a limited type of
>an attack, but I've also always believed that the most probable type of
>attack we'll face is one of a biological or a chemical or something that
>can be delivered other than through a missile, but by virtue of this
>particular incident, doesn't mean that a national missile defense system
>isn't needed, but it may require us to scale that back and focus on those
>that are most immediate, the kind of attacks that are most immediate.”
>         NBC Today Show - September 12, 2001
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>
> 
> Missile defense opponents:
>
> ==Sen. Patrick Leahy"" 
>         Wall Street Journal - September 13, 2001
> ==Sen. Joseph R. Biden Jr. (DDel.), chairman of the Senate Foreign
>Relations Committee, and [Sen. Chris] Dodd [D-CT], a member of that
>committee, both suggested that there may be congressional questioning of
>Bush's plans to press ahead with development of a missile defense shield,
>as Tuesday's events confirm that enemies of the United States can inflict
>damage on the country in other ways. 
>         ""
>         "" he said, referring to the 1972 AntiBallistic Missile Treaty.
>         Washington Post - September 13, 2001
>
> ==Sen. Herb Kohl (DWI): ""
>         Washington Times - September 12, 2001
>
> ==In the longer term, said Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman Carl
>M. Levin""""
>         Washington Post - September 13, 2001
>
> ==Sen. Dianne Feinstein:  I'm one that believes very strongly that rather
>than arguing over missile defense, the asymmetric threat against the United
>States is the most serious one. And we have had a good indication of that
>today. 
>         Larry King Show, CNN, September 11, 2001
>
> Though eager to avoid appearances of partisanship in the midst of a
>national "" said Rep. John F. Tierney""
>         Washington Post - September 13, 2001
>
> ==Rep. Jim Moran (D-VA)  The only other thing I can tell you that you
>might not know is that I'm on the Defense Appropriations Committee, and at
>10 AM, when this happened, we were trying to make the case that we ought to
>move about $800 million out of the national missile defense program into
>specific terrorist security measures, that we felt that we may be more
>vulnerable to terrorist cells using unconventional means of destruction
>than the more traditional weapon of a nuclear missile being fired from
>another country.”
>         National Public Radio - September 11, 2001
>
> ==Rep. Earl Blumenauer (D-OR):   Our resources are finite, as is our
>attention span. We have more urgent priorities’ than missile defense.” 
>         Washington Post - September 12, 2001
>         
> ==Leon Fuerth, former national security advisor to Vice President Al Gore:
>“Given these stark facts, it is fair to ask whether spending scores of
>billions of dollars to create a missile defense against a future threat
>from the likes of North Korea or Iran represents the right set of priorities.”
>         Los Angeles Times - September 12, 2001 
>
> "" says Joe Cirincione""
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>         Wall Street Journal - September 13, 2001
>
> 
> Missile defense supporters:
>
> ==Sen. Joseph I. Lieberman"""" Defense had been limping through the budget
>debate, with generals pleading for money to replace aging weapon systems
>and the administration struggling to find the political will to revamp
>military spending priorities set during the Cold War. All of that changes
>because of the attacks.
>         Washington Post - September 13, 2001
>
> ==Rep. Curt Weldon (R-PA)  " "
>         The Washington Post - September 12, 2001
>
> ==Rep. Bob Stump (R-AZ)  " "
>         The Detroit News - September 13, 2001
>
> ==On policy, some lawmakers such as [Rep. David] Drier [R-CA] suggested
>Tuesday’s events had drawn further attention to the need for a missile
>defense system that could intercept attacks from hostile rogue interests.”
>         Roll Call - September 13, 2001
>
> ==Undersecretary of Defense Doug Feith ""
>               
>
> ==But missile defense champions say the brazen attack on the U.S. changes
>everything. Richard Perle"" 
>         Wall Street Journal - September 13, 2001
>
> "" said Frank Gaffney""
>         Washington Post - September 13, 2001
>
> 
> Media speculation:
>
> Military and intelligence personnel “have already talked about
>reallocating funds from President Bush’s proposed $100 billion missile
>defense system to the plan to combat terrorism.”
>         Jack Sullivan - Boston Herald reporter - September 12, 2001
>
> """" On the other hand, the attacks might persuade the American public
>that everything possible should be done, no matter what the cost, to
>protect the nation in any way possible.
>         R.W. Apple reporter - New York Times - September 12, 2001
>
> President Bush's missile defense plans would have done nothing to prevent
>this week's deadly terrorist attacks. Yet the heightened sense of national
>vulnerability the strikes have created may galvanize new support for an
>antimissile shield.
>         Robert S. Greenberger reporter - Wall Street Journal - September
>13, 2001
>
>   "" missile threat, then that is what realism requires of Bush.
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>         David Broder - Washington Post columnist - September 13, 2001
>
> 
> Editorials:
>
> St. Louis Post-Dispatch: The security of the United States will not be
>enhanced by spending billions on a missile defense system, if a nuclear
>bomb or a weapon of germ warfare is delivered on a barge in New York harbor
>or traveling up the Mississippi.”
> (September 12, 2001)
>
> Atlanta Journal and Constitution: “…a missile defense shield is decades
>away from any hope of working -- if it ever will. It makes far more sense
>to spend those billions earmarked for Star Wars beefing up our intelligence
>networks, instead.” (September 13, 2001)
>
> Miami Herald: "  President Bush wants to spend billions more on a
>missile-defense shield that would have been useless Tuesday.
> (September 13, 2001)
>
> 
>
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>
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> Council for a Livable World 
> 110 Maryland Avenue, NE - Room 409
> Washington, D.C. 20002
> (202) 543-4100 x.131
> www.clw.org 
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Reconciliation in the Midst of Tragedy: How Do We Respond?
        Our belief in a secure and well-ordered world was shattered Tuesday.
How can we regain that sense of balance? How do we react to feelings of
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revenge and anger? Must anger inevitably lead to retribution? Is retribution
the same as justice? Caught between despair and our faith in the salvation
that comes from God through Jesus Christ, how can we expect our faith - and
our church - to bring us a sense of peace?
        Thursday evening, Sept. 13, 7:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m. EDT, an interactive
webcast on www.umc.org <http://www.umc.org> will work to find meaningful
answers. Participants will acknowledge the shock, disbelief, fear and anger
shared by all. Further examination will focus on ways to move beyond these
emotions both emotionally and intellectually, both individually and
corporately, to embrace the historical conviction that through God's
transforming power, restorative justice may repair social injustice, right
the wrong and bring healing to us in our brokenness.
        Panelists in this interactive Web event will include:
*       Harmon Wray - Restorative Justice Ministries, General Board of
Global Ministries
*       Peggy Hutchison - Restorative Justice Ministries, General Board of
Global Ministries
*       Sandy Olewine - GBGM Missionary stationed in Jerusalem
*       Larry Hollon - General Secretary, United Methodist Communications
*       Clergy counselors from Oklahoma City who were involved in responding
to the Oklahoma City bombing
*       Jim Winkler - General Secretary, General Board of Church and Society

        Please invite all members of your Church to join us in this live Web
event. Please share this information as widely as you can.
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Dear Ron and Kris,

Attached is the text for a bulletin insert that provides the schedule for Sandwich Sunday, communion offering, SOME, 
children's Sunday School offering, and Pennies into Potatoes. It needs the purpose of the Worldwide Communion 
offering (is it Worldwide or World Wide?).  There is space for graphic at the bottom.  Use your discretion in 
reformatting if necessary.

I suggest that it be included with the bulletin for Sunday, September 23, the week before the next Sandwich Sunday 
and communion offering.  If you want to include it on October 7 for reinforcement, that's at your discretion.

I also suggest that on the last Sunday of subsequent months the bulletin announcements include a reminder that the 
next week is Sandwich Sunday (with explanation) and the communion offering (with purpose stated).  Likewise there 
could be a reminder of SOME a week in advance.

If my attachment doesn't come through satisfactorily, I can supply a disk with the text.

Shalom,
Howard
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Sept. 13, 2001 News media contact: Thomas S.
McAnally·(615)742-5470·Nashville, Tenn.     10-21-71B{389}

NOTE: This may be used as a sidebar to UMNS story #388.

By United Methodist News Service

Delegates to the international General Conference, the only body that speaks
officially for the United Methodist Church, condemn terrorism and call
members to action in a resolution that has been in force since 1992.

The elected body, consisting of clergy and lay members from around the
world, noted that the increase of terrorism since the 1970s had created a
"sense of hopelessness and instability" and revealed the weakness in the
"present world system of international peace and security at home."

The terrorism document was adopted by the subsequent two General Conferences
in 1996 and 2000 and appears on page 786 in the current edition of the
church's Book of Resolutions.

Resolutions in the book do not have the force of church law but are intended
to guide the production of official church educational resources and
resource materials. They also serve as "guides and models for helping United
Methodist members and groups relate a lively biblical faith to action in
daily life."

The 350-word statement on terrorism condemns all terrorist acts, "with no
exception for the target or the source," and calls on United Methodist
Christians to do eight things:
·     Examine critically the causes of terrorism, including national and
international involvement.
·     Firmly support the United Nations as an agency for conflict
resolution and as a viable alternative to resorting to war and/or terrorism.
·     Stand against terrorist acts in the forms of retaliation or capital
punishment.
·     Urge the president of the United States to repudiate violence and
the killing and victimizing of innocent people.
·     Oppose the use of indiscriminate military force to combat terrorism,
especially where the use of such force results in casualties among
noncombatant citizens who are not themselves perpetrators of terrorist acts,
and urge the support of United Nations Resolution 40-61, which addresses
international cooperation regarding terrorist acts.
·     Condemn the use of extremist tactics that lead to violence within
our own domestic society as an expression of ideological differences, racism
and anti-Semitism.
·     Direct the United Methodist Board of Church and Society to formulate
a study to show how to deal with acts of terrorism that we face as a society
and give direction as to how the church and annual conferences' leaders and
members can and should respond.
·     Continue to support the U.S. ban on assault rifles, as they are the
weapons of choice by individuals and organizations implementing terrorist
activities both at home and abroad.

The study requested of the Board of Church and Society has not been
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conducted, according to the agency's top staff executive, Jim Winkler. "We
get a great many directives from the General Conference, but we have limited
money and resources," he said.  "It is up to the board to prioritize the
directives ... and the board did not rank this (in 1992) as one of the top
priorities to deal with." Given the events of this week, he said the request
for a study is being given high priority and will be placed on the agenda
for the governing members when they meet Oct. 11-14.
 
Related statements can be found in five locations in the church's Social
Principles, contained in both the Book of Discipline and Book of
Resolutions, which are produced every four years after each General
Conference. A statement on military service (Para. 164G) deplores war and
urges peaceful settlement of all disputes among nations. Other statements
include "National Power and Responsibility" (Para. 165B), "War and Peace"
(Para. 165C), "Justice and Law" (165D), and "Criminal and Restorative
Justice" (164F).

Additional statements found in the Book of Resolutions include:
*  "Restorative Justice" (page 603);
*  "Our Muslim Neighbors" (page 743);
*  "Consequences of Conflict" (page 762); and
*  "The United Methodist Church and Peace" (page 788).

The documents can be read online by going to the church's Web site at
http://infoserv.umc.org/ and clicking on "National Tragedy." Copies of the
Book of Resolutions and Book of Discipline may be purchased through
Cokesbury, (800) 672-1789.

#  #  #

*************************************
United Methodist News Service
Photos and stories also available at:
http://umns.umc.org

You may leave the list at any  time by going to
http://umns.umc.org/unsubscribe.html

---------------=============[UMNSDN]=============---------------
   To make a post: UMNSDN@listserv.umc.org
   To unsubscribe: listserv@listserv.umc.org 
        (put signoff UMNSDN in the body)
   For Admin Help: umc@umcom.umc.org
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From: David Culp <david@fcnl.org>
To: 'Monday Lobby' <No_One@fcnl.org>
Subject: FCNL: Congressional Response to Attacks
Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2001 17:10:10 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

FCNL LEGISLATIVE ACTION MESSAGE - [9/13/01]

The following action item from the Friends Committee on National Legislation
(FCNL) focus on federal policy issues currently before Congress or the
Administration.

TOPIC: CONGRESSIONAL RESPONSE TO ATTACKS.  

Congress is acting quickly to respond to the attacks on the U.S. this past
Tuesday.  The House and Senate are expected to approve a $20 billion
emergency spending bill by tonight (Thursday 9/13), giving the President
broad discretion to use the funds as needed for disaster relief, repairing
public buildings and infrastructure, expanded investigations and
intelligence gathering, increased security on national transportation
systems, and increased military security.  

The second, more troubling, bill is likely to be a resolution authorizing
the President, in advance, to take action to retaliate for the attacks.  The
resolution is still being drafted.  At issue are: 1) whether the President
should be given advance authority to act without further authorization from
Congress, and 2) whether and in what way Congress should limit the
President's authority to act.  Some are concerned that granting broad war
powers to the President would also give him the authority to curtail civil
liberties.  

As reported in the CQ Daily Monitor, Sen. Hatch (UT) has said he thinks the
President should be granted "wide powers."  Sen. Biden (DE), however,
stated: "There's no doubt that the President has the right to retaliate, but
it is wise and necessary for national unity for him to ask [Congress] for
that when he feels it's prudent." 

Given the strong desire on the part of the Democratic and Republican
leadership to put forward an image of national unity at this time, the
discussion over the resolution language is likely to take place behind
closed doors. When they reach unity, the resolution will likely move quickly
to the floors of the House and Senate for votes.  This could occur as early
as tonight (9/13), tomorrow, or early next week.  (Tune in to C-Span to get
the latest information.)

ACTION: Please contact your representative and senators as soon as possible.
Urge them to oppose granting the President wide war powers.  This is not a
time for precipitous military action.  There is no reason for Congress to
surrender its constitutional authority at this time.  This IS a time for
quick, cooperative action by U.S. law enforcement agencies and governments
around the world to identify and capture those who aided and abetted in the
commission of these atrocities and to bring them before a court of law.  
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War is not the answer to the horror and violence of these attacks.  War,
destruction, and hatred between peoples are what the perpetrators of these
heinous acts apparently seek. The U.S. should not give them what they want.
If the U.S. declares war, the hijackers and their supporters will have won.
Instead, the U.S. should proceed swiftly, steadfastly, and in cooperation
with other countries to bring the perpetrators to justice under law.  A
sample letter may be found on FCNL's web site.  You can personalize the
language and send the message as an email directly from our site or print it
out and mail it.  To view the letter, click on the link below, enter your
zip code in the <Take Action Now> box, then click the <Go> button.  Here is
the link:
<http://capwiz.com/fconl/issues/alert/?alertid=50138&type=CO&azip=>

A similar message should be sent to the President.  A sample letter may be
found on FCNL's web site.  You can personalize the language and send the
message as an email directly from our site or print it out and mail it.  To
view the letter, click on the link below and then click the <Go> button.
Here is the link:
<http://capwiz.com/fconl/issues/alert/?alertid=50141&type=PR&azip=>.    

Friends Committee on National Legislation: 
Statement on the Attacks on the World Trade Center, the Pentagon, and
Civilian Aircraft

Our hearts go out today to the victims of Tuesday's terrible attacks on the
World Trade Center, the Pentagon, and the people in the four civilian
aircraft.  We call on Friends and others across the U.S. to offer prayers,
solace, friendship, and aid to the survivors, families, and friends of the
victims.  We commend the heroic efforts of public safety personnel and the
many others who, at great personal risk, are working to rescue and treat the
victims of these tragedies.

We join with people across the country and around the world in expressing
the hope that those who planned and orchestrated these terrible acts will
soon be brought to justice under the rule of law.  

We are concerned, however, about how the U.S. government responds now.
First, we are concerned that the U.S. not avenge these attacks with attacks
upon other innocent people who may happen to be of the same nationality,
faith, or ethnic group as the alleged perpetrators.  This concern extends to
protecting the safety and rights of people here at home.  Many in this
country of the Islamic faith or of Middle Eastern descent are worried that
they may now become the unwarranted focus of suspicion in their communities
or, worse, the subjects of unjust persecution. 

Second, many in the administration and Congress have declared that a state
of war now exists.  We are concerned that these public statements may be
stirring the popular will and expectation for war.  We wonder:  War against
whom?  Cooler heads must prevail in the U.S. government during this time of
crisis.  War will only compound the tremendous assault on humanity that has
already occurred.  War is not the answer.  The people who committed these
acts struck with hatred.  They saw the people in the World Trade Center, the
Pentagon, and the aircraft as faceless enemies.  They denied the humanity of
their victims.  The U.S. must not commit the same sin by compounding the
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hatred, violence, and injustice of these attacks with its own acts of terror
and war against another people, most of whom are innocent of these crimes. 

Finally, the people who planned these suicide attacks were able to draw
volunteers from a growing number of people around the world who harbor deep
resentment and anger toward the U.S.  It is important that we in the U.S.
try to hear and understand the sources of this anger.  If we in the U.S. do
not seek to understand and address the roots of this anger--poverty,
injustice, and hopelessness--then the violence may well continue, no matter
what the U.S. does to try to prevent it. 

As members of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) we witness to that
spirit of love which takes away the occasion of war.  Out of darkness and
tragedy, may God show us the path of true and lasting peace.

        

CONTACTING LEGISLATORS

Capitol Switchboard: 2022243121

Sen. ________
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Rep. ________
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Information on your members is available on FCNL's web site:
http://capwiz.com/fconl/dbq/officials/directory/directory.dbq?command=congdi

CONTACTING THE ADMINISTRATION

White House Comment Desk: 202-456-1111
FAX: 202-456-2461
E-MAIL: president@whitehouse.gov
WEB PAGE: http://www.whitehouse.gov

President George W. Bush
The White House
Washington, DC 20500
-----------------------------------------------------------------
This message supplements other FCNL materials and does not reflect FCNL's
complete policy position on any issue.  For further information, please
contact FCNL.

Mail: 245 Second Street, NE, Washington, DC 20002-5795
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Email: fcnl@fcnl.org
Phone: (202) 547-6000
Toll Free: (800) 630-1330
Fax: (202) 547-6019
Web: http://www.fcnl.org

Your contributions sustain our Quaker witness in Washington.  We welcome
your gifts to FCNL, or, if you need a tax deduction, to the FCNL Education
Fund.  You can use your credit card to donate money securely to FCNL through
a special page on FCNL's web site http://www.fcnl.org/suprt/indx.htm
FCNL also accepts credit card donations over the phone.  For more
information about donating, please contact the Development Team directly at
development@fcnl.org. Thank you.
-----------------------------------------------------------------
This message may be found regularly on FCNL's web site http://www.fcnl.org
where a printer-friendly version is available and on PeaceNet in the
fcnl.updates conference.

This message is distributed regularly via the fcnl-news mailing list.  To
subscribe to this list, send an e-mail message to

                majordomo@his.com

Leave the subject line blank.  The message should read

                subscribe fcnl-news

Please Note: Make sure that you are sending this message from the e-mail
address to which you would like fcnl-news materials to be sent.

If you currently receive this message via the fcnl-news mailing list and are
no longer interested in receiving messages from this list, send an e-mail
message to

                majordomo@his.com  
 
The message should read

                unsubscribe fcnl-news
-----------------------------------------------------------------
We seek a world free of war and the threat of war
We seek a society with equity and justice for all
We seek a community where every person's potential may be fulfilled
We seek an earth restored...
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From: David Culp <david@fcnl.org>
To: 'Monday Lobby' <No_One@fcnl.org>
Subject: FCNL: Congressional Response to Attacks
Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2001 17:10:10 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

FCNL LEGISLATIVE ACTION MESSAGE - [9/13/01]

The following action item from the Friends Committee on National Legislation
(FCNL) focus on federal policy issues currently before Congress or the
Administration.

TOPIC: CONGRESSIONAL RESPONSE TO ATTACKS.  

Congress is acting quickly to respond to the attacks on the U.S. this past
Tuesday.  The House and Senate are expected to approve a $20 billion
emergency spending bill by tonight (Thursday 9/13), giving the President
broad discretion to use the funds as needed for disaster relief, repairing
public buildings and infrastructure, expanded investigations and
intelligence gathering, increased security on national transportation
systems, and increased military security.  

The second, more troubling, bill is likely to be a resolution authorizing
the President, in advance, to take action to retaliate for the attacks.  The
resolution is still being drafted.  At issue are: 1) whether the President
should be given advance authority to act without further authorization from
Congress, and 2) whether and in what way Congress should limit the
President's authority to act.  Some are concerned that granting broad war
powers to the President would also give him the authority to curtail civil
liberties.  

As reported in the CQ Daily Monitor, Sen. Hatch (UT) has said he thinks the
President should be granted "wide powers."  Sen. Biden (DE), however,
stated: "There's no doubt that the President has the right to retaliate, but
it is wise and necessary for national unity for him to ask [Congress] for
that when he feels it's prudent." 

Given the strong desire on the part of the Democratic and Republican
leadership to put forward an image of national unity at this time, the
discussion over the resolution language is likely to take place behind
closed doors. When they reach unity, the resolution will likely move quickly
to the floors of the House and Senate for votes.  This could occur as early
as tonight (9/13), tomorrow, or early next week.  (Tune in to C-Span to get
the latest information.)

ACTION: Please contact your representative and senators as soon as possible.
Urge them to oppose granting the President wide war powers.  This is not a
time for precipitous military action.  There is no reason for Congress to
surrender its constitutional authority at this time.  This IS a time for
quick, cooperative action by U.S. law enforcement agencies and governments
around the world to identify and capture those who aided and abetted in the
commission of these atrocities and to bring them before a court of law.  
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War is not the answer to the horror and violence of these attacks.  War,
destruction, and hatred between peoples are what the perpetrators of these
heinous acts apparently seek. The U.S. should not give them what they want.
If the U.S. declares war, the hijackers and their supporters will have won.
Instead, the U.S. should proceed swiftly, steadfastly, and in cooperation
with other countries to bring the perpetrators to justice under law.  A
sample letter may be found on FCNL's web site.  You can personalize the
language and send the message as an email directly from our site or print it
out and mail it.  To view the letter, click on the link below, enter your
zip code in the <Take Action Now> box, then click the <Go> button.  Here is
the link:
<http://capwiz.com/fconl/issues/alert/?alertid=50138&type=CO&azip=>

A similar message should be sent to the President.  A sample letter may be
found on FCNL's web site.  You can personalize the language and send the
message as an email directly from our site or print it out and mail it.  To
view the letter, click on the link below and then click the <Go> button.
Here is the link:
<http://capwiz.com/fconl/issues/alert/?alertid=50141&type=PR&azip=>.    

Friends Committee on National Legislation: 
Statement on the Attacks on the World Trade Center, the Pentagon, and
Civilian Aircraft

Our hearts go out today to the victims of Tuesday's terrible attacks on the
World Trade Center, the Pentagon, and the people in the four civilian
aircraft.  We call on Friends and others across the U.S. to offer prayers,
solace, friendship, and aid to the survivors, families, and friends of the
victims.  We commend the heroic efforts of public safety personnel and the
many others who, at great personal risk, are working to rescue and treat the
victims of these tragedies.

We join with people across the country and around the world in expressing
the hope that those who planned and orchestrated these terrible acts will
soon be brought to justice under the rule of law.  

We are concerned, however, about how the U.S. government responds now.
First, we are concerned that the U.S. not avenge these attacks with attacks
upon other innocent people who may happen to be of the same nationality,
faith, or ethnic group as the alleged perpetrators.  This concern extends to
protecting the safety and rights of people here at home.  Many in this
country of the Islamic faith or of Middle Eastern descent are worried that
they may now become the unwarranted focus of suspicion in their communities
or, worse, the subjects of unjust persecution. 

Second, many in the administration and Congress have declared that a state
of war now exists.  We are concerned that these public statements may be
stirring the popular will and expectation for war.  We wonder:  War against
whom?  Cooler heads must prevail in the U.S. government during this time of
crisis.  War will only compound the tremendous assault on humanity that has
already occurred.  War is not the answer.  The people who committed these
acts struck with hatred.  They saw the people in the World Trade Center, the
Pentagon, and the aircraft as faceless enemies.  They denied the humanity of
their victims.  The U.S. must not commit the same sin by compounding the
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hatred, violence, and injustice of these attacks with its own acts of terror
and war against another people, most of whom are innocent of these crimes. 

Finally, the people who planned these suicide attacks were able to draw
volunteers from a growing number of people around the world who harbor deep
resentment and anger toward the U.S.  It is important that we in the U.S.
try to hear and understand the sources of this anger.  If we in the U.S. do
not seek to understand and address the roots of this anger--poverty,
injustice, and hopelessness--then the violence may well continue, no matter
what the U.S. does to try to prevent it. 

As members of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) we witness to that
spirit of love which takes away the occasion of war.  Out of darkness and
tragedy, may God show us the path of true and lasting peace.

        

CONTACTING LEGISLATORS

Capitol Switchboard: 2022243121

Sen. ________
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Rep. ________
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Information on your members is available on FCNL's web site:
http://capwiz.com/fconl/dbq/officials/directory/directory.dbq?command=congdi

CONTACTING THE ADMINISTRATION

White House Comment Desk: 202-456-1111
FAX: 202-456-2461
E-MAIL: president@whitehouse.gov
WEB PAGE: http://www.whitehouse.gov

President George W. Bush
The White House
Washington, DC 20500
-----------------------------------------------------------------
This message supplements other FCNL materials and does not reflect FCNL's
complete policy position on any issue.  For further information, please
contact FCNL.

Mail: 245 Second Street, NE, Washington, DC 20002-5795
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Email: fcnl@fcnl.org
Phone: (202) 547-6000
Toll Free: (800) 630-1330
Fax: (202) 547-6019
Web: http://www.fcnl.org

Your contributions sustain our Quaker witness in Washington.  We welcome
your gifts to FCNL, or, if you need a tax deduction, to the FCNL Education
Fund.  You can use your credit card to donate money securely to FCNL through
a special page on FCNL's web site http://www.fcnl.org/suprt/indx.htm
FCNL also accepts credit card donations over the phone.  For more
information about donating, please contact the Development Team directly at
development@fcnl.org. Thank you.
-----------------------------------------------------------------
This message may be found regularly on FCNL's web site http://www.fcnl.org
where a printer-friendly version is available and on PeaceNet in the
fcnl.updates conference.

This message is distributed regularly via the fcnl-news mailing list.  To
subscribe to this list, send an e-mail message to

                majordomo@his.com

Leave the subject line blank.  The message should read

                subscribe fcnl-news

Please Note: Make sure that you are sending this message from the e-mail
address to which you would like fcnl-news materials to be sent.

If you currently receive this message via the fcnl-news mailing list and are
no longer interested in receiving messages from this list, send an e-mail
message to

                majordomo@his.com  
 
The message should read

                unsubscribe fcnl-news
-----------------------------------------------------------------
We seek a world free of war and the threat of war
We seek a society with equity and justice for all
We seek a community where every person's potential may be fulfilled
We seek an earth restored...
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In the News 
September, 13, 2001 
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International Crime, Not War 
By Tom Barry and Martha Honey, Co-directors of  
Foreign Policy In Focus 
 
 
America is living through a tragedy of unprecedented depth. Our 
might--military and economic--has been targeted, and our vulnerability 
exposed. We are shocked, outraged, determined to respond. Yet we 
awake to a new day sickened by the cruelty and insanity of this political 
violence--and uncertain if we, too, want blood on our hands. 
 
Will vengeance, even when guided by the best of America's surgical  
strike technology, ease this tragedy and end the cycle of terror? Upon  
reflection and based on past experience, we know better. 
 
The crime was horrific. Never have so many Americans died from  
violence on a single day. It felt and looked like war. Our national  
security came under direct attack, and the resulting carnage was 
comparable to the worst of war--Pearl Harbor, firebombing of Dresden,  
Cambodia, and Normandy. President Bush and Secretary of State  
Powell have call the crashes "acts of war." But having four commercial  
airliners commandeered by political fanatics is not war, it is international 
terrorism, albeit at its worst. No nation or peoples have declared war  
on the United States. In terms of intent and character, the political  
violence yesterday in Washington and New York bears more 
similarity to the terrorist bombing of the federal bombing in Oklahoma  
City than to Pearl Harbor.  Yesterday certainly was a day of infamy,  
but it was not--and should not be--the beginning of war. 
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America and all nations concerned about peace, justice, and dignity  
will need to respond. But the response should be deliberate, just, and  
humane. In the past, the U.S. has responded to terrorist attacks with  
military strikes that were misdirected, mistakenly targeted, and  
counterproductive. The 1986 bombing raids on two Libyan cities, the  
bombing of a Baghdad neighborhood in 1993 in response to rumors of  
a planned assassination attempt on former President Bush, and most  
recently the air strike on a Sudanese pharmaceutical plant mistakenly  
believed to be chemical weapons factory associated with Osama bin  
Laden are three cases that should remind us of the follyand terrorism 
of  vengeful retaliatory strikes. 
 
Talk by our leaders of war and retribution, while possibly boosting our  
patriotic spirit, is dangerous and irresponsible. The politics of vengeance  
will do little to protect us, and will only fuel more terrorism. But neither  
can we passively accept our helplessness and vulnerability. 
 
We need to mourn, bury our dead, and move on--but not to business  
and foreign policy as usual.  What's needed now is a new U.S. resolve  
to address--and not simply react to--the causes of political violence in  
the post-cold war world. Our president's father promised at the onset  
of the Persian Gulf War to establish a "new world order" but it's a  
promise that has gone unfulfilled.  Instead, over the past decade we  
have seen rising global disorder and conflict. Rather than gathering 
the world's nations together to address the scourges of international  
terrorism, ethnic and religious conflicts, and the polarization of poor  
and wealthy nations, the U.S. has relinquished its leadership role.  
Arrogance, unilateralism, isolationism, and imperialism are the terms  
now commonly used by the international press and scholars to describe  
the U.S. role in global affairs. 
 
The attack on America's centers of power was an extremist reaction  
to what is perceived as a new world order where only the U.S. calls  
the shots. But it was, first and foremost, a crime against all humanity.  
If there is to be justice in this incident and if there is to be the rule of  
law in international affairs, the U.S. should seek the solace and support  
of the international community. Despite differences with U.S. foreign  
policy, especially in the conflicted Middle East, nations around the 
world have been quick to express their own outrage and willingness  
to join with America to fight and reduce the causes of international  
terrorism. 
 
As Americans deliberate an effective response to this tragedy and  
crime, we must first reject the call for war. The gauntlet goading  
us to militaristic responses that treat human life as callously as the 
terrorists treated ours must be categorically rejected. As with any  



other crime, the perpetrators and their accomplices must be brought  
to justice--in the courts of law, not according to the fundamentalist  
"eye-for-an-eye, tooth-for-a-tooth" precepts. In recent years, we have  
made encouraging progress in establishing and enforcing international  
norms for human rights and crimes against humanity. This is an  
opportunity to forge a broader international coalition--bringing disparate 
nations together in a common determination to fight against such  
crimes against humanity. A first principle, then, must be that we treat  
this as an international crime, not an act of war, and that the rules of  
law should guide international response. 
 
A second principle that should guide U.S. policy is that our investigation,  
pursuit, and prosecution should as much as possible count on  
consultation with and the cooperation of the world community of nations.  
Any government suspected of harboring or otherwise aiding these international  
Terrorists should answer to concerted international pressure, not just  
American outrage. If indeed, military action is deemed necessary, it should  
carry the approval of the UN Security Council--otherwise the U.S. too will  
be violating the basic principles of international law. 
 
While charting the appropriate response, the U.S. government must also  
begin the long-overdue task of formulating a security policy that truly protects  
Americans from new global threats. As critics have insisted, the Bush  
administration's promise that a national missile defense system would protect 
us looks increasingly hollow. If terrorists want to attack us, they can do so  
from our own soil and with our own aircraft. Our politicians would dishonor  
the dead, however, if they focused the new security debate solely on issues  
of intelligence reform and defense technology.  
 
More fundamentally, the U.S. needs to take a hard look at the policies  
and political structures that fan the flames of terrorism--to understand  
why such anger in the Middle East and elsewhere is directed at America. 
The task of forging a security policy not just on our response capability  
but also on addressing the new causal factors for war and terrorism is  
surely America's greatest challenge--and our success will be the true  
measure of our character. 
 
Terrorism is mainly the weapon of the politically weak, frustrated  
ideologues, and religious fanatics.  The U.S. should not retaliate in  
kind--not allowing any compulsion for revenge or the affirmation of 
U.S. military might to divert America from its moral principles and  
global leadership responsibilities. 
 
Please send comments to: infocus@fpif.org 
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Date: 14 Sep 2001 13:36:10 -0000
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Reply-To: twf-org-feedback-28@lb.bcentral.com
From: "The Wisdom Fund" <twf-org@lb.bcentral.com>
Subject: Attack on America

A Prayer for Those Who Perished on September 11, 2001

We condemn all violence, and offer this prayer for those who perished in the September 11 attack on the World Trade 
Center, and the Pentagon: 

In the name of Allah (God), Most Gracious, Most Merciful. 

Praise be to Allah, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the worlds; 

Most Gracious, Most Merciful; 

Master of the Day of Judgment. 

Thee do we worship, and Thine aid we seek. 

Show us the straight way, 

The way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace, those whose (portion) is not wrath, and who go not astray. 

This prayer, the Opening Chapter of The Quran, Al-Fatiha, is recited by Muslims during daily prayers, and at other 
occasions such as this. 

---------------------------------------------------
Guardian, September 13, 2001

They can't see why they are hated 

Americans cannot ignore what their government does abroad

Seumas Milne

Nearly two days after the horrific suicide attacks on civilian workers in New York and Washington, it has become 
painfully clear that most Americans simply don't get it. From the president to passersby on the streets, the message 
seems to be the same: this is an inexplicable assault on freedom and democracy, which must be answered with 
overwhelming force - just as soon as someone can construct a credible account of who was actually responsible.

Shock, rage and grief there has been aplenty. But any glimmer of recognition of why people might have been driven to 
carry out such atrocities, sacrificing their own lives in the process - or why the United States is hated with such 
bitterness, not only in Arab and Muslim countries, but across the developing world - seems almost entirely absent. 
Perhaps it is too much to hope that, as rescue workers struggle to pull firefighters from the rubble, any but a small 
minority might make the connection between what has been visited upon them and what their government has visited 
upon large parts of the world.

But make that connection they must, if such tragedies are not to be repeated, potentially with even more devastating 
consequences. US political leaders are doing their people no favours by reinforcing popular ignorance with self-
referential rhetoric. And the echoing chorus of Tony Blair, whose determination to bind Britain ever closer to US 
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foreign policy ratchets up the threat to our own cities, will only fuel anti-western sentiment. So will calls for the 
defence of "civilisation", with its overtones of Samuel Huntington's poisonous theories of post-cold war confrontation 
between the west and Islam, heightening perceptions of racism and hypocrisy.

As Mahatma Gandhi famously remarked when asked his opinion of western civilisation, it would be a good idea. Since 
George Bush's father inaugurated his new world order a decade ago, the US, supported by its British ally, bestrides the 
world like a colossus. Unconstrained by any superpower rival or system of global governance, the US giant has 
rewritten the global financial and trading system in its own interest; ripped up a string of treaties it finds inconvenient; 
sent troops to every corner of the globe; bombed Afghanistan, Sudan, Yugoslavia and Iraq without troubling the United 
Nations; maintained a string of murderous embargos against recalcitrant regimes; and recklessly thrown its weight 
behind Israel's 34-year illegal military occupation of the West Bank and Gaza as the Palestinian intifada rages.

If, as yesterday's Wall Street Journal insisted, the east coast carnage was the fruit of the Clinton administration's 
Munich-like appeasement of the Palestinians, the mind boggles as to what US Republicans imagine to be a 
Churchillian response.

It is this record of unabashed national egotism and arrogance that drives anti-Americanism among swaths of the 
world's population, for whom there is little democracy in the current distribution of global wealth and power. If it turns 
out that Tuesday's attacks were the work of Osama bin Laden's supporters, the sense that the Americans are once again 
reaping a dragons' teeth harvest they themselves sowed will be overwhelming.

It was the Americans, after all, who poured resources into the 1980s war against the Soviet-backed regime in Kabul, at 
a time when girls could go to school and women to work. Bin Laden and his mojahedin were armed and trained by the 
CIA and MI6, as Afghanistan was turned into a wasteland and its communist leader Najibullah left hanging from a 
Kabul lamp post with his genitals stuffed in his mouth.

But by then Bin Laden had turned against his American sponsors, while US-sponsored Pakistani intelligence had 
spawned the grotesque Taliban now protecting him. To punish its wayward Afghan offspring, the US subsequently 
forced through a sanctions regime which has helped push 4m to the brink of starvation, according to the latest UN 
figures, while Afghan refugees fan out across the world.

All this must doubtless seem remote to Americans desperately searching the debris of what is expected to be the 
largest-ever massacre on US soil - as must the killings of yet more Palestinians in the West Bank yesterday, or even 
the 2m estimated to have died in Congo's wars since the overthrow of the US-backed Mobutu regime. "What could 
some political thing have to do with blowing up office buildings during working hours?" one bewildered New Yorker 
asked yesterday.

Already, the Bush administration is assembling an international coalition for an Israeli-style war against terrorism, as if 
such counter-productive acts of outrage had an existence separate from the social conditions out of which they arise. 
But for every "terror network" that is rooted out, another will emerge - until the injustices and inequalities that produce 
them are addressed.

_______________________________________________________________________
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<font size=2><blockquote type=cite cite>Combating Terrorism<br>
Bill Thomson<br>
September 12, 2001<br>
<br>
Yesterday's horrible events in New York and Washington, DC require all
of<br>
us to express collective disbelief at the appalling loss of innocent
human<br>
life and to express our heartfelt condolences to the victims, their<br>
families and their friends.&nbsp; Such brutal slaughter must be
unconditionally<br>
condemned whenever and wherever it occurs.&nbsp; No cause, no matter how
nobly<br>
perceived by its followers, can justify such wanton destruction of
innocent<br>
people.<br>
<br>
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Today, as we inevitably begin the healing process and the search 
for<br>
answers and solutions, there is much speculation about who the
perpetrators<br>
of these acts might be, and what form an appropriate retaliation
might<br>
take.&nbsp; This morning's New York Times states that&nbsp; &quot;the
best defense against<br>
terrorism is good, timely intelligence&quot;, and other media, government
and<br>
military officials suggest a wide range of retaliatory options,
ranging<br>
from overwhelming military strikes to Draconian suspensions of our
most<br>
cherished freedoms and liberties--freedoms and liberties which define
the<br>
unique American experience.<br>
<br>
In order to understand yesterday's events and to prevent their<br>
reoccurrence, I believe that we need to consider two ideas.&nbsp; First,
I think<br>
we must accept the fact that there is not, and can never be, a 100%<br>
foolproof intelligence or military remedy for terrorist acts.&nbsp; I
would even<br>
go so far as to say that unless certain basic changes are made in
our<br>
political and economic outlook as Americans, such acts will
inevitably<br>
reoccur, and they will become increasing deadly.&nbsp; Just as we today
look at<br>
the 1993 bombing of the World Trade Center as &quot;mild&quot; in
comparison to<br>
yesterday's events, I believe that with the increased miniaturization
of<br>
nuclear capability and the widespread availability of chemical and<br>
biological toxins, some day we&nbsp; will be faced with events of
overwhelmingly<br>
tragic dimensions.&nbsp; Just as there is no way to stop people from
committing<br>
murder if they are willing to give up their lives, there can also not
be<br>
any way to guarantee our collective safety from individuals or groups
who<br>
are willing to sacrifice their lives in a terrorist attack.<br>
<br>
The second consideration is ask a question which has been completely
absent<br>
in the analysis of yesterday's tragedy--why would a person or group
commit<br>
such a heinous act?&nbsp; Why would the United States be chosen, and why
would<br>
the particular targets of the World Trade Center and the Pentagon 
be<br>
picked?&nbsp; Whoever is found to be the perpetrators of yesterday's
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terrorism,<br>
it is certain that they will be demonized and characterized as
somehow<br>
being outside the pale of human understanding.&nbsp; And if we
demonize<br>
sufficiently, we might be able to justify our need for revenge, but we
will<br>
have missed a crucial opportunity for understanding, and for gaining
the<br>
insight and wisdom that are the only tools with which we might avoid
future<br>
attacks.<br>
<br>
At the risk of sounding like an apologist for a despicable act, I
would<br>
like to provide some possibilities for understanding the roots of this
tragedy:<br>
<br>
1.&nbsp; We Americans, comprising some 4% of the world's population,
consume<br>
approximately 40% of its resources.&nbsp; We appear to assume that the
resources<br>
found in other parts of the world are somehow our birthright.&nbsp;
Imagine how<br>
this is experienced in third world countries, many of whom have been
the<br>
recipient of United States military attacks.<br>
<br>
2.&nbsp; We maintain this consumption, in large part, because we have the
most<br>
powerful military in the world, and since WW II we have not hesitated
to<br>
use it for political and/or economic gain in places like China
(1945-46),<br>
Korea (1950-53), China (1950-53), Guatemala (1954), Indonesia (1958),
Cuba<br>
(1959-60), Guatemala (1960), Congo (1964), Peru (1965), Laos
(1964-73),<br>
Vietnam (1961-73), Cambodia (1969-70), Guatemala (1967-69), Grenada
(1983),<br>
Libya (1986), El Salvador (1980s), Nicaragua (1980s), Panama (1989),
Iraq<br>
(1991-present), Sudan (1998), Afghanistan (1998) and Yugoslavia
(1999).&nbsp; We<br>
have bombed each of these countries in turn, and in NO case did a<br>
democratic government, respectful of human rights, occur as a 
direct<br>
result.&nbsp; Through our weapons and/or proxies, innocent civilians
of<br>
Indonesia, East Timor, Chile, Nicaragua and Palestine have also 
been<br>
victims of the United States.&nbsp; Is it any wonder that the level of
hatred of<br>
the United States is so high?&nbsp;&nbsp; Former President Jimmy Carter
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stated, &quot;We<br>
have only to go to Lebanon, to Syria, to Jordan, to witness firsthand
the<br>
intense hatred among many people for the United States, because we
bombed<br>
and shelled and unmercifully killed totally innocent villagers, women
and<br>
children and farmers and housewives, in those villages around Beirut...as
a<br>
result, we have become a kind of Satan in the minds of those who are
deeply<br>
resentful. That is what precipitated the taking of hostages and that
is<br>
what has precipitated some terrorist attacks.&quot;&nbsp; (New York
Times3/26/89)<br>
<br>
3.&nbsp; Forty-nine percent of our income tax dollar goes for present and
past<br>
military-related activities.&nbsp; On April 16, 1953, former President
Dwight<br>
Eisenhower noted that &quot;Every gun that is made, every warship
launched,<br>
every rocket fired, signifies, in the final sense, a theft from those
who<br>
hunger and are not fed, those who are cold and not clothed.&quot;&nbsp;
For the cost<br>
of a Stealth bomber, we could put an additional teacher or social worker
in<br>
every middle and high school in the United States.&nbsp; The cost of
the<br>
proposed missile defense shield would add several more.&nbsp; Which of
these<br>
options would add most to our national security?<br>
<br>
In short, I believe that we are paying a terrible price for a very<br>
shortsided and egocentric American political and economic worldview,
and<br>
unless we change this worldview, I am concerned that yesterday's
tragedy<br>
will be only a down payment on the retribution yet to come.<br>
<br>
***************<br>
Bill Thomson is a clinical psychologist in private practice and a
faculty<br>
member at the University of Michigan/Dearborn, where he teaches a course
in<br>
Nonviolence and Violence.&nbsp; He returned last week from coordinating
an<br>
international team of trauma experts who were teaching modern 
trauma<br>
prevention and treatment techniques to Palestinian mental health<br>
professionals in Ramallah and Gaza City.&nbsp; He has a son living in New
York City.<br>
<br>
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<br>
___________________________<br>
<br>
&nbsp; William J. (Bill) Thomson, Ph.D.<br>
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
(<a href="mailto:wthomson@umich.edu">wthomson@umich.edu</a>)<br>
___________________________</font></blockquote><br>
</html>
</x-html>
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         <Bassam_Estwani@yahoo.com>, "'nchang9999@aol.com'" <nchang9999@aol.com>, 
        "'nkb@lifelinescenter.org'" <nkb@lifelinescenter.org>, "'wand@wand.org'"
         <wand@wand.org>, "'Deirdreritchie@hotmail.com'"
         <Deirdreritchie@hotmail.com>, "'cbs@fast.net'" <cbs@fast.net>
Subject: 
Date: Fri, 14 Sep 2001 10:46:00 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative: Response to Terrorist Attack
Special Statement: Issued 9/13/01

The staff of the Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative are deeply pained
by the loss of life and suffering that have resulted from Tuesday's
terrorist attacks. We grieve and pray for all of the victims, their
families, and our nation. We share in the great sorrow that has struck our
country, and applaud the valiant efforts of citizens who are assisting the
process of recovery and healing.

In light of these acts of destruction, we believe it is more important than
ever for America, and its allies, to work together to find strong and
peaceful means for controlling aggression and hatred and preventing their
growth. We deeply believe that the existence of large numbers of nuclear
weapons, deteriorating nuclear stockpiles, and potential for proliferation
increase our vulnerability to such immoral acts and make it more likely that
these weapons could be triggered by organizations that operate with an
intent to destroy life. Thus, we remain united in our call for a continued
commitment to the reduction of nuclear weapons.

Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative
The Churches' Center for Theology and Public Policy
4500 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20016-5690
Tel: 202-885-8648
FAX: 202-885-8605
website: www.nrdi.org <http://www.nrdi.org>
E-mail: wstarman@wesleysem.edu
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To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Missile defense after the attack
Cc: 
Bcc: icnd
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

To: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament

The following article from the New York Times suggests that the chance for cutting missile defense funding has 
sharply diminished after the terrorist attacks. Democrats are rallying around the president and may not want to take up 
the fight on this issue.

We'll need to ponder what we do next.

Howard

###

"Shield Plan Buoyed By A Bipartisan Mood"
New York Times - September 14, 2001 - By Adam Clymer

WASHINGTON, Sept. 13 - The suicide attacks on the World Trade Center and 
the Pentagon appear to have strengthened, not weakened, the prospects for 
Congressional support of President Bush's missile defense plan.

Representative David R. Obey of Wisconsin, the senior Democrat on the 
Appropriations Committee, said that even though the attacks showed that the 
biggest threat to the nation was from terrorism, Congressional reluctance 
to oppose the president at this time seemed likely to overwhelm that 
circumstance.

One Democratic senator after another, while stopping short of Mr. Obey's 
blunt prediction, said they felt that this was no time for partisanship - 
and the ballistic missile issue is inevitably partisan.

Moreover, the money issue has all but disappeared, swept away by Congress's 
sudden postattack willingness to tap the Social Security surplus for all 
forms of defense. That has weakened the argument that the president's 
request for $8.3 billion for an antimissile system would divert needed 
money from more pressing dangers like terrorism, critics of the plan concede.

"We have enough resources to do both," said Senator Arlen Specter, 
Republican of Pennsylvania.

Before the attacks, the Senate Armed Services Committee had recommended 
cutting $1.3 billion from Mr. Bush's request of $8.3 billion for all forms 
of missile defense, including the uncontroversial shield for troops in the 
field with weapons like Patriot missiles. The cut in the antiballistic 
missile program would amount to $510 million out of a requested $3.94 
billion. Committee aides said the administration request was for more than 
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it could realistically spend in the year beginning Oct. 1.

But the committee's more serious challenge to the administration was an 
effort to ban any testing that would violate the 1972 Antiballistic Missile 
Treaty, which Mr. Bush wants to abandon.

That prohibition led Donald H. Rumsfeld, the secretary of defense, to say 
that he would urge a Bush veto if the language survived on the Senate floor 
and in a Senate House conference.

It is now singularly at risk because of Congress's readiness to rally 
behind Mr. Bush in the wake of the attacks.

Tom C. Collina, director of global security for the Union of Concerned 
Scientists, one of the leading foes of the antimissile plan, said, "There's 
a real danger because of this crisis that the Democrats will give up this 
fight, which would be a real shame."

The subject is not being openly debated. Instead, lawmakers, eager to 
present a united front, are trying to avoid contentious issues in the wake 
of Tuesday's attacks. Senator Barbara A. Mikulski, Democrat of Maryland, 
who has argued in the past that terrorism was a bigger threat than a rogue 
missile, said, "Nobody wants to say `I told you so.' "

But a few Democratic critics said the devastation caused by hijacked 
airliners showed the administration was focusing on the wrong threat. 
Senator Dianne Feinstein of California said: "I think we probably will not 
argue about it now. But eventually there will come a realization that these 
planes were missiles a defense shield could not defend against."
Senator Kent Conrad of North Dakota, chairman of the Budget Committee, 
said: "What we see here is that we are much more vulnerable" to terrorism 
than to missiles. "We've got to use our resources to defend against this 
sort of attack."

Republican supporters of the president drew a different lesson. "What 
Tuesday showed is that attacks can come in many different forms," said 
Senator Chuck Hagel of Nebraska.

Senator Thad Cochran of Mississippi said: "We can't predict what our 
enemies are going to use as a way to intimidate or harm us or our country. 
We can't just single out one or two things to work on."

Senator Fred Thompson of Tennessee said, "To say that because yesterday's 
attack came from this direction, then tomorrow's can't come from another 
direction is foolish."

At the White House today, Ari Fleischer, the press secretary, insisted that 
there was no question of balancing threats from terrorism and from 
missiles. He said: "The two are not connected. The United States still 
faces risks of many natures. This was a terrorist risk that was carried out 
in a different form of delivery, within our borders. But that does not mean 
there are not other threats out there that also need to be addressed, per 
missile defense." And he observed that the government was spending much 
more money on terrorism, "lopsidedly, overwhelmingly," than on missile defense.
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In the House, Representative Richard A. Gephardt of Missouri, the minority 
leader, said "we will continue to see if we can divert some of this money" 
from missile defense to antiterrorism activities.

But Mr. Obey, who was hopeful before the attacks that the administration's 
request would be trimmed, said he had no idea now whether that could be 
done. "It is times like this when the political system produces some of the 
craziest results and some of the biggest mistakes."

And an aide to a House Democrat who opposes missile defense explained, 
"What happened Tuesday was just so terrible that people are rallying round, 
saying we have to let the president lead us. So we're going to give him a 
lot of leeway."



To: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament 
 
The following article from the New York Times suggests that the chance for cutting missile 
defense funding has sharply diminished after the terrorist attacks. Democrats are rallying around 
the president and may not want to take up the fight on this issue. 
 
We'll need to ponder what we do next. 
 
Howard 
 
### 
 
“Shield Plan Buoyed By A Bipartisan Mood” 
New York Times - September 14, 2001 - By Adam Clymer 
 
WASHINGTON, Sept. 13 — The suicide attacks on the World Trade Center and  
the Pentagon appear to have strengthened, not weakened, the prospects for  
Congressional support of President Bush's missile defense plan. 
 
Representative David R. Obey of Wisconsin, the senior Democrat on the  
Appropriations Committee, said that even though the attacks showed that the  
biggest threat to the nation was from terrorism, Congressional reluctance  
to oppose the president at this time seemed likely to overwhelm that  
circumstance. 
 
One Democratic senator after another, while stopping short of Mr. Obey's  
blunt prediction, said they felt that this was no time for partisanship —  
and the ballistic missile issue is inevitably partisan. 
 
Moreover, the money issue has all but disappeared, swept away by Congress's  
sudden postattack willingness to tap the Social Security surplus for all  
forms of defense. That has weakened the argument that the president's  
request for $8.3 billion for an antimissile system would divert needed  
money from more pressing dangers like terrorism, critics of the plan concede. 
 
"We have enough resources to do both," said Senator Arlen Specter,  
Republican of Pennsylvania. 
 
Before the attacks, the Senate Armed Services Committee had recommended  
cutting $1.3 billion from Mr. Bush's request of $8.3 billion for all forms  
of missile defense, including the uncontroversial shield for troops in the  
field with weapons like Patriot missiles. The cut in the antiballistic  
missile program would amount to $510 million out of a requested $3.94  
billion. Committee aides said the administration request was for more than  
it could realistically spend in the year beginning Oct. 1. 
 
But the committee's more serious challenge to the administration was an  
effort to ban any testing that would violate the 1972 Antiballistic Missile  



Treaty, which Mr. Bush wants to abandon. 
 
That prohibition led Donald H. Rumsfeld, the secretary of defense, to say  
that he would urge a Bush veto if the language survived on the Senate floor  
and in a Senate House conference. 
 
It is now singularly at risk because of Congress's readiness to rally  
behind Mr. Bush in the wake of the attacks. 
 
Tom C. Collina, director of global security for the Union of Concerned  
Scientists, one of the leading foes of the antimissile plan, said, "There's  
a real danger because of this crisis that the Democrats will give up this  
fight, which would be a real shame." 
 
The subject is not being openly debated. Instead, lawmakers, eager to  
present a united front, are trying to avoid contentious issues in the wake  
of Tuesday's attacks. Senator Barbara A. Mikulski, Democrat of Maryland,  
who has argued in the past that terrorism was a bigger threat than a rogue  
missile, said, "Nobody wants to say `I told you so.' " 
 
But a few Democratic critics said the devastation caused by hijacked  
airliners showed the administration was focusing on the wrong threat.  
Senator Dianne Feinstein of California said: "I think we probably will not  
argue about it now. But eventually there will come a realization that these  
planes were missiles a defense shield could not defend against." 
Senator Kent Conrad of North Dakota, chairman of the Budget Committee,  
said: "What we see here is that we are much more vulnerable" to terrorism  
than to missiles. "We've got to use our resources to defend against this  
sort of attack." 
 
Republican supporters of the president drew a different lesson. "What  
Tuesday showed is that attacks can come in many different forms," said  
Senator Chuck Hagel of Nebraska. 
 
Senator Thad Cochran of Mississippi said: "We can't predict what our  
enemies are going to use as a way to intimidate or harm us or our country.  
We can't just single out one or two things to work on." 
 
Senator Fred Thompson of Tennessee said, "To say that because yesterday's  
attack came from this direction, then tomorrow's can't come from another  
direction is foolish." 
 
At the White House today, Ari Fleischer, the press secretary, insisted that  
there was no question of balancing threats from terrorism and from  
missiles. He said: "The two are not connected. The United States still  
faces risks of many natures. This was a terrorist risk that was carried out  
in a different form of delivery, within our borders. But that does not mean  
there are not other threats out there that also need to be addressed, per  



missile defense." And he observed that the government was spending much  
more money on terrorism, "lopsidedly, overwhelmingly," than on missile defense. 
 
In the House, Representative Richard A. Gephardt of Missouri, the minority  
leader, said "we will continue to see if we can divert some of this money"  
from missile defense to antiterrorism activities. 
 
But Mr. Obey, who was hopeful before the attacks that the administration's  
request would be trimmed, said he had no idea now whether that could be  
done. "It is times like this when the political system produces some of the  
craziest results and some of the biggest mistakes." 
 
And an aide to a House Democrat who opposes missile defense explained,  
"What happened Tuesday was just so terrible that people are rallying round,  
saying we have to let the president lead us. So we're going to give him a  
lot of leeway." 
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Dear Friends,
Here's what we're up against, although September 11th may have changed this
equation.  Alice

National Journal News Service:  LOBBYING: The Missile Defense
Brigade Not too long ago, defense industry lobbyists thought President Bush
had a good shot at winning from Congress the $8.3 billion that he wants for
missile defense spending next year, despite a host of political objections
and technological questions about the program.  But that was before last
month's gloomy news about the budget and the eroding federal surplus. Now,
these lobbyists are girding for a much tougher appropriations fight than
they had expected. Pentagon contractors are tapping veteran outside defense
consultants and new lobbying recruits-including grassroots specialists and
public relations firms-as part of a fall offensive to help enlist more money
for the missile shield project.  Further, conservative groups that have long
dreamed of, and advocated the need for, a national missile shield are
revving up their own lobbying and advertising efforts to boost the industry
efforts.  With Democrats primed to attack the President's request in part on
fiscal grounds, missile defense promoters acknowledge it will be difficult
to boost spending on the program by 57 percent next year, as Bush wants.
"The sale hasn't been made yet to the American public," said former Rep. Bob
Livingston, R-La., who runs the Livingston Group and lobbies on the issue
for Raytheon Co. "All of this has to be sold on the heels of the tax cut."
Livingston, who chaired the House Appropriations Committee, said that
"industry has an obligation to help build the case for missile defense" by
strongly supporting the Administration's budget numbers in the upcoming
appropriations struggle.  Boeing Co. is working hard in support of the
Administration. As the prime contractor on the missile shield program-which
so far has involved only research and development, not procurement-Boeing
has a big stake in the outcome. To deliver its message to Capitol Hill and
the public at large, Boeing recently tapped two of K Street's premier
lobbying and public affairs shops. Bonner & Associates Inc. hopes to build
public support through grassroots work, while Powell Tate is handling the
overall PR drive. Both firms declined to comment on the campaign, as did
Boeing.  Boeing also recently hired Alan Myer, who helped write President
Reagan's famous speech in 1983 that launched the "Star Wars" initiative.
Myer helped prep five scientists to deal more effectively with the media.
The scientists appeared in May at a Washington news conference to counter
press coverage that had focused on missile defense critics and their
concerns.  Meanwhile, Raytheon-besides deploying Livingston to visit old
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buddies on the Appropriations panel-has done joint inside-the-Beltway
advertising with TRW on one component of the missile defense shield that the
two companies are developing together. Raytheon was also one of the few
defense firms to support a June symposium on missile defense that was held
at Valley Forge, Pa. The event drew some important officials, including Lt.
Gen. Ronald Kadish, the director of the Defense Department's Ballistic
Missile Defense Organization; and Rep. Curt Weldon, R-Pa., the chairman of
the House Armed Services Subcommittee on Military Readiness.  Like other
contractors, Raytheon is following a two-pronged strategy. It is backing the
Administration's overall budget request while lobbying to save the line-item
funding for the specific components that bring business to the company,
including Raytheon's radar system.  Industry lobbyists are focusing
especially hard on the Republican-controlled House, which, they say, has to
at minimum support the Administration's numbers. The Democratic-controlled
Senate is likely to try to cut deeply into Bush's $8.3 billion request.  The
battle between those who want missile defense and those who don't will be
complicated by the more pessimistic budget projections, says Livingston, who
was a big advocate for missile defense when he served in Congress. "It's a
new budget dynamic, but it's not necessarily a straitjacket," he said.  A
number of conservative groups are conveying similar messages to Capitol Hill
and constituents outside the Beltway, and these groups are stepping up their
advocacy to help the Administration realize one of the Right's
long-cherished dreams.  In recent months, Frank J. Gaffney Jr., a Pentagon
official in the Reagan Administration and one of the country's leading
champions of missile defense, has been hosting a weekly conclave in which
conservative allies share information and discuss lobbying strategies. Among
the most active participants in this new coalition, called Americans for
Missile Defense, have been the American Conservative Union, Americans for
Tax Reform, and the S.A.F.E. Foundation.  David Keene, the chairman of the
ACU, says that Gaffney, who runs the conservative Center for Security
Policy, approached his group about holding regular sessions to boost the
coalition's effort. "Our job is to coordinate," said Keene.  Americans for
Missile Defense operates a Web page of briefing materials and has launched a
drive to raise about $1 million to help underwrite a radio, print, and
television ad blitz in selected congressional districts and in Washington.
"The idea that we shouldn't go down this road goes against the grain" of
most Americans, Keene argued. "It's really a question of focusing
attention."  Kevin Generous, the president of the S.A.F.E. Foundation, a
nonprofit that promotes military programs, said his group is trying to raise
money for a multimillion-dollar ad effort aimed at increasing public backing
for the deployment of a missile defense shield. "Our focus is to build
support outside the Beltway," he said. Generous said that Rep. Weldon had a
hand in getting the group going in late 1998 when he suggested that a
grassroots effort would be useful. Weldon serves on the S.A.F.E. board and
has arranged meetings between the group and other lawmakers, such as Rep.
Bud Cramer Jr., D-Ala. S.A.F.E. sponsored the May press conference at which
the five pro-missile defense scientists, along with Weldon, defended the
feasibility of a missile shield to protect the United States.  Generous,
who's also a consultant with the Plexus Consulting Group in Washington, said
he is trying to recruit other constituencies, including labor unions and
celebrities, to aid the cause. He noted that the nation's leading aerospace
union-the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers-supports higher funding for missile defense. A source close to the
union said it is working side by side with industry during visits to Capitol
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Hill.  Further, Generous boasted that his group's board has something of a
secret weapon in the person of Jeff "Skunk" Baxter, a former guitarist with
the rock groups the Doobie Brothers and Steely Dan who has been an outspoken
advocate for missile defense systems.  Baxter said he's trying to woo
celebrities from the music world and other quarters to support the cause.
Baxter has some experience in the defense area, having served as a paid
consultant for a few companies that have financial stakes in the missile
defense business, including California-based General Atomics. The guitarist
also said he has been an informal adviser to congressional leaders on the
issue, such as Reps. Weldon and Dana Rohrabacher, R-Calif., and Sen. Jon
Kyl, R-Ariz.  Baxter visits the Washington area with some regularity. He is
on the board of regents of the Potomac Institute for Policy Studies, an
Arlington, Va.-based technology policy shop, and he has also been an
occasional government consultant.  The musician isn't shy about touting his
role in the missile defense effort. "Perhaps the biggest contribution I can
make is to keep the lines of communication open between government, the
military, and industry," he said. By way of explanation, Baxter said that
"stove piping"-a term that refers to one hand not knowing what the other is
doing-"is a real problem in the national security game."  The other side in
the debate isn't quiet, either. Liberal groups have stepped up their efforts
to curb spending on missile defense and to oppose any unilateral move by the
Administration that would abrogate the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty,
the keystone to arms control efforts. Some 14 groups belong to the Coalition
to Reduce Nuclear Dangers, including such stalwarts as the Council for a
Livable World, the Union of Concerned Scientists, and Physicians for Social
Responsibility.  In the fight to trim President Bush's funding request, the
liberal groups are pinning their hopes on the Democratic-controlled Senate.
John Isaacs, the president of the Council for a Livable World, said he would
like to raise about $2 million for a national advertising campaign, but
knows that won't be easy. Meanwhile, the council has produced a 180-page
briefing book on the issue for House members and staff, and has started an
e-newsletter, Shield of Dreams, to spread information inside and outside
Washington about the risks of moving too quickly with a missile defense
shield.  These critics argue that although $143 billion has been spent to
date on missile defense research and development, the technology still
doesn't work properly. And they contend that it's dangerous and unnecessary
for the United States to unilaterally abandon the ABM Treaty.  "We're trying
to trim the funds from $8.3 billion," Isaacs said. "The aim is to unify the
[Senate] Democrats around a single position." In particular, the liberal
groups want to block funds requested by the Administration to build a
missile test facility at Fort Greely, Alaska. The plan for Fort Greely would
"violate the ABM Treaty," he said.  Isaacs and other opponents don't see
much hope in the House, given the GOP's strong ideological commitment to the
missile defense issue. "It's a religious issue with so many Republicans that
it will be hard to break GOP members away," Issacs said.  George C. Wilson
of National Journal News Service contributed to this story.  Peter H. Stone
National Journal 

Alice Slater
Global Resource Action Center for the Environment (GRACE)
15 East 26th Street, Room 915
New York, NY 10010
tel:  (212) 726-9161
fax:  (212) 726-9160
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email:  aslater@gracelinks.org
http://www.gracelinks.org
GRACE is a member of Abolition 2000, a global network for the elimination
nuclear weapons.  

-
 To unsubscribe to abolition-usa, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"
 with "unsubscribe abolition-usa" in the body of the message.
 For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send
 "help" to the same address.  Do not use quotes in your message.
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>X-Sender: smangiagli@pop.snet.net
>X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 5.0.2
>Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2001 22:32:29 -0400
>To: (Recipient list suppressed)
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>Subject: CIA CONNECTIONS COME HOME TO ROOST 
>To: aslater@gracelinks.org
>X-Loop-Detect: 1
>
>FYi
>
>----- Original Message -----
>From: "Global Network Against Weapons & Nuclear Power in Space"
><globalnet@mindspring.com>
>To: <mailto:Undisclosed-Recipient:;@mindspring.com>
>Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2001 11:39 AM
>Subject: BIN LADEN & HIS CIA CONNECTIONS COME HOME TO ROOST
>
>
> > [Note that the date on this story is August 1998, by MSNBC's International
> > Editor]
> >
> > Bin Laden comes home to roost His CIA ties are only the beginning of a
> > woeful story
> >
> > By Michael Moran MSNBC
> > http://msnbc.com/news/190144.asp?cp1=1
> >
> > NEW YORK, Aug. 24, 1998 -  At the CIA, it happens often enough to have a
> > code name: Blowback. Simply defined, this is the term that describes an
> > agent, an operative or an operation that has turned on its creators. Osama
> > bin Laden, our new public enemy Number 1, is the personification of
> > blowback. And the fact that he is viewed as a hero by millions in the
> > Islamic world proves again the old adage: Reap what you sow.
> >
> > BEFORE YOU CLICK on my face and call me naive, let me concede some points.
> > Yes, the West needed Josef Stalin to defeat Hitler. Yes, there were times
> > during the Cold War when supporting one villain (Cambodia's Lon Nol, for
> > instance) would have been better than the alternative (Pol Pot). So yes,
> > there are times when any nation must hold its nose and shake hands with
>the
> > devil for the long-term good of the planet.
> >
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> > But just as surely, there are times when the United States, faced
> > with such moral dilemmas, should have resisted the temptation to act.
>Arming
> > a multi- national coalition of Islamic extremists in
> > Afghanistan during the 1980s - well after the destruction of the
> > Marine barracks in Beirut or the hijacking of TWA Flight 847 - was
> > one of those times.
> >
> > BIN LADEN'S BEGINNINGS
> >
> > As anyone who has bothered to read this far certainly knows by now, bin
> > Laden is the heir to Saudi construction fortune who, at least
> > since the early 1990s, has used that money to finance countless
> > attacks on U.S. interests and those of its Arab allies around the
> > world.
> >
> > Osama bin Laden's network
> >
> > As his unclassified CIA biography states, bin Laden left Saudi Arabia
> > to fight the Soviet army in Afghanistan after Moscow's invasion in
> > 1979. By 1984, he was running a front organization known as Maktab
> > al-Khidamar - the MAK - which funneled money, arms and fighters from the
> > outside world into the Afghan war.
> >
> > What the CIA bio conveniently fails to specify (in its unclassified
> > form, at least) is that the MAK was nurtured by Pakistan's state
> > security services, the Inter-Services Intelligence agency, or ISI,
> > the CIA's primary conduit for conducting the covert war against
> > Moscow's occupation.
> >
> > By no means was Osama bin Laden the leader of Afghanistan's
> > mujahedeen. His money gave him undue prominence in the Afghan
> > struggle, but the vast majority of those who fought and died for
> > Afghanistan's freedom - like the Taliban regime that now holds sway
> > over most of that tortured nation - were Afghan nationals.
> >
> > Yet the CIA, concerned about the factionalism of Afghanistan made
> > famous by Rudyard Kipling, found that Arab zealots who flocked to aid the
> > Afghans were easier to "read" than the rivalry-ridden natives.
> > While the Arab volunteers might well prove troublesome later, the
> > agency reasoned, they at least were one-dimensionally anti-Soviet for now.
> > So bin Laden, along with a small group of Islamic militants from Egypt,
> > Pakistan, Lebanon, Syria and Palestinian refugee camps all over the Middle
> > East, became the "reliable" partners of the CIA in its war against Moscow.
> >
> > WHAT'S 'INTELLIGENT' ABOUT THIS?
> >
> > Though he has come to represent all that went wrong with the CIA's
> > reckless strategy there, by the end of the Afghan war in 1989, bin
> > Laden was still viewed by the agency as something of a dilettante - a rich
> > Saudi boy gone to war and welcomed home by the Saudi monarchy he so hated
>as
> > something of a hero.
> >
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> >  America strikes back
> >
> > In fact, while he returned to his family's construction business, bin
> > Laden had split from the relatively conventional MAK in 1988 and
> > established a new group, al-Qaida, that included many of the more
> > extreme MAK members he had met in Afghanistan.
> >
> > Most of these Afghan vets, or Afghanis, as the Arabs who fought there
>became
> > known, turned up later behind violent Islamic movements around the world.
> > Among them: the GIA in Algeria, thought responsible for the massacres of
> > tens of thousands of civilians; Egypt's Gamat Ismalia, which has massacred
> > western tourists repeatedly in recent years; Saudi Arabia Shiite
>militants,
> > responsible for the Khobar Towers and Riyadh bombings of 1996.
> >
> > Indeed, to this day, those involved in the decision to give the
> > Afghan rebels access to a fortune in covert funding and top-level
> > combat weaponry continue to defend that move in the context of the
> > Cold War. Sen. Orrin Hatch, a senior Republican on the Senate
> > Intelligence Committee making those decisions, told my colleague
> > Robert Windrem that he would make the same call again today even
> > knowing what bin Laden would do subsequently. "It was worth it," he
> > said.
> >
> > "Those were very important, pivotal matters that played an important role
>in
> > the downfall of the Soviet Union," he said.
> >
> > HINDSIGHT OR TUNNEL VISION
> >
> > It should be pointed out that the evidence of bin Laden's connection
> > to these activities is mostly classified, though its hard to imagine
> > the CIA rushing to take credit for a Frankenstein's monster like
> > this.
> >
> > It is also worth acknowledging that it is easier now to oppose the
> > CIA's Afghan adventures than it was when Hatch and company made them in
>the
> > mid-1980s. After all, in 1998 we now know that far larger elements than
> > Afghanistan were corroding the communist party's grip on power in Moscow.
> >
> > Even Hatch can't be blamed completely. The CIA, ever mindful of the need
>to
> > justify its "mission," had conclusive evidence by the
> > mid-1980s of the deepening crisis of infrastructure within the Soviet
> > Union. The CIA, as its deputy director William Gates acknowledged
> > under congressional questioning in 1992, had decided to keep that
> > evidence from President Reagan and his top advisors and instead
> > continued to grossly exaggerate Soviet military and technological
> > capabilities in its annual "Soviet Military Power" report right up to
> > 1990.
> >
> > Given that context, a decision was made to provide America's
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> > potential enemies with the arms, money - and most importantly - the
> > knowledge of how to run a war of attrition violent and well-organized
> > enough to humble a superpower.
> >
> > That decision is coming home to roost.
> >
> >
> > [Michael Moran is MSNBC's International Editor]
> >
> >
> >
> > Global Network Against Weapons & Nuclear Power in Space
> > PO Box 90083
> > Gainesville, FL. 32607
> > (352) 337-9274
> > http://www.space4peace.org
> > globalnet@mindspring.com
>
>
>Sal Mangiagli
>54 Old Turnpike Road
>Haddam, CT 06438
>(860) 345-8431
>  

-
 To unsubscribe to abolition-usa, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"
 with "unsubscribe abolition-usa" in the body of the message.
 For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send
 "help" to the same address.  Do not use quotes in your message.
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From: David Culp <david@fcnl.org>
To: 'Monday Lobby' <No_One@fcnl.org>
Subject: S.J. Res. 23, "Authorization for Use of Military Force"
Date: Fri, 14 Sep 2001 13:37:50 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION

Legislative Advisory on S.J. Res. 23, "Authorization for Use of Military
Force"
September 14, 2001

The House is now considering a resolution (S.J. Res. 23) to authorize the
use of U.S. armed forces to retaliate for the attacks on the U.S. earlier
this week.  It contains the following very troubling provision:

"Section 2. (A) That the President is authorized to use all necessary and
appropriate force against nations, organizations, or persons he determines
planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred
on September 11, 2001, or harbored such organizations or persons, in order
to prevent any future acts of international terrorism against the United
States by such nations, organizations or persons."

We at the Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) believe that this
provision would give far too broad an authority to the President and future
presidents.  We raise the following concerns: 

*  Should not Congress retain the authority to determine where and with whom
the United States military forces shall go to war? 

*  Would this permit the President to send U.S. military forces into any
sovereign country where the President has identified co-conspirators?  For
example, if an organization was found to be harbored in Toronto, Canada, and
Canada did not accede to U.S. demands to take specific actions demanded by
the U.S., is the President authorized to send in U.S. troops anyway?  How
will other countries--U.S. allies and foes alike--respond to this
extra-territorial extension of U.S. law and war powers?

*  How will the President determine who poses a future risk of attack?  Will
the search for potential enemies include monitoring the activities of all
who dissent?  What are the safeguards to protect the rights of assembly and
free speech of individuals and organizations that may oppose the policies of
the present or future administrations?  

*  Congress is extending this authority to the President permanently.  What
checks on Presidential authority should Congress retain?

We at FCNL believe that war and vengeance are not the answer to the horror
and violence of these attacks.  War, destruction, and hatred between peoples
are what the perpetrators of these heinous crimes apparently seek. The U.S.
should not give them what they want.  If the U.S. declares war, the
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hijackers and their supporters will have won.  

This is not a time for precipitous military action.  Rather, it is a time
for quick action by U.S. law enforcement agencies and close cooperation with
governments around the world to identify and capture those who aided and
abetted in the commission of these atrocities, and to bring them to justice
before a court of law.  The United States must not stoop to the level of
violence, vengeance, and hatred exhibited by those who carried out this
week's heinous attacks against innocent civilians.

For more information contact: Ned Stowe, Legislative Secretary, Friends
Committee on National Legislation, (202) 547-6000 ext. 117, e-mail
<ned@fcnl.org>; or David Culp, Legislative Representative, Friends Committee
on National Legislation, (202) 547-6000, ext. 146, e-mail <david@fcnl.org>.

Friends Committee on National Legislation (Quakers)
245 Second Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C.  20002-5795
Tel: (202) 547-6000
Fax: (202) 547-6019
Web site: www.fcnl.org
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To: "Scott Harris" <writerreps@hotmail.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Query
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Mr. Harris:

StoryXchange, where I have synopses of four screenplays listed, indicates that you requested my contact information.  
Therefore, I hope that you may be interested in reviewing one or more scripts that I have written.

In "Spring Chickens" the Odd Couple meets the Bad News Bears.   In my script a couple of old guys, such as Clint 
Eastwood and James Garner, walk out on their wives because they are tired of going to the opera.  They wind up in 
Florida and become managers of rival senior softball teams, the spring chickens who display remarkable skills and 
antics.   One brings in Mark McGwire as batting instructor, and the other counters with Sammy Sosa disguised as a 
senior player.  Their wives, such as Debbie Reynolds, Shirley MacLaine, or Jane Fonda coming out of retirement, 
borrow an idea from Mozart's "Cosi fan Tutte" and show up in disguise.  They spy on their husbands for ten days, take 
up with a couple of senior softball players, and finally reveal their identity after the championship game.  It's a fun 
piece.  If you want to see senior players in action, I can send you a video of two local news stories on senior softball.

"Super Wednesday" is a romance comedy with a touch of mystery that takes place just before Halloween.   It provides 
roles that could bring Tom Hanks and Helen Hunt together again, he as a supermarket manager, she as a police 
detective called in because of an anonymous threat.  They clash initially over who is in charge, but during the day they 
gradually reveal themselves to one another.  There is a spark of romance by the evening as she figures out "who done 
it".   In between the daily life of the supermarket unfolds with drama and comedy: raucous teenagers, a runaway cart 
pushed by a young boy with his little sister in it, seniors fumbling around, a bomb threat, witches and motorcyclists in 
disguise, a homeless man who builds a temporary cardboard shelter, a tremendous thunder storm, and other incidents.  

I also have a script entitled "Sunday Box", a family drama involving conflict between three generations of men 
(grandfather, son, grandson), suitable for the Hallmark Hall of Fame, and a Christmas story entitled "Lead, Kindly 
Light" about a querulous band of travelers stranded in a rural church during a blizzard.

My training for film writing includes a course in television production at American University, workshops sponsored 
by the Maryland Writers' Association and the Writer's Center of Bethesda, Maryland (the most recent one taught by 
Adam Kulakow, a Hollywood screenwriter), reading books on screenwriting, watching movies analytically, and 
writing and re-writing this and four other screenplays (still available).   For "Spring Chickens" I bring first-hand 
experience as a senior softball player (with a brief appearance in the video of the newscasts)!

If you like to receive any of these scripts, please let me know.

Sincerely yours,
Howard W. Hallman
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Date: Fri, 14 Sep 2001 12:06:15 -0700 (PDT)
From: Egbert Lawrence <egbertl4pj@yahoo.com>
Subject: Reply from Larry: Missile defense after the attack
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Cc: UUAWO@aol.com

--- "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org> wrote:
> To: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
> Pondering what to do is the motto for the
foreseeable future!!  The motto, PPP, comes to mind,
ponder, pray, and push.  Thanks, Howard.  You give me
great boosts to the pondering and ideas for pushing. 
The prayer bit I will have to deal by myself.  
   PEACE!   Larry Egbert
> The following article from the New York Times
> suggests that the chance for
> cutting missile defense funding has sharply
> diminished after the terrorist
> attacks. Democrats are rallying around the president
> and may not want to
> take up the fight on this issue.
> 
> We'll need to ponder what we do next.
> 
> Howard
> 
> ###
> 
> "Shield Plan Buoyed By A Bipartisan Mood"
> New York Times - September 14, 2001 - By Adam Clymer
> 
> WASHINGTON, Sept. 13 - The suicide attacks on the
> World Trade Center and 
> the Pentagon appear to have strengthened, not
> weakened, the prospects for 
> Congressional support of President Bush's missile
> defense plan.
> 
> Representative David R. Obey of Wisconsin, the
> senior Democrat on the 
> Appropriations Committee, said that even though the
> attacks showed that the 
> biggest threat to the nation was from terrorism,
> Congressional reluctance 
> to oppose the president at this time seemed likely
> to overwhelm that 
> circumstance.
> 
> One Democratic senator after another, while stopping
> short of Mr. Obey's 
> blunt prediction, said they felt that this was no
> time for partisanship - 
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> and the ballistic missile issue is inevitably
> partisan.
> 
> Moreover, the money issue has all but disappeared,
> swept away by Congress's 
> sudden postattack willingness to tap the Social
> Security surplus for all 
> forms of defense. That has weakened the argument
> that the president's 
> request for $8.3 billion for an antimissile system
> would divert needed 
> money from more pressing dangers like terrorism,
> critics of the plan concede.
> 
> "We have enough resources to do both," said Senator
> Arlen Specter, 
> Republican of Pennsylvania.
> 
> Before the attacks, the Senate Armed Services
> Committee had recommended 
> cutting $1.3 billion from Mr. Bush's request of $8.3
> billion for all forms 
> of missile defense, including the uncontroversial
> shield for troops in the 
> field with weapons like Patriot missiles. The cut in
> the antiballistic 
> missile program would amount to $510 million out of
> a requested $3.94 
> billion. Committee aides said the administration
> request was for more than 
> it could realistically spend in the year beginning
> Oct. 1.
> 
> But the committee's more serious challenge to the
> administration was an 
> effort to ban any testing that would violate the
> 1972 Antiballistic Missile 
> Treaty, which Mr. Bush wants to abandon.
> 
> That prohibition led Donald H. Rumsfeld, the
> secretary of defense, to say 
> that he would urge a Bush veto if the language
> survived on the Senate floor 
> and in a Senate House conference.
> 
> It is now singularly at risk because of Congress's
> readiness to rally 
> behind Mr. Bush in the wake of the attacks.
> 
> Tom C. Collina, director of global security for the
> Union of Concerned 
> Scientists, one of the leading foes of the
> antimissile plan, said, "There's 
> a real danger because of this crisis that the
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> Democrats will give up this 
> fight, which would be a real shame."
> 
> The subject is not being openly debated. Instead,
> lawmakers, eager to 
> present a united front, are trying to avoid
> contentious issues in the wake 
> of Tuesday's attacks. Senator Barbara A. Mikulski,
> Democrat of Maryland, 
> who has argued in the past that terrorism was a
> bigger threat than a rogue 
> missile, said, "Nobody wants to say `I told you so.'
> "
> 
> But a few Democratic critics said the devastation
> caused by hijacked 
> airliners showed the administration was focusing on
> the wrong threat. 
> Senator Dianne Feinstein of California said: "I
> think we probably will not 
> argue about it now. But eventually there will come a
> realization that these 
> planes were missiles a defense shield could not
> defend against."
> Senator Kent Conrad of North Dakota, chairman of the
> Budget Committee, 
> said: "What we see here is that we are much more
> vulnerable" to terrorism 
> than to missiles. "We've got to use our resources to
> defend against this 
> sort of attack."
> 
> Republican supporters of the president drew a
> different lesson. "What 
> Tuesday showed is that attacks can come in many
> different forms," said 
> Senator Chuck Hagel of Nebraska.
> 
> Senator Thad Cochran of Mississippi said: "We can't
> predict what our 
> enemies are going to use as a way to intimidate or
> harm us or our country. 
> We can't just single out one or two things to work
> on."
> 
> Senator Fred Thompson of Tennessee said, "To say
> that because yesterday's 
> attack came from this direction, then tomorrow's
> can't come from another 
> direction is foolish."
> 
> At the White House today, Ari Fleischer, the press
> secretary, insisted that 
> there was no question of balancing threats from
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> terrorism and from 
> missiles. He said: "The two are not connected. The
> United States still 
> faces risks of many natures. This was a terrorist
> risk that was carried out 
> in a different form of delivery, within our borders.
> But that does not mean 
> there are not other threats out there that also need
> to be addressed, per 
> missile defense." And he observed that the
> government was spending much 
> more money on terrorism, "lopsidedly,
> overwhelmingly," than on missile
> defense.
> 
> In the House, Representative Richard A. Gephardt of
> Missouri, the minority 
> leader, said "we will continue to see if we can
> divert some of this money" 
> from missile defense to antiterrorism activities.
> 
> But Mr. Obey, who was hopeful before the attacks
> that the administration's 
> request would be trimmed, said he had no idea now
> whether that could be 
> done. "It is times like this when the political
> system produces some of the 
> craziest results and some of the biggest mistakes."
> 
> And an aide to a House Democrat who opposes missile
> defense explained, 
> "What happened Tuesday was just so terrible that
> people are rallying round, 
> saying we have to let the president lead us. So
> we're going to give him a 
> lot of leeway."
> 
> Howard W. Hallman, Chair
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
> 
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a
> membership association of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any
> Methodist denomination. 

__________________________________________________
Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
Donate cash, emergency relief information
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
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From: Janet Horman <JHorman@UMC-GBCS.ORG>
To: 
Cc: James Winkler <JWinkler@UMC-GBCS.ORG>, Jaydee Hanson
         <JHanson@UMC-GBCS.ORG>
Subject: Info from GBCS re: Tuesdays sad events
Date: Fri, 14 Sep 2001 15:50:04 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

Dear Friends/PWJ Coordinators:

Thank you for your many emails, calls, and expressions of concern. I hope
that all of your loved ones are safe after such an awful series of events.
We, at the General Board of Church and Society, are prayerfully considering
our response in light of such tragedy. I am attaching several items for your
information that may assist you in helping your Conference and community in
these days.

The first is the statement by Jim Winkler, General Secretary of The General
Board of Church and Society, following the tragedies. It can also be found
on the GBCS website. I am also including some letters of sympathy written by
a number of Palestinians and forwarded by our United Methodist Missionary,
Sandra Olewine, as well as a letter from the Bethlehem Bible College. As you
have heard, many of our Arab and Muslim brothers and sisters are facing
additional fears here in the United States. As you find ways of offering
them signs of peace and friendship in your communities, please share your
stories with our office. Finally, you will find an action alert sent to us
by the Friends Committee on National Legislation for your information.

I look forward to hearing from each of you as to how you and your Conference
continue the difficult work of peace in the aftermath of such violence.
Please keep me informed of your work as you are able. Your reports are often
very inspiring and remind me that the work of the Church for Peace with
Justice is a strong source of hope and comfort for our communities and
world.

Thank your for your faithful witness.

Janet Horman, Program Director
Peace with Justice
General Board of Church and Society

(1)
September 12, 2001
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Contact: Erik Alsgaard (202) 488-5631
United Methodist Agency Reacts in Shock, Compassion, 
In Wake of Terrorist Attack
In the wake of yesterday's horrific terrorist attacks against citizens of
the United States, the General Board of Church and Society is reacting with
shock at the events of the day, and with compassion for all the victims,
alive and dead, of this terrible tragedy. 
"We are in shock over the events of yesterday in New York, Washington, and
Pennsylvania," said Jim Winkler, General Secretary of the Board. "Our hearts
go out to all who have been personally affected by this national tragedy."
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Winkler urged all United Methodists to be in prayer for the victims and
their families, and especially urged United Methodists to lift up President
and fellow United Methodist George W. Bush in prayer at this critical time. 
"We pray for peace and justice, healing and compassion," said Winkler. "We
need to continue to seek avenues of peace and justice so that violence like
this in our world comes to an end." 
Winkler also reminded those who would follow the Prince of Peace at this
time to use caution before rushing to judgment. "In upholding the mission of
The United Methodist Church, as followers of Jesus Christ, we cannot approve
of any retaliation in-kind. More violence begets violence. Yes, we believe
in punishment, but not in retaliation," Winkler said. "We also urge all
Americans and especially United Methodist Americans to refrain from rushing
to judgment against whoever may have committed these heinous crimes against
humanity." 
Winkler said that United Methodists, where possible, should give blood or
other aid, such as to the United Methodist Committee on Relief, as positive
responses to these events. 
"This is a time for national mourning, grief, and prayer," said Winkler. "We
must also continue our efforts at being prophetic voices of peace in the
halls of power, to do everything in the power of the Holy Spirit to make
peace with justice a reality for all of God's children." 
# # # 
Only the General Conference speaks officially for The United Methodist
Church. The General Board of Church and Society is the international and
national public witness and advocacy agency of The United Methodist Church.

(2)

Dear Friends, 
 
Below you will find just a few of the letters written by Palestinians.
Please share with your networks.
 
May God give us strength and wisdom in these days,
 
Sandra

Rev. Sandra Olewine 
United Methodist Liaison - Jerusalem 

 +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 
Message from the Rapprochement Center in Beit Sahour:   

I cannot find the words to condemn and condole. What happened is beyond
words. Make no mistake, the evil minds and the cold inhuman hearts,
which planned and executed this horrendous act of terror, can never be
on the side of justice. They should not be allowed to shelter behind the
suffering of my people. As they have no respect for human lives they
should not be allowed to claim that they act on behalf of oppressed
people. Such people are only loyal to their warlords. No body in the
face of earth can do more harm to Palestinians than this terror group
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did. 

 Yes, The American official policy caused us tremendous suffering. No
doubt that without the blind backing of the US government Israel could
not have went this far in its terror campaign against Palestinians,
could not impose this deep and unbearable level of injustice, yet the
innocent Americans inside the kidnapped airplanes and the thousands
killed on the ground are not my enemy. Anyone who thinks differently can
never belong to the same nation I belong to and believe deeply in its
just cause. 

 We cannot fight for human rights using inhuman means. We can never be
sensitive to human suffering if we think the lives of others are cheap.
We can never struggle for justice and peace if we allow our selves to
use the inhuman means of occupiers and oppressors. We cannot allow a
hundred years of imposed oppression and occupation to turn us into
oppressors. I feel so ashamed of the few among us who even smiled
watching the drastic seen. I know, and for sure, that the vast majority
of Palestinians are shocked, sad, and deeply sharing the pain of the
victims and their families. I want Americans to know, especially the
ones we know and work with, that the vast majority of Palestinians are
standing with you in those hard and dark times. 

 We are ready to join hands with all interested to be sure that such an
ugly inhuman act will not happen again. At the same time I want to warn
us all against the ones who are knocking the drums of war, who are
playing to the hands of the ruthless terrorists. The ones who want this
to turn into an open war between nations or religions. We need to work
together to strip those inhuman groups from any popular support. This
can only be done if our commitment for peace and justice overcomes our
desire for revenge. This can only happen if our love and care for each
other overcomes our hatred and anger. 

 As we can never encounter oppression and injustice with inhuman acts,
we can never encounter terrorism with terror acts. 

 We pray for the families who grief the loss of their dears. We ask God
to provide them with the necessary strength to pass through those dark
times and at the same time we have all to work together for this not to
happen again neither in the United States nor else where.

 We finally confirm our commitment to intensify our work for peace and
justice.

 Ghassan Andoni

Director of PCR   

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 From the International Center of Bethlehem (Lutheran Christmas Church)

With deep sorrow and profound grief we write this message to offer our
heartfelt condolences to the mothers, fathers, children, friends and
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families of the thousands of innocent people who have been the victims
of the terrorist attacks yesterday morning on the USA.  We would like to
reach out to all of our American friends to assure them that we stand by
them at this difficult and tragic time. Constantly, for the past eleven
months, we have received many  messages from our friends from America
expressing their solidarity and sharing with us our grief. Never in our
worst nightmares did we imagine that we would be witnessing such a
horrendous event and human tragedy inflicted on our American friends. We
care for every life and we pray for all those who are mourning the loss
of loved ones taken away by this indiscriminate act of organized terror.
Our thoughts and prayers are with you all.<?xml:namespace prefix = o ns
= "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" />

We are aware that the media has shown President Arafat's shocked
reaction to this act and his strong condemnation of it. Unfortunately,
the media has also shown scenes of a few Palestinians celebrating this
tragedy. We want you to know that these few do not speak for or
represent the entire Palestinian people. What the media failed to
acknowledge was the majority of Palestinians who were shocked, saddened
and mournful. We believe that this media campaign is biased and aims at
dehumanizing the Palestinian people. Such a campaign follows the same
logic of the terrorists, since it deliberately attempts to punish
innocent people indiscriminately. In our grief, we are asking ourselves
why did the people immediately associate us Palestinians with the
perpetrators rather than the victims. 

As Palestinians, we can very well understand the pain of our American
friends. We know what it means when political leaders are targeted and
are not safe in their own offices.  We understand what it means when
planes attack security headquarters. We know how it feels when the
backbone of the economy is assaulted. We do not want to compare
suffering, since every suffering is unique and this particular tragedy
has such hideous dimensions. Yet, never before have Americans and
Palestinians shared so much. 

We express our solidarity with the American people. We invite people all
over to:

1.      Hold vigil prayers for the victims and their families. 

2.      Raise awareness and sensitivity to the brutality that the media
perpetrates through the images projected. 

3.      Monitor the way that certain nations and peoples are stereotyped
(The Americans, The Palestinians, etc.), thus inciting hatred and
legitimizing aggression. 

4.      Develop alternative media that will set new ethical standards in
reporting. 

5.      Actively participate in the WCC's "Decade to Overcome Violence"
so that future generations will have compassion, do justice and value
life. 
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6.      Commit to prophet Micah's vision that "they shall sit every
person under his vine and his fig tree and none shall make them afraid."
So that no American, Palestinians, Iraqi, Israeli, Japanese, etc. will
be afraid to be in his/her office, home, or airplane, no matter what
nationality they hold. 

 May the peace of Christ be with us all. 

 Rev. Dr. Mitri Raheb , Pastor of Christmas Lutheran Church- Bethlehem

 Dr. Nuha Khoury , The International Center of Bethlehem 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

From Wi'am - the Palestinian Center for Conflict Resolution

Palestinian friends and the Wi'am Center for Conflict Resolution would
like to express our solidarity and

condolences to the American people for the horrible attacks which took
place Tuesday morning in New York, Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania.
We are with you in prayer and feelings. We pray for God to give you  all
His divine comfort and hope during this terrible time. 

We at Wi'am, as well as many Palestinian friends, stand with you during
these moments and share with you the pain and sadness for the loss of
innocent brothers and sisters in humanity and faith. We condemn these
horrifying crimes and were shocked and deeply saddened as we watched the
extent of the catastrophe inflicted upon innocent people. 

Please know that our deep and heartfelt sympathy is with all the victims
and their families and friends of these terrible events. May the Lord
give you strength, peace, and compassion to face whatever lies  ahead.

Wi'am - Palestinian Conflict Resolution Center , Staff and Friends 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

From Hope Secondary School - Beit Jala

Dear Friends,

The children and staff of Hope Secondary School, are shocked by the
ugly, and cowardly attack on New York and Washington that took place
yesterday.   Our thoughts and prayers are with America people in this
tragic ordeal. We sympathize with the families of the innocent victims.

We pray to our Lord Jesus Christ to give comfort, to each one of  you,
to overcome this tragic ordeal.

In His name

Solomon Nour , Children and staff of Hope School 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

From Sabeel Liberation Theology Center

Dear Brothers and Sisters,

We are stunned at the enormous tragedy that hit the USA yesterday and
caused great suffering to the American people.

As we grieve the loss of so many lives, we share your sorrow, fear and
concern for your loved ones and all innocent people, victims of hatred
and sick minds. The extent of the catastrophe reveals the vulnerability
and weakness of human beings and governments in the face of terror.

As Palestinians, who have been victims of terror, we are appalled at the
reports of Palestinians  celebrating your tragedy. Amidst all the pain
and injustice that we have been living through the past year, we condemn
all terrorist crimes that dehumanize and perpetrate evil. It is
important to realize that once more the media is at work to divert
attention from this terrible calamity by trying to find scapegoats to
blame.

Now is the time to work with more determination to deal with the root
causes that create violence, a violence that is consuming our world. It
is the time to remember that only God is great. Let us pray that his
love and mercy will comfort the bereaved, heal the injured, and help and
guide leaders into taking decisions that will avoid more suffering to
humankind.

We pray for a just peace that will save our world.

Sabeel Ecumenical Liberation Theology Center

= 
(3)
Wednesday morning 12 September 2001

Dear Friends,

"For we know not what we should pray for as we ought; but the Spirit
itself maketh intercessions for us with groanings which
cannot be uttered." Romans 8:26

What can we say except that we are completely shocked at the horrible,
horrible events that have taken place in your
beautiful country. We at Bethlehem Bible College feel your pain and wish

for you to know that we are praying for you.
Numerous Palestinian churches are holding special prayers this morning
for all those suffering and mourning in the wake of
this unthinkable tragedy. What happened is utterly evil,
incomprehensible, beyond belief or understanding.

Despite the terrible pain this event caused and will yet cause, we pray
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that something good will come out of this tragedy, and
that America with its people and its government will look up to God and
submit to Him. We pray that God will give America
and Americans wisdom from above to cope with this act in all its horror.

People the world over must pray that no more
innocent people anywhere will suffer. We must pray together for healing
and reconciliation.

Some Palestinians, out of frustration and in particular those whose
homes have been bombarded by missiles and tank shells,
reacted inappropriately. But I am so glad that all Palestinian factions,

including Hamas, have denounced this act for what it is:
an act of unspeakable terror. We urge American citizens and politicians
to refrain from speaking or acting in a way which
would increase or intensify the pain and suffering. The time to
acknowledge our common humanity and fellowship under God
is now.

In Christ's Name,
Bishara Awad & the faculty and staff
Bethlehem Bible College

(4)

FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION

Legislative Advisory on S.J. Res. 23, "Authorization for Use of Military
Force"
September 14, 2001

The House is now considering a resolution (S.J. Res. 23) to authorize the
use of U.S. armed forces to retaliate for the attacks on the U.S. earlier
this week.  It contains the following very troubling provision:

"Section 2. (A) That the President is authorized to use all necessary and
appropriate force against nations, organizations, or persons he determines
planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred
on September 11, 2001, or harbored such organizations or persons, in order
to prevent any future acts of international terrorism against the United
States by such nations, organizations or persons."

We at the Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) believe that this
provision would give far too broad an authority to the President and future
presidents.  We raise the following concerns: 

*  Should not Congress retain the authority to determine where and with whom
the United States military forces shall go to war? 
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*  Would this permit the President to send U.S. military forces into any
sovereign country where the President has identified co-conspirators?  For
example, if an organization was found to be harbored in Toronto, Canada, and
Canada did not accede to U.S. demands to take specific actions demanded by
the U.S., is the President authorized to send in U.S. troops anyway?  How
will other countries--U.S. allies and foes alike--respond to this
extra-territorial extension of U.S. law and war powers?

*  How will the President determine who poses a future risk of attack?  Will
the search for potential enemies include monitoring the activities of all
who dissent?  What are the safeguards to protect the rights of assembly and
free speech of individuals and organizations that may oppose the policies of
the present or future administrations?  

*  Congress is extending this authority to the President permanently.  What
checks on Presidential authority should Congress retain?

We at FCNL believe that war and vengeance are not the answer to the horror
and violence of these attacks.  War, destruction, and hatred between peoples
are what the perpetrators of these heinous crimes apparently seek. The U.S.
should not give them what they want.  If the U.S. declares war, the
hijackers and their supporters will have won.  

This is not a time for precipitous military action.  Rather, it is a time
for quick action by U.S. law enforcement agencies and close cooperation with
governments around the world to identify and capture those who aided and
abetted in the commission of these atrocities, and to bring them to justice
before a court of law.  The United States must not stoop to the level of
violence, vengeance, and hatred exhibited by those who carried out this
week's heinous attacks against innocent civilians.

For more information contact: Ned Stowe, Legislative Secretary, Friends
Committee on National Legislation, (202) 547-6000 ext. 117, e-mail
<ned@fcnl.org>; or David Culp, Legislative Representative, Friends Committee
on National Legislation, (202) 547-6000, ext. 146, e-mail <david@fcnl.org>.

Friends Committee on National Legislation (Quakers)
245 Second Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C.  20002-5795
Tel: (202) 547-6000
Fax: (202) 547-6019
Web site: www.fcnl.org
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From: JGG786@aol.com
Date: Fri, 14 Sep 2001 19:35:40 EDT
Subject: (abolition-usa) Re: [abolition-caucus] Towards a New Progressive Security Agenda
To: skent@kentcom.com
CC: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com, abolition-caucus@yahoogroups.com,
        hartung@newschool.edu, Garyblsp@aol.com, gcase@jmcp.com,
        JBARAN@aol.com, msommer@mainstream-media.net,
        gordonclark@earthlink.net
X-Mailer: AOL 6.0 for Windows US sub 10535
Sender: owner-abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com

<x-html><HTML><FONT FACE=arial,helvetica><FONT  SIZE=4>The hearts of all of good will suffer when 
injustice is committed. Its scale can never be measured and the cry of the innocent never fully understood. Let us take 
courage and stand stronger to address the causes the manifest in the horrors we are seeing.
<BR>
<BR>The blasts of the tragic airplane hijack attacks of September 11, 2001 awakens us to serious reflection. Yet, our 
hearts cry like the sirens wailing in ambulances carrying suffering casualties to hospitals. First, our hearts deeply 
mourn the dead and feel for the losses felt by their immediate friends and families. They alone know the depths of 
grief. Second, we grieve for the loss of humanity in the hearts of the perpetrators for whom only desperate acts of 
irrationality appeared viable. Third, we emphasize how important a shock this is to the peace and security of our 
nation. Rational sober responses leading to greater justice and moral coherence will alone cure that shock.
<BR>
<BR>May God protect the souls of the departed and lead us, the living, to bring about a world of greater hope and 
justice for the disenfranchised while ensuring safety for the privileged. The duty to ensure that desperation does not 
lead to even greater irrational destruction through the use of a nuclear device has been heightened by this tragedy. It is 
imperative that there be an international cooperative security regime that will not allow fissile materials to be in the 
hands of those who devalue life. It is imperative that nuclear states set a credible example by working to rid the world 
of threats to the innocent and immediately take nuclear weapons off alert status and create an international inventory 
of fissile materials. Greater efforts in working for real peace, nuclear disarmament and human security are needed now 
more than ever. 
<BR>
<BR>Now is the time to help. We must organize to:
<BR>1. Address the gross disparities of wealth on the planet and never demonize any peoples, for the dehumanization 
of others is the precondition for heartless killing.
<BR>2. Promote sustainable development so that people have hope and the environment can continue to sustain 
human life
<BR>3. Promote cooperative security by:
<BR>a. working systematically to end reliance on the threat to use nuclear weapons;
<BR>b. quickly creating an international  inventory of fissile weapons grade materials so that a terrorist cannot use a 
device that will destroy millions of innocent lives and ensure the end of civil liberties by creating a credible threat to 
national security; 
<BR>c. make sure our civil liberties remain intact;
<BR>d. ratify the International Criminal Court and bring those who have committed a crime against humanity to 
international justice. 
<BR>
<BR>Deeply Appreciative of All Who Work for All, 
<BR>Jonathan Granoff
<BR>President of the Global Security Institute</FONT></HTML>
</x-html>
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From: admin@interfaithcongress.org
Date: Fri, 14 Sep 2001 22:02:48 -0400
Subject: [INTERFAITH CONGRESS] Multifaith Understanding
To: mupj@igc.apc.org

From: "Joel Beversluis" <conexus@iserv.net>

Date: Friday, September 14, 2001

Subject: RESOURCES FOR MULTIFAITH UNDERSTANDING 

We all deplore the horrible tragedy and violence experienced
on Tuesday, September 11.

In response, you and millions of others participated in 
numerous public and private prayer services. Significantly, 
many of these were multifaith services. North Americans are 
clearly recognizing the religious diversity among us as well
as understanding our common needs and similar spiritual 
yearnings.

Unfortunately, some persons have struck out in a 
generalized anger toward Arabs (including Christian 
Palestinians) and Muslims. Even Sikhs have been targeted in 
recent days, based on their appearance. Demonization of 
the "other" becomes simplistic rhetoric and reaction. 

In response to all threats to religious freedom, human 
dignity, and life itself we must take additional steps to 
promote inter-religious understanding and cooperation. We 
must use the tools of listening and dialogue to understand 
the causes for actions such as in New York and Washington, 
and act out of love rather than fear or hatred. We must 
learn from each other, across religious boundaries, the 
healing winds of Spirit in the world.  

This tragedy proves that even as we maintain religious 
diversity, the growing challenges in our world demand the 
insights, interpersonal relationships and methods pioneered 
in interfaith movements and organizations during the past 
century. Interfaith organizations in New York City and 
Washington D.C. (listed below) are already responding to 
the great needs they face.

Below is a short description of resources for those seeking 
to respond with the support of multifaith organizations and 
the growing body of interfaith wisdom. In addition to the 
organizations listed, numerous others are working locally, 
regionally, and internationally, in religious and 
ecumenical agencies, educational institutions, on the 
internet, and in service and advocacy positions. And some 
people and religious institutions—and even politicians!--
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are now responding with interfaith instincts and multifaith 
programs whether or not they are part of an organization 
with this agenda.

As we face the crises of our time, we will discover new 
sources of spiritual solidarity and wisdom across religious 
boundaries. We'll learn about the good and sacred, as well 
as the bad news. The resources for multifaith understanding 
listed below can support your multifaith outreach in times 
of crisis as well as those times where we do our business 
as usual. By interacting with others in a wider community 
of religious and spiritual philosophies, we can begin to 
understand what is at stake and the possibilities for re-
shaping the world, together.

RESOURCES FOR MULTIFAITH UNDERSTANDING:

CONEXUS MULTIFAITH MEDIA CENTER distributes resources that 
support inter-religious understanding and cooperation. 
Materials that are particularly useful in this context 
include: 
Sourcebook of the World's Religions: An Interfaith Guide to 
Religion and Spirituality; 
All in Good Faith: A Resource Book for Multifaith Prayer;
The 2002 Multifaith Calendar;
the Golden Rules Poster (versions from 13 religions), and 
the Multifaith Information Manual, which was designed for 
use in institutions such as hospitals, professional 
training schools, and prisons. For detailed information on 
these and other media, or to place an order, visit 
www.conexuspress.com or call toll-free 1-877-784-7779.

COUNCIL ON AMERICAN-ISLAMIC RELATIONS (CAIR), a prominent 
Washington-based Islamic advocacy group, works to protect 
the human rights of Muslims and to provide appropriate 
information about Islam. For instance, on Wednesday 
following the attack, CAIR called on Muslims nationwide to 
offer whatever assistance they can to help the victims of 
today's terrorist attacks in New York and Washington, DC. 
They also provide frequent news releases pertinent to the
seven million Muslims in America. 
Visit http://www.cair-net.org 

HUMANITARIAN RESOURCE INSTITUTE (HRI) offers a web site 
that serves as a hub of news, links, and emergency and 
relief information, especially for use by religious and 
civic organizations. Visit http://www.humanitarian.net Also
visit HRI's new Interfaith News Network for its coverage of 
the World Trade Center Terrorist Incident, at: 
http://www.humanitarian.net/interfaith/tradecenter 

NEW YORK: In this city of such great need there are several 
substantial interfaith organizations, including:
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THE INTERFAITH CENTER OF NEW YORK offers a street level 
presence in mid-town Manhattan with educational programs, a 
gift shop and display are. They are also supporting an 
urban ministry program that is responding to the great need 
following the tragedies, and organized an interfaith prayer 
service on Thursday Sept. 13 for the United Nations 
community, followed by a press conference with Kofi Annan. 
They also maintain contacts with the United Nations 
community and throughout the world. tel. 212-685-4242. 
Their web site is http://www.interfaithcenter.org 

TEMPLE OF UNDERSTANDING provides educational programs, 
conferences and interfaith services for the NY region, the 
United Nations community, and internationally, through 
videos, personal contacts, experiential programs,
conferences, and multifaith prayer services. Visit: 
www.templeofunderstanding.org 

WORLD CONFERENCE ON RELIGION AND PEACE works 
internationally with religious institutions and through 
ngo's and the United Nations community; it addresses a host 
of peace-related issues and coordinates multifaith 
leadership in arenas such as conflict-resolution, 
disarmament and religious freedom. Visit: www.wcrp.org 

NORTH AMERICAN INTERFAITH NETWORK (NAIN) offers networking 
among approximately 60 interfaith organizations in Canada, 
Mexico and the USA. Its web site offers a directory of 
interfaith organizations, a list of religious web sites, 
NAIN's online newsletter and Interfaith Digest, a chat 
room, a library, young adult pages, and other related 
information. Its next annual conference will be held in 
Wichita, Kansas, next August. Visit www.nain.org 

UNITED RELIGIONS INITIATIVE is a grass-roots international 
interfaith organization with over 130 cooperation circles 
and numerous affiliate organizations and individuals. The 
URI Emergency Response Network (in San Francisco) offers a 
model in which over 100 religious leaders in the wider Bay 
area have formed a network to respond instantly to verified 
acts of hate violence perpetrated against religious, 
ethnic, racial, and gender minorities in Northern 
California. Visit  www.uri.org 

UNITED WAY of NEW YORK: Much is needed in the effort to 
help the victims. If you would like to help financially 
with the recovery efforts, please donate to United Way of 
New York's September 11th Fund at: 
www.uwnyc.com/epledge/sept11.cfm  Or send donations to: The 
September 11th Fund, United Way New York City, 2 Park 
Avenue, New York, NY 10016

WASHINGTON D.C.
This city, with its current trauma and immense 
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responsibility, is capably served by the INTERFAITH 
CONFERENCE OF METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON. It provides services 
for the permanent resident community as well as for the 
diverse international presence in this city through 
effective coalitions with others on, for example, 
educational programs for high school students, coordinating 
information about human services, offering multifaith 
prayer services and concerts, and addressing issues of 
social and economic justice. Visit: www.interfaith-
metrodc.org 

WORLD INTERFAITH CONGRESS. Visit the interfaith networking 
web site created by Bruce Schuman that helped bring you 
this email and offers free directory listings, content, 
discussion and network services to more than 800 faith-
based, ecumenical and interfaith organizations, plus many 
individual participants. Additional organizational 
representatives are invited to participate by providing 
their own information and accessing discussions, documents 
from religious and interfaith organizations, project 
descriptions, contact information for many other 
organizations with numerous areas of service and focus, and 
more. (Note: the web site was inactive for a time, but is 
now poised for greater participation.) Visit: 
www.interfaithcongress.org 

I invite your participation where appropriate and encourage 
you to send this email on to your friends and colleagues.

Seeking peace,

Joel Beversluis 

Editor, Sourcebook of the World’s Religions; Editor, North 
American Interfaith Network News; and Proprietor, CoNexus 
Multifaith Media Center (E-mail: 
Conexus@iserv.net / web site url: 
http://www.conexuspress.com )

To respond directly to the author, click on the email 
address above. To contribute responses to the larger 
community via the World Interfaith Congress (WIC) web 
site’s discussion board, logon with your name and password 
at www.interfaithcongress.org 

This message was sent by a WIC Administrator to 
representatives of organizations listed and to individual 
participants. You are welcome to forward it on to others.

Membership applications and maintenance, profiles, and 
contact filters can be processed any time at the web site.

Mr Joel D Beversluis
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WORLD INTERFAITH CONGRESS
http://interfaithcongress.org

To reply to this message:
http://interfaithcongress.org/replylogin.cfm?messageid=71&user=mupwj

Email help (subscribe/unsubscribe):
http://interfaithcongress.org/loginmail.cfm?user=mupwj
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Sept. 14, 2001 News media contact: Thomas S.
McAnally·(615)742-5470·Nashville, Tenn.     10-21-71B{396}
 
NEW YORK (UMNS) -- As a week of national shock and grief moved into its
fourth day, more than 100 American religious leaders of all major faith
groups - including Christian, Jewish and Muslim -- released a comprehensive
statement on terrorism that recommends a resolute response guided by the
wisdom of religious faith.

Signers, who gave their personal endorsement, include the heads of
denominations, national and regional religious organizations and parachurch
groups; local pastors and rabbis; and theologians and professors from all
parts of the nation. 

The statement offers words of consolation to the families of the victims,
and an appeal for "sober restraint" to citizens reeling in the wake of
Tuesday's terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in New York and the
Pentagon in Washington; and the related crash of a hijacked jetliner in
Pennsylvania.

"Let us deny them (the terrorists) their victory by refusing to submit to a
world created in their image," the signers argue, adding: "We must not allow
this terror to drive us away from being the people God has called us to be."
The message also warns that innocent Americans who share the terrorists'
ethnicity, national origin or religion should be protected from
indiscriminate reprisal or acts of violence.

Terming the aftermath of the attacks a "test of national character," the
statement calls for citizens to rededicate themselves to the vision of
"community, tolerance, compassion, justice and the sacredness of human life,
which lies at the heart of all our religious traditions."

The document, issued Sept. 13, was developed in consultation with Jewish,
Muslim and Christian clergy, and circulated for signature by the Rev. Jim
Wallis, Call to Renewal and Sojourners; the Rev. Robert W. Edgar, National
Council of Churches; the Rev. Wesley Granberg-Michaelson, Reformed Church of
America; Rabbi David Saperstein, Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism;
and the Rev. Ron Sider, Evangelicals for Social Action.   

They invited others to join them in personally endorsing the document, and
more than 100 responded within the first 24 hours.  Other names are being
added and an amended list of signers will be released later.

President George W. Bush designated Sept. 14 as a National Day of Prayer and
Remembrance, and the nation's leaders gathered for a service at the National
Cathedral in Washington.

#  #  #

NOTE:  Information for this story was provided by the communications office
of the National Council of Churches.

The full statement follows:
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DENY THEM THEIR VICTORY: A RELIGIOUS RESPONSE TO TERRORISM

We, American religious leaders, share the broken hearts of our fellow
citizens.  The worst terrorist attack in history that assaulted New York
City, Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania, has been felt in every American
community.  Each life lost was of unique and sacred value in the eyes of
God, and the connections Americans feel to those lives run very deep.  In
the face of such a cruel catastrophe, it is a time to look to God and to
each other for the strength we need and the response we will make. We must
dig deep to the roots of our faith for sustenance, solace, and wisdom.

First, we must find a word of consolation for the untold pain and suffering
of our people. Our congregations will offer their practical and pastoral
resources to bind up the wounds of the nation. We can become safe places to
weep and secure places to begin rebuilding our shattered lives and
communities. Our houses of worship should become public arenas for common
prayer, community discussion, eventual healing, and forgiveness.

Second, we offer a word of sober restraint as our nation discerns what its
response will be. We share the deep anger toward those who so callously and
massively destroy innocent lives, no matter what the grievances or
injustices invoked. In the name of God, we too demand that those responsible
for these utterly evil acts be found and brought to justice.  Those culpable
must not escape accountability.  But we must not, out of anger and
vengeance, indiscriminately retaliate in ways that bring on even more loss
of innocent life. We pray that President Bush and members of Congress will
seek the wisdom of God as they decide upon the appropriate response.

Third, we face deep and profound questions of what this attack on America
will do to us as a nation. The terrorists have offered us a stark view of
the world they would create, where the remedy to every human grievance and
injustice is a resort to the random and cowardly violence of revenge - even
against the most innocent. Having taken thousands of our lives, attacked our
national symbols, forced our political leaders to flee their chambers of
governance, disrupted our work and families, and struck fear into the hearts
of our children, the terrorists must feel victorious.

But we can deny them their victory by refusing to submit to a world created
in their image. Terrorism inflicts not only death and destruction but also
emotional oppression to further its aims. We must not allow this terror to
drive us away from being the people God has called us to be. We assert the
vision of community, tolerance, compassion, justice, and the sacredness of
human life, which lies at the heart of all our religious traditions. America
must be a safe place for all our citizens in all their diversity. It is
especially important that our citizens who share national origins,
ethnicity, or religion with whoever attacked us are, themselves, protected
among us.

Our American illusion of invulnerability has been shattered.  From now on,
we will look at the world in a different way, and this attack on our life as
a nation will become a test of our national character. Let us make the right
choices in this crisis - to pray, act, and unite against the bitter fruits
of division, hatred, and violence. Let us rededicate ourselves to global
peace, human dignity, and the eradication of injustice that breeds rage and
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vengeance.

As we gather in our houses of worship, let us begin a process of seeking the
healing and grace of God.

*************************************
United Methodist News Service
Photos and stories also available at:
http://umns.umc.org

You may leave the list at any  time by going to
http://umns.umc.org/unsubscribe.html

---------------=============[UMNSDN]=============---------------
   To make a post: UMNSDN@listserv.umc.org
   To unsubscribe: listserv@listserv.umc.org 
        (put signoff UMNSDN in the body)
   For Admin Help: umc@umcom.umc.org
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Date: Sat, 15 Sep 2001 08:52:23 -0500
From: brenda hardt <bbhardt@mail.esc4.com>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.75 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: PeaceWithJustice ADVOCACY Message <aahardt@mail.esc4.com>
Subject: The best I found in my e-mail this week

<x-html><!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en">
<html>
Four voices Highly recommended &amp; resources for helping Children with
news of Trauma
<br>1&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; ------------------------------------
<br>A United Methodist&nbsp; PASTOR SPEAKS: <b>Jesus and Allegience</b>
<p><A HREF="http://www.ecapc.org/newspage_detail.asp?control=26">http://www.ecapc.org/newspage_detail.asp?
control=26</A>
<p>2)&nbsp; -------------------------------------
<br>--------------------------------------------------
<br><b>DENY THEM THEIR VICTORY</b>
<p><A 
HREF="http://www.sojo.net/news/index.cfm/action/display_archives/mode/current_opinion/article/CO_091201.html">
http://www.sojo.net/news/index.cfm/action/display_archives/mode/current_opinion/article/CO_091201.html</A>
<p>3)&nbsp;&nbsp; --------------------------------------
<br>&nbsp;
<p>JONATHAN SCHELL: A Hole In The World
<br><A HREF="http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?i=20011001&s=schell">http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?
i=20011001&amp;s=schell</A>
<p>DAVID CORN: The Dark Smoke
<br><A HREF="http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?i=20011001&s=corn">http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?
i=20011001&amp;s=corn</A>
<p>ROBERT FISK: Terror In America
<br><A HREF="http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?i=20011001&s=fisk">http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?
i=20011001&amp;s=fisk</A>
<p>PATRICIA WILLIAMS: Pax Americana
<br><A HREF="http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?
i=20011001&s=williams">http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?i=20011001&amp;s=williams</A>
<p>NATION EDITORS: A Great Wound
<br><A HREF="http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?
i=20011001&s=editors">http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?i=20011001&amp;s=editors</A>
<br>----------------------------------
<br><b>If Not War, Then What?</b>
<p>By Rabbi Arthur Waskow
<p>Without some sense of practical direction, "Don't
<br>go to war" becomes merely rhetoric of niceness.
<p>So -- leaving aside for a moment the practicalities of
<br>the rest of what in fact it would mean to dry up the
<br>pools of despair in which terrorism breeds -- my
<br>suggestion is that the US do something like this:
<p>Lay out the evidence to the world. Demand from the nation(s)
<br>where the accused live their extradition for trial, maybe
<br>including the possibility of trial by US law in another
<br>country (like the Lockerbie case). If that's refused, go
<br>to the UN Security Council and treat the UNSC as a grand
<br>jury, providing it with the evidence and requesting its
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<br>authority to arrest those charged by using armed force,
<br>if necessary.
<p>Under the present circumstances, it seems extremely likely
<br>the UNSC permission would come. That is exactly the way the
<br>UN Charter was designed: When there is ethical agreement
<br>among those who around the world hold great political power,
<br>then force can be used. Given the imperfections of human
<br>society, it is not a bad way to go.
<br>&nbsp;
<p>For the full text of Rabbi Waskow's proposal, and an
<br>opportunity to respond in an online forum, go to:
<br><A 
HREF="http://www.sojo.net/get_connected/index.cfm/mode/display/forum_id/15/action/forums.html">http://www.sojo
.net/get_connected/index.cfm/mode/display/forum_id/15/action/forums.html</A>
<br>&nbsp;
<br>&nbsp;
<p>----------------------------------
<br><b>CHILD TRAUMA</b>
<p>www.ChildTrauma.org; www.Scholastic.com; and www.amhb.ab.ca.
<br>>
<br>> Bruce D. Perry, M.D., Ph.D.
<br>> Medical Director, Children's Mental Health Services
<br>> Alberta Mental Health Board
<br>> Senior Fellow, ChildTrauma Academy
<br>>
<br>> Jana Rubenstein, M.Ed., LPC
<br>> Director, ChildTrauma Academy
<br>> www.ChildTrauma.org
<br>> jlrcta@aol.com
<br>&nbsp;</html>
</x-html>
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To: redgar@ncccusa.org 
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Signing statement
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Bob,

Yes, I would like to sign the excellent statement in response to the terrorist attacks.  Thanks for doing this.

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
Washington, D.C.
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From: "Robert Edgar" <redgar@ncccusa.org>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Signing statement
Date: Sat, 15 Sep 2001 12:37:42 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook CWS, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0)
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200
Importance: Normal

Dear Howard:
Thank you for all of your GREAT work on the defense issues.

Also, thank you for adding your name to the list of cosigners of the
Religious Leaders Statement.  Your name will appear on the document.  Thank
you for your active leadership in bringing healing to the nation.  May God
guide us and care for all of those impacted by this horrific tragedy.
Please know that the National Council of Churches' web-site has geared up to
coordinate news and faithful responses to assist religious leaders in
dealing with this crisis.  We invite you to check the web-site daily for the
latest information.  www.ncccusa.org
We ask that you continue to pray for all the victims and their families,
continue to offer your support for all the rescue workers risking their
lives to save others, and continue to ask for God's help in the days to
come.
Peace,
Dr. Bob Edgar
General Secretary
National Council of Churches

 -----Original Message-----
From:   Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
Sent:   Saturday, September 15, 2001 11:59 AM
To:     redgar@ncccusa.org
Subject:        Signing statement

Dear Bob,

Yes, I would like to sign the excellent statement in response to the
terrorist attacks.  Thanks for doing this.

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
Washington, D.C.
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Date: Sat, 15 Sep 2001 10:03:08 +0100
From: Sally Light <sallight1@earthlink.net>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.78 [en] (Win95; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: "sallight1@earthlink.net" <sallight1@earthlink.net>
CC: "abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com" <abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com>,
   Abolition Europe <abolition-europe@egroups.com>,
   Globenet <globenet@egroups.com>
Subject: (abolition-usa) [Fwd: [abolition-caucus] A Letter to Bush from Hiroshima]
Sender: owner-abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com

Return-Path: <sentto-1413460-4450-1000568666-sallight1=earthlink.net@returns.onelist.com>
Received: from n20.groups.yahoo.com ([216.115.96.70])
        by emu (EarthLink SMTP Server) with SMTP id tq6tqt.qot.37tiu8v
        for <sallight1@earthlink.net>; Sat, 15 Sep 2001 08:44:28 -0700 (PDT)
X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1413460-4450-1000568666-sallight1=earthlink.net@returns.onelist.com
Received: from [10.1.4.52] by n20.onelist.org with NNFMP; 15 Sep 2001 15:44:26 -0000
X-Sender: CXJ15621@nifty.ne.jp
X-Apparently-To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
Received: (EGP: mail-7_3_2_2); 15 Sep 2001 15:44:25 -0000
Received: (qmail 39181 invoked from network); 15 Sep 2001 12:54:05 -0000
Received: from unknown (10.1.10.27)
  by m8.onelist.org with QMQP; 15 Sep 2001 12:54:05 -0000
Received: from unknown (HELO smtp1.nifty.ne.jp) (202.219.63.53)
  by mta2 with SMTP; 15 Sep 2001 12:54:04 -0000
Received: from default (ykhm070n241.ppp.infoweb.ne.jp [61.124.73.241])
        by smtp1.nifty.ne.jp (8.9.3+3.2W/3.7W-991025) with SMTP id VAA07198;
        Sat, 15 Sep 2001 21:54:02 +0900 (JST)
Message-ID: <029f01c13de5$54374d00$18497c3d@default>
To: "Abolition Caucus" <abolition-caucus@yahoogroups.com>
Cc: "MORITAKI Haruko" <haruko-m@f3.dion.ne.jp>
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
From: "Hiro Umebayashi" <CXJ15621@nifty.ne.jp>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Mailing-List: list abolition-caucus@yahoogroups.com; contact abolition-caucus-owner@yahoogroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list abolition-caucus@yahoogroups.com
Precedence: bulk
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Sat, 15 Sep 2001 21:51:30 +0900
Subject: [abolition-caucus] A Letter to Bush from Hiroshima
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-2022-JP
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000

Dear Friends,

Since I haven't seen on this list-serve the following letter to Bush from
the Hiroshima Alliance for Nuclear Weapons Abolition, a newly established
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citizens' coalition across the local organizations, I'll forward it
herewith.

In peace and solidarity,

Hiro Umebayashi

*************************************************
Hiro Umebayashi
President/Executive Director, Peace Depot
International Coordinator, Pacific Campaign
for Disarmament and Security (PCDS)
3-3-1 Minowa-cho, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama, 223-0051 Japan
tel: 81-45-563-5101 (office), fax: 81:45-563-9907 (office)
e-mail: CXJ15621@nifty.ne.jp (personal)
*************************************************

September 13, 2001

The Honorable George W. Bush
President of the United States

Dear President Bush,
     We are writing on behalf of the Hiroshima Alliance for Nuclear Weapons
Abolition to express our condolences for those who died in the tragic
terrorist attack on the World Trade Towers and the Pentagon on September 11.
We share your grief and sorrow that so many innocent lives were lost to this
violent outburst of hatred.
 We are concerned, however, about the repeated comparisons of this incident
to Pearl Harbor. That attack led very quickly to the hysterical
incarceration of Japanese Americans. Ultimately, it led to atomic bombings
that devastated not two buildings but two entire cities. We beg you to
ensure that no similar hysteria sweeps your nation again.
 We are further concerned about the emphasis in your subsequent speech to
the nation on America$B!G(Bs power and determination to exact revenge. Thus, we
are writing to urge you to refrain from reacting in anger and violence. As
the most powerful nation on Earth, the United States must not stoop to the
level of these terrorists. They are desperate, filled with rage. As you
said, the US is strong, strong enough to rise above even this. This tragic
man-made disaster must not be the start of a wildly escalating vicious cycle
of violence that will bring the whole world down to the level of Israel$B!G(Bs
West Bank.
 We hope this incident will convince you that any effort to protect the US
with a missile defence program or space-based weapons will be futile. We
must all realize that our enemy is not any group of terrorists. Rather, it
is the hatred and rage that move terrorists and burn in all our hearts
today. The US should immediately re-evaluate its reliance on power and make
serious efforts to explore and alleviate misery and hatred throughout the
world. Rather than remaining an object of envy and hate, the US must earn
the love and respect of an increasingly desperate and interdependent world.
Friendship and cooperation are the only means of achieving true and lasting
security.
 Please be aware that the peace-loving people of Hiroshima stand ready to
help you and the United States in any way we can to fight hatred and
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violence.

Sincerely,
Mitsuo Okamoto   Goro Kawai      Haruko Moritaki
On behalf of the Hiroshima Alliance for Nuclear Weapons Abolition

------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor ---------------------~-->
FREE COLLEGE MONEY
CLICK HERE to search
600,000 scholarships!
http://us.click.yahoo.com/47cccB/4m7CAA/ySSFAA/7XSolB/TM
---------------------------------------------------------------------~->

To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
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To: "Sally Lilienthal" <ploughshares@ploughshares.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Our grant request
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Sally,

Like many others, the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament is trying to figure out what to do next after the 
tragic terrorist attacks and the go-to-war posture of the Bush Administration.   We were working hard in our 
opposition to missile defense, but that issue is being put aside in Congress at the moment.  However, it will return.  I 
believe that nuclear non-proliferation should emerge as a major issue to assure that terrorists don't acquire loose nukes 
and fissile material.  Perhaps we should push for full implementation of the Baker-Cutler report.  But how that shapes 
up remains to be seen.

At any rate the religious coalition brought together in the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament will continue 
to have important work to do in advocacy activities in Washington and grassroots mobilization around the country.  It's 
the only interfaith group engaged in this kind of directed, public policy advocacy.   Therefore, I hope that your Board 
of Directors will look favorably upon our request for a grant to support my leadership role with the Interfaith 
Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.

With best regards,
Howard
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To: eregehr@ploughshares.ca
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: A proposed letter to Presidents Bush and Putin
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Ernie,

Greetings!  For several weeks I have been wondering whether world religious leaders should address President Bush 
and President Putin on the need for the total elimination of nuclear weapons.   The terrorist attacks on New York and 
Washington heighten this need.  First, nuclear weapons didn't deter the terrorists, and cannot.  Second, the attacks 
highlight the grave risk of nuclear material falling into the hands of terrorists for "suitcase" bombs and low-tech 
delivery methods.

Therefore, I have drafted the letter presented below and sent separately as a Word attachment.  Do you think such a 
letter would be useful?  What changes would you suggest in my draft?  What would you think of the following plan to 
get it widely signed and presented?  You are the first person I've written to.  I would like your advice before going 
further because you are experienced in such undertakings.

(1) Send the draft letter and implementation plan to Bob Edgar, Dwain Epps, Paul Lansu, and someone at the 
Conference of European Churches.   Ask for their comments on the draft letter and plan.  Ask whether Edgar, Konrad 
Reiser, head of Pax Christi International, head of Conference of European Churches would be initial signers.

(2) With this start get a few more initial signers: from Africa, Asia, Latin America; Jew, Muslim, Orthodox Christian, 
Buddhist, Hindu.  Try the Holy See, though this seems improbable.

(3) Then circulate the letter for more signers: heads of communion, ecumenical bodies, prominent religious leaders.  In 
USA develop a second list of prelates from around the country for use in presentation to President Bush.

(4) Delivery to White House and Kremlin (or Russian Embassy at UN, in Washington, or Geneva).  See a meeting 
with the respective presidents or their representatives.

(5) Release at a news conference, such as in Washington or Geneva.

(6) If a representative of the Holy See won't sign the letter, ask for a separate, parallel statement, such as from the 
Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace or from Archbishop Martino at the UN.  In the United States we would do 
likewise with the National Conference of Catholic Bishops.

What do you think of this idea?

With best regards,
Howard

###

Draft letter written by
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
mupj@igc.org
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The Honorable George W. Bush
President of the United States
The White House
Washington, D.C. USA

The Honorable Vladimir Putin
President of the Russian Federation
The Kremlin
Moscow, Russia

Dear Mr. Presidents:

As religious leaders from many parts of the globe, we write to you out of our concern for the peoples of planet Earth.  
We appeal to you to carry out a new quality of leadership to protect humankind from nuclear destruction.  

The terrorist attacks on Washington and New York and previous terrorist attacks in Moscow have signaled a new era 
in the quest for global security.  Undeterred by the world's largest nuclear arsenals, they have planted bombs, hijacked 
and crashed commercial airliners.  If they could, they would probably acquire and explode nuclear weapons.  There 
may be some alien states that would do likewise.

There is a twofold solution for which your leadership is essential.  First, all existing nuclear weapons and their delivery 
vehicles must be totally secure from misuse and every gram of fissile material must be absolutely secure from falling 
into the wrong hands.  Second, all peoples on Earth must be secure from nuclear attack by any of the current 
possessors of nuclear weapons and by any party that might acquire them.  This can be best achieved by the total 
elimination of all nuclear weapons and stringent control over all fissile material.

This is definitely within the national interest of the United States and Russia because nuclear weapons have no 
legitimate place in the 21st century.  They have not deterred numerous regional wars during the past fifty years, and 
clearly they do not deter terrorists.  They have no utility in combat as your predecessors discovered in wars in Korea, 
Vietnam, Afghanistan, and other locales.  Furthermore, as numerous religious bodies have declared, the use and 
threatened use of nuclear weapons is morally wrong.

In a quiet moment think about this.  Consider the hundreds of thousands of innocent victims who would die and be 
maimed and the environmental destruction that would occur if nuclear weapons were used.  As you do, you will almost 
certainly conclude in your heart-of-hearts that you will never authorize the use of nuclear weapons.

So why keep them?  What remains is the Cold War doctrine of using nuclear weapons to deter other nuclear weapons 
through the doctrine of mutually assured destruction (MAD).   Simple logic and application of common sense tells us 
that if the United States, Russia, and all other possessors would get rid of their nuclear arsenals, there would be nothing 
to deter.   This leads inextricably to the conclusion that the wisest course would be the total elimination of all nuclear 
weapons.   This would provide mutual security from nuclear attack by another nuclear-weapon state.  When combined 
with strict control of fissile material, it would prevent terrorist groups from acquiring and using nuclear weapons.

President Bush and President Putin, the starting point for a truly modern, 21st century strategic framework would be a 
joint declaration, "We do not need nuclear weapons any more.  Therefore, we will work together for their total 
elimination."  Together you can then get heads of other nuclear-weapon states to join you in "an unequivocal 
undertaking to accomplish the total elimination of nuclear arsenals." 

Once you start with this premise the steps fall easily into place.   They include:
· Take all missiles off hair-trigger alert and carry out other measures to stand down the nuclear arsenal.  This would 
eliminate the danger of launch by accident or by a rebel group.
· Fully implement START II and make further cuts in the strategic arsenals by treaty, executive agreement, or 
unilateral initiatives.  Dismantle all delivery vehicles and warheads as they come out of service.  Bring other nuclear-
weapon states into this process.
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· Continue the moratorium on nuclear weapon test explosions and ratify and implement the Comprehensive Test Ban 
Treaty (CTBT).
· Negotiate a multilateral treaty banning the production of fissile material and carry out vigorous measures to 
safeguard existing fissile material.
· Institute strict international controls on missile technology. 
· Carry out these steps with complete openness and adequate verification. 
· Negotiate and implement a Nuclear Weapons Convention that outlaws nuclear weapons with effective international 
inspection and verification.

Where does missile defense fit into this scheme of things?  First, missile defense against current possessors of nuclear 
weapons becomes moot as existing arsenals are eliminated.  Second, missile defense against future adversaries will not 
be needed if vigorous nuclear non-proliferation measures are carried out, including strict international control over 
fissile material and missile technology.  Prevention of alien states and terrorists groups from acquiring fissile material 
for "suitcase" bombs will do far more to promote security from nuclear attack than the unproven, vastly costly, and 
probably technologically infeasible missile defense schemes.

Therefore, Mr. Presidents, we implore you to cast aside outdated Cold War thinking and lead us in a truly 21st century 
approach to the total elimination of nuclear weapons. 

With best regards,

Religious leaders from around the world.
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To: eregehr@ploughshares.ca
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Attachment
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: A:\abolish.350.doc;
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Ernie,

I forgot to send the proposed letter as an attachment in case it would be easier for you to work with.  Here it is.

Howard
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From: "Kathy Crandall" <kcrandall@disarmament.org>
To: "David Culp" <david@fcnl.org>,
        "'James K. Wyerman'" <jwyerman@2020vision.org>,
        "'Jim Bridgman'" <jcbridgman@earthlink.net>,
        "'Trisha Christopher'" <trishachr@earthlink.net>,
        "'Jim Matlack'" <jmatlack@erols.com>,
        "'Darryl Fagin'" <thedon@adaction.com>,
        "'Daryl Kimball'" <dkimball@armscontrol.org>,
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        "'Tom Hughes'" <thughes@clw.org>, "'Erik Floden'" <efloden@clw.org>,
        "'Jenefer Ellingston'" <jellingston@erols.com>,
        "'Bob Sherman'" <rsherman@fas.org>, "'Michael Levi'" <mlevi@fas.org>,
        "'Alistair Millar'" <amillar@fourthfreedom.org>,
        "'Brian Alexander'" <balexander@fourthfreedom.org>,
        "Kathy Guthrie" <kathy@fcnl.org>, "Ned Stowe" <ned@fcnl.org>,
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        "Catherine Stratton Treadway" <catherine@fcnl.org>,
        "Lydia Milnes" <lydia@fcnl.org>,
        "'Robert C. Vandivier'" <bobvan@erols.com>,
        "'Matt Stembridge'" <matt.stembridge@wdc.greenpeace.org>,
        "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>,
        "'Heather Nolen'" <heathern@ncccusa.org>,
        "'Lisa Hixon'" <lhixon@networklobby.org>,
        "'Anne Curtis'" <acurtis@networklobby.org>,
        "'Jason Forrester'" <jason@vi.org>, "'Brian Finlay'" <brian@vi.org>,
        "'Tracy Moavero'" <tmoavero@peace-action.org>,
        "'Kimberly Roberts'" <kroberts@psr.org>,
        "'Martin Butcher'" <mbutcher@psr.org>,
        "'Jaya Tiwari'" <jtiwari@psr.org>,
        "'Anne Gallivan'" <agallivan@psr.org>,
        "'Adam Hughes'" <intern@psr.org>,
        "'Adrien Stern'" <psrintern6@psr.org>,
        "'Alise Frye'" <alise@taxpayer.net>,
        "'Laura Kriv'" <laura@techrocks.org>,
        "'Religious Action Center'" <RAC@UAHC.org>,
        "'Stephen Young'" <syoung@ucsusa.org>,
        "'Janet Horman'" <jhorman@umc-gbcs.org>,
        "'Veterans for Peace'" <vfp@igc.org>,
        "'Cedar Dvorin'" <cedar1950@cs.com>,
        "'Kimberly Robson'" <wand@wand.org>,
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        "'Carlean Ponder'" <nuclear@wand.org>,
        "'Gillian Gilhool'" <ggilhool@ix.netcom.com>,
        "'Chuck Woolery'" <chuck@wfa.org>,
        "'Heather B. Hamilton'" <hbhamilton@wfa.org>,
        "'Greg Speeter'" <greg@natprior.org>,
        "'Peter Davies'" <PJDavies@aol.com>,
        "'Gina Coplon-Newfield'" <GinaC-N@phrusa.org>,
        "'Michelle Ciarrocca'" <CiarrM01@newschool.edu>,
        "'Frida Berrigan'" <BerrigaF@newschool.edu>,
        "'William Hartung'" <hartung@newschool.edu>,
        "Lora Lumpe" <llumpe@mindspring.com>, <ircalb@swcp.com>,
        <ipsps@igc.apc.org>, <kmartin@peace-action.org>
Subject: Monday Lobby (& Others) Meeting To Discuss Sept. 11 Response this Thurs. at PSR
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X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0)
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X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

<x-html><!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD><TITLE></TITLE>
<META content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" http-equiv=Content-Type>
<META content="MSHTML 5.00.2614.3500" name=GENERATOR></HEAD>
<BODY>
<P><FONT size=2><FONT size=4>I hope that you can participate in a meeting to 
discuss coordinated and joint community strategy and actions responding to the 
attacks of Sept. 11 and the new era of declared "war on 
terrorism".</FONT></FONT></P>
<P><FONT size=2>&nbsp;<FONT size=4>As discussed at Monday Lobby yesterday, a 
group of folks have been working on a strategy/options paper which will be the 
basis of our discussion and&nbsp;will put forward a more detailed agenda before 
the meeting.<BR><BR>The meeting will be this <FONT 
color=#ff0000></FONT></FONT><FONT size=4>Thursday, September 20th&nbsp; 
2pm-4pm<BR></FONT></FONT><FONT size=4><FONT color=#ff0000>at the offices of 
Physicians for Social Responsibility located at<BR>1875 Connecticut Ave. NW, 
suite 1012<BR></FONT>(Via Metro- Dupont Cicrle exit "Q Street" and walk north on 
Connecticut. We're on the right side of the Connecticut just across from the 
Hilton)</FONT><FONT size=4><BR>Joe Volk from FCNL has agreed to facilitate the 
meeting</FONT></P>
<P><FONT size=2><FONT size=4>We welcome you all to come and have space for a 
large group in PSR's offices, so please invite others who want to participate as 
well, but please do <FONT color=#ff0000>RSVP to Kathy Crandall, (202) 667-4260 
ext. 240, kcrandall@disarmament.org<BR></FONT>&nbsp;so that we can set the room 
for the right number of people - and have plenty of cookies for 
everyone!<BR><BR></FONT>Kathy Crandall<BR>Director<BR>The Nuclear Disarmament 
Partnership<BR>kcrandall@disarmament.org<BR>www.disarmament.org<BR>Located at 
the Offices of Physicians for Social Responsibility:<BR>1875 Connecticut Ave., 
NW, Suite 1012<BR>Washington, DC&nbsp; 20009<BR>202-667-4260 (ext. 
240)<BR>202-667-4201 (fax)<BR>The Nuclear Disarmament Partnership is a joint 
effort of: Peace Action, Physicians for Social Responsibility, 20/20 Vision and 
Women's Action for New Directions<BR></P></FONT></BODY></HTML>
</x-html>
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Date: Mon, 17 Sep 2001 10:00:35 -0500
From: brenda hardt <bbhardt@mail.esc4.com>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.75 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: PeaceWithJustice ADVOCACY Message <aahardt@mail.esc4.com>
Subject: How To Defeat Bin Laden by a scholar of Middle East affairs

fyi- from someone who is a scholar of Middle East affairs.

How to defeat bin Laden

By Michael T. Klare
(professor of peace and world security studies at Hampshire College)

 Sept. 13, 2001 | If, as appears increasingly likely, groups
 associated with terrorist mastermind Osama bin Laden are found to be
responsible for Tuesday's murderous attacks in New York and
 Washington, the United States would be fully justified in taking
 vigorous action to apprehend and punish him and to put his terror
 networks out of business. The question then becomes: What strategy
 will best accomplish this objective?

 There are many in Washington and around the country who believe that
 the United States should declare war on bin Laden -- along with any
 governments that have given him assistance of one sort or another --
 and employ the full weight of American military power to accomplish
 this purpose. Such action would undoubtedly help restore confidence
 in the power of the American nation, and provide a degree of
 satisfaction to those who crave retribution for Tuesday's horrific
 attacks. But we must also ask: Will it achieve the goal of
 eradicating bin Laden's networks and eliminating the terrorist threat
 to the United States? There are good reasons to suspect that it will
 not.

 The image of American aircraft and missiles bombing Arab states and
 producing massive casualties -- many of them, inevitably, civilians
 with no ties to Islam -- will surely confirm the belief among many
 ordinary Muslims that bin Laden is right: that the United States is

 intent on tormenting and subduing the Islamic world. As Bruce Shapiro
 has observed, out of the rubble of American attacks will come
 thousands of new volunteers for bin Laden's anti-American jihad.

 Even more troubling, it is highly unlikely that such action will
 actually succeed in crippling bin Laden's underground networks.
 Unlike conventional military forces, these groups do not maintain
 fixed bases and installations but move from one camouflaged location
 to another -- all over the world. (Several of the terrorists
 suspected of involvement in Tuesday's attacks are now thought to have
 spent the past year hiding in a quiet, inconspicuous neighborhood in
 Hamburg, Germany.) Some of these groups may get caught in the U.S.
 attacks, but others will surely escape -- and remain in position to
 conduct new  acts of terrorism.
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 As an alternative to military action of this sort, I propose a
 strategy that combines global law enforcement collaboration plus
 moral and religious combat. It would compel the Bush administration
 to drop its war rhetoric and instead treat its hunt for bin Laden as
 a criminal investigation.

 It will not be possible to put bin Laden's networks out of operation
 without the cooperation of police and intelligence personnel all over
 the globe--including the Islamic world. The best way to do this is
 to brand bin Laden and his associates as mass murderers who are
 sought for trial and punishment under U.S. law -- as has been done
 with other suspected terrorists. Then, the United States should order
 a massive global manhunt to capture bin Laden and all of his
 associates, wherever they dwell. It will be much harder for an
 Islamic government to refuse our requests for assistance in tracking
 down and arresting bin Laden's associates if we indict them for
 multiple murders and portray this as a criminal matter. The
 deliberate murder of innocents is a crime and an abomination in all
 societies -- Islamic ones no less than any others.

 Furthermore, to prevent the recruitment of additional volunteers into
 bin Laden's networks (or others of their type), we have to take
 pains to show that he is the enemy of authentic Islam. Bin Laden
 has succeeded in recruiting followers up until now--volunteers who
 are willing to sacrifice their lives--because he has been able to
 portray himself as the true defender of Islam. Now, we must seek out
 and ally ourselves with the vast number of Muslims who are repelled
 and horrified by the death of so many innocent people in New York and
 Washington. We must encourage influential Muslim clerics to condemn
 bin Laden as an enemy of true Islamic belief. Only in this way can we
 silence him (and his kind) forever.

 To win over peace-minded Muslims to our side in this struggle, we
 will, of course, have to show greater sympathy for their concerns.
 This includes, for example, the plight of ordinary Palestinians in
 the West Bank and Gaza, and the suffering of the Iraqi civilians who
 are denied basic goods and medicine due to the U.S.-backed economic
 sanctions. This need not entail a sudden about-face in U.S. policy,
 but would require greater public recognition of others' pain and
 suffering. After all, we are now victims too -- and this gives us a
 common basis upon which to ask for their assistance in a common
 struggle against violence and terrorism.

 I know that the calls for military action will grow in volume. And I
 share a sense of outrage against those who killed so many of our
 countrymen and women. But I want the campaign against bin Laden to
 succeed -- both in a practical and a moral sense. Battle cries like
 that of Sen. Zell Miller, who called on the U.S. Thursday to "bomb
 the hell out of Afghanistan" for harboring bin Laden, may make us
 feel momentarily elated. But in the long run, it is only the pursuit
 of justice that can secure a peaceful world. The best way to
 accomplish this is for the U.S. to treat bin Laden as a criminal
 fugitive, not an enemy of war.
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From: David Culp <david@fcnl.org>
To: 'Monday Lobby' <No_One@fcnl.org>
Subject: One courageous Congresswomen
Date: Mon, 17 Sep 2001 10:54:09 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

On Friday evening, September 14, the House of Representatives approved an
"Authorization for Use of Military Force," S. J. Res. 23, by a vote of
420-1.  One courageous Congresswomen, Rep. Barbara Lee (D-CA-9) voted
against the resolution.  Her statement follows:

Ms. LEE.  Mr. Speaker, I rise today really with a very heavy heart, one that
is filled with sorrow for the families and the loved ones who were killed
and injured this week.  Only the most foolish and the most callous would not
understand the grief that has really gripped our people and millions across
the world.

This unspeakable act on the United States has forced me, however, to rely on
my moral compass, my conscience, and my God for direction. September 11
changed the world. Our deepest fears now haunt us. Yet I am convinced that
military action will not prevent further acts of international terrorism
against the United States. This is a very complex and complicated matter.

This resolution will pass, although we all know that the President can wage
a war even without it. However difficult this vote may be, some of us must
urge the use of restraint. Our country is in a state of mourning. Some of us
must say, let us step back for a moment. Let us just pause for a minute and
think through the implications of our actions today so that this does not
spiral out of control.

I have agonized over this vote, but I came to grips with it today and I came
to grips with opposing this resolution during the very painful yet very
beautiful memorial service. As a member of the clergy so eloquently said,
``As we act, let us not become the evil that we deplore.''

We strongly urge organizations and individuals to write Rep. Barbara Lee
with letters of support for her courageous stand.

Rep. Barbara Lee
426 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

or

Rep. Barbara Lee
1301 Clay Street, Suite 1000N
Oakland, CA 94612

David Culp, Legislative Representative
Friends Committee on National Legislation (Quakers)
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245 Second Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C.  20002-5795
Tel: (202) 547-6000, ext. 146
Toll free: (800) 630-1330, ext. 146
Fax: (202) 547-6019
E-mail: david@fcnl.org
Web site: www.fcnl.org
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From: originresearch@home.com
Date: Sat, 15 Sep 2001 19:52:27 -0400
Subject: [INTERFAITH CONGRESS] The motive is religion?
To: mupj@igc.apc.org

Topic: Global Peace and Security
Saturday, September 15, 2001
105 recipients

We in the west need to quickly learn more about the ways we 
are perceived by some other cultures.  If we have any hope 
of preventing the kind of terror that descended on New York 
and Washington D.C., we need to understand why this event 
took place.

This below article, reprinted from Slate, suggests that the 
fundamental motivation was not political, not economic, but 
religious.  I am reposting it here, because I believe that 
this issue demands a thorough examination.  I invite your 
response.

- Bruce Schuman
Founder, World Interfaith Congress

*****************

What Does Osama Bin Laden Want?
Nothing we have.

By David Plotz
Posted Thursday, Sept. 13, 2001, at 3:30 p.m. PT
http://slate.msn.com/Assessment/01-09-13/Assessment.asp

To no one's surprise, Secretary of State Colin Powell today 
named Osama Bin Laden as a prime suspect in Tuesday's 
attacks. Bin Laden's brutal record is well known. The 
United States indicted him for masterminding the 1998 
bombings of U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. The Saudi 
fugitive was also reportedly connected to the 1993 World 
Trade Center bombing, the 1993 killing of American soldiers 
in Somalia, mid-'90s bombings of U.S. facilities in Saudi 
Arabia, and the 2000 attack on the USS Cole. Authorities 
have prevented Bin Laden associates from launching attacks 
during the millennium celebrations, bombing a dozen trans-
Pacific flights in 1995, and assassinating the pope and 
President Clinton in the Philippines.

This is what Bin Laden does. But why does he do it? What 
does he want?
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(If you want more background about Bin Laden's personal 
history and about how his organization, al-Qaida ("The 
Base"), works, click here.)

Bin Laden is the most notorious advocate of a potent strain 
of militant Islam that has been gaining popularity in the 
Muslim world for 30 years. It is simultaneously theological 
and cultural. Its fundamental tenet is that the Muslim 
world is being poisoned and desecrated by infidels. These 
infidels include both outsiders such as the United States 
and Israel, and governments of Muslim states—such as Egypt 
and Jordan—that have committed apostasy. The infidels must 
be driven out of the Muslim world by a jihad, and strict 
Islamic rule must be established everywhere that Muslims 
live. These extreme "Islamists," as Bin Laden biographer 
Yossef Bodansky dubs them, hope to re-establish the 
Caliphate, the golden age of Muslim domination that 
followed the death of Muhammad. They regard the Taliban's 
Afghanistan as a model for such Islamic rule.

This Islamist militancy has ancient roots—Saladin's 
expulsion of the crusaders in the 12th century is one 
starting point—but it was galvanized in the 1970s by 
several events. The growing influence of secular Western 
capitalism in the Muslim world, the military triumphs of 
Israel, and the Russian invasion of Afghanistan horrified 
Islamic traditionalists. The Afghanistan invasion was the 
culminating moment: It persuaded Bin Laden and thousands of 
others of the need for Islamic holy war. Their fervor has 
only increased since, fueled by the Palestinian intifada, 
the Gulf War, the American operation in Somalia, and other 
conflicts of Islam with the West.

(The Islamists are not merely Pan-Arab but Pan-Islamic. Bin 
Laden is exceptional in his ability to recruit from all 
over the Muslim world. The Sunni Muslim world, that is. Bin 
Laden and his allies follow a very strict Sunni Islam.)

That is Bin Laden's general philosophy. What is his 
particular grievance against the United States? According 
to CNN's Peter Bergen, author of a forthcoming book on Bin 
Laden, Holy War, Inc., Bin Laden is most enraged by the 
American military presence in Saudi Arabia. Bin Laden was 
incensed when the Saudis invited U.S. troops to their 
defense after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. Bin Laden—like 
many Muslims—considers the continued presence of these 
armed infidels in Saudi Arabia the greatest possible 
desecration of the holy land. That is why he sponsored 
bombings of the American military facilities in Saudi 
Arabia, why he has tried to destabilize the Saudi 
government, and why the embassies in Kenya and Tanzania 
were bombed on Aug. 7, 1998—eight years to the day after 
the first American troops were dispatched to Saudi Arabia.
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Bin Laden is also furious about American support for 
Israel. He detests Jews and views the United States as the 
Jewish lackey. ("[Jews] believe that all humans are created 
for their use, and they found that the Americans are the 
best-created beings for that use," Bin Laden has said.) His 
supporters seem particularly exercised by Israel's reaction 
to the current intifada, Bergen says. Bin Laden also can't 
tolerate American alliances with moderate Arab governments 
in Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait.

Mainstream Muslims denounce Bin Laden's bloody-mindedness—
in 1998 he issued a fatwa calling for attacks on all 
Americans—but he has found plenty of firebrand clerics to 
offer Quranic backing for his belief that terrorism is 
glorious. According to Bodansky, these mullahs insist that 
all methods of war, including terrorism, are justified in 
the battle against the infidels. (Bin Laden, holding up a 
Quran, puts it this way: "You cannot defeat the heretic 
with this book alone. You have to show them the fist.")

Bin Laden has strategic reasons to believe in terrorism, 
too. The Muslim victory over the Soviet Union in 
Afghanistan showed him that superpowers are not so 
superpowerful. And the ignominious American withdrawal from 
Somalia—following a Bin Laden connected attack—convinced 
him that the United States is morally weak. The U.S. 
soldier is "a paper tiger" who crumples after "a few blows."

It is a mistake to assume that killing Bin Laden means 
killing his movement. It's true that Bin Laden is an iconic 
leader who inspires his followers and millions of 
sympathizers in the Muslim world. But eliminating Bin Laden 
would do nothing to decrease the intensity of the other 
militant Islamists. The Afghan war created a cadre of 
warriors and belligerent clerics who are constantly 
recruiting. Bin Laden has a core of highly trained aides 
ready to continue his work. His trainees are scattered in 
two dozen countries. It is hard to imagine how the United 
States could neutralize all of them. And attacks on Bin 
Laden have only increased his popularity: Killing him would 
likely rally many more Muslims to his cause.

(Some pundits have suggested that killing Bin Laden would 
be effective because it would stanch the flow of cash to 
terrorists. This may not be so. Bin Laden's groups do get 
funds from his personal fortune, but they also finance 
operations by dunning wealthy Gulf Arabs and by siphoning 
off donations to Muslim charities. And the terror 
organization is cheap. They don't use heavy weapons, and it 
costs almost nothing to house and train hundreds of men in 
Afghanistan.)

Is there anything we can do to persuade Bin Laden to stop? 
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The terror groups Americans are familiar with—Palestinian 
bombers and hijackers, IRA hard men—have desires we 
understand. They perform acts of terror in order to gain 
sympathy or sow fear. That sympathy or fear is a means to 
their end: political recognition, a state, compensation. 
They seek to participate in our world.

But Bin Laden and his followers are alarming because they 
don't want anything from us. They don't want our sympathy. 
They want no material thing we can offer them. They don't 
want to participate in the community of nations. (They 
don't really believe in the nation-state.) They are 
motivated by religion, not politics. They answer to no one 
but their god, so they certainly won't answer to us.

Bruce R. Schuman
http://interfaithcongress.org/profile.cfm?uid=100847
WORLD INTERFAITH CONGRESS
http://interfaithcongress.org

To reply to this message:
http://interfaithcongress.org/replylogin.cfm?messageid=73&user=mupwj

Email help (subscribe/unsubscribe):
http://interfaithcongress.org/loginmail.cfm?user=mupwj
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Date: Wed, 19 Sep 2001 13:02:02 -0400
From: Greg Marsh <gmarsh@ransac.org>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.75 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: RANSAC DC Office <ransac@ransac.org>
Subject: RANSAC Urges Bush, Putin, IAEA to Revitalize Cooperative Nuclear 
 Security

Dear Colleagues:

Today the Russian American Nuclear Security Advisory Council delivered
the following letter to President Bush, President Putin, and each of the
delegations attending the IAEA General Conference, urging an expanded
set of efforts to increase international security over WMD materials,
technologies, and expertise.

Please contact us for further information or visit www.ransac.org.

Thank you for your interest.
RANSAC Washington DC Office

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Terrorism Letter final.doc"



 
 
 
September 19, 2001 
 
 
George W. Bush 
President of the United 
States 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania 
Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC  20500 
 
 

Vladimir V. Putin 
President of the Russian 
Federation 
The Kremlin 
Moscow, 103073 
Russian Federation 
 
 

Director General 
Mohamed El-Baradei 
and IAEA General 
Conference Delegates 
International Atomic 
Energy Agency 
P.O. Box 100 
Wagramer Strasse 5 
A-1400 Vienna, Austria 

 
Dear President Bush, President Putin, Dr. El-Baradei, and Delegates to the General 
Conference of the International Atomic Energy Agency: 
 
We are appalled by the terrorist attacks last week in New York and Washington D.C.  
Our sympathies are with the innocent victims and their families and friends.  But we are 
also extremely alarmed by this event.  There can now be little doubt that if such terrorists 
obtain weapons of mass destruction in the future they will use them.  It is imperative, 
therefore, that preventing terrorists from gaining access to the technologies and materials 
of weapons of mass destruction – including nuclear materials – be a high priority 
component of the new global battle against terrorism.  
 
Such an effort must ensure that all weapons-usable nuclear materials worldwide are 
secure and accounted for, to stringent standards.  The United States and Russia, as the 
holders of the largest stockpiles, bear a special responsibility to re-double their 
cooperation to secure and control nuclear warheads, materials, technology, and expertise.  
But in a world with knowledgeable and well-organized terrorist groups with global reach, 
inadequately secured nuclear material anywhere is a threat to all nations everywhere.  
Therefore, we call on all countries to increase their attention and financial and political 
support to these vital efforts as well. 
 
Unfortunately, over the past five years, many of the major U.S.-Russian cooperative 
nuclear security programs have slowed, and many activities have been under-funded or 
had their timelines unnecessarily extended into the future.  Bureaucratic disputes, 
disagreements on levels of access to facilities, and other political differences have eroded 
the vital U.S.-Russian nonproliferation partnership, hampering the implementation of 
many important international security programs.   
 
 
 



But recent events have underscored the urgency of this mission and the demand for 
accelerated action.  This will require increasing the pace and the scale of efforts to ensure 
that all warheads and potential bomb material are secure and accounted for, and that 
excess scientists and engineers with expertise relating to nuclear-weapons production 
receive effective conversion assistance.   
 
We call on Russia, the United States, and the other nations attending the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) General Conference this week in Vienna, to commit the 
resources necessary to achieve these goals in the shortest possible period of time.   
 
The United States, Russia, and the rest of the international community should move 
urgently to take the following steps: 
 
• Expand cooperative material protection, control, and accounting (MPC&A) 

activities in Russia.  The U.S.-Russian program is now entering its eighth year.  
However, by the end of 2001, security upgrades will have been completed on less 
than 40 percent of the over 600 metric tons of highly-enriched uranium (HEU) 
and plutonium in the former Soviet Union located outside Russia’s nuclear 
weapons stockpiles.  And completion of the upgrades is not expected before 2010.  
Expanded funding is necessary to speed the overall pace of the effort, consolidate 
the nuclear materials into fewer facilities, initiate performance testing of installed 
security systems under a variety of threat scenarios, and to ensure that the security 
systems are maintained and sustained.  The goal should be to ensure that all 
weapons-usable nuclear material is sustainably secured and accounted for as 
rapidly as technologically possible. 

 
• Expand international cooperative efforts to interdict illicit trafficking of nuclear 

and other WMD materials and technologies, including increasing intelligence 
assets focused on this threat and expanding the sharing of intelligence. 

 
• Expand international cooperative efforts to ensure high levels of security and 

accounting for nuclear material around the world – in particular doubling or 
tripling the budget of the IAEA’s International Physical Protection Advisory 
Service. 

 
• Move forward rapidly to place all plutonium and HEU no longer required for 

military purposes under IAEA verification, including reaching agreement rapidly 
on the specific arrangements and necessary resources. 

 
• Accelerate efforts to reduce stockpiles of potentially vulnerable nuclear material, 

including accelerating the blend-down of excess highly-enriched uranium, and 
expediting the disposition of excess weapons plutonium. The U.S. and Russia 
have declared their joint intention to dispose of 68 metric tons of this plutonium 
but the disposition program has stalled over cost concerns and other issues.  We 



urge the international community to provide the resources and leadership 
necessary to move quickly to reduce global stockpiles of excess plutonium. 

 
• Undertake data exchanges among IAEA members on national nuclear material 

stockpiles, which would be updated regularly. 
 
• Greatly increase help to Russia in downsizing its nuclear weapons complex and 

converting excess weapons workers to civilian work or helping them retire.  
While the United States has significantly reduced its nuclear weapons complex, 
Russia still maintains an enormous and unstable complex that has changed little 
since the end of the Cold War.  Russia has stated that it wants to downsize this 
complex, but greater and more effective international support is necessary for 
alternative employment for the thousands of workers that will be displaced. 

 
It is our sincere hope that the recent tragedy will galvanize accelerated and effective 
international action in these areas in the coming months and years.  The inadequate 
funding and bureaucratic, administrative, and political disagreements that have slowed 
nuclear security cooperation in recent years seem petty in comparison to the devastating 
loss of life last week.  We call on Russia, the United States, and the international 
community to renew their efforts to keep weapons of mass destruction from falling into 
the wrong hands. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Matthew Bunn 
Assistant Director 
Science, Technology, and Public Policy 
Program 
Harvard University 
Former Advisor to White House Office 
of Science and Technology Policy 
 

Kenneth N. Luongo 
Executive Director 
Russian American Nuclear Security 
Advisory Council (RANSAC) 
Former Director, Office of Arms Control 
and Nonproliferation, U.S. Department 
of Energy 

 
 
 

Frank N. von Hippel 
Professor of Public and International Affairs 
Princeton University 
Former Assistant Director for National Security, White 
House Office of Science and Technology Policy 
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To:  To: "David Culp" <david@fcnl.org>,         "'James K. Wyerman'" <jwyerman@2020vision.org>,         "'Jim 
Bridgman'" <jcbridgman@earthlink.net>,         "'Trisha Christopher'" <trishachr@earthlink.net>,         "'Jim Matlack'" 
<jmatlack@erols.com>,         "'Darryl Fagin'" <thedon@adaction.com>,         "'Daryl Kimball'" 
<dkimball@armscontrol.org>,         "'Ira Shorr'" <irashorr@hotmail.com>,         "'Esther Pank'" 
<prgrm@backfromthebrink.net>,         "'Christine Kucia'" <ckucia@basicint.org>,         "'Ian Davis'" 
<idavis@basicint.org>,         "'Chris Lindborg'" <clindborg@basicint.org>,         "'Don Kraus'" <dkraus@cunr.org>, 
"'Carl Nyberg'" <cnyberg@cunr.org>,         "'Theresa Hitchens'" <thitchens@cdi.org>,         "'Marcus Corbin'" 
<mcorbin@cdi.org>,         "'Chris Hellman'" <chellman@cdi.org>,         "'Alane Kochems'" 
<kochems@csbaonline.org>,         "'Stacie Robinson'" <srobinson@clw.org>,         "'Victoria Samson'" 
<vsamson@clw.org>,         "'Todd Stubbendieck'" <tstubbendieck@clw.org>,         "'Dan Koslofsky'" <dan@clw.org>, 
"'John Isaacs'" <jdi@clw.org>,         "'Tom Hughes'" <thughes@clw.org>, "'Erik Floden'" <efloden@clw.org>,         
"'Jenefer Ellingston'" <jellingston@erols.com>,         "'Bob Sherman'" <rsherman@fas.org>, "'Michael Levi'" 
<mlevi@fas.org>,         "'Alistair Millar'" <amillar@fourthfreedom.org>,         "'Brian Alexander'" 
<balexander@fourthfreedom.org>,         "Kathy Guthrie" <kathy@fcnl.org>, "Ned Stowe" <ned@fcnl.org>,         "Joe 
Volk" <joe@fcnl.org>, "Jessica Braider" <jessicab@fcnl.org>,         "Catherine Stratton Treadway" 
<catherine@fcnl.org>,         "Lydia Milnes" <lydia@fcnl.org>,         "'Robert C. Vandivier'" <bobvan@erols.com>,         
"'Matt Stembridge'" <matt.stembridge@wdc.greenpeace.org>,         "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>,         
"'Heather Nolen'" <heathern@ncccusa.org>,         "'Lisa Hixon'" <lhixon@networklobby.org>,         "'Anne Curtis'" 
<acurtis@networklobby.org>,         "'Jason Forrester'" <jason@vi.org>, "'Brian Finlay'" <brian@vi.org>,         "'Tracy 
Moavero'" <tmoavero@peace-action.org>,         "'Kimberly Roberts'" <kroberts@psr.org>,         "'Martin Butcher'" 
<mbutcher@psr.org>,         "'Jaya Tiwari'" <jtiwari@psr.org>,         "'Anne Gallivan'" <agallivan@psr.org>,         
"'Adam Hughes'" <intern@psr.org>,         "'Adrien Stern'" <psrintern6@psr.org>,         "'Alise Frye'" 
<alise@taxpayer.net>,         "'Laura Kriv'" <laura@techrocks.org>,         "'Religious Action Center'" 
<RAC@UAHC.org>,         "'Stephen Young'" <syoung@ucsusa.org>,         "'Janet Horman'" <jhorman@umc-
gbcs.org>,         "'Veterans for Peace'" <vfp@igc.org>,         "'Cedar Dvorin'" <cedar1950@cs.com>,         "'Kimberly 
Robson'" <wand@wand.org>,         "'Carlean Ponder'" <nuclear@wand.org>,         "'Gillian Gilhool'" 
<ggilhool@ix.netcom.com>,         "'Chuck Woolery'" <chuck@wfa.org>,         "'Heather B. Hamilton'" 
<hbhamilton@wfa.org>,         "'Greg Speeter'" <greg@natprior.org>,         "'Peter Davies'" <PJDavies@aol.com>,         
"'Gina Coplon-Newfield'" <GinaC-N@phrusa.org>,         "'Michelle Ciarrocca'" <CiarrM01@newschool.edu>,         
"'Frida Berrigan'" <BerrigaF@newschool.edu>,         "'William Hartung'" <hartung@newschool.edu>,         "Lora 
Lumpe" <llumpe@mindspring.com>, <ircalb@swcp.com>,         <ipsps@igc.apc.org>, <kmartin@peace-action.org> 
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Terrorism and fiscal material
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Terrorism Letter final.doc;
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Attached is a letter from RANSAC to Presidents Bush and Putin and the director general of the IAEA about the need 
for stepped up effort to make all fissile material securer.  I believe that this is some the Monday Lobby community 
should work on and press for full funding and implementation of such efforts.  Perhaps this can be part of the 
Thursday discussion.

Howard
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To: eregehr@ploughshares.ca
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: An agenda for fissile material control
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: A:\10919.02.doc;
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Ernie,

I am sending you as a Word attachment a letter to Presidents Bush and Putin and IAEA Director General Mohamed 
El-Baradei on what steps are needed to protect fissile material and nuclear weapons from falling into the hands of 
terrorists.  It comes from three American experts.  It provides backup for the proposed letter from global religious 
leaders that I sent you yesterday.   It's an agenda that we need to support.

If you can't download the attachment, let me know and I'll send the letter as e-mail text.

Shalom,
Howard



Dear friends: 
 
As noted at Monday Lobby, everything has changed in terms of our work.  This document 
is an initial listing of some options for ways to help people deal with their grief and 
trauma through positive actions--actions that might help change the discourse and 
decrease war fervor.  By and large, this draft focuses on individual and grassroots 
strategies.  Several people at Monday Lobby pointed out that members of Congress need 
political cover before they can express dissent.  In our assessment, fostering more voices 
in the local, regional, and national discourse will create that political cover. 
 
We are hoping that some priorities for action can be culled from this list, and from other 
ideas that you bring with you to the meeting on Thursday.  This document should be read 
ahead of time.  It is not our expectation that it would be discussed in full at Thursday’s 
meeting. 
 
Thank you for the work you do. 
 
Lora Lumpe and Sandy Ionno Butcher 

 
 
 

DRAFT * DRAFT * DRAFT 
 

Responding to September 11 
What People and Groups Can Do 

 
 
Keep the Victims in Our Hearts 
 
• An effective strategy must continually emphasize a feeling of unity with people 

across the country and around the world who are rightly shocked, angered, saddened, 
and scared by the events of September 11.  So many thousands of people—in this 
country and in others—have been directly affected by this tragedy. It is important to 
respect their period of mourning.    

 
What can be done: 
 
• Ask people in the community who have experience with grief counseling to help form 

appropriate messages that do not offend or jar people who have had a direct 
experience of grief.  Ask these people to help us find ways to draft language that will 
help national and legislative leaders frame their messages in ways that stress 
patriotism [or that stress the humanity, without reference to a national government] 
without calling for war or vengeance or senseless bloodshed. 

• Provide concrete information to members on ways to help the victims.   



• Provide suggestions for activities members can undertake to help maintain civil 
liberties and civil rights in this country and human rights abroad (e.g., cosponsoring 
events with Arab-American community members, etc.).  

• Take out ads in local papers, similar to those in the national papers, expressing unity 
with those who are experiencing direct loss, while also urging non-violent responses. 

• Organize vigils of support in front of Arab-American, Middle Eastern, South Asian 
and Islamic stores, schools, places of worship, etc.   Show solidarity with these 
communities. 

• Other suggestions? 
 
 
Promote Alternative Perspectives and Response Options 
 
• There is a great deal that individuals and groups can do to help change the dialogue 

from a call for vengeance to a call for justice.  These range from dinner conversations 
with friends to full-blown national and international campaigns.  Most critically, we 
need to give people factual information to counter some of the misperceptions and 
narrow thinking, in terms of responses.   

 
Media 
 
• A campaign on network coverage.  Most Americans are getting their information 

from network news coverage – this was especially true during the early days.  The 
majority of the broadcasters and commentators were/are extremely hawkish and 
sensational. Having gotten the full attention of the public, few of the news outlets 
sought to try to provide any contextual information about American foreign policy 
and perceptions abroad of it.  As part of this effort, compile and disseminate a list of 
very capable commentators from several different communities:  academic peace 
community; leaders from the Muslim community; retired military people and former 
national leaders who advocate restraint; leaders of national organizations; regional 
experts; student leaders; etc.  Forward lists to national news media—especially the 
TV networks—with a cover letter, perhaps signed by several high-level people, 
raising concerns about the lack of diversity of viewpoints getting on air.  As part of 
this effort we could send this letter and list to media critics writing for newspapers. 
We could also encourage people to write to the ombudsman of their paper about 
coverage.   

• Reach out to popular magazines:  Examples include Parade Mag (Colin Greer at 
New World Foundation); People; what else do people read?? 

• Draft and disseminate PSAs to grassroots for play on local radio stations. 
• Compile local speakers lists and provide to local media, schools, religious groups, 

etc. 
• Write letters to the editor; encourage everyone you know to do so. 
• Write op-eds; distribute helpful guidelines and encourage everyone you know to do 

so. 
• Letter writing campaigns can be encouraged for any media and web sites that do not 

provide balanced coverage. 



• Hollywood may be able to play a prominent role—ex. Martin Sheen?  Kaycee Kasem 
(progressive of Arab descent); try to get someone on Oprah or Rosie O’Donnell to 
talk about Afghanistan. 

• Concerts or other events for grieving, healing, hoping.  Opera, hip hop…   
• Ad with very senior signers can be placed in the NY Times or the Post.  (What are 

the Nobel Peace Laureates doing?) 
• Use and encourage others to use accessible/big pay off media:  Encourage call in 

to C-Span Radio open phones; lots and lots of people listen.  Send email 
questions/comments to CNN email show 4-5 pm daily; they take these questions on 
the air.  Work to get story(ies) on NPR Morning Edition (has 10 million listeners 
across the country).   

 
Provide Solid Information 
 
Form an emergency clearinghouse to commission, collate and disseminate useful 
information and analysis.  These email bursts should be brief, well organized and well 
labeled to make clear their contents.  They should be layered to link to relevant source 
information on the web.   
 
• Fact sheets are desperately needed on the following types of topics: 
 

Congressional and Federal Action 
• War Powers Act—what rights did the recent resolution convey to the 

President? 
• Emergency spending that has just been passed -- what lee-way is there to 

influence where/how that money is spent? 
• What is the federal government able to do in times of emergency? 
• What are protected civil liberties? 
• What legislative changes are likely to happen (example, lifting CIA and 

assassination restrictions)? 
• Other? 

 
Terrorism 
• What is the real danger of other forms of terrorism, including using WMD? 
• How hard is it to find the perpetrators?   
• What can people do to protect themselves?  (Including some suggestions from 

psychologists on how to deal with these fears?) 
• Where can people go to get information on this? 
• Other? 

 
Causes of the Conflict 
• What are the root causes of anti-American feelings in various regions? 
• Increasing understanding of the Muslim religion. 
• Educating people about bin Laden’s past sponsorship by the USA and training 

of several of the suspected terrorists at US military schools in the USA. 



• State of Afghani life at the moment. 
• Putting this into a global perspective (gently). 
• Educating about regional instabilities. 
• Other? 

 
Possible Responses, Diplomatically and Militarily 
• Options under international law. 
• Bring bin Laden to justice:  bombing creates new recruits, killing him creates 

a martyr.   
• More information about coalitions forming. 
• NATO and Article V. 
• Dangers of a ground war. 
• Pakistan and India and how their nuclear arsenals may/may not factor into the 

tension in the region. 
• Israel and Palestine and how continued aggression may increase regional 

tension. 
• US missile defense plans in light of the Sept 11 events. 
• Other? 

 
International Reactions 
• How are people in other nations responding? 
• Highlight actions taken by Arab states, since this is not getting much media. 
• List web sites for media outlets in other countries, to encourage people to get 

different perspectives. 
• Draw attention to the fact that people from the UK, Germany, Australia, etc. 

also were victims on September 11 and that this grief is shared internationally. 
• List web sites for peace groups in other parts of the world. 
• Other? 

 
Speaking Tours 
 
• Groups can encourage leaders to go to college campuses, high schools, and civic and 

religious groups to speak about these topics. 
• Groups can organize “town halls” and regional meetings and bring national speakers 

to those events (including members of Congress).  Press coverage could result. 
• Other? 
 
Demonstrations and Vigils 
 
• Groups can promote alternative images for newscasts and promote unity among their 

members by organizing vigils and non-violent demonstrations. 
• Alternative anti-globalization demonstrations are already underway. Could we find a 

date for a coming together of people in grief and hope? 
• Alternative imagery could be provided to local groups:  example—pins or stickers 

with the American flag with a peace sign over it.     



• Organize email and letter campaigns.  IPS has circulated a sign on statement. Others. 
• A walk from the Pentagon to the WTC could be organized. 
• A weekly vigil could be called for in communities across the country? 
• Twinned cities could work on joint statements—this could help Americans get a 

better sense of sentiments in other countries and vice versa. 
• Flowers on the Potomac. 
• Bell ringing. 
• Nightly candles, not flags. 
• Nightly vigils of support outside of Arab-American, Middle Eastern, South Asian 

and/or Islamic institutions.   
• Other? 
 
Other Action 
 
• Groups can ask their board members to contact members of Congress. 
• Children can send drawings to offices of members of Congress. 
• Towns could be encouraged to rename a street Sept 11 Street or something, and each 

street could have a monument (i.e.—start giving people options for positive ways to 
channel local outrage) 

• Other? 
 
 
Work with Other Communities 
 
Due to the dynamic nature of the situation, it might be useful to explore setting up a 
regular meeting to exchange information and discuss events and plans.  This meeting 
could include broad-based groups from the disarmament, civil rights, human rights, civil 
liberties, and anti-war communities.  This type of meeting could help us reinforce each 
others’ agenda and to help seek positive alternatives and responses to emerging 
developments. 
 
• Anti-globalization/counter-capitalism 
• Human rights 
• Religious 
• Regional  
• International law 
• Environmental 
• Victims 
• Unions 
• Firefighters 
• Former military 
• Children’s advocacy groups 
• Students 
• Other? 
 



 
Prepare for the Next Phase 
 
Anticipate Possible Responses to Various Military Scenarios 
• Groups can work with those who have military expertise to try and anticipate likely 

military action and prepare to rapidly act to limit a further expansion. 
• Insist that leaders publicly disavow the possible use of WMD, as a way to set the 

international tone.  
• Be prepared to help civilians learn how to protect themselves against possible future 

attacks of the more typical kind (bombs in Metro, etc). 
• Other? 
 
Support Alternative Voices 
• In Congress, support Barbara Lee, from Oakland, the only member of Congress who 

voted against the war resolution.  Send letters of support to her and, more 
importantly, to newspapers in her area.  Phone your support to her office.   

• Prepare materials for conscientious objectors and materials to discourage people from 
signing up without thinking it through.  Make contact with the Central Committee on 
Conscientious Objectors. 

• Other? 
 
 
Specific Ideas for DC 
 
At the meeting on Thursday, we will obviously not be able to discuss all of the preceding 
ideas.  We should, however, agree on some next steps.  Ideas so far include: 
 
• Convene a regular meeting with a broad cross-section of groups from many different 

fields.   
• Seek to establish a clearinghouse. 

• Gather listservs, web sites, and other resources. 
• Prepare some sort of regular email that can provide people with links to 

relevant information. 
• Help to highlight information resources that are needed and encourage 

relevant people to work on them. 
• Etc. 

• Hold a teach-in for the arms control/disarmament groups (or combine with the one 
already scheduled for September 29). 

• Plan some sort of fundraiser or other activity to pull together the community and to 
provide some time for personal healing.  This may be a coffeehouse with music, an 
international soccer match or some such activity.  Proceeds could go to a victim 
support fund.   

• Other? 
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From: David Culp <david@fcnl.org>
To: 'Monday Lobby' <No_One@fcnl.org>
Subject: "Barbara Lee Speaks for Me, and Millions More" flyer
Date: Wed, 19 Sep 2001 18:33:36 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

To: Monday Lobby

Attached is a flyer (in PDF format) "Barbara Lee Speaks for Me, and Millions
More" produced by Ironworks Press in Berkeley, California
<http://home.igc.org/~inkworks/ppnindex.html>.

"Inkworks Press has ... made flyers of Barbara Lee's speech before congress
on 9/14 under the headline 'Barbara Lee Speaks for Me, and Millions More'.
These materials are available at Inkworks now, 2827 7th Street, Berkeley. We
request a donation if possible to defray expenses and to print more, but
it's not necessary. Our purpose is to get them into circulation. We will
reprint bulk orders at cost."

Please feel free to distribute this to interested persons.

David Culp, Legislative Representative
Friends Committee on National Legislation (Quakers)
245 Second Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C.  20002-5795
Tel: (202) 547-6000, ext. 146
Toll free: (800) 630-1330, ext. 146
Fax: (202) 547-6019
E-mail: david@fcnl.org
Web site: www.fcnl.org

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Barbara Lee Flyer.pdf"
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X-SMF-Message-ID: 850CDA3001EA470F
X-SMF-Hop-Count: 1
Date: Wed, 19 Sep 2001 16:59:00 -0400
Sender: Cindy Fenn <fenn@hicapitol.com>
From: Cindy Fenn <fenn@hicapitol.com>
To: "Howard W.Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
X-EXP32-SerialNo: 00105466
Subject: RE: Hallman reunion
X-Mailer: InterChange (Hydra) SMTP v3.61.01

I apoligize for the delay in getting back to you.  I was in Miami until 
September 10 and then the horrible events occured and things have been very 
hectic around the hotel and throughout our country.  I have answered all of 
your questions below, please let me know if there is anything else I can do 
for you.  Thank you.

Yes, negotiated rates apply.  The group rates apply to 3 days prior and 3 
days after the actual group dates on the contract.  Both the single room and 
the group cancellation policies apply.  If  you cancel the entire function 
within 60 days of your arrival date, that penalty applies.  The individual 
cancellation policy applies to one or two rooms being cancelled.  A podium 
and a microphone are $35 plus gratuity and tax and are not included in the 
set up fee.  Yes you can pay for your banquet charges with a credit card.

===== Original Message from mupj@INTERCHG (Howard W. Hallman) {mupj@igc.org} 
at 9/12/01 11:02 am
>Cindy,
>
>I didn't receive your group sales agreement until September 5.  I have
>shared it with some family members and have some clarifications to request.
> I tried unsuccessfully to reach you by phone.
>
>Under sleeping room requirements, you list the dates, rooms, and rates.
>Then it states: "Hotel room rates are not guaranteed for more than ten
>months prior to the arrival date, unless negotiated contract rates apply."
>Can we assume that the schedule represents "negotiated contract rates"?
>
>You indicated that the rates will apply three days before the event and
>three days after for family members arrive earlier or staying longer.
>Will you please put this in writing?
>
>Because family members will make their own reservation, I assume that the
>"single cancellation policy" applies, not "group cancellation"?  Is this
>correct?
>
>Function rooms:  Can you provide a podium with microphone for the dinner on
>June 26?  Can this  be included in the set up charge of $200?
>
>On banquet charges, payable five days in advance, may I pay by credit card?
> That would be preferred because I won't be collecting money from family
>members until they arrive.
>
>As soon as I have this clarification, I will sign and return the agreement.
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>
>Thanks for your attention,
>Howard

Cindy Fenn
Director of Sales
Holiday Inn Capitol
550 C Street SW
Washington, DC 20024
202-554-2780 x7159 Direct phone
202-488-4627 Sales fax
www.HolidayInnCapitol.com
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From: "Jay Penniman" <jfp@igc.org>
To: "Teya M. Penniman" <Teya@flex.com>, "T Dani Adams" <tdani@open.org>,
        "Sam Hall" <shall@willamette.edu>,
        "Ry Fakelastname" <stacy7777@hotmail.com>, <rstring@home.com>,
        "Rose Dick Lewis" <lewisrr@open.org>,
        "Rick Davis" <revrrdavis@aol.com>,
        "Renee Stringham" <drrenee@open.org>,
        "Penniman" <avpenniman@earthlink.net>,
        "Peggy Parsons" <peggyparsons@cs.com>, "Pat Hines" <phines@eoni.com>,
        "Millie Chennell" <oohay_ta@yahoo.com>,
        "Mike Kopetski" <mkopetski@dmggroup.com>,
        "Michael Carrigan" <opw@teleport.com>,
        "Mary Ann Baclawski" <backoh@home.com>,
        "Marilyn Bloch" <mbloch@web-ster.com>,
        "Marcia Bagnall" <bagnalls@open.org>, <lewr@chemeketa.edu>,
        "Keli Kree" <wholhlth@aol.com>, "Keith Kohan" <kohank@visto.com>,
        "Kathy Campbell Barton" <KentKathyB@earthlink.net>,
        "Kathryn Cramer" <cramer@transport.com>,
        "Julia Doermann" <julia.doermann@state.or.us>,
        "Jonathan Prescott" <jonpre@uswest.net>, "Jon Neff" <jonneff@who.net>,
        "Jim Conroy" <conroyarchila@hotmail.com>,
        "Jim Conley" <jconley@willamette.edu>,
        "Jerry Sharon Scott" <scottsj@home.com>,
        "Jeanne Marie McMenemy" <jeannemarie@walla2.com>, <JAS3800@aol.com>,
        "Janet Jump" <janetjump@qwest.net>,
        "Jacqueline Kinsey" <jakins@open.org>,
        "Ian Simpson" <psu18984@odin.pdx.edu>,
        "ian simpson" <ian_ronald_simpson@yahoo.com>,
        "Howard Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>,
        "Horace Mary Autenrieth" <autenrie@open.org>,
        "helen l park" <helenlpark@juno.com>, <hanrahan@pacifier.com>,
        "Greg & Earl" <trailden@hevanet.com>, <graff@pacifier.com>,
        "Euclid Bautista" <euclid_bautista@watsonwyatt.com>,
        "Eric Penniman" <ericpenniman@mindspring.com>,
        "Edgar Bourquin" <ejbbmasag@msn.com>,
        "Donna S Frazier" <frazierd@efn.org>, "Don Goldstein" <dg@methow.com>,
        "David Jean Burg" <burgfam@mindspring.com>,
        "dave prideaux" <dapx@juno.com>,
        "Claudia Burton" <cburton@willamette.edu>,
        "Chirs Cindy Stinson Chennell" <chrisc@viclink.com>,
        "Chaplain Charlie Wallace" <cwallace@willamette.edu>,
        "Carl" <jcarl@flex.com>, "bobfirst" <bobfirst@olywa.net>,
        "Blythe John" <merlin@viclink.com>, "Barry Laing" <blaing@uswest.net>,
        "Barbara Thygesen" <bthygesen@earthlink.net>,
        "Anthony Manousos" <FriendsBul@aol.com>,
        "Andy Donica Boeger Finley" <aboeger@linfield.edu>,
        "Alivia Biko" <aliviabiko@earthlink.net>
Subject: Fw: Edward Snyder and courage Award
Date: Wed, 19 Sep 2001 21:58:12 -0700
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700
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From: "Kathy Guthrie" <kathy@fcnl.org>

> Dear Friends,
> Joe has asked me to let you all know that since Rep. Barbara Lee was the
> only member of Congress to vote in opposition to the authorization for
> military force resolution last Friday, we have invited her to a reception
> honoring her next Tuesday.  We are inviting our colleagues from the arms
> control community to join us in this recognition.  Furthermore, we want to
> give her the Snyder award at Annual Meeting this year.
>
> I am enclosing a note we had from Stephen McNeil today about a reaction to
> Rep. Lee's stand in her home district.
> Kathy
> ****
> Please feel free to forward this to anyone who you think might be
> interested.
>
>
> Inkworks Press has created 2 window signs "Justice, not
> Vengeance/Let us not become the evil that we deplore" and "Hate
> Free Community/Stop Racist Attacks." We've also made flyers of
> Barbara Lee's speech before congress on 9/14 under the headline
> "Barbara Lee Speaks for Me, and Millions More".  These materials
> are available at Inkworks now, 2827 7th Street, Berkeley. We
> request a donation if possible to defray expenses and to print
> more, but it's not necessary. Our purpose is to get them into
> circulation. We will reprint bulk orders at cost.
>
> You will find the links to these flyers on the website below (in
> jpeg and pdf format).
>
> http://home.igc.org/~inkworks/ppnindex.html
>
>
> Kathy Guthrie
> Field Program Secretary
> Friends Committee on National Legislation
> 245 Second Street NE
> Washington, DC 20002
> 202-547-6000, ext. 144 (phone)
> 202-547-6019 (fax)
> 800-630-1330, ext. 144
> www.fcnl.org
>
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To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Levin introduces separate missile defense legislation
Cc: 
Bcc: icnd
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

To: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament

This memo explains what is happening to missile defense legislation in the Senate.  The ABM language is shifted to a 
separate bill to be considered later.   The revised defense authorization bill still contains the cut of $1.3 billion for 
missile defense.  Senator Warner may try to restore this amount and could be joined by some Democrats.  But maybe 
not.  Because this bill may come up soon, even today, there is not much we can do.  However, we should be prepared 
to build support for the ABM restriction when it comes up.

In the House negotiations are underway for a reduction in missile defense funding, but not as much as Rep. Skelton 
and Rep. Pratt have advocated.  Like in the Senate the effort is intended to avoid a floor fight in this period when 
national unity is sought.

Stay tuned.

Howard

###

>From: John Isaacs <jdi@clw.org>
>Subject: Levin introduces separate missile defense legislation
>
>Last evening, Sen. Carl Levin (D-MI) introduced  as a separate bill (s 
>1439) the controversial provision in the Defense Authorization bill on 
>missile defense.
>
>He stated:  "I strongly believe that the missile defense provisions took an 
>appropriate step on an issue of national importance . . . In my view, 
>however, this is the wrong time for divisive debate on issues of national 
>defense. We cannot let issues like this pull us apart and undermine our 
>common sense of national purpose in fighting terrorism. "
>
>The provision, adopted 13 - 12 in the Senate Armed Services Committee, 
>would require  the President to come back to Congress to seek approval for 
>any spending on missile defense tests that would violate the 1972 
>Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty.
>
>There are continuing disagreements on the level of funding for missile 
>defense.  The Senate Armed Services Committee approved $7 billion; the 
>House Armed Services Committee approved $8.2 billion (the President 
>requested $8.3 billion).
>
>The House may take up the Defense Authorization bill today, September 
>20.  The Senate may take up the bill tomorrow.
>
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>The full text of Sen. Levin's statement follows (the text of the bill is 
>not yet available):
>
>Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I hope that the Senate will soon begin 
>consideration of the National Defense Authorization Act  for Fiscal Year 
>2002. This bill would authorize $343.5 billion for national defense 
>programs, the full amount requested by the administration, including the 
>$18.4 billion requested by the President in his amended budget request.
>
>    The bill would also address a number of important priorities identified 
>by the Armed Services Committee, adding significant funding for military 
>compensation and quality of life, the readiness and transformation of the 
>military services, and the capability of our armed forces to meet 
>nontraditional threats, including terrorism. In light of recent events, we 
>will obviously do more, as we already have, with the enactment of the $40 
>billion emergency supplemental appropriation bill last week. However, these 
>are no ordinary times, and the debate on this bill will be no ordinary 
>debate. Debate on a bill like this is an inherent part of our democracy, 
>and while our democratic institutions are stronger than any terrorist 
>attack, in one regard we operate differently in times of national 
>emergency. We strive to set aside our differences, and ask decent people 
>everywhere to join forces with us to seek out and to defeat the common 
>enemy of the civilized world.
>
>    For this reason, I am today introducing two new bills. The first bill 
>is identical to S. 1416, as reported by the Senate Armed Services Committee 
>in every respect but onethe removal of legislative language dealing with 
>missile defense. The second bill, which would be deferred for debate at a 
>later and more appropriate time, would include the missile defense language.
>
>    I strongly believe that the missile defense provisions took an 
>appropriate step on an issue of national importance, and I was disappointed 
>that this single area of disagreement led the Republican Members of our 
>committee to vote against this bill that is so important to our national 
>security.
>
>    In my view, however, this is the wrong time for divisive debate on 
>issues of national defense. We cannot let issues like this pull us apart 
>and undermine our common sense of national purpose in fighting terrorism. 
>Rather, we should leave this debate to a later time and link arms against 
>our attackers.
>
>    When we take up the defense authorization act, I hope that my 
>colleagues will join me in putting controversial issues aside and help us 
>move forward together to pass this bill promptly and indicate our strong 
>and unified support for the national defense with a minimum of divisive 
>debate.
>
>John Isaacs
>Council for a Livable World
>110 Maryland Avenue, NE - Room 409
>Washington, D.C. 20002
>(202) 543-4100 x.131
>www.clw.org
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>
>
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Date: Wed, 19 Sep 2001 07:47:08 -0500
From: brenda hardt <bbhardt@mail.esc4.com>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.75 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: Adrienne Fong <afong@jps.net>, Ann Freeman Price <ANNFPRICE@aol.com>,
   Annanelle Hardt <ann.hardt@asu.edu>, Annie Heart <aheart1000@cs.com>,
   Carol Green <jimvert@worldnet.att.net>, Carol Walker <carolCwalker@aol.com>,
   Carol Windrum <cawindrum@yahoo.com>,
   Dick Heacock <akimpact@mosquitonet.com>, Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.org>,
   Irene Irving <imipj@totalnetnh.net>, Irene Pierce <icpierce@msn.com>,
   Jim Winkler <jwinkler@umc-gbcs.org>, Jan Sanders <jansan@airmail.net>,
   Joe Smith <kenttumc@ffni.com>, Joyce Georgieff <jgeorgieff@earthlink.net>,
   Kathy Campbell-Barton <kentkathyb@earthlink.net>,
   Larry Coleman <chapLarry@aol.com>, LeMerle Milsom <milsomhart@hotmail.com>,
   linda Burson <ljburson@yahoo.com>, Linda Sabin <LSabin1313@aol.com>,
   Marianne Bird <revmmbird@aol.com>, Mark Harrison <mharrison@umc-gbcs.org>,
   Mary Larson <mlarson@telfords.com>, Marylynn & James Bell <paxmlb@juno.com>,
   Rich Aronson <pwjp@juno.com>, Schuyler Rhodes <srhodes@igc.org>,
   Susan Smalley <hsmalley@alaska.net>,
   Liz Yeats <lizyeats@txconfchurches.org>,
   Thalia Matherson <scjmat@mindspring.com>,
   Wanda Holcombe <wholcomb@umcswtx.org>, John Ed Francis <jefrancis@juno.com>,
   Ann Cass <annwcass@aol.com>, John Stoner <jkstoner@ptd.net>,
   George Ricker <gmricker@onr.com>, gwen Drake <dallasmc@open.org>,
   Dalila Criz <dcruz1114@aol.com>, John Soper <jbsoper1@msn.com>,
   Martha Rogers <rogers33@swbell.net>, Jim Behrens <revjim@pa.net>,
   Sharon Wilson <sharontwilson@hotmail.com>, Andy Fowler <andina@tstar.net>,
   Karen Dial <karendial@yahoo.com>, David Burris <davybur@aol.com>,
   Maggie Rogers <drmaggielynn@hotmail.com>,
   Elaine Weidemann <emsmann@chorus.net>, Doris Akers <dakers@ptsi.net>,
   Judy Newton <mayjudy2@aol.com>, Robin Ringler <ringwink@earthlink.net>,
   Sandra Yerton <sandyy@tds.net>, Marget Sikes <kidsmom@ocsonline.com>,
   Sarah Reynolds West <srdpeace@yahoo.com>, Ron Bogart <jrbogart@hotmail.com>,
   Gail Arnold <desmetucc-umc@juno.com>, Ingrid Bloom <ibloom@visi.com>,
   Michael Irvine <umchurch@mo-net.com>, Jane Gerber <jmg1516@aol.com>,
   Janet Horman <jhorman@umc-gbcs.org>,
   "John Walters(PwJ)" <PeaceAndJustice@webtv.net>,
   "Keith Andrew Hwang(Rev.)" <kahwang@earthlink.net>
Subject: Postcard Campaign started in NY Annual Conference

<x-html><!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en">
<html>
I just got word from the wife of one of our District Superintendants about
this initiative of our fellow Methodists in New York.&nbsp; Pass it on
quickly.
<br>I think calling messages like thisto the White house is fastest.
<br>White House: 202-456-1111 Comment LIne
<br>Capitol Switchboard: 202-224-3121
<p>At a service of rememberance and healing,
<br>&nbsp;the New York Conference made available postcards already printed
and
<br>addressed to fellow United Methodists, President Bush and New York
Sen.
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<br>Hillary Clinton.&nbsp; Those in attendance were asked to sign the cards,
which
<br>would then be mailed by the Conference.
<p>The wording would need to be slightly altered, of course, but the basic
<br>message is very well written, I think.&nbsp; The cards read as follows:
<p>A<b>s New Yorkers, we appreciate the support we have felt from you and
your</b>
<br><b>administration in this moment of crisis.</b><b></b>
<p><b>As fellow United Methodists, we ask that any response by our nation
be</b>
<br><b>consistent with the goal of long-term peace, safety and justice.</b><b></b>
<p><b>Our Book of Resolutions states that we "oppose the use of indiscriminate</b>
<br><b>military force to combat terrorism."</b><b></b>
<p><b>We have lost family, friends and co-workers, innocent people.&nbsp;
What a tragedy it would be if this horrible event should give rise to acts
of retaliation which claimed the lives of innocent people in other nations.</b><b></b>
<p>Yours in Christ,
<br>&nbsp;
<br>&nbsp;</html>
</x-html>



User-Agent: Microsoft-Outlook-Express-Macintosh-Edition/5.02.2022 
Date: Wed, 19 Sep 2001 06:14:58 -0700 
Subject: Advent Booklet ORDER FORM 
From: Kent/Kathy Barton kentkathyb@earthlink.net 
To: Jaydee Hanson <JHanson@umc-gbcs.org>, Howard Heiner <heiner@jeffnet.org>, 
   Helen Ober <wdumc@juno.com>, Vermont Hills UMC <vermonthills@juno.com>, 
   Wanda Holcombe PwJ <wholcomb@umcswtx.org>, 
   "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>,  
   Jason Lee United Methodist Church <jlumc@open.org>,  
   Jim Burch <jimburch@sprintmail.com> 
 
 
 
 
 

ORDER YOU PEACE WITH JUSTICE ADVENT BOOKLETS NOW 
 
 

 
The title of this year's Peace with Justice Advent Booklet is "One Child at a Time."  Clergy and 
Laity from our conference and other faith-based organizations that focus on children will 
contribute personal meditations and action pieces.  The Bishop's Task Force on Children & 
Poverty is once again using the Advent booklet as a tool to provide suggestions and resources to 
local churches to respond to the children and poverty in their own communities. 
 
Proceeds from the booklet will provide scholarships to the annual Peace & Justice Family Camp. 
 
The booklets are $1.50 each and checks should be made out to the Conference Treasurer.  Orders 
need to placed no later than November 1, 2001.  Submit ORDERS to the UNITED 
METHODIST Conference Office at 1505 SW 18th, Portland, OR  97201. 
 
 
 
NAME: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
CHURCH: ________________________________________________________ 
 
MAILING ADDRESS: _________________________________________________ 
 
STATE & ZIP:_____________________________________________________ 
 
NUMBER OF COPIES ORDERED: _______________________________________ 
 

mailto:kentkathyb@earthlink.net


 
 

(PEASE REMEMBER TO ENCLOSE YOUR CHECK TO: 
CONFERENCE TREASURER.) 
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X-SMF-Message-ID: 850CDA3001EA470F
X-SMF-Hop-Count: 1
Date: Wed, 19 Sep 2001 16:59:00 -0400
Sender: Cindy Fenn <fenn@hicapitol.com>
From: Cindy Fenn <fenn@hicapitol.com>
To: "Howard W.Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
X-EXP32-SerialNo: 00105466
Subject: RE: Hallman reunion
X-Mailer: InterChange (Hydra) SMTP v3.61.01

I apoligize for the delay in getting back to you.  I was in Miami until 
September 10 and then the horrible events occured and things have been very 
hectic around the hotel and throughout our country.  I have answered all of 
your questions below, please let me know if there is anything else I can do 
for you.  Thank you.

Yes, negotiated rates apply.  The group rates apply to 3 days prior and 3 
days after the actual group dates on the contract.  Both the single room and 
the group cancellation policies apply.  If  you cancel the entire function 
within 60 days of your arrival date, that penalty applies.  The individual 
cancellation policy applies to one or two rooms being cancelled.  A podium 
and a microphone are $35 plus gratuity and tax and are not included in the 
set up fee.  Yes you can pay for your banquet charges with a credit card.

===== Original Message from mupj@INTERCHG (Howard W. Hallman) {mupj@igc.org} 
at 9/12/01 11:02 am
>Cindy,
>
>I didn't receive your group sales agreement until September 5.  I have
>shared it with some family members and have some clarifications to request.
> I tried unsuccessfully to reach you by phone.
>
>Under sleeping room requirements, you list the dates, rooms, and rates.
>Then it states: "Hotel room rates are not guaranteed for more than ten
>months prior to the arrival date, unless negotiated contract rates apply."
>Can we assume that the schedule represents "negotiated contract rates"?
>
>You indicated that the rates will apply three days before the event and
>three days after for family members arrive earlier or staying longer.
>Will you please put this in writing?
>
>Because family members will make their own reservation, I assume that the
>"single cancellation policy" applies, not "group cancellation"?  Is this
>correct?
>
>Function rooms:  Can you provide a podium with microphone for the dinner on
>June 26?  Can this  be included in the set up charge of $200?
>
>On banquet charges, payable five days in advance, may I pay by credit card?
> That would be preferred because I won't be collecting money from family
>members until they arrive.
>
>As soon as I have this clarification, I will sign and return the agreement.
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>
>Thanks for your attention,
>Howard

Cindy Fenn
Director of Sales
Holiday Inn Capitol
550 C Street SW
Washington, DC 20024
202-554-2780 x7159 Direct phone
202-488-4627 Sales fax
www.HolidayInnCapitol.com



X-Sender: lisa.l@pop.mindspring.com 
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 5.0.2 
Date: Thu, 20 Sep 2001 13:49:32 -0500 
To: ieer@ieer.org 
From: Lisa Ledwidge / IEER <ieer@ieer.org> 
Subject: IEER Reflections on September 11, 2001 
 
At http://www.ieer.org you will find a link to "Reflections on September 11, 2001" by Arjun 
Makhijani, along with other recent postings to IEER's web site.  The piece is also pasted below, 
but I encourage you to go to the web version, which contains links to some of the referenced 
items. Apologies for double postings. 
Lisa Ledwidge, IEER 

---------------------------------------- 
 

Reflections on September 11, 2001 
by Arjun Makhijani  
20 September 2001 

 

             Through violence you may murder a murderer, but you can't murder murder. 
             Through violence you may murder a liar, but you can't establish truth. 
             Through violence you may murder a hater, but you can't murder hate. 
             Darkness cannot put out darkness. Only light can do that.... 
                         -- Martin Luther King, Jr.  
 
             An eye for an eye only ends up making the whole world blind. 
             Satyagraha is a process of educating public opinion, such that it covers all the elements 
of the society and makes itself irresistible.  
             Satyagraha is a relentless search for truth and a determination to search truth.  
             Satyagraha is an attribute of the spirit within.  
             Satyagraha has been designed as an effective substitute for violence. 
                          -- Mahatma Gandhi 
 
 
             The destruction of the World Trade Center towers and a part of the Pentagon on 
September 11, 2001, was more than an attack 
             on the symbols of financial and military power of the United States. It was more than 
what the media have called an "Attack on 
             America." It was mass murder of people from around the world. The flames of fear and 
sorrow and tears spread rapidly across 
             the oceans and north and south across the Americas that day. U.S. as well as 
international phone lines to New York and 
             Washington were jammed. People from more than fifty countries were among those who 
perished along with thousands of 
             Americans. No goal, however lofty, can justify the murder of innocent people. 
 
             People from around the world are grieving and share the immense sadness of the 

http://www.ieer.org/


families and friends of the victims of the 
             tragedies. The staff of the Institute for Energy and Environmental Research (IEER) 
grieves with them. I have written this message 
             and these suggestions for resistance to violence and terror and militarism at the instance 
of and on behalf of the entire IEER staff.  
 
             The September 11 events of global terror cry out for and deserve a global response to 
help make the world as secure as we can 
             from the threat of mass destruction. This was not the first or the most devastating event 
of mass destruction. As is well known, air 
             warfare was created in the twentieth century as an instrument of state terror to entirely 
neutralize or destroy "vital centers" - that is, 
             cities, thereby obliterating the difference between combatants and non-combatants in 
war. (A brief history of air warfare doctrine 
             is posted on IEER's website.) Nuclear weapons extended the terror of conventional 
explosive bombing and fire bombing to a new 
             dimension. But September 11, 2001 has nonetheless created a dreadful watershed in 
world history. The preponderance of 
             evidence indicates that a non-state party, a terrorist network, has now used civilian 
aircraft as weapons of mass destruction to kill 
             thousands. 
 
             The possibility that terrorists may create destruction on a vast scale has until now been 
postulated in studies and hinted at by many 
             actual acts of terrorism such as the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing of the Alfred P. 
Murrah Federal Building, the 1993 bombing of 
             the World Trade Center, and the 1995 chemical attack on a Tokyo subway. But the 
enormous scale and coordination of the 
             assault, the choice of targets, the years of preparation, and the results of the September 
11, 2001 attack mean that what was once 
             largely hypothetical has moved into the column of grim reality. 
 
             The risk of continued terrorist attack remains, according to the U.S. government. 
Retributive violence would add to the risks of 
             continued terrorism, and it may also add to the risk of escalation to the use of nuclear, 
chemical, or biological weapons by a 
             terrorist group. We do not know if some non-state groups already have nuclear materials. 
And we do not know how much they 
             might have, if they do. Specifically, instability and conflict in Pakistan, a nuclear-armed 
state, over cooperation with U.S. military 
             actions might have unpredictable consequences.  
 
             It is imperative that we try to persuade the U.S. government against a policy of violence 
and for a process that will lead to capture 
             of the suspects and a trial. Moreover, if eradication of terrorism is the overall goal, a trial 
of the suspected plotters and financiers 



             would reveal more about how terror networks are organized and maintained than a 
violent elimination of the suspects. The 
             Nuremberg trials not only brought many of the perpetrators of the Holocaust to justice 
but also revealed great detail about how it 
             was organized and implemented. They also led to important advances in international 
law. A trial in relation to the September 11 
             attacks would also show the world the best side of the traditions of the United States: the 
struggle for the rule of law and justice 
             that motivated the American constitution, which has inspired not only generations of 
Americans but also freedom fighters 
             worldwide. 
 
             But we need more than a trial. We need a process will lead to a progressive diminution 
of the conflicts and hatreds that lead up to 
             acts of terror and indiscriminate killing. It is widely recognized that they are rooted in 
the terrible injustices and inequities that 
             characterize our world. Reducing violence requires a reduction in militarism and 
repression by states and a systematic reduction of 
             the great inequities in the world, so that people can have hope instead of despair. One 
analysis and discussion of the world 
             economic and military structure as a kind of global apartheid (with some important 
differences) can be found in a July 9, 2001 
             article in The Nation by Salih Booker and William Minter. Another can be found in my 
book, From Global Capitalism to 
             Economic Justice, (Apex Press, 1992, reprinted in 1996), along with a discussion of 
possible approaches to reduce global 
             inequity and violence. 
 
             Given the level, scale and geographical spread of inequity, injustice, and anger in the 
world, it is likely that violent retribution by the 
             United States would lead to global disunity and more conflict. It would increase the 
likelihood of more terrorist attacks, possibly 
             more devastating ones. Such a prospect would be made more likely if U.S. retribution 
produces large-scale civilian casualties. 
 
             Oil is and has been, through much of the twentieth century, one of the central aspects to 
the violent tangle of Middle Eastern, 
             Central Asian, U.S., and world politics. The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor came after 
the U.S. imposed an oil embargo to 
             prevent Japan from getting access to and eventual control of Indonesian oil, which 
belonged neither to Japan, nor to the United 
             States, nor to the Dutch colonialists who then ruled Indonesia. As another example, the 
CIA-supported overthrow of an elected 
             government in Iran in 1953 (in reaction to nationalization of the Iranian oil industry) and 
its replacement by the Shah of Iran led to 
             two and a half decades of repression in which substantial dissent was only possible in the 



mosques. The process was central to the 
             dynamic that led up to the 1979 Islamic revolution in Iran. For an excellent history of oil 
politics, see Daniel Yergin, The Prize: 
             The Epic Quest for Oil, Money and Power, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1991). For 
a fine, recent analysis of Central 
             Asian oil resources and U.S. policy see Michael Klare, Resource Wars: The New 
Landscape of Global Conflict, (New York: 
             Metropolitan Books, 2001). 
 
             Much U.S. policy in the Middle East makes for alliances with undemocratic regimes, 
including the one in Saudi Arabia, where, as 
             in Afghanistan, no freedom of religion is allowed. That the Saudi Islamic government 
has allowed the stationing of U.S. troops in 
             Saudi Arabia, which has the two places most sacred to Muslims as well as the largest oil 
reserves in the world, has been in the 
             center of the anger of some Islamic militants of the region. (See for instance a TV 
interview with Osama bin Laden partly 
             conducted by ABC news correspondent John Miller in 1998. See also Mary Ann 
Weaver's article on Osama bin Laden in the 
             New Yorker and John K. Cooley, Unholy Wars: Afghanistan, America and International 
Terrorism, Second Edition, 
             (London, Pluto Press, 2000).) And as is increasingly recognized, those angry militants 
largely come from the phase of U.S. policy 
             that funded and trained them in the 1980s to oust the Soviet military from Afghanistan. 
Later, the Taliban was partly funded by 
             Saudi Arabia until the 1998 bombings of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. 
(For a brief history of the Taliban, see 
             Ahmed Rashid, "The Taliban: Exporting Extremism," Foreign Affairs, 
November/December 1999, pp. 22-35). 
 
             If retribution and violence are the wrong answers, how can the people of the world work 
together to pursue justice and increased 
             security? Active, non-violent resistance to evil that goes to the root of the problem in a 
manner that everyone could participate 
             was the hallmark of the Gandhian struggle for India's independence, known as 
Satyagraha, as it was of the U.S. civil rights 
             movement, and the anti-apartheid struggle in South Africa. Making salt, making cloth, 
and desegregating lunch counters and buses 
             were everyday acts that mobilized millions. 
 
             The Gandhian struggle in India had a part of its inspiration in U.S. history - in the acts of 
Henry David Thoreau in the 
             mid-nineteenth century to resist an unjust war and slavery. The civil rights struggle led 
by Martin Luther King, inspired in part by 
             Gandhi's example, was non-violent resistance to injustice returning to the United States. 
This rich history can perhaps provide us 



             with the inspiration we need in these grim and sad days to find ways to resist the 
violence both from weapons of mass destruction 
             but also from injustice and exploitation that has come to characterize global society. 
More than five hundred million children 
             have died needless deaths from starvation, lack of clean water, and lack of elementary 
medical care since World War II. 
             At the same time, the wealthiest 400 people control more wealth than the poorest two 
billion. Maintenance of such inequalities 
             requires a vast and global repressive machinery that has led to many valiant struggles for 
justice, but also bred hopelessness, 
             anger, and hate. 
 
             October 2 is Gandhi's birthday. Perhaps it can be a day when we can all reflect on what 
we might do individually, in our 
             communities, and on a global scale to resist militarism and violence, whether it comes 
from non-state groups or from states and to 
             help create security, peace and justice.  
 
             For instance, one way in which those of us who live in the West and consume more than 
our fair share of fossil fuels can resist the 
             cynical and militarist politics of oil be to reduce our petroleum consumption as much as 
we can. A 25 percent reduction in oil 
             consumption in the wealthy countries would amount to about 10 million barrels a day - 
more than the production of Saudi Arabia, 
             which is the world's largest oil exporter. That could change the face of oil politics. While 
we cannot completely eliminate the use of 
             oil in short and medium term - it would cause immense economic dislocation and 
suffering - significant voluntary reduction of oil 
             consumption as well as sensible policies to that same end could help create a direction of 
greater equity, security, and 
             environmental sanity. The soldiers who may be sent to fight in the desert sands, or those 
who are already there, with oil as a prime 
             objective, would breathe easier too. (For an analysis of the proposed Bush administration 
energy policy and for IEER's energy 
             policy recommendations see Science for Democratic Action, vol. 9 number 4, August 
2001) 
 
             Another idea that has been put forth is to send food to the villages of Afghanistan instead 
of bombs. That act of love might create 
             cooperation from the heart that may increase the chance that there will be a trial instead 
of cycles of escalating violence. The 
             official rhetoric in Washington makes it seem unlikely that the U.S. government would, 
at this stage, take actions friendly to the 
             people of Afghanistan - indeed it is in the contrary direction. 
 
             How people to people diplomacy might be conducted around the world to create a 



direction of peace at time when the talk of 
             war is so loud is a major challenge, to say the least. But Nelson Mandela, the African 
National Congress, and the people of South 
             Africa joined by people all over the world used Gandhi as an inspiration to get rid of 
apartheid in South Africa. We now need a 
             bigger struggle that taps into the same roots to get rid of global apartheid. 
 
             It will take the cooperation of organizations and people of goodwill around the world to 
rise to the challenge. We might begin this 
             October 2 by gathering in our communities to remember those who died in a common 
global disaster and to ponder what we 
             might do together across national boundaries that would honor the global nature of the 
tragedy and prevent its repetition. At 
             meetings around the world on that date, we might gather to consider the questions of 
justice and of finding a path away from 
             global apartheid, global violence and militarism, whether by states or terrorist groups, 
and towards global democracy, justice, 
             equity, and friendship.  
 
 

Lisa Ledwidge 
Outreach Coordinator and Editor, Science for Democratic Action 
Institute for Energy and Environmental Research (IEER) 
2104 Stevens Ave. South |  Minneapolis, MN 55404  USA 
phone:  (612) 879-7517  |  fax:  (612) 879-7518 
ieer@ieer.org  |  http://www.ieer.org  

http://www.ieer.org/
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Date: Thu, 20 Sep 2001 20:10:07 -0400
From: "Robert C. Vandivier" <bobvan@erols.com>
Reply-To: bobvan@erols.com
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.61 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Correction

Howard - I have huge respect for what you do with that group.  I'm formerly a
Methodist, and attended Meth. seminary (Boston U.), but was ordained by
Congregational Ch and am now UCC.  You accept such as members?
    - Van (Robert Vandivier)

"Howard W. Hallman" wrote:

> In my subject line of my previous messague I meant "fissile" not "fiscal".
> But it is a fiscal issue, too.
>
> Howard
> Howard W. Hallman, Chair
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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To: bblair@cdi.org, irashorr@hotmail.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: De-alerting and terrorism
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Bruce and Ira,

If we think about what the terrorists groups might attempt next, we can worry about their acquisition and use of 
weapons of mass destruction.   High on the list would be biological and chemical weapons, which are relatively easy to 
obtain, manufacture, bring to the United States surreptitiously, and use.  Next would be the acquisition of fissile 
material for production of a nuclear explosive devise and acquisition of existing nuclear weapons, especially tactical; 
they could be smuggled in.  Then comes the possibility of terrorists gaining control of a launching vehicle for long-
range nuclear missiles; maybe remote, but possible.

I don't know what to do about biological and chemical weapons.

On what to do about fissile material, the folks at RANSAC have laid out an agenda in a letter to Presidents Bush and 
Putin and IAEA Director General El-Baradei.   I would like to see this translated into a legislative package and a push 
for funding in this era when the U.S. Treasury is being unlocked for anti-terrorism measures.

The danger of terrorists taking control of long-range missile strengthens the argument for de-alerting and standing 
down these weapons.  Therefore, I'm wondering if you would put forth a practical agenda of steps to take and financial 
costs to carry them out.   You've done this before, but I would like to it restated as an anti-terrorist measure.

I'm sure that many religious organizations would get behind a push for increased funding for fissile material control 
and de-alerting if you experts in the field would articulate an agenda.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Shalom,
Howard
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X-Originating-IP: [63.44.248.96]
From: "Ira Shorr" <irashorr@hotmail.com>
To: mupj@igc.org
Subject: Re: De-alerting and terrorism
Date: Fri, 21 Sep 2001 12:28:52 -0400
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 21 Sep 2001 16:28:52.0496 (UTC) FILETIME=[802E6900:01C142BA]

I'll do some digging and let you know-

Ira

>From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
>To: bblair@cdi.org, irashorr@hotmail.com
>Subject: De-alerting and terrorism
>Date: Fri, 21 Sep 2001 11:48:28 -0400
>
>Dear Bruce and Ira,
>
>If we think about what the terrorists groups might attempt next, we can
>worry about their acquisition and use of weapons of mass destruction.
>High on the list would be biological and chemical weapons, which are
>relatively easy to obtain, manufacture, bring to the United States
>surreptitiously, and use.  Next would be the acquisition of fissile
>material for production of a nuclear explosive devise and acquisition of
>existing nuclear weapons, especially tactical; they could be smuggled in.
>Then comes the possibility of terrorists gaining control of a launching
>vehicle for long-range nuclear missiles; maybe remote, but possible.
>
>I don't know what to do about biological and chemical weapons.
>
>On what to do about fissile material, the folks at RANSAC have laid out an
>agenda in a letter to Presidents Bush and Putin and IAEA Director General
>El-Baradei.   I would like to see this translated into a legislative
>package and a push for funding in this era when the U.S. Treasury is being
>unlocked for anti-terrorism measures.
>
>The danger of terrorists taking control of long-range missile strengthens
>the argument for de-alerting and standing down these weapons.  Therefore,
>I'm wondering if you would put forth a practical agenda of steps to take
>and financial costs to carry them out.   You've done this before, but I
>would like to it restated as an anti-terrorist measure.
>
>I'm sure that many religious organizations would get behind a push for
>increased funding for fissile material control and de-alerting if you
>experts in the field would articulate an agenda.
>
>I look forward to hearing from you.
>
>Shalom,
>Howard
>
>
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>Howard W. Hallman, Chair
>Methodists United for Peace with Justice
>1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
>Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
>Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
>laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
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X-Sender: rahulm@mail.utexas.edu
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 5.0.2
Date: Fri, 21 Sep 2001 15:52:30 -0500
To: rahulm@mail.utexas.edu
From: Rahul Mahajan <rahulm@mail.utexas.edu>
Subject: America's Unlimited War -- Please Forward

America's Unlimited War

Published on Friday, September 21, 2001
www.commondreams.org/views01/0921-07.htm

by Rahul Mahajan and Robert Jensen

For more than a week everyone has been saying that our world changed on 
Sept. 11.

In fact, it was on Sept. 20 that the world changed, the day that George W. 
Bush spoke to the nation and announced the American jihad

"Every nation in every region now has a decision to make," he said. "Either 
you are with us, or you are with the terrorists." Independent policy, 
middle ground -- it appears these are concepts of the old world.

The Taliban, he said, must "hand over every terrorist and every person in 
their support structure." Punishment only for the guilty -- another 
irrelevant concept. What is a support structure? That's a question for 
those who don't understand the new war.

"They will hand over the terrorists or they will share in their fate." 
Collective punishment is part of the new world order.

Bush has said repeatedly this isn't about a clash of religions. But, he 
told us, "Freedom and fear, justice and cruelty, have always been at war, 
and we know that God is not neutral between them."

God has signed on with us, and so difficult questions need not be asked. We 
need have no qualms about a campaign to -- in the words of the secretary of 
defense -- "drain the swamp," borrowing on an old counterinsurgency term 
that translates into killing civilians to deprive targeted groups of their 
"cover."

The goal of this new campaign is "Infinite Justice." The Pentagon has 
retracted that name, with its overtones of Christian fundamentalism, in 
deference to the sentiments of Muslims. But it cannot retract the uneasy 
feeling the phrase leaves us with, for the Pentagon planners are not 
speaking of justice spread infinitely throughout the world.

Instead, it is "justice" ad infinitum -- to the end. The war of the 21st 
century begins now.

It is justice by the sword. It ends in victory not peace, and Bush has made 
it clear that the sword will be unsheathed for a long time to come.
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It did not have to be this way. Even after the provocation of such a brutal 
and inhuman attack, the United States could have chosen the path of sanity. 
Bush could have said that 56 years of a national security state has done 
nothing to assure our security and has only endangered us.

He could have said that America's course of unilateralism, military 
aggression, and economic domination must be rethought.

He could have said that support for Israel's occupation of Palestine and 
for the brutal economic siege of Iraq should be rethought.

He could have said at least that there was no need to exacerbate risks at a 
time of great tension, that there was no need of a rash insistence that our 
demands "are not open to negotiation or discussion." He need not have 
threatened to use "every necessary weapon of war."

We stand at a juncture in history, a moment in which our course can be 
changed. We need political leaders who can see what a disaster past 
policies have been. We need people with vision, who can imagine what a just 
world would look like.

As Democrats and Republicans in Congress all showered with praise Bush's 
call for an unlimited war with unending enemies, never before has it been 
so clear that the existing political leadership of this country is bankrupt

No one from any part of the political spectrum -- left, right, or center -- 
or any walk of life -- rich, poor, or middle class -- can any longer afford 
the illusion that being a good citizen means supporting the status quo.

Bush wanted to galvanize a nation, and in a strange way he might have. As 
we watch leaders callously leverage the suffering of Americans into carte 
blanche for their jihad, we see how the world has changed for the worse.

There is nothing to do but face that reality -- not cynically in despair, 
but realistically with hope and the understanding that we can change it for 
the better. In the spontaneous demonstrations of resistance that have 
sprung up the past few days, we may be seeing the seeds of that change. 
Ordinary Americans are beginning to see that we are connected more to 
Afghan peasants, in our shared vulnerability, than to any of the people 
with the fingers on the triggers -- the terrorists or the man in the White 
House.

Radical change is not only possible, it has begun.

Rahul Mahajan serves on the National Board of Peace Action. Robert Jensen 
is a professor of journalism at the University of Texas. Both are members 
of the Nowar Collective (www.nowarcollective.com). They can be reached at 
rahulm@mail.utexas.edu
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To: MorrisCT@aol.com 
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Books for Zimbabwe
Cc: twarner@bwcumc.org 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Friends,

I notice that you are shipping books to Zimbabwe.  Last year my church, Bethesda UMC in Bethesda, MD sent a 
container to Africa University.  Since then a couple of members have mentioned that they have some up-to-date books 
on computer and some medical books to donate.  Do you have room in your container for such books, which would go 
to the library at Africa University?  If so, please let me know.

Thanks,
Howard Hallman

301 897-3668
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Date: Sat, 22 Sep 2001 07:04:21 EDT
From: MorrisCT@aol.com
Subject: Re: Books for Zimbabwe
To: <mupj@igc.org>
X-Mailer: Unknown (No Version)

Howard, 
 I believe we will have room.  How many do you want to send? You will need to get them to us by early October 
Morris and Ann Taber, 2856 Renfrew, Ann Arbor, MI  48105. Would using the postal system's Mbag approach at a 
dollar a pound work better?   We are on a "vacation" study trip to China and Central Asia at the moment and am 
answering from Almaty, Kazakhstan.
   Ann will be home on September 29.  Annt63@aol.com
  Morris
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X-Sender: johnburroughs@mail.lcnp.org
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.0.1 
Date: Sat, 22 Sep 2001 11:15:22 -0400
To: abolition-caucus@yahoogroups.com,abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
From: John Burroughs <johnburroughs@lcnp.org>
Subject: (abolition-usa) War: Metaphor into Reality
Sender: owner-abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com

An article by Peter Weiss re response to September 11, "War: Metaphor into
Reality", is available at
http://lcnp.org/disarmament/metaphor%20into%20reality.htm

Also available are the texts of Security Council and General Assembly
resolutions re September 11, with previously posted explanatory comments,
at http://lcnp.org/global/unresolutions%20resept11.htm

                        John Burroughs, Executive Director 
                        Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear Policy 
                        211 E. 43d St., Suite 1204 
                        New York, New York 10017 USA 
                        tel: +1 212 818 1861 fax: 818 1857 
                        e-mail: johnburroughs@lcnp.org
                        website: www.lcnp.org 
                        Part of the Abolition 2000 Global 
                        Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons 

-
 To unsubscribe to abolition-usa, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"
 with "unsubscribe abolition-usa" in the body of the message.
 For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send
 "help" to the same address.  Do not use quotes in your message.
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X-Sender: jbjerke@pop.pressenter.com
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.6 (32)
Date: Sat, 22 Sep 2001 12:59:23 -0500
To: mupj@igc.org
From: bjerkes <jbjerke@pressenter.com>
Subject: A question

Hi,

How do I receive email alerts, information, etc.?

Also, is this part of the UMC Peace and Justice Network?

Thanks!

Jim Bjerke
River Falls, WI
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To: rutledge@indiana.edu
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Dallas meeting
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Phil,

I want to verify that you would like me to be a participant in the Dallas meeting.  I can get a good fare on United 
Airlines with which I have a voucher from a previous fare adjustment.  It has to be used by September 29 in booking a 
flight, so I want to do ahead.

Since I'm retired and don't have an organization to pay my way, I would appreciate assistance from NAPA if possible.

It looks like it will be a great meeting.

With regards,
Howard
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To: rutledge@indiana.edu
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Dallas meeting
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Phil,

I want to verify that you would like me to be a participant in the Dallas meeting.  I can get a good fare on United 
Airlines with which I have a voucher from a previous fare adjustment.  It has to be used by September 29 in booking a 
flight, so I want to do ahead.

Since I'm retired and don't have an organization to pay my way, I would appreciate assistance from NAPA if possible.

It looks like it will be a great meeting.

With regards,
Howard
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From: "Ernie Regehr" <eregehr@ploughshares.ca>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: A proposed letter to Presidents Bush and Putin
Date: Sun, 23 Sep 2001 20:07:02 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0)
Importance: Normal
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Hi Howard,
Many thanks for your note and the attachments. I'm away from the office just
now, but will have a look at the materials when I manage to get back and get
some time. It's a great initiative. cheers, Ernie

Ernie Regehr
Director
Project Ploughshares
Institute for Peace and Conflict Studies
Conrad Grebel College
University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G6
Canada
Tel: 519-888-6541 x263
Fax: 519-885-0806
E-mail: eregehr@ploughshares.ca
Web: http://www.ploughshares.ca

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2001 3:55 PM
To: eregehr@ploughshares.ca
Subject: A proposed letter to Presidents Bush and Putin

Dear Ernie,

Greetings!  For several weeks I have been wondering whether world religious
leaders should address President Bush and President Putin on the need for
the total elimination of nuclear weapons.   The terrorist attacks on New
York and Washington heighten this need.  First, nuclear weapons didn't
deter the terrorists, and cannot.  Second, the attacks highlight the grave
risk of nuclear material falling into the hands of terrorists for
"suitcase" bombs and low-tech delivery methods.

Therefore, I have drafted the letter presented below and sent separately as
a Word attachment.  Do you think such a letter would be useful?  What
changes would you suggest in my draft?  What would you think of the
following plan to get it widely signed and presented?  You are the first
person I've written to.  I would like your advice before going further
because you are experienced in such undertakings.

(1) Send the draft letter and implementation plan to Bob Edgar, Dwain Epps,
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Paul Lansu, and someone at the Conference of European Churches.   Ask for
their comments on the draft letter and plan.  Ask whether Edgar, Konrad
Reiser, head of Pax Christi International, head of Conference of European
Churches would be initial signers.

(2) With this start get a few more initial signers: from Africa, Asia,
Latin America; Jew, Muslim, Orthodox Christian, Buddhist, Hindu.  Try the
Holy See, though this seems improbable.

(3) Then circulate the letter for more signers: heads of communion,
ecumenical bodies, prominent religious leaders.  In USA develop a second
list of prelates from around the country for use in presentation to
President Bush.

(4) Delivery to White House and Kremlin (or Russian Embassy at UN, in
Washington, or Geneva).  See a meeting with the respective presidents or
their representatives.

(5) Release at a news conference, such as in Washington or Geneva.

(6) If a representative of the Holy See won't sign the letter, ask for a
separate, parallel statement, such as from the Pontifical Council for
Justice and Peace or from Archbishop Martino at the UN.  In the United
States we would do likewise with the National Conference of Catholic
Bishops.

What do you think of this idea?

With best regards,
Howard

###

Draft letter written by
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
mupj@igc.org

The Honorable George W. Bush
President of the United States
The White House
Washington, D.C. USA

The Honorable Vladimir Putin
President of the Russian Federation
The Kremlin
Moscow, Russia

Dear Mr. Presidents:

As religious leaders from many parts of the globe, we write to you out of
our concern for the peoples of planet Earth.  We appeal to you to carry out
a new quality of leadership to protect humankind from nuclear destruction.
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The terrorist attacks on Washington and New York and previous terrorist
attacks in Moscow have signaled a new era in the quest for global security.
 Undeterred by the world's largest nuclear arsenals, they have planted
bombs, hijacked and crashed commercial airliners.  If they could, they
would probably acquire and explode nuclear weapons.  There may be some
alien states that would do likewise.

There is a twofold solution for which your leadership is essential.  First,
all existing nuclear weapons and their delivery vehicles must be totally
secure from misuse and every gram of fissile material must be absolutely
secure from falling into the wrong hands.  Second, all peoples on Earth
must be secure from nuclear attack by any of the current possessors of
nuclear weapons and by any party that might acquire them.  This can be best
achieved by the total elimination of all nuclear weapons and stringent
control over all fissile material.

This is definitely within the national interest of the United States and
Russia because nuclear weapons have no legitimate place in the 21st
century.  They have not deterred numerous regional wars during the past
fifty years, and clearly they do not deter terrorists.  They have no
utility in combat as your predecessors discovered in wars in Korea,
Vietnam, Afghanistan, and other locales.  Furthermore, as numerous
religious bodies have declared, the use and threatened use of nuclear
weapons is morally wrong.

In a quiet moment think about this.  Consider the hundreds of thousands of
innocent victims who would die and be maimed and the environmental
destruction that would occur if nuclear weapons were used.  As you do, you
will almost certainly conclude in your heart-of-hearts that you will never
authorize the use of nuclear weapons.

So why keep them?  What remains is the Cold War doctrine of using nuclear
weapons to deter other nuclear weapons through the doctrine of mutually
assured destruction (MAD).   Simple logic and application of common sense
tells us that if the United States, Russia, and all other possessors would
get rid of their nuclear arsenals, there would be nothing to deter.   This
leads inextricably to the conclusion that the wisest course would be the
total elimination of all nuclear weapons.   This would provide mutual
security from nuclear attack by another nuclear-weapon state.  When
combined with strict control of fissile material, it would prevent
terrorist groups from acquiring and using nuclear weapons.

President Bush and President Putin, the starting point for a truly modern,
21st century strategic framework would be a joint declaration, "We do not
need nuclear weapons any more.  Therefore, we will work together for their
total elimination."  Together you can then get heads of other
nuclear-weapon states to join you in "an unequivocal undertaking to
accomplish the total elimination of nuclear arsenals."

Once you start with this premise the steps fall easily into place.   They
include:
· Take all missiles off hair-trigger alert and carry out other measures to
stand down the nuclear arsenal.  This would eliminate the danger of launch
by accident or by a rebel group.
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· Fully implement START II and make further cuts in the strategic arsenals
by treaty, executive agreement, or unilateral initiatives.  Dismantle all
delivery vehicles and warheads as they come out of service.  Bring other
nuclear-weapon states into this process.
· Continue the moratorium on nuclear weapon test explosions and ratify and
implement the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
· Negotiate a multilateral treaty banning the production of fissile
material and carry out vigorous measures to safeguard existing fissile
material.
· Institute strict international controls on missile technology.
· Carry out these steps with complete openness and adequate verification.
· Negotiate and implement a Nuclear Weapons Convention that outlaws nuclear
weapons with effective international inspection and verification.

Where does missile defense fit into this scheme of things?  First, missile
defense against current possessors of nuclear weapons becomes moot as
existing arsenals are eliminated.  Second, missile defense against future
adversaries will not be needed if vigorous nuclear non-proliferation
measures are carried out, including strict international control over
fissile material and missile technology.  Prevention of alien states and
terrorists groups from acquiring fissile material for "suitcase" bombs will
do far more to promote security from nuclear attack than the unproven,
vastly costly, and probably technologically infeasible missile defense
schemes.

Therefore, Mr. Presidents, we implore you to cast aside outdated Cold War
thinking and lead us in a truly 21st century approach to the total
elimination of nuclear weapons.

With best regards,

Religious leaders from around the world.

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.



From: PVmsmagic@aol.com 
Date: Mon, 24 Sep 2001 09:55:54 EDT 
Subject: Re: "EarthLink Invoice #52847813, Please Read" 
To: mupj@igc.org 
X-Mailer: AOL 6.0 for Windows US sub 10539 
 
 
I will wait for the telephone bill and write two checks.  
 
Foundry's Peace Mission intends to join voices urging careful response to the atrocities 
that will reflect our (presumed) values rather than the terrorists'.  
 
Jim wrote a thoughtful piece.  
 
Phil 



Date: Mon, 24 Sep 2001 09:57:22 -0400 (EDT) 
To: nuclearcalendar@lists.his.com 
Subject: Nuclear Calendar 
From: "FCNL Nuclear Calendar" <owner-nuclearcalendar@fcnl.org> 
X-Mailer: Html Mime Mail Class 
Sender: owner-nuclearcalendar@fcnl.org 
Reply-To: nuclearcalendar@fcnl.org 
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Nuclear Calendar  

 
Sept. 24 10 am, Defense Department Comptroller Dov 

Zakheim, "The Price of Security: The Bush 
Administration's Case for Increasing Defense 
Spending," Heritage Foundation. Broadcast on 
the Heritage web site. 

Sept. 24 11:10 am, Canadian Prime Minister Jean 
Chrétien meets with President Bush, Washington 

Sept. 24 2:30 pm, Senate floor action continues on the 
defense authorization bill, S. 1438. Broadcast 
on C-SPAN 2. 

Sept. 24 3 pm, Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, 
hearing on the Justice Department's 
counterterrorism proposal, 216 Hart. Broadcast 
on CapitolHearings.org. 

Sept. 24 3:30 pm, Senate Foreign Relation Committee, 
hearing on the nominations of John Wolf to be 
Assistant Secretary of State for Non-
proliferation; Kenneth Brill to be the 
Representative to the International Atomic 
Energy Agency; and other nominations, 
419 Dirksen. Broadcast on CapitolHearings.org. 

Sept. 24 5 pm, House Rules Committee meets to adopt a 
second rule for the defense authorization 
bill, H.R. 2586 (possible) 

Week of 
Sept. 24 

Senate floor action on the foreign operations 
appropriations bill, H.R. 2506 (estimate) 

Week of 
Sept. 24 

House-Senate conference committee on the 
energy and water appropriations bill, H.R.2311 
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(estimate) 
Sept. 25 10 am, House International Relations 

Committee, hearing on U.S. policy in the fight 
against international terrorism originating in 
South Asia, 2172 Rayburn. Broadcast on 
the Committee web site. 

Sept. 25 10 am, Senate Armed Services Committee, 
hearing on the nominations of Gen. Peter Pace to 
be Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; and 
Adm. James Ellis to be Commander in Chief, 
U.S. Strategic Command, 216 Hart. Broadcast 
on CapitolHearings.org. 

Sept. 25 Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi 
meets with President Bush, Washington 

Sept. 25 Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee and 
Pakistan President Gen. Pervez Musharraf meet, 
New York 

Sept. 25-
26 

House floor action to complete the defense 
authorization bill, H.R. 2586. Broadcast on C-
SPAN. 

Sept. 25-
28 

International Nuclear Materials Policy Forum, 
Exchange/Monitor Publications, Washington 

Sept. 26 10 am, House Government Reform 
Subcommittee on National Security, Veterans 
Affairs and International Relations, hearing on 
combating terrorism: selected challenges and 
related recommendations, 2203 Rayburn 

Sept. 26 3:30 pm, Ivan Eland, "Putting 'Defense' Back 
into U.S. Defense Policy: Rethinking U.S. 
Security in the Post-Cold War World," Cato 
Institute. Broadcast on the Cato web site. 

Sept. 26-
27 

NATO defense ministers meeting, Brussels, 
Belgium 

Sept. 27 Tenth anniversary of President Bush's 
announcement of unilateral cuts in the nuclear 
arsenal 

Sept. 27-
28 

House and Senate recess for Yom Kippur 

Sept. 30 Defense Department submits the Quadrennial 
Defense Review to Congress (10 USC Sec. 118) 
(may be delayed) 

Oct. 1 Federal budget year begins 
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Oct. 1 U.S. Panel to Assess the Reliability, Safety, and 
Security of the United States Nuclear Stockpile 
submits its annual report to Congress (42 USC 
Sec. 2121 note) 

Oct. 1-3 U.N. General Assembly debate on terrorism, 
New York 
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From: "Cropsey, Marvin" <Mcropsey@umpublishing.org>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Article for Mature Years
Date: Mon, 24 Sep 2001 09:23:40 -0500
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

Hi, Howard. I like this article. I would like to make it a little trimmer --
say, 1500-1600 words. 

Forgive me, please, for not hopping on this immediately. I like to observe
the seasons in Mature Years magazine, so the timing of this article is not
real good. I think the spring issue would be appropriate, when people can be
thinking of getting involved for the spring or summer sports. Do you mind if
I wait that long?

Do you have any pictures of your team in action? I can always find pictures
from the stock photo companies, but I like Mature Years to have a little
more authenticity. Obviously, I do not need photos immediately. 

Marvin Cropsey

        -----Original Message-----
        From:   Howard W. Hallman [SMTP:mupj@igc.org]
        Sent:   Thursday, August 16, 2001 11:21 AM
        To:     Cropsey, Marvin
        Subject:        Article for Mature Years

        Dear Marvin:

        I am submitting for your consideration an article for Mature Years
entitled
        "You're Never Too Old for Sports".  It is based upon my experience
as a
        senior softball player, starting after I turned 70.  It is
transmitted as a
        Word attachment.

        I have a set of photographs of senior softball players in action,
which I
        will mail to you along with signed permission to use from those
photographed.

        If you have any questions about my article, you can respond by
e-mail or
        call me at 301 897-3668.

        With best regards,
        Howard << File: Mature Years story.doc >>  << File: ATT01743.txt >> 
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From: "Cropsey, Marvin" <Mcropsey@umpublishing.org>
To: "Carlee L. Hallman (E-mail)" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Howard's Photos
Date: Mon, 24 Sep 2001 11:41:15 -0500
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

Amazing! The photos just arrived and they are very good. We will have no
problems finding enough for the article. Thank you. And thank you for the
signed model releases.

Marvin
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To: "Cropsey, Marvin" <Mcropsey@umpublishing.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Article for Mature Years
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <F304CCB28099FC4885E81A32064DB5A6371FE0@tweety.umpublishing.org>
References: 

At 09:23 AM 9/24/01 -0500, you wrote:
>Hi, Howard. I like this article. I would like to make it a little trimmer --
>say, 1500-1600 words.... 

Marvin,

Am I right that you want me to do the trimming?  I'm willing to.

I received your later message that the photos arrived.  I will have a couple of more of me that I'll send as soon as I get 
them developed.

With best regards,
Howard
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From: "Andrews, Anthony P." <ANTHONY.P.ANDREWS@saic.com>
To: 'Kerri Wright Platais' <kiki@wizard.net>,
    Dwight Smith <dosmith6@juno.com>,
    Tony Andrews <andrewsa@saic.com>,
    Pat Beverly <beverly@erols.com>,
    Jerry Muys <jcm@duncanallen.com>,
    Jeanne North <jfnorth@aol.com>,
    Ron and Holly Foster <holronfost@aol.com>,
    Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.org>,
    Jo Allen <frankjoall@aol.com>,
    Gene Vincent <gene.vincent@starpower.net>
Subject: Minutes of the BUMC Outreach Committee of 12 Sep 01
Date: Mon, 24 Sep 2001 11:04:22 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

Minutes of the BUMC Outreach Committee of 12 Sep 01

Howard chaired the meeting, with Sue Wells, Pat Beverly, Tony Andrews, and
Gene Vincent in attendance.  Seven agenda items were addressed.
 
1.  Minutes of the previous meetings.  No items for correction were noted.
 
2.  Budget for 2002.  A rough operating budget for 2002 was developed based
largely upon the current line items.  The total is $15,000, as compared with
$12,000 for 2001.  Significant items were the addition of a line for
Methodists United for Peace with Justice, at $500, and a doubling of the
line item for Africa University from $400 to $800 as a placeholder for
projects with Africa this year.  (Note:  Whoever has a soft copy of the
budget, please send it to me and I will mark it up to show the proposed
budget.  Howard, Sue, and I have handwritten copies.)
 
3.  Wheaton Volunteer Rescue Squad request.  The consensus of those present
was that the request, which was for financial backing of a "cultural
festival" that had as one objective promoting pedestrian safety, was
somewhat afield from the Committee's goals, and no money was allocated.
 
4.  The poverty forum to be hosted by the Committee held 23 October was
discussed at length.  The principal outcome was that members were needed to
make follow-up calls to the invitees (Howard, Tony, and Pat agreed, with
others not present to be asked), and to serve as greeters / facilitators (to
arrive at 6:30 p.m.; various names mentioned but no list developed).
Speakers at the forum are to be asked to summarize their material in
"talking points" to assist the facilitators.  (Note:  the term "guidelines"
was also used in the discussion more or less synonymously with "talking
points".  I have not attended the earlier meetings on the forum, but it
might be useful to publish a set of guidelines on what is to be discussed in
order to focus the roundtable discussions.)
 
It was suggested that the follow-up calls should be made during the first
week in October.  Haven North is coordinating the event, and is to work on
arrangements for the above.
 
5.  Alternative Gift Catalog.  Howard's idea to develop a catalog of
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charitable donations that one might give in the name of someone, in lieu of
a gift to that person, was discussed and a sample of such a catalog was
passed around.  The examples included both service and financial
alternatives, and were generally connected closely with the church.  It was
decided to float the idea with the church council, and on approval call for
submissions from all church committees.  The submissions would describe the
purpose to which the gift would be put, and define several levels and types
of giving.  A form and examples would presumably be provided by Outreach for
use in submission of catalog entries.
 
6.  "How You Can Help" handout.  Howard provided a sample of an outline of
upcoming efforts and special collections printed on a half-sheet of paper,
intended to be posted on a refrigerator, to keep opportunities for giving
visible to the congregation.  Howard mentioned the small take, for example,
in the collection plate for the last communion offering, and suggested that
many may not know what the collection is for.  The communion offering
provides funds used at the Pastor's discretion to aid those in the community
that come to the church seeking help.  This would be succinctly described on
the "handout", for example with the explanation that the communion
collection was for "the slush fund", although that particular suggestion was
not favored by the consensus, which settled on "Pastor's discretionary fund"
instead.  It was unclear what action was to follow, but perhaps those who
produce the bulletin might be approached with the idea.
 
7.  Other.  Sue Wells is organizing the Rummage Sale to benefit refugees
that has been led by Jo Allen for some years.  It is to be held Saturday, 6
Oct with items to sell being collected as of 30 September.  Staff help for
the sale will be asked via a sign-up sheet circulated in Sunday School
classes.  There was some discussion about how Jo's work might continue,
since we are unaware of anyone (but God and Jo) who knows the particulars of
those she was serving.  Sue is to investigate several potential leads in
this regard.
 
The meeting was adjourned with the general reminder to inform the many
members not present of the tasks associated with these upcoming events.
 
R/S,
Tony Andrews
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From: David Culp <david@fcnl.org>
To: 'Monday Lobby' <No_One@fcnl.org>
Subject: Rep. Barbara Lee:  Why I opposed the resolution to authorize forc
        e
Date: Mon, 24 Sep 2001 11:36:28 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

WHY I OPPOSED THE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE FORCE

by Rep. Barbara Lee

San Francisco Chronicle
Sunday, September 23, 2001

URL:
<http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2001/09/2
3/ED228685.DTL>

On Sept. 11, terrorists attacked the United States in an unprecedented and
brutal manner, killing thousands of innocent people, including the
passengers and crews of four aircraft.

Like everyone throughout our country, I am repulsed and angered by these
attacks and believe all appropriate steps must be taken to bring the
perpetrators to justice.

We must prevent any future such attacks. That is the highest obligation of
our federal, state and local governments. On this, we are united as a
nation. Any nation, group or individual that fails to comprehend this or
believes that we will tolerate such illegal and uncivilized attacks is
grossly mistaken.

Last week, filled with grief and sorrow for those killed and injured and
with anger at those who had done this, I confronted the solemn
responsibility of voting to authorize the nation to go to war. Some believe
this resolution was only symbolic, designed to show national resolve. But I
could not ignore that it provided explicit authority, under the War Powers
Resolution and the Constitution, to go to war.

It was a blank check to the president to attack anyone involved in the Sept.
11 events -- anywhere, in any country, without regard to our nation's
long-term foreign policy, economic and national security interests, and
without time limit. In granting these overly broad powers, the Congress
failed its responsibility to understand the dimensions of its declaration. I
could not support such a grant of war-making authority to the president; I
believe it would put more innocent lives at risk.

The president has the constitutional authority to protect the nation from
further attack and he has mobilized the armed forces to do just that. The
Congress should have waited for the facts to be presented and then acted
with fuller knowledge of the consequences of our action.
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I have heard from thousands of my constituents in the wake of this vote.
Many -- a majority -- have counseled restraint and caution, demanding that
we ascertain the facts and ensure that violence does not beget violence.
They understand the boundless consequences of proceeding hastily to war, and
I thank them for their support.

Others believe that I should have voted for the resolution -- either for
symbolic or geopolitical reasons, or because they truly believe a military
option is unavoidable. However, I am not convinced that voting for the
resolution preserves and protects U.S. interests. We must develop our
intelligence and bring those who did this to justice. We must mobilize and
maintain an international coalition against terrorism. Finally, we have a
chance to demonstrate to the world that great powers can choose to fight on
the fronts of their choosing, and that we can choose to avoid needless
military action when other avenues to redress our rightful grievances and to
protect our nation are available to us.

We must respond, but the character of that response will determine for us
and for our children the world that they will inherit. I do not dispute the
president's intent to rid the world of terrorism -- but we have many means
to reach that goal, and measures that spawn further acts of terror or that
do not address the sources of hatred do not increase our security.

Secretary of State Colin Powell himself eloquently pointed out the many ways
to get at the root of this problem -- economic, diplomatic, legal and
political, as well as military. A rush to launch precipitous military
counterattacks runs too great a risk that more innocent men, women, children
will be killed. I could not vote for a resolution that I believe could lead
to such an outcome.

Rep. Barbara Lee represents the 9th Congressional District, which includes
Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda. 

© 2001 San Francisco Chronicle

David Culp, Legislative Representative
Friends Committee on National Legislation (Quakers)
245 Second Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C.  20002-5795
Tel: (202) 547-6000, ext. 146
Toll free: (800) 630-1330, ext. 146
Fax: (202) 547-6019
E-mail: david@fcnl.org
Web site: www.fcnl.org
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From: "Heather Nolen" <nccwsdc@bellatlantic.net> 
To: "howard hallman" <mupj@igc.org>, <jaylitner@msn.com> 
Subject: Lederach from Eastern Mennonite on the current crisis 
Date: Mon, 24 Sep 2001 13:08:29 -0400 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
Importance: Normal 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300 
 
Here's the piece I mentioned at Monday Lobby. 
 
Heather 



The Challenge of Terror: 
A Traveling Essay 

 
John Paul Lederach 

 
So here I am, a week late arriving home, stuck between Colombia, Guatemala and 
Harrisonburg when our world changed.  The images flash even in my sleep.  The heart of 
America ripped.  Though natural, the cry for revenge and the call for the unleashing of 
the first war of this century, prolonged or not, seems more connected to social and 
psychological processes of finding a way to release deep emotional anguish, a sense of 
powerlessness, and our collective loss than it does as a plan of action seeking to redress 
the injustice, promote change and prevent it from ever happening again.   
 
I am stuck from airport to airport as I write this, the reality of a global system that has 
suspended even the most basic trust.  My Duracell batteries and finger nail clippers were 
taken from me today and it gave me pause for thought.  I had a lot of pauses in the last 
few days.  Life has not been the same.  I share these thoughts as an initial reaction 
recognizing that it is always easy to take pot-shots at our leaders from the sidelines, and 
to have the insights they are missing when we are not in the middle of very difficult 
decisions.  On the other hand, having worked for nearly 20 years as a mediator and 
proponent of nonviolent change in situations around the globe where cycles of deep 
violence seem hell-bent on perpetuating themselves, and having interacted with people 
and movements who at the core of their identity find ways of justifying their part in the 
cycle, I feel responsible to try to bring ideas to the search for solutions.  With this in mind 
I should like to pen several observations about what I have learned from my experiences 
and what they might suggest about the current situation.  I believe this starts by naming 
several key challenges and then asking what is the nature of a creative response that takes 
these seriously in the pursuit of genuine, durable, and peaceful change. 
 
Some Lessons about the Nature of our Challenge 
 

1. Always seek to understand the root of the anger – The first and most important 
question to pose ourselves is relatively simple though not easy to answer:  How 
do people reach this level of anger, hatred and frustration?  By my experience 
explanations that they are brainwashed by a perverted leader who holds some kind 
of magical power over them is an escapist simplification and will inevitably lead 
us to very wrong-headed responses.  Anger of this sort, what we could call 
generational, identity-based anger, is constructed over time through a combination 
of historical events, a deep sense of threat to identify, and direct experiences of 
sustained exclusion.  This is very important to understand, because, as I will say 
again and again, our response to the immediate events have everything to do with 
whether we reinforce and provide the soil, seeds, and nutrients for future cycles of 
revenge and violence.  Or whether it changes.  We should be careful to pursue one 
and only one thing as the strategic guidepost of our response:  Avoid doing what 
they expect.    What they expect from us is the lashing out of the giant against the 
weak, the many against the few.  This will reinforce their capacity to perpetrate 



the myth they carefully seek to sustain:  That they are under threat, fighting an 
irrational and mad system that has never taken them seriously and wishes to 
destroy them and their people.  What we need to destroy is their myth not their 
people. 

 
2. Always seek to understand the nature of the organization – Over the years of 

working to promote durable peace in situations of deep, sustained violence I have 
discovered one consistent purpose about the nature of movements and 
organizations who use violence:  Sustain thyself.  This is done through a number 
of approaches, but generally it is through decentralization of power and structure, 
secrecy, autonomy of action through units, and refusal to pursue the conflict on 
the terms of the strength and capacities of the enemy.   

 
One of the most intriguing metaphors I have heard used in the last few days is that 
this enemy of the United States will be found in their holes, smoked out, and 
when they run and are visible, destroyed.  This may well work for groundhogs, 
trench and maybe even guerilla warfare, but it is not a useful metaphor for this 
situation.  And neither is the image that we will need to destroy the village to save 
it, by which the population that gives refuge to our enemies is guilty by 
association and therefore a legitimate target. In both instances the metaphor that 
guides our action misleads us because it is not connected to the reality.  In more 
specific terms, this is not a struggle to be conceived of in geographic terms, in 
terms of physical spaces and places, that if located can be destroyed, thereby 
ridding us of the problem.  Quite frankly our biggest and most visible weapon 
systems are mostly useless.   
 
We need a new metaphor, and though I generally do not like medical metaphors 
to describe conflict, the image of a virus comes to mind because of its ability to 
enter unperceived, flow with a system, and harm it from within.  This is the 
genius of people like Osama Ben Laden.  He understood the power of a free and 
open system, and has used it to his benefit.  The enemy is not located in a 
territory.  It has entered our system.  And you do not fight this kind of enemy by 
shooting at it.  You respond by strengthening the capacity of the system to prevent 
the virus and strengthen its immunity.  It is an ironic fact that our greatest threat is 
not in Afghanistan, but in our own backyard.  We surely are not going to bomb 
Travelocity, Hertz Rental Car, or an Airline training school in Florida.  We must 
change metaphors and move beyond the reaction that we can duke it out with the 
bad guy, or we run the very serious risk of creating the environment that sustains 
and reproduces the virus we wish to prevent. 

 
3. Always remember that realities are constructed – Conflict is, among other 

things, the process of building and sustaining very different perceptions and 
interpretations of reality.   This means that we have at the same time multiple 
realities defined as such by those in conflict.  In the aftermath of such horrific and 
unmerited violence that we have just experienced this may sound esoteric.  But 
we must remember that this fundamental process is how we end up referring to 



people as fanatics, madmen, and irrational.  In the process of name-calling we 
lose the critical capacity to understand that from within the ways they construct 
their views, it is not mad lunacy or fanaticism.  All things fall together and make 
sense.  When this is connected to a long string of actual experiences wherein their 
views of the facts are reinforced (for example, years of superpower struggle that 
used or excluded them, encroaching Western values of what is considered 
immoral by their religious interpretation, or the construction of an enemy-image 
who is overwhelmingly powerful and uses that power in bombing campaigns and 
always appears to win) then it is not a difficult process to construct a rational 
world view of heroic struggle against evil.  Just as we do it, so do they.  Listen to 
the words we use to justify our actions and responses.  And then listen to words 
they use.  The way to break such a process is not through a frame of reference of 
who will win or who is stronger.  In fact the inverse is true.  Whoever loses, 
whether tactical battles or the “war” itself, finds intrinsic in the loss the seeds that 
give birth to the justification for renewed battle.  The way to break such a cycle of 
justified violence is to step outside of it.  This starts with understanding that TV 
sound bites about madmen and evil are not good sources of policy.  The most 
significant impact that we could make on their ability to sustain their view of us 
as evil is to change their perception of who we are by choosing to strategically 
respond in unexpected ways.  This will take enormous courage and courageous 
leadership capable of envisioning a horizon of change. 

 
4. Always understand the capacity for recruitment  --  The greatest power that 

terror has is the ability to regenerate itself.  What we most need to understand 
about the nature of this conflict and the change process toward a more peaceful 
world is how recruitment into these activities happens.  In all my experiences in 
deep-rooted conflict what stands out most are the ways in which political leaders 
wishing to end the violence believed they could achieve it by overpowering and 
getting rid of the perpetrator of the violence.  That may have been the lesson of 
multiple centuries that preceded us.  But it is not the lesson from that past 30 
years.   The lesson is simple.  When people feel a deep sense of threat, exclusion 
and generational experiences of direct violence, their greatest effort is placed on 
survival.  Time and again in these movements, there has been an extraordinary 
capacity for the regeneration of chosen myths and renewed struggle.   

 
One aspect of current U.S. leadership that coherently matches with the lessons of 
the past 30 years of protracted conflict settings is the statement that this will be a 
long struggle.  What is missed is that the emphasis should be placed on removing 
the channels, justifications, and sources that attract and sustain recruitment into 
the activities.  What I find extraordinary about the recent events is that none of the 
perpetrators was much older than 40  and many were half that age.   
 
This is the reality we face:  Recruitment happens on a sustained basis.  It will not 
stop with the use of military force, in fact, open warfare will create the soils in 
which it is fed and grows.  Military action to destroy terror, particularly as it 
affects significant and already vulnerable civilian populations will be like hitting a 



fully mature dandelion with a golf club.  We will participate in making sure the 
myth of why we are evil is sustained and we will assure yet another generation of 
recruits. 

 
5. Recognize complexity, but always understand the power of simplicity – Finally, 

we must understand the principle of simplicity.  I talk a lot with my students about 
the need to look carefully at complexity, which is equally true (and which in the 
earlier points I start to explore).  However, the key in our current situation that we 
have failed to fully comprehend is simplicity.  From the standpoint of the 
perpetrators, the effectiveness of their actions was in finding simple ways to use 
the system to undo it.  I believe our greatest task is to find equally creative and 
simple tools on the other side. 

 
 
Suggestions 
 
 In keeping with the last point, let me try to be simple.  I believe three things are 
possible to do and will have a much greater impact on these challenges than seeking 
accountability through revenge. 
 

1. Energetically pursue a sustainable peace process to the Israeli/Palestinian conflict.  
Do it now.  The United States has much it can do to support and make this process 
work.  It can bring the weight of persuasion, the weight of nudging people on all 
sides to move toward mutual recognition and stopping the recent and devastating 
pattern of violent escalation, and the weight of including and balancing the 
process to address historic fears and basic needs of those involved.  If we would 
bring the same energy to building an international coalition for peace in this 
conflict that we have pursued in building international coalitions for war, 
particularly in the Middle East, if we lent significant financial, moral, and 
balanced support to all sides that we gave to the Irish conflict in earlier years, I 
believe the moment is right and the stage is set to take a new and qualitative step 
forward.   
 
Sound like an odd diversion to our current situation of terror?  I believe the 
opposite is true.  This type of action is precisely the kind of thing needed to create 
whole new views of who we are and what we stand for as a nation.  Rather than 
fighting terror with force, we enter their system and take away one of their most 
coveted elements:  The soils of generational conflict perceived as injustice used to 
perpetrate hatred and recruitment.  I believe that monumental times like these 
create conditions for monumental change.  This approach would solidify our 
relationships with a broad array of Middle Easterners and Central Asians, allies 
and enemies alike, and would be a blow to the rank and file of terror.  The biggest 
blow we can serve terror is to make it irrelevant.  The worst thing we could do is 
to feed it unintentionally by making it and its leaders the center stage of what we 
do.  Let’s choose democracy and reconciliation over revenge and destruction.  
Let’s to do exactly what they do not expect, and show them it can work. 



 
2. Invest financially in development, education, and a broad social agenda in the 

countries surrounding Afghanistan rather than attempting to destroy the Taliban in 
a search for Ben Laden.  The single greatest pressure that could ever be put on 
Bin Laden is to remove the source of his justifications and alliances.  Countries 
like Pakistan, Tajikistan, and yes, Iran and Syria should be put on the radar of the 
West and the United States with a question of strategic importance:  How can we 
help you meet the fundamental needs of your people?  The strategic approach to 
changing the nature of how terror of the kind we have witnessed this week 
reproduces itself lies in the quality of relationships we develop with whole 
regions, peoples, and world views.  If we strengthen the web of those 
relationships, we weaken and eventually eliminate the soil where terror is born.  A 
vigorous investment, taking advantage of the current opening given the horror of 
this week shared by even those who we traditionally claimed as state enemies, is 
immediately available, possible and pregnant with historic possibilities.   Let’s do 
the unexpected.  Let’s create a new set of strategic alliances never before thought 
possible. 

 
3. Pursue a quiet diplomatic but dynamic and vital support of the Arab League to 

begin an internal exploration of how to address the root causes of discontent in 
numerous regions.  This should be coupled with energetic ecumenical 
engagement, not just of key symbolic leaders, but of a practical and direct 
exploration of how to create a web of ethics for a new millennium that builds 
from the heart and soul of all traditions but that creates a capacity for each to 
engage the roots of violence that are found within their own traditions.  Our 
challenge, as I see it, is not that of convincing others that our way of life, our 
religion, or our structure of governance is better or closer to Truth and human 
dignity.  It is to be honest about the sources of violence in our own house and 
invite others to do the same.  Our global challenge is how to generate and sustain 
genuine engagement that encourages people from within their traditions to seek 
that which assures the preciousness and respect for life that every religion sees as 
an inherent right and gift from the Divine, and how to build organized political 
and social life that is responsive to fundamental human needs.   Such a web 
cannot be created except through genuine and sustained dialogue and the building 
of authentic relationships, at religious and political spheres of interaction, and at 
all levels of society.  Why not do the unexpected and show that life-giving ethics 
are rooted in the core of all peoples by engaging a strategy of genuine dialogue 
and relationship?  Such a web of ethics, political and religious, will have an 
impact on the roots of terror far greater in the generation of our children’s 
children than any amount of military action can possibly muster.  The current 
situation poses an unprecedented opportunity for this to happen, more so than we 
have seen at any time before in our global community. 

 
 
 
 



A Call for the Unexpected 
 
Let me conclude with simple ideas.  To face the reality of well organized, 
decentralized, self-perpetuating sources of terror, we need to think differently about 
the challenges.  If indeed this is a new war it will not be won with a traditional 
military plan.  The key does not lie in finding and destroying territories, camps, and 
certainly not the civilian populations that supposedly house them.  Paradoxically that 
will only feed the phenomenon and assure that it lives into a new generation. The key 
is to think about how a small virus in a system affects the whole and how to improve 
the immunity of the system.  We should take extreme care not to provide the 
movements we deplore with gratuitous fuel for self-regeneration.  Let us not fulfill 
their prophecy by providing them with martyrs and justifications.  The power of their 
action is the simplicity with which they pursue the fight with global power.  They 
have understood the power of the powerless.  They have understood that melding and 
meshing with the enemy creates a base from within.  They have not faced down the 
enemy with a bigger stick.  They did the more powerful thing:  They changed the 
game.  They entered our lives, our homes and turned our own tools into our demise.   
 
We will not win this struggle for justice, peace and human dignity with the traditional 
weapons of war.  We need to change the game again.   
 
Let us take up the practical challenges of this reality perhaps best described in the 
Cure of Troy an epic poem by Seamus Heaney no foreigner to the grip of the cycles 
of terror.  Let us give birth to the unexpected. 
 

So hope for a great sea-change  
On the far side of revenge. 
 
Believe that a farther shore  
Is reachable from here. 
 
Believe in miracles 
And cures and healing wells. 
 
John Paul Lederach  
September 16, 2001 
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To: tstubbendieck@clw.org, jdi@clw.org, dkimball@armscontrol.org, amillar@fourthfreedom.org, mbutcher@psr.org, 
syoung@ucsusa.org, joe@fcnl.org, david@fcnl.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Funding for fissile material control
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Colleagues:

In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks I believe that we should press for substantial funding increases in funds to 
control fissile material and to de-alert and stand down the nuclear arsenal.   Perhaps it would be possible to add money 
for this purpose now that the U.S. Treasury is unlocked.  Or perhaps some of the $1.3 billion for missile defense 
restored to the Senate-passed defense authorization bill, eligible for anti-terrorist activities, could be earmarked for this 
purpose by the House-Senate conference committee.   Or maybe it could be handled in the defense appropriations bill.

I would urge organizations affiliated with the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers to take the lead.  I'm certain that 
many religious organizations would lend their support after a program is defined.  Part of the agenda is spelled out in 
the letter to Presidents Bush and Putin and IAEA General Secretary El-Baradei from Matthew Bunn, Kenneth Luongo, 
and Frank von Hippel (appended below).  They could be asked to provide specifics for funding.  Bruce Blair could 
offer ideas for funding de-alerting and standing down.

I hope that some of you will proceed along these lines.   Let me know what you recommended so that I can line up the 
faith community.

Howard

###

Recommendations of Matthew Bunn, Kenneth Luongo, and Frank von Hippel:

The United States, Russia, and the rest of the international community should move urgently to take the following 
steps:

· Expand cooperative material protection, control, and accounting (MPC&A) activities in Russia.  The U.S.-Russian 
program is now entering its eighth year.  However, by the end of 2001, security upgrades will have been completed on 
less than 40 percent of the over 600 metric tons of highly-enriched uranium (HEU) and plutonium in the former Soviet 
Union located outside Russia's nuclear weapons stockpiles.  And completion of the upgrades is not expected before 
2010.  Expanded funding is necessary to speed the overall pace of the effort, consolidate the nuclear materials into 
fewer facilities, initiate performance testing of installed security systems under a variety of threat scenarios, and to 
ensure that the security systems are maintained and sustained.  The goal should be to ensure that all weapons-usable 
nuclear material is sustainably secured and accounted for as rapidly as technologically possible.

· Expand international cooperative efforts to interdict illicit trafficking of nuclear and other WMD materials and 
technologies, including increasing intelligence assets focused on this threat and expanding the sharing of intelligence.

· Expand international cooperative efforts to ensure high levels of security and accounting for nuclear material around 
the world - in particular doubling or tripling the budget of the IAEA's International Physical Protection Advisory 
Service.

· Move forward rapidly to place all plutonium and HEU no longer required for military purposes under IAEA 
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verification, including reaching agreement rapidly on the specific arrangements and necessary resources.

· Accelerate efforts to reduce stockpiles of potentially vulnerable nuclear material, including accelerating the blend-
down of excess highly-enriched uranium, and expediting the disposition of excess weapons plutonium. The U.S. and 
Russia have declared their joint intention to dispose of 68 metric tons of this plutonium but the disposition program 
has stalled over cost concerns and other issues.  We urge the international community to provide the resources and 
leadership necessary to move quickly to reduce global stockpiles of excess plutonium.

· Undertake data exchanges among IAEA members on national nuclear material stockpiles, which would be updated 
regularly.
 
· Greatly increase help to Russia in downsizing its nuclear weapons complex and converting excess weapons workers 
to civilian work or helping them retire.  While the United States has significantly reduced its nuclear weapons 
complex, Russia still maintains an enormous and unstable complex that has changed little since the end of the Cold 
War.  Russia has stated that it wants to downsize this complex, but greater and more effective international support is 
necessary for alternative employment for the thousands of workers that will be displaced.
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To: vsamsom@clw.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Controlling fissile material
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Victoria,

This morning I sent the following message to Todd Stubbendieck and several others, suggesting an effort to get 
substantial funds for control of fissile material.  At Monday Lobby today it was reported that you sent out a strategy 
paper on Friday that may contain some related ideas.  I want you to see my suggestions, and I would like to get a copy 
of your proposal.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Dear Colleagues:

In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks I believe that we should press for substantial funding increases in funds to 
control fissile material and to de-alert and stand down the nuclear arsenal.   Perhaps it would be possible to add money 
for this purpose now that the U.S. Treasury is unlocked.  Or perhaps some of the $1.3 billion for missile defense 
restored to the Senate-passed defense authorization bill, eligible for anti-terrorist activities, could be earmarked for this 
purpose by the House-Senate conference committee.   Or maybe it could be handled in the defense appropriations bill.

I would urge organizations affiliated with the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers to take the lead.  I'm certain that 
many religious organizations would lend their support after a program is defined.  Part of the agenda is spelled out in 
the letter to Presidents Bush and Putin and IAEA General Secretary El-Baradei from Matthew Bunn, Kenneth Luongo, 
and Frank von Hippel (appended below).  They could be asked to provide specifics for funding.  Bruce Blair could 
offer ideas for funding de-alerting and standing down.

I hope that some of you will proceed along these lines.   Let me know what you recommended so that I can line up the 
faith community.

Howard

###

Recommendations of Matthew Bunn, Kenneth Luongo, and Frank von Hippel:

The United States, Russia, and the rest of the international community should move urgently to take the following 
steps:

· Expand cooperative material protection, control, and accounting (MPC&A) activities in Russia.  The U.S.-Russian 
program is now entering its eighth year.  However, by the end of 2001, security upgrades will have been completed on 
less than 40 percent of the over 600 metric tons of highly-enriched uranium (HEU) and plutonium in the former Soviet 
Union located outside Russia's nuclear weapons stockpiles.  And completion of the upgrades is not expected before 
2010.  Expanded funding is necessary to speed the overall pace of the effort, consolidate the nuclear materials into 
fewer facilities, initiate performance testing of installed security systems under a variety of threat scenarios, and to 
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ensure that the security systems are maintained and sustained.  The goal should be to ensure that all weapons-usable 
nuclear material is sustainably secured and accounted for as rapidly as technologically possible.

· Expand international cooperative efforts to interdict illicit trafficking of nuclear and other WMD materials and 
technologies, including increasing intelligence assets focused on this threat and expanding the sharing of intelligence.

· Expand international cooperative efforts to ensure high levels of security and accounting for nuclear material around 
the world - in particular doubling or tripling the budget of the IAEA's International Physical Protection Advisory 
Service.

· Move forward rapidly to place all plutonium and HEU no longer required for military purposes under IAEA 
verification, including reaching agreement rapidly on the specific arrangements and necessary resources.

· Accelerate efforts to reduce stockpiles of potentially vulnerable nuclear material, including accelerating the blend-
down of excess highly-enriched uranium, and expediting the disposition of excess weapons plutonium. The U.S. and 
Russia have declared their joint intention to dispose of 68 metric tons of this plutonium but the disposition program 
has stalled over cost concerns and other issues.  We urge the international community to provide the resources and 
leadership necessary to move quickly to reduce global stockpiles of excess plutonium.

· Undertake data exchanges among IAEA members on national nuclear material stockpiles, which would be updated 
regularly.
 
· Greatly increase help to Russia in downsizing its nuclear weapons complex and converting excess weapons workers 
to civilian work or helping them retire.  While the United States has significantly reduced its nuclear weapons 
complex, Russia still maintains an enormous and unstable complex that has changed little since the end of the Cold 
War.  Russia has stated that it wants to downsize this complex, but greater and more effective international support is 
necessary for alternative employment for the thousands of workers that will be displaced.
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From: nwpasssup@focalpointusa.com
To: mupj@igc.org
Subject: WorldWeb Reservations Flight Purchase Confirmation
Date: 24 Sep 2001 14:54:29 -0700

Thank you for choosing NORTHWEST/KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES 
for your travel plans.

Your Northwest E-Ticket will be held in an electronic file in our 
reservation system. For your convenience, a Trip Summary and 
Receipt will automatically be mailed to your billing address 
in addition to an alternate address, if you have specified 
one.  The Trip Summary and Receipt must be presented to a 
skycap when using Curbside Luggage Check. You may receive 
your E-Ticket Boarding Pass online with nwa.com Check-In 
between 24 hours and 90 minutes of departure, at the 
airport using a convenient E-Service Center, or with a 
Northwest Airlines agent.

If an E-Ticket is not available in your market, you will 
receive your paper ticket, receipt and other documents by 
regular mail or overnight service depending on your 
departure date.

All passengers are required to show government-issued photo 
identification (such as a drivers license or passport) at 
airport check-in.

Fare Rules and Restrictions applicable to your purchase 
are available in your Detail Itinerary on nwa.com. Please 
note that flight numbers 2000 through 9999 are 
operated by Northwest Airlink or other alliance partners in
cooperation with Northwest Airlines. Terms and conditions of 
the transportation contract between Northwest Airlines and 
the passenger are available on nwa.com or upon request, at 
airport or city ticketing locations.

You may cancel this itinerary within 24 hours of booking 
by calling 1-800-225-2525. For additional inquires about your account, 
please use our itinerary assistance form at 
http://www.nwa.com/talk.

------------------------------------------------------------
Traveler: Carlee Hallman
FLIGHT SUMMARY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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E-Ticket Confirmed
Itinerary Number: 1480123811
Round Trip
Booking ID: M8QUHB
1 senior $184.19
Taxes: $28.31

Total Cost: $212.50

Flight: from Washington, DC (IAD-Dulles) to Minneapolis, MN (MSP-Minneapolis-St. Paul Intl.)
Depart: 18-Oct-01 at  1:30 PM
Arrive: 18-Oct-01 at  3:14 PM

        Depart: Washington DC (IAD), 18-Oct-01 at  1:30 PM
        Arrive: Minneapolis (MSP), 18-Oct-01 at  3:14 PM
        Flight: Northwest 1809
        Aircraft:  DC9-30 
        Meal Service: n/a
        Duration: 2hr 44mn
        Distance: 918 mi (1477 km)
        Economy/Coach Class

Flight: from Minneapolis, MN (MSP-Minneapolis-St. Paul Intl.) to Washington, DC (IAD-Dulles)
Depart: 22-Oct-01 at  1:18 PM
Arrive: 22-Oct-01 at  4:49 PM

        Depart: Minneapolis (MSP), 22-Oct-01 at  1:18 PM
        Arrive: Washington DC (IAD), 22-Oct-01 at  4:49 PM
        Flight: Northwest  622
        Aircraft:  DC9-30 
        Meal Service: n/a
        Duration: 2hr 31mn
        Distance: 918 mi (1477 km)
        Economy/Coach Class

CHECK IN AND BOARDING REQUIREMENTS: All seat assignments are
subject to cancellation if the passenger is not on-board the
aircraft at least 20 minutes before scheduled departure.  
Passengers not checked in and at the designated gate area at 
least 10 minutes before scheduled departure time for domestic 
flights (except Hawaii), 30 minutes for flights to Canada, 
Mexico, the Caribbean (except San Juan, and 60 minutes for 
Hawaii, San Juan, and all other International flights may 
have their reserved space canceled and will not be eligible 
for denied boarding compensation.  Due to increased security 
measures, we recommended that First Class and World Business 
Class passengers check in for flights departing from Europe 
to the U.S. at least  1-1/2 hours (90 minutes) ahead of the 
scheduled departure time. Coach Class passengers should check 
in at least 2-1/2 hours (150 minutes) before departure.  
Boarding passes may be obtained at an E-Service Center, any 
Northwest Check-in position or the WorldClubs (members only).
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LUGGAGE: You may check up to three pieces of luggage or check 
two and carry-on one. Carry-on luggage must fit underneath the 
passenger seat or in an overhead compartment and can not 
exceed 22”x14”x9” or 40 pounds of weight.  Each passenger is 
allowed one piece of carry-on luggage, plus a 
purse/briefcase/laptop computer.  First Class passengers, 
World Business Class passengers, WorldPerks® Gold Elite and 
Platinum Elite members will be allowed an additional piece of 
carry-on luggage.  For International itineraries, the free 
luggage allowance is 2 pieces of checked luggage and 1 piece 
of carry-on luggage.  Anything in excess of 2 checked pieces 
will be subject to excess luggage charges.  Checked luggage 
should be locked.  Regulations require name identification on 
outside.  Northwest reserves the right to restrict carry-on 
luggage. Northwest will not be responsible for money, jewelry, 
cameras, video and electronic equipment, silverware, negotiable 
papers, securities, business documents, samples, paintings, 
antiques, artifacts, manuscripts, furs, or other irreplaceable 
items or items of similar value contained in checked or unchecked 
baggage. Liability for loss, delay or damage to luggage is 
limited unless a higher value is declared in advance and 
additional charges are paid. For most international travel 
(including domestic portions of international journeys), the 
liability limit is approximately (9.07 per pound for checked 
luggage and $400 per passenger for unchecked luggage.  For travel 
wholly between U.S. points, federal rules require any limit on 
an airlines luggage liability to be at least $2500 per passenger.  
Maximum weight per checked piece is 70 pounds and maximum size
is 62” (length + height + width) unless you purchase excess 
valuation coverage.

ADVICE TO INTERNATIONAL PASSENGERS ON LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
Passengers on a journey involving an ultimate destination or 
a stop in country of origin are advised that the provisions 
of a treaty known as the Warsaw Convention may be applicable 
to the entire journey, including any portion entirely within 
the country of origin or destination.  For such passengers on 
a journey to, from or with an agreed stopping place in the 
United States of America, the Convention and special contract 
of carriage embodied in application tariffs provide that the 
carrier shall not invoke the liability, in Article 22 (1) of 
the Convention with respect to the portion of such claim not 
exceeding 100,000 Special Drawing Rights.  For passengers 
traveling by a carrier not a party to such special contracts 
or on a journey not to, from or having an agreed stopping 
place in the United Stares of America, liability of the carrier 
for death or personal injury to passengers is limited to most 
cases to approximately U.S. $10.000 or U.S. $20,000. 

The names of carriers, parties to such special contracts, are 
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available to all ticket offices of such carriers and may be 
examined upon request.  Additional protection can usually be 
obtained by purchasing insurance from a private company.  Such 
insurance is not affected by any limitation of the carrier’s 
liability under the Warsaw Convention or such special 
contracts of carriage.  For further information please consult 
your airlines or insurance company representative.

THANK YOU FOR FLYING NORTHWEST/KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES

VISIT NWA.COM FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL PLANNING NEEDS!
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Date: Mon Sep 24 17:07:15 CDT 2001
From: Northwest Airlines <trip.summary@nwa.com>
Organization: Northwest Airlines
X-Mailer: Aelix Unified Messaging
X-Accept-Language: en
To: CARLEE HALLMAN <MUPJ@IGC.ORG>
Subject: Northwest Airlines Confirmation #M8QUHB

CARLEE HALLMAN
6508 WILMETT ROAD
BETHESDA MD 20817

*** ***
*THIS IS A POST ONLY MAILING - PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAGE *
*** ***

Thank you for choosing NORTHWEST/KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES for your travel
plans. Attached is your Trip Summary and Receipt for the following flights:

Number of Passengers: 1
Confirmation Number: M8QUHB
Passenger & E-Ticket Number: CARLEEL HALLMAN - 0122169544410

Total Cost: US Dollars 212.50

Flight Number: NW1809
Depart: DULLES INTL APT, DC (IAD), 18OCT at 130P
Arrive: MPLS/STPAUL, MN (MSP), 18OCT at 314P
Class: Q
Equipment: D9S

Flight Number: NW0622
Depart: MPLS/STPAUL, MN (MSP), 22OCT at 118P
Arrive: DULLES INTL APT, DC (IAD), 22OCT at 449P
Class: Q
Equipment: D9S

You may complete airport check-in and receive your E-Ticket Boarding Pass
at an E-Service Center, any Northwest Check-in position or the WorldClubs.
All passengers will be asked for government-issued photo identification
(such as a driver's license or passport) at airport check-in. 

Fare Rules and Restrictions applicable to your purchase are detailed in
your attached Trip Summary & Receipt.  Terms and conditions of the
transportation contract between Northwest Airlines and the passenger are
available upon request at airport or city ticketing locations. 

For further information on this reservation, or to make changes, please
call 1-800-225-2525.  For expedited service please have your Confirmation
Number available for the agent. 
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THANK YOU FOR FLYING NORTHWEST/KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES

This is a post-only mailing. Please do not respond to this message.
**************************************************************************
        Please bring this E-Ticket Summary and Receipt with you to the Airport.
Only passengers holding an E-Ticket receipt, boarding documents or a paper
ticket will be allowed to pass through the security checkpoints at the airport.
Check-in is available online at nwa.com, at a Northwest Airlines E-Service
Center, or at an Airport ticket counter. Curbside check-in is not available at
this time. All passengers must carry government issued identification at all
times.

TO PRINT OUT THE HTML ATTACHMENT....Please set your margins to .25" for Top, Bottom, Left and Right.

HDOCID:68524503
HITINID:24527110

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\NWA_ETKT_CFRM_M8QUHB.htm"



X-Sender: vsamson@63.106.26.66 
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 5.0.2 
Date: Tue, 25 Sep 2001 10:11:07 -0400 
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org> 
From: Victoria Samson <vsamson@clw.org> 
Subject: Re: Controlling fissile material 
 
 
Thanks Howard.  Here's what we sent around. We're still working on it but wanted to get the 
ideas out there for people to think about....Victoria 
 

A New Nuclear Framework 
 
The events of September 11 have caused all Americans to question their basic notion of U.S. 
national security. The attacks demonstrated our real vulnerabilities, highlighting the urgent need 
to broaden our scope and address a wider range of strategic issues. To keep the American people 
safe in today's world, the United States must develop a new, comprehensive security framework 
based on three equally important strategic pillars: nuclear reductions, non-proliferation, and 
support of the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty. 
 

Nuclear Reductions 
 
A decade after the end of the Cold War, the United States and Russia continue to maintain 
thousands of nuclear weapons on hair-trigger alert. These weapons, unlike any other threat in the 
world, are capable of killing every man, woman, and child in the United States. The two arsenals 
have the potential to unleash in minutes the equivalent of 100,000 Hiroshima bombs.  
 
The United States' previous reluctance to pursue deep cuts in its nuclear arsenal means that 
billions of dollars a year are spent on maintaining this force, money that could confront real 
threats like terrorism and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. In addition, failure to 
ratify the START II Treaty is forcing Russia to keep a level of weapons that it may not be able to 
secure, increasing the possibility of the proliferation of nuclear weapons or material. 
 
The Bush Administration is in the process of conducting a Nuclear Posture Review (NPR). 
Completion of this review will allow the United States, as President Bush said in a May 2000 
campaign speech, "to reduce the number of American nuclear weapons significantly further than 
what has been agreed to under START II, without compromising our security in any way. We 
should not keep weapons that our military planners do not need." Upon completion of the NPR, 
the United States and Russia should immediately work to de-alert their nuclear forces and 
establish a verifiable process for the elimination of the majority of their nuclear stockpiles. In the 
meanwhile, the United States should not add to its arsenal next-generation weapons like tactical 
or mini-nukes, as that would nullify benefits gained from strategic nuclear reductions.  



 

Non-Proliferation 
 
Some argue that if terrorists gain access to ICBMs, they will use them. Ignoring the unlikelihood 
of such a scenario, if only because a missile launch against the United States would ensure 
almost instantaneous annihilation, this argument does however underline the increased 
importance nonproliferation activities should play for the Bush Administration. Activities like 
the Nunn-Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction program, Nuclear Cities Initiative, and other 
similar programs prevent weapons of mass destruction from disseminating to enemies of the 
United States. In the long run, the best form of missile defense is helping Russia secure its 
missiles, material, and weapons of mass destruction know-how. Nonproliferation efforts cut the 
threat off at the source, an objective infinitely cheaper, safer, and more effective than relying 
solely on an untested missile shield. 
 
A heavier reliance on nonproliferation programs cannot work unless it acknowledges the need 
for multilateralism. Unilateral actions, like an early withdrawal from the ABM Treaty, failure to 
ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), and nixing the Biological Weapons protocol 
do not promote a cooperative international environment. The United States wants and needs 
support abroad if it is to create a cohesive coalition in the fight against terrorism. Besides, 
multilateral efforts like the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and CTBT can stop or at 
least slow the spread of weapons of mass destruction, something which should now be a major 
part of bolstering U.S. national security. 
 

Missile Defense 
 
Ballistic missile defense systems--the last line of defense against a nuclear threat--should not be 
allowed to undercut the first line of defense, namely, the reduction of the threat itself. The long-
range ballistic missile threat to the United States from unauthorized launches or "rogue nation" 
attacks remains remote. Since the threat does not warrant an accelerated, early deployment, U.S. 
missile defense activities should not exceed the terms of the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) 
Treaty. It would be unwise to take unilateral actions against the ABM Treaty while trying to 
develop a multilateral coalition to oppose to global terrorism. Additionally, excessive missile 
defense spending could be diverted to more immediate concerns like the proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction.  
 
The development and deployment of missile defenses should not be allowed to hinder deep 
reductions in nuclear arsenals, which would be a more effective step toward reducing the 
ballistic missile threat to the United States. Moreover, no decision to deploy a missile defense 
system should be made until that system has been proven to be reliably effective against realistic 
threats, including countermeasures. 
 



What Should Be Done Now 
 
With this framework in mind--nuclear reductions, non-proliferation, and support for the ABM 
Treaty--Congress should be encouraged to do the following: 
 
1) Support de-alerting U.S. nuclear forces and pursue deep cuts in U.S. and Russian 
arsenals. 
2) Support additional funding for Nunn-Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction programs. 
3) Do not allow a unilateral withdrawal from the ABM Treaty which would undercut our 
multilateral efforts to fight global terrorism. 
4) Press the Administration for more cooperation on arms control and disarmament 
treaties. 
 
***************** 
 
At 05:58 PM 9/24/01 -0400, you wrote: 
 
Dear Victoria, 
 
This morning I sent the following message to Todd Stubbendieck and several 
others, suggesting an effort to get substantial funds for control of 
fissile material.  At Monday Lobby today it was reported that you sent out 
a strategy paper on Friday that may contain some related ideas.  I want you 
to see my suggestions, and I would like to get a copy of your proposal. 
 
Shalom, 
Howard 
 
### 
 
Dear Colleagues: 
 
In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks I believe that we should press 
for substantial funding increases in funds to control fissile material and 
to de-alert and stand down the nuclear arsenal.   Perhaps it would be 
possible to add money for this purpose now that the U.S. Treasury is 
unlocked.  Or perhaps some of the $1.3 billion for missile defense restored 
to the Senate-passed defense authorization bill, eligible for 
anti-terrorist activities, could be earmarked for this purpose by the 
House-Senate conference committee.   Or maybe it could be handled in the 
defense appropriations bill. 
 
I would urge organizations affiliated with the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear 
Dangers to take the lead.  I'm certain that many religious organizations 



would lend their support after a program is defined.  Part of the agenda is 
spelled out in the letter to Presidents Bush and Putin and IAEA General 
Secretary El-Baradei from Matthew Bunn, Kenneth Luongo, and Frank von 
Hippel (appended below).  They could be asked to provide specifics for 
funding.  Bruce Blair could offer ideas for funding de-alerting and 
standing down. 
 
I hope that some of you will proceed along these lines.   Let me know what 
you recommended so that I can line up the faith community. 
 
Howard 
 
### 
 
Recommendations of Matthew Bunn, Kenneth Luongo, and Frank von Hippel: 
 
The United States, Russia, and the rest of the international community 
should move urgently to take the following steps: 
 
· Expand cooperative material protection, control, and accounting (MPC&A) 
activities in Russia.  The U.S.-Russian program is now entering its eighth 
year.  However, by the end of 2001, security upgrades will have been 
completed on less than 40 percent of the over 600 metric tons of 
highly-enriched uranium (HEU) and plutonium in the former Soviet Union 
located outside Russia's nuclear weapons stockpiles.  And completion of the 
upgrades is not expected before 2010.  Expanded funding is necessary to 
speed the overall pace of the effort, consolidate the nuclear materials 
into fewer facilities, initiate performance testing of installed security 
systems under a variety of threat scenarios, and to ensure that the 
security systems are maintained and sustained.  The goal should be to 
ensure that all weapons-usable nuclear material is sustainably secured and 
accounted for as rapidly as technologically possible. 
 
· Expand international cooperative efforts to interdict illicit trafficking 
of nuclear and other WMD materials and technologies, including increasing 
intelligence assets focused on this threat and expanding the sharing of 
intelligence. 
 
· Expand international cooperative efforts to ensure high levels of 
security and accounting for nuclear material around the world - in 
particular doubling or tripling the budget of the IAEA's International 
Physical Protection Advisory Service. 
 
· Move forward rapidly to place all plutonium and HEU no longer required 
for military purposes under IAEA verification, including reaching agreement 
rapidly on the specific arrangements and necessary resources. 



 
· Accelerate efforts to reduce stockpiles of potentially vulnerable nuclear 
material, including accelerating the blend-down of excess highly-enriched 
uranium, and expediting the disposition of excess weapons plutonium. The 
U.S. and Russia have declared their joint intention to dispose of 68 metric 
tons of this plutonium but the disposition program has stalled over cost 
concerns and other issues.  We urge the international community to provide 
the resources and leadership necessary to move quickly to reduce global 
stockpiles of excess plutonium. 
 
· Undertake data exchanges among IAEA members on national nuclear material 
stockpiles, which would be updated regularly. 
  
· Greatly increase help to Russia in downsizing its nuclear weapons complex 
and converting excess weapons workers to civilian work or helping them 
retire.  While the United States has significantly reduced its nuclear 
weapons complex, Russia still maintains an enormous and unstable complex 
that has changed little since the end of the Cold War.  Russia has stated 
that it wants to downsize this complex, but greater and more effective 
international support is necessary for alternative employment for the 
thousands of workers that will be displaced. 
 
 
 
Howard W. Hallman, Chair 
Methodists United for Peace with Justice 
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036 
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org 
 
Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of 
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.  

Victoria Samson, Senior Policy Associate 
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers  
110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505  
Washington, DC 20002  
ph: 202.546.0795 x102; fax: 202.546.7970  
website: <http://www.crnd.org> 

http://www.crnd.org/
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From: "Cropsey, Marvin" <Mcropsey@umpublishing.org>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Article for Mature Years
Date: Tue, 25 Sep 2001 08:54:14 -0500
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

Yes, please. If you would trim. Thank you. Marvin

        -----Original Message-----
        From:   Howard W. Hallman [SMTP:mupj@igc.org]
        Sent:   Monday, September 24, 2001 4:02 PM
        To:     Cropsey, Marvin
        Subject:        RE: Article for Mature Years

        At 09:23 AM 9/24/01 -0500, you wrote:
        >Hi, Howard. I like this article. I would like to make it a little
trimmer --
        >say, 1500-1600 words.... 

        Marvin,

        Am I right that you want me to do the trimming?  I'm willing to.

        I received your later message that the photos arrived.  I will have
a
        couple of more of me that I'll send as soon as I get them developed.

        With best regards,
        Howard

        Howard W. Hallman, Chair
        Methodists United for Peace with Justice
        1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
        Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

        Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association
of
        laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist
denomination. 
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To: jmatlack@erols.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: An approach for WISC
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Jim,

As I listened to the discussion at the WISC meeting yesterday, I formulated an idea that wasn't mature by the end of 
the meeting.  I have thought more about it and offer it to you.

(1) I suggest that rather than writing a new, common analysis, you might go with the statement developed by the 
National Council of Churches and others, entitled "Deny Them Their Victory: A Religious Response to Terrorism".  
Rabbi Saperstein was in on the development, and it has Muslim signers plus other Jewish and numerous Christian 
signers.  

(2) To go with this statement I suggest a "Commentary", to be posted on a web site and made available in printed form 
if needed.  It would consist of a series of comments by individuals and religious groups around the themes of the 
statement.  For instance, there could be a section on "Justice without Revenge [or Vengeance]: Jewish Perspective, 
Christian Perspective, Muslim Perspective", each written by a person of that faith.  Another section could deal with 
"Causes of Terrorism", one on "Justice through the Rule of Law", another on "Alternatives to Military Action" that 
could deal with control of funds, diplomacy, sanctions.   Some comments might have co-signers.  Corinne could write 
about U.S. bases in Saudi Arabia.  There could be a comment on "If your enemy is hungry, feed him", arguing for 
continued food assistance to needy people in Afghanistan.  Et cetera.  The "Commentary" would indicate: "The 
following comments represent the views of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of all the signers of 
the statement, 'Deny Them Their Victory'."  It could be open-ended for later additions.   On the web site there could be 
linkages to other sites containing denominational statements, etc.

These are my thoughts for whatever they are worth.

Shalom,
Howard
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X-Sender: jdi@[63.106.26.66]
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 4.3.1
Date: Tue, 25 Sep 2001 13:27:43 -0400
To: jdi@clw.org
From: John Isaacs <jdi@clw.org>
Subject: Council for a Livable World response to the September 11
  Attacks

The Council for a Livable World is deeply saddened by the events of 
September 11.   We grieve for the lost lives, the injured and the affected 
families.  We support all necessary steps to protect Americans and the rest 
of the world from terrorist attacks.

For forty years, we have worked for a peaceful resolution to international 
conflict and the elimination of weapons of mass destruction.  Weapons of 
mass destruction —  whether in the hands of terrorists or hostile states 
—  remain the most serious threat to U.S. and world security.  The 
terrorists behind the recent attacks would not hesitate to use weapons of 
mass destruction — nuclear, chemical and biological — if they gain access 
to these weapons.   U.S. defense and foreign policy should be directed at 
reducing that threat.

The United States cannot deal with terrorism, or national security in 
general, through a unilateral approach.  Only multilateral efforts can 
limit access to weapons of mass destruction.  The first steps include 
reducing U.S. and Russian nuclear arsenals to the lowest possible level by 
negotiating, signing, and ratifying the START III treaty, approving a 
Protocol that strengthens the verification and enforcement provisions of 
the Biological Weapons Convention, and seeking Senate approval of the 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.

Because of their enormous arsenals, high priority should be placed on close 
U.S.- Russian relations to advance our mutual interests in combating 
terrorism, reduce and safeguard nuclear weapons and prevent the 
proliferation of weapons and materials to other countries and groups.  More 
money should be put towards these efforts, as recommended by the 
Baker-Cutler Commission earlier this year.

In our campaign against terrorism, Russia can provide significant 
intelligence, logistics and staging areas.  However, a unilateral United 
States withdrawal from the ABM Treaty could seriously jeopardize Russian 
cooperation.  The Administration should abide by the ABM Treaty and stop 
threatening to abrogate it in order to deploy a national anti-missile system.

At the same time, we should not spend hundreds of billions of dollars in 
the frantic pursuit of a national missile defense that does not 
work.  National missile defense is no more feasible today than it was 
September 10.   Experts have repeatedly warned that terrorist attacks by 
those smuggling weapons across our borders or bombing key buildings is a 
much greater threat than “rogue states” launching missiles with a return 
address.  Recent events have proved them correct.

When Congress considers the annual Defense Authorization and Appropriation 
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bills, it should significantly reduce the Administration’s request for $8.3 
billion for missile defense. The Senate Armed Service Committee's earlier 
decision to cut $1.3 from the 2002 missile defense budget and allocate 
those funds to other military accounts, including anti-terrorism, was a 
very prudent approach.

We support increased appropriations that relate directly to the terrorist 
attacks.  Strengthening airport security, putting marshals on airplanes, 
improving customs control, increasing human intelligence and adding funds 
to the Cooperative Threat Reduction program are a much higher priority than 
spending hundreds of billions of dollars on an unproven technology for 
missile defense to meet the least likely threats.

Congress has been acting in a bi-partisan manner in support of the 
President by focusing on the terrorist crisis.  We believe it would be a 
serious mistake and an incorrect diversion from the crisis to withdraw from 
the ABM Treaty and to deploy a national missile defense that is not 
ready.  Such action could destroy the international coalition against 
terrorism.

John Isaacs
Council for a Livable World
110 Maryland Avenue, NE - Room 409
Washington, D.C. 20002
(202) 543-4100 x.131
www.clw.org
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Date: Mon, 24 Sep 2001 18:01:32 -0700
From: Tim Bruening <tsbrueni@wheel.dcn.davis.ca.us>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.61 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Subject: (abolition-usa) Bomb Afghanistan With Food!
Sender: owner-abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com

Dear Abolition Caucus:

Below is a letter I just wrote to my local newspaper urging that we bomb
Afghanistan with food instead of bombs to utterly confound the masters
of terrorism.

A military response, particularly an attack on Afghanistan, is exactly
what the terrorists want.  It will strengthen and swell their small but
fanatical ranks.

Instead, let's bomb Afghanistan with butter, with rice, bread, clothing
and medicine.  It will cost less than conventional arms, poses no threat
of US casualties and just might get the populace thinking that maybe
the Taliban don't have the answers.  After three years of drought and
with starvation looming, let's offer the Afghani people the vision of a
new future.  One that includes full stomachs.

Bomb them with information.  Video and audio players and cassettes of
world leaders, particularly Islamic leaders, condemning terrorism. 
Carpet the country with magazines and newspapers showing the horror of
terrorism committed by their "guest."  Give the people copies of the
Koran, with bookmarks showing where they can read passages which
prohibit harm to civilians.  Blitz them with laptop computers and DVD
players filled with a perspective that is denied them by their
government.  Saturation bombing with hope will mean that some of it gets
through.  Send so much that the Taliban can't collect and hide it all.

The Taliban are telling their people to prepare for Jihad.  Instead,
let's give the Afghani people their first good meal in years.  Seeing
your family fully fed and the prospect of stability in terms of food and
a future is a powerful deterrent to martyrdom.  All we ask in return is
that they, as a people, agree to enter the civilized world.  That
includes handing over terrorists in their midst.

In responding to terrorism we need to do something different.  Something
unexpected..something that addresses the root of the problem.  Something
that will utterly confound the masters of terrorism.  We need to take
away the well of despair, ignorance and brutality from which the Osama
bin Laden's of the world water their gardens of terror.

Please contact (The White House, Washington, D.C., 20500; (202)
456-1111; president@whitehouse.gov), Senator Boxer (U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C., 20510; 202-224-3553; senator@boxer.senate.gov),
Senator Feinstein (U.S.
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Senate, Washington, D.C., 20510; 202-224-3841;
senator@feinstein.senate.gov), and Representative Ose (U.S. House of
Representatives Washington, D.C., 20515; 202-225-5716;
doug.ose@mail.house.gov) to urge that we try confounding the terrorists
with our generosity instead of playing into their hands with brutality.

-
 To unsubscribe to abolition-usa, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"
 with "unsubscribe abolition-usa" in the body of the message.
 For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send
 "help" to the same address.  Do not use quotes in your message.
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From: David Culp <david@fcnl.org>
To: "Abolition USA (E-mail)" <abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com>
Subject: (abolition-usa) DoD Bill:  Oppose the Domenici amendment to add $339 million for 
        nuclear weapons 
Date: Tue, 25 Sep 2001 14:53:56 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)
Sender: owner-abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com

To: Senate Defense Aides

Sens. Domenici, Reid and Bingaman have submitted an amendment (below) that
would add $339 million to the Energy Department's nuclear weapons activities
budget. The floor amendment will be offered to the defense authorization
bill.  This would increase the nuclear weapons activities budget total to
$5.821 billion.

This is $492 million above the Bush administration's request.
This is $422 million above the House Armed Services Committee's
recommendation.
This is $483 million above the House Appropriations Committee's
recommendation.

Increasing funding for nuclear weapons activities is the wrong priority
following the tragedy of September 11. The Senate should be increasing
funding for advancing nonproliferation programs--nuclear, chemical and
biological. This is the wrong time to restart a nuclear arms race. We know
where that leads.  

The Friends Committee on National Legislation strongly urges you to oppose
the Domenici-Reid-Bingaman amendment.

David Culp, Legislative Representative
Friends Committee on National Legislation (Quakers)
245 Second Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C.  20002-5795
Tel: (202) 547-6000, ext. 146
Toll free: (800) 630-1330, ext. 146
Fax: (202) 547-6019
E-mail: david@fcnl.org
Web site: www.fcnl.org

--------------------

SA 1671. Mr. DOMENICI (for himself, Mr. REID, and Mr. BINGAMAN) submitted an
amendment intended to be proposed by him to the bill S. 1438, to authorize
appropriations for fiscal year 2002 for military activities of the
Department of Defense, for military constructions, and for defense
activities of the Department of Energy, to prescribe personnel strengths for
such fiscal year for the Armed Forces, and for other purposes; which was
ordered to lie on the table; as follows:
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At the appropriate place in Division C, Title XXXI, Subtitle A, insert a new
section as follows: 

"Sec. 31. For weapons activities, an additional $338,944,000 is authorized
to be appropriated to the Department of Energy for fiscal year 2002 for the
activities of the National Nuclear Security Administration." 

On page 399, line 22, strike "$1,018,394,000" and replace with
"1,357,338,000".

--------------------

-
 To unsubscribe to abolition-usa, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"
 with "unsubscribe abolition-usa" in the body of the message.
 For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send
 "help" to the same address.  Do not use quotes in your message.



From: "Rutledge, Philip" To: William Sanders , Yvonne Burke , Adam Herbert , Alvin 
Schexnider , Astrid Merget , Barbara Sabol , Barbara Wamsley , Bernart Martin , Beryl Radin , 
Bill Davis , Bruce McDowell , Carl Stenberg , Carolyn Graham , Charles Bingman , Charles 
Bonser , Charles Washington , Charles Wise , Cora Beebe , Cornelius Kerwin , Costis Toregas , 
Dale Krane , Daniel Skoler , David Garrison , David Mora , Deil Wright , Diane Henshel , Don 
Borut , Eddie Williams , Edward Perkins , Edwardo Rhodes , Elaine Orr , Elizabeth Kellar , 
Emerson Markham , Emmett Carson , Enid Beaumont , Eugene McGregor , Fred Riggs , Gail 
Christopher , George Caravalho , George Frederickson , George Goodman , Gilda Lambert , 
Glen Cope , Gloria Register , Grantland Johnson , Harvey White , Herbert Jasper , Howard 
Hallman , James Carroll , James Kunde , James Murley , James Norton , James Perry , Jane 
Pisano , "Barnes, A James" , Jim Svara , Johathan Howes , John Kirlin , John Mikesell , John 
Ottensmann , Joseph Wholey , "Zorn, Charles Kurt" , Larry Terry , Leslie Lenkowsky , Manuel 
Deese , Mary Hamilton , Maureen Pirog , Maurice Brice , Michael Brintnall , Mitchell Rice , 
Mortimer Downey , Naomi Lynn , Norman Johnson , Norman King , Patricia Florestano , Peter 
Goldberg , Philip Rutledge , Ralph Widner , Regina Williams , "Hug, Rick" , Richard Monteilh , 
Robert Agranoff , Robert Knox , Roger Parks , "Rosemary O'Leary" , Royce Hanson , Scott 
Fosler , Sheila Kennedy , Singleton McAllister , Steven Carter , Susan Tolchin , Sy Murray , Ted 
Benavides , Timothy Clark , Tobe Johnson , Valerie Lemmie , Walter Broadnax , "William 
Hansell, Jr." Cc: "'Frank Reeder'" , "'Roz Kleeman'" , "'Tom Stanton'" , "'Gloria Register'" , 
"'Elaine Orr'" , "O'Neill, Robert J." Subject: Dallas Leadership Conference on Social Equity in 
Governance Date: Tue, 25 Sep 2001 18:19:44 -0500 X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service 
(5.5.2653.19)  

Colleagues: 

  

 While there are still some details to be completed for the Leadership Conference in Dallas, TX, 
November 11-13, 2001, the substance of the Program is in place.  I thought I should get this information 
to you in this form in order for those who are planning to attend can plan ahead.  Recent events have 
disrupted air travel, and the NAPA Fall Conference will be held in Washington immediately after the 
Dallas meeting.  I know that several Social Equity Panel members plan to make both meetings.  However, 
if you cannot attend both the Dallas Conference, November 11-13, and the NAPA Fall Conference, 
November 15-17, and must choose between the two - as Secretary of the NAPA Board, I suggest you 
choose the NAPA Fall Conference. 

  

 Attached are three documents relating to the Dallas Conference - a prospectus, a preliminary 
program agenda, and a registration form.  The program has changed somewhat from the "Summit" idea 
once envisioned to a more flexible process as a result of widespread consultation with Panel members 
and others.  However, the purpose remains the same - to bring together leaders in the public 
administration/governance community in an effort to develop concerted efforts to enhance social equity.  
This was one of the major objectives of the Panel's first year work plan, although it has taken more time 
than expected to get our act together on this initiative.  We owe a great debt of gratitude to our hosts in 
Dallas, and to NAPA President Bob O'Neill for his pivotal assistance in pulling this off. 

  



 We need to know as soon as possible how many members of the Social Equity Panel and 
members of other Standing Panels will attend.  We strongly hope the leadership of other Academy 
Standing Panels will participate also.  The anticipated attendance has been raised from 50 to 100, and a 
$100.00 registration fee has been added to supplement the funds raised by our Dallas hosts, when the 
target number was 50 conferees.  A limited amount of scholarship support will be available to those 
contributing to the work of the Conference and need assistance with travel or hotel costs. Although I have 
spoken personally with several of you whom I know will be there, I ask that everyone planning to attend 
do the following, whether or not we have an understanding. 

  

1.       E-mail a confirmation to me rutledge@indiana.edu and Gloria Register 
gregist@ci.dallas.tx.us that you will indeed participate, indicating your arrival and departure 
dates.  We will ask some of you to assist as rapporteurs or discussion leaders for the Focus 
Group meetings.  Others may be asked to serve as resource persons, along with experts 
from the Dallas area and from the co-sponsoring organizations. 

  

2.       Fax or call the Magnolia Hotel directly to confirm your reservation.  We strongly urge that you 
plan to arrive on Saturday November 10, both to save travel costs, as well as to take 
advantage of special events on Sunday. The fax number, as well as a toll-free telephone 
number, is listed on the registration form. The Hotel will require a credit card from each 
individual to make the reservation, even if the Conference is paying your Hotel costs.  All 
Conference meal costs are covered by the registration fee. 

  

3.       Please contact me directly (317-254-9463) about any special concerns you may have about 
the Program, or questions about logistics or possible scholarship assistance with travel or 
hotel costs. 

  

I look forward to seeing many of you in Dallas and/or at the NAPA Fall Meeting. 

  

       Phil 

  

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program 
Files\Internet\download\LEADRSHPCONFPROSPECTUSRev9151.doc" Attachment 
Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL 
EQUITY IN GOVERNANC1.doc" Attachment Converted: "C:\Program 
Files\Internet\download\NAPA Registration Form1.doc" 

mailto:rutledge@indiana.edu
mailto:gregist@ci.dallas.tx.us
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LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL EQUITY IN GOVERNANCE 
Organized by the National Academy of Public Administration 

An Invitation-Only Event Sponsored by 
NAPA Standing Panel on Social Equity in Governance 

In cooperation with the City of Dallas, Texas 
Draft Program Outline (9-25-01) 

 
Magnolia Hotel and The Great Hall and the Hall of Heroes - Hall of State Conference Site 

 
 
Sunday, November 11, 2001  
 
10:00 AM Optional civic tour, arranged by the City of Dallas (Departing from Hotel) 
 
12:00 Noon Optional Informal Lunch at Hotel 
 
 2:00 PM Strategy Meeting with Focus Group Rapporteurs, Discussion Leaders, & Resource 
   Persons (Room to be announced) 
 
5:00 PM.  Reception and dinner at the Magnolia Hotel 
 
6:00 PM Leadership Conference Opening Plenary Session 
 
  Purpose: To outline goals and anticipated outcomes of Conference, introduce co-sponsoring  
 organizations, rapporteurs, discussion leaders, resource persons, distribute registration materials,  
 other business. 
  
  Ted Benavides, City Manager, Dallas, TX, Presiding 
  Ron Kirk, Mayor, City of Dallas 
  Robert O’Neill, President, National Academy of Public Administration 
 
Monday, November 12, 2001 
 
7:15 AM. Continental Breakfast, informal meetings and conversation at the Great Hall.   
 
8:00-10:00       Keynote Plenary Session on Social Equity and Public Administration 
 

Purpose:  To present the keynote themes of the Leadership Conference, and receive initial feedback  
 from Conference participants. 

 
Mary Hamilton, Executive Director, American Society for Public Administration, Presiding 
Roger Wilkins, George Mason University (Keynote Address) 

  H. George Frederickson, University of Kansas (Discussant) 
  Don Borut, Executive Director, National League of Cities (Discussant) 
 
    Audience Questions and Answers 
 
10: 00-10:15 Break 
 
10:15-12:30 PM   First Focus Group Session 

 
Purpose: Each session, staffed by rapporteurs, discussion leaders, and resource persons, will  
explore priority issues in social equity and governance, and propose an action agenda for 
consideration by the Conference.  
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1) Ensuring Adequate Health Care for All 
2) Moving from School Desegregation & Integration to Diversity & Improved Educational Outcomes 
3) Investing in People:  Beyond Minimum/Livable Wages to Individual Development  
4) Shifting From a "War" on Drugs & Long Prison Terms to Treatment, Prevention, and Restoration 
5) Securing the Future for Income Support Programs and Social Security 
 
12:45-2:00  Luncheon  
 

James Souby, Executive Director, Western Governors Association, Presiding 
SPEAKER:  Bob Knight, Mayor, Wichita, KS, Past President, National League of Cities  

    “Social Equity and America’s Cities” 
2:00-2:15 Break 
 
2:15-4:30         Second Focus Group Session  
 
6)  Supporting the Legal and Moral Dimension of Environmental Protection and Justice 
7) It Only Matters if You Measure: Indicators and Score Cards Needed to Track Social Equity Issues 
8)  Bridging the Digital Divide: Creating Equal Access So We Don't Reinforce Economic Inequities 
9) Balancing National and International Economic and Social Interests 
10) Ensuring that Today's Generation Does Not Consume Tomorrow’s Resources  
 
4:45       Conference Recess 
 
6:15  Reception 
7:00   Dinner   

Venue: The City Club 
 

Jan Hart Black, President, Greater Dallas Chamber of Commerce, Presiding 
SPEAKER   Brian Roop, Senior Vice President, Bank of America  

      “Social Equity and Community Reinvestment” 
 
Tuesday, November 13, 2001 – Hall of State, The Great Hall 
 
8:00 AM Continental Breakfast, Informal Conversation, and Caucuses 
 
9:00  Reports on Action Agenda Recommendations from Focus Groups  
 

Purpose: Rapporteurs for each session will present the recommended action agenda. 
 

Jim Kunde, Executive Director, Coalition to Improve Management in  
State & Local Government, Presiding 

 
10:30-10:45 Break 
 
10:45-12:15 PM Discussion and debate on the action agenda priorities   
 

Purpose:  Conference attendees will discuss the action agendas presented in the previous 
session and vote on what will become the final set of action agendas for the conference, with 
suggestions of primary organizational leadership for each among co-sponsors 

 
  Chris Carlson, Executive Director, Policy Consensus Initiative, Presiding 
 

Open Discussion by Conference Participants 
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12:30 p.m.        Closing Luncheon 

Venue: The Women's Museum  
 
  Astrid Merget, Indiana University, Presiding 
 
  SPEAKER: Texas Congresswoman Eddie Bernice Johnson (invited) 
 
2:00 p.m. Closing Remarks and Adjournment 
  Philip Rutledge, Chair, Standing Panel on Social Equity in Governance 
  National Academy of Public Administration 
 

Co-Sponsoring Organizations  
     (Partial & Tentative) 
 

American Society for Public Administration 
International City/County Management Association   
National Academy of Public Administration 
National Conference of State Legislators 
National Governors Association 
National League of Cities 
U.S. Conference of Mayors 
National Association of Counties 
Western Governors Association 
National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration 
National Forum for Black Public Administrators 
Association for Public Policy Analysis and Management 
National Civic League 
Council for Excellence in Government 
Conference of Minority Public Administrators 
Council of State Governments 
National Association of Regional Councils 
Public Technology, Inc. 
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LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL EQUITY IN GOVERNANCE 
Organized by the Standing Panel on Social Equity in Governance 

National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA) 
In Cooperation with the City of Dallas, Texas, 

November 11-13, 2001 
 

A Prospectus 
 
The Leadership Conference on Social Equity In Governance will stimulate thinking about social equity 
issues and define an agenda that public sector agencies, public interest groups, and community-based 
organizations can use to make a difference in addressing important social equity problems.  The 100 
invited attendees will include members of the Academy’s Standing Panel on Social Equity in 
Governance, government officials, and representatives of public interest groups and community-based 
organizations that address civil rights and other social equity issues. 
 
The core of the conference will be to develop an action agenda in ten prominent issue areas. As 
the conference opens, each attendee will receive brief issue papers on each area, as well as 
resource materials that describe activities underway in a number of the participating 
organizations.   For each issue area, a representative of the organization that will take the lead on 
the action agenda that conference attendees develop in that area will moderate the discussion and 
development of action steps.  Thus, the conference end will be a beginning, a workable strategy 
to achieve fairness, justice, and equity in governance.   
 
This invitation-only Leadership Conference will be non-partisan and non-political.    
 
Background on the Standing Panel on Social Equity in Governance 
 
A principal mission of NAPA’s Standing Panel on Social Equity in Governance is to initiate Forums for 
dialogue among Fellows of the Academy and with other professionals and concerned community leaders 
on issues and/or processes that would enhance fairness, justice, and equity in management of the public 
business.  The NAPA Board of Directors authorized the panel to begin functioning in October 2000, and 
adopted an Issue paper and Work Plan to guide its activities in November, 2000.  Since then the Panel, 
pursuant to its Work Plan, has convened regular meetings at the Academy and held several forums among 
Academy Fellows at the Academy, and at the Academy’s fall and spring meetings.  The Indiana 
University School of Public and Environmental Affairs and the Indiana chapter of the American Society 
for Public Administration co-sponsored with the Panel a Mini-Conference on Social Equity and 
Environmental Justice in Indianapolis, Indiana in July 2001. 
 
A major objective in the Panel’s first year Work Plan was to initiate a meeting of leadership figures in the 
major organizations broadly representative of the public administration community for feed-back on the 
Panel’s Issue Paper and to share ideas on how others view the social equity in governance challenge.  
Fellows of the Academy understood from the beginning that “social equity” is too large a problem to be 
tackled successfully by any one Academy Panel, or by any one organization in the public administration 
community.  Collaboration between Panels of the Academy and with other organizations and leaders with 
similar concerns is a prime necessity.  The Leadership Conference in Dallas is one step towards forging 
that collaboration. 



REGISTRATION AND HOUSING FORM 
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL EQUITY IN GOVERNANCE 

November 11-13, 2001 
NAPA Standing Panel on Social Equity in Governance 

In Cooperation with the City of Dallas, Texas 
Fair Park Hall of State,  Dallas, Texas 

Advance Registration Deadline:  October 22 , 2001 
Registration Fee: $100 

 
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE 

Name/Title (as you wish it to appear on your name badge) 
 

Hotel Reservations at The Magnolia Hotel, 1401 Commerce St., Dallas TX:  To guarantee your 
room, please call the hotel directly at 214/915-6500 or toll-free at 888/915-1110.  You must 
identify yourself as attending the City of Dallas/NAPA conference.  The hotel requires one night’s 
deposit plus tax, per room.  This is required even if you plan to arrive before 6:00 pm.  All rooms 
for this conference are $89/night plus 15% tax.  Overnight parking at the hotel is $17 per night. 
 

Organization Room Dates: 
 
Arrival Date: ___________________________________________________ 
 
Departure Date: ________________________________________________ 
 

Street Address 
 

Room Type: 
� Smoking  � Non-Smoking 
� Single (1 person/1 bed) 
� Double (2 people/1 bed) 
� Double/Double (2 people/2 beds) 
 

City 
 

Special Housing Request: (e.g., wheelchair accessible rooms, etc.) 
If you have special housing or transportation needs, please contact Gloria Register at the City of 
Dallas at 214/670-6959. 
 

State/Zip 
 

Hotel Deposit Information:  All major credit cards are accepted at the conference hotel.   
 

Phone/Fax/E-Mail 
 

Return Conference Registration and Housing Form with your registration fee of $100 no 
later than October 22, 2001, to: 
Fax:   214/670-5798 
Mail:   Gloria Register 
 City of Dallas, Intergovernmental Services 
 1500 Marilla Street, Room 2BN 
 Dallas TX 75201 
Make checks payable to NAPA 
 

Airline Reservations: 
Official Conference Travel Agency is Carlson Wagonlit Travel. 
Call Jacque or Tally Roberson at 800/865-9375 or 214/346-
9911 for airline reservations. 
 

Transportation from DFW International Airport  (19 miles to downtown Dallas): 
Shared ride shuttles/taxicabs are available at terminal curbside. 
Average cost for shared ride to downtown Dallas is $15 for first passenger, $7 for each 
additional passenger. 
Taxicab from DFW to downtown Dallas averages $38. 
 

Questions or Comments: 
Contact Phil Rutledge at 317/274-2016 or Gloria Register at 
214/670-6959. 
 

Transportation from Dallas Love Field Airport  (7 miles to downtown Dallas): 
Shared ride shuttles/taxicabs are available at terminal curbside. 
Average cost for shared ride to downtown Dallas is $15 for first passenger, $7 for each 
additional passenger. 
Taxicab from Love Field to downtown Dallas averages $18. 
 

Please check the appropriate box if you plan to participate in the following activities: 
 
� Sunday afternoon, November 11th,  Dallas Social Equity Tour - 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm  �  Monday, November 12th,  reception/dinner – 6:30 pm 
�  Sunday evening, November 11th, reception/dinner – 5:00 pm    � Tuesday, November 13th,  luncheon – 12:30 pm 
 
 



 
Responding to Sept 11. 

Notes from Sept. 20 Meeting 
 
These are notes that I have from the Butcher Block pages at our meeting last week. I have not 

done anything to re-package or regroup them, I hope that I’ve  recorded the 
essence of what you all said – but feel free to make any corrections.  

 
Bob Musil – We should work on these broad categories in our response 

1) Say no to retaliation/ war 
2) Stop nuclear weapons -  promote de-alerting measures, stop proliferation 
3) No NMD 
4) Promote safeguards and security such as the Nunn Lugar program 
5) Prevent bad legislation in an emergency (especially civil liberties) 

Don Karause – We should strengthen and empower multilateral institutions 
Jim Matlack  - We should support Barbara Lee 
Alistair Millar  We need a common Media message and strategy clearinghouse with these 

elements :Telephone, Address Directory and Web Sites 
Michael Beer   We need to collaborate with International groups and movements such as 

the Hague Appeal for Peace. We need to do outreach to the Latino community including 
some Spanish language communications we should start with trying to contain the 
response to just Afghanistan – toward the goal of preventing all violence 

Miriam Pemberton  FPIF will help to place op-eds. Send them to Miriam@ips-dc.org 
Gordon Clark  1) There has been a good affirmation of the humanity of the victims/need 

affirmation of the humanity of the enemy 
 2) We need to acknowledege the history of the Middle East 
 3) We need a broad critique of US foreign policy  w/ alternatives 
 The National Coalition for Peace and Justice will be meeting this weekend 
Ira Shorr - This provides an opportunity of public debate on real security. Our democracy 

needs to exercise critical thinking. We should work with churches 
Laura Kriv –  How will we raise $$  with Jones/ Merck  many are having funding difficulties – 

we need to do  fund raising jointly  
Anne  Curtis –  Need other experts to provide information/ background  with useable fact sheets 
Miriam Pemberton – Those fact sheets/ experts need to be listed with web links 
Kimberly Roberts  PSR has already been collecting a number of statements from organizations 

and is willing to play a coordinating clearinghouse role 
Arjun Makhijani – Noted his book From Global Capitalism to Economic Justice that he would 

be happy to send to anyone . We should display flags of all of the victims’ 
countries we need to, as a peace movement, reclaim the  flag and link national 
symbols to our goals 

Esther Pank  Has concerns about rapid coordination. We needto share information especially 
about specific actions and enable coordination, but not create a top-down structure 

Adam Eidinger – TV Ads –maybe better than print media. We need to bring in the human rights 
and civil liberties issues. We need to set dates for any mass mobilization events 
early and begin concerned work on a timeline for mobilization 

Jim Wyerman – We need to keep our mind on nuclear disarmament issues and other aspects of 
our ongoing agenda 

Don Krause  We need to think about the opportunities in the upcoming election cycle 



Joe Volk  Notes the “teachable moment” on our issues and gave the example of Missile 
Defense.  We need to be supplying the key pieces of information – the weakest 
link is in Congress 

Howard Hallman Wants to focus on the Nunn- Lugar programs 
 
Sandy Butcher Summing up some activities: PSR willing to play a coordinating role, Fourth 

Freedom Forum is developing a web site (www.justresponse.org) 
 Foreign Policy in Focus is willing to help place op-eds   
 Are there other working groups that should be formed? What about 

media/eduction 
Lora Lumpe  We stillneed to be aggressive about letters to the editor and getting a clear 

message out. People should be engaged in call-ins – radio c-span etc. and shape 
Congressional Floor Statements. We need to develop a campaign directed at the 
Mass Media 

David Culp  The Administration is now making decisions about the scope of their response. 
Two groups have influence on this Members of Congress and NATO allies. 
Encouraged people to consider what 3 things can your organization do really well 
and do those now 

Michael Levi This is an opportunity to talk about tactical nuclear weapons – but it will be hard  
to come to common “no war” message 

Bob Musil:  Proposed a short-term/ emergency coalition to focus our work together -– PSR 
would be willing to host continued meetings/ serve in a coordinating 
clearinghouse way 

 
Esther Pank: Suggested these working groups to continue or work together  

1) Resources/Education Materials Production 
2) Monday Lobby to focus on work with Congress 
3) NWWG (Nuclear Weapons Working Group) – to focus on nuclear weapons 

issues 
Daryl Kimball: We should work on building a network with others with any continuing meetings 

– for example the groups involved in WTO Actions 
 
Adam Eidinger: Reminded people about a meeting this (past)Saturday to plan events the 
weekend of the 29th/ 30th 
 
In summing up, Joe identified several areas of work that we might work together on: 
 
Congress 
Media/ Communications 
Grassroots Outreach/ Public Education and Movement Builting 
Networking with Other Coalitions 
Networking with International Groups/ Communties and Expatriates 

http://www.justresponse.org/
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Below is an LCNP press statement plus a Washington Times article concerning
current discussions concerning the International Criminal Court and its
implications for terrorism.

Press statement of Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear Policy
September 25, 2001
NGO Coalition for the International Criminal Court press briefing
New York

Any military action to prevent further terrorist attacks and bring to justice
the perpetrators and planners of the September 11 attacks should be done under
the authority of the Security Council to maintain international peace and
security.

The Security Council already, in its September 12 resolution, found the
attacks
to be a "threat to international peace and security". But it did not authorize
or require any use of force - it only "expressed its readiness to take all
necessary steps". Thus it clearly was not an action resolution.

A robust multilateralism, centered on the United Nations, is the only way to
give legitimacy to the response to September 11 and therefore to make it
effective in addressing the threat of terrorism.

No matter under what authority it is carried out, any military action must
meet
legal requirements including necessity, proportionality, and discrimination
 or
not be done at all. Necessity requires that the least violent course of action
be taken to prevent further attacks and to bring planners and perpetrators to
justice. Proportionality requires that military action must not be
excessive in
relation to the initial attacks and to the action's objectives. Discrimination
requires that civilians not be attacked and that they not be
disproportionately
injured or killed by attacks on legitimate military targets. Military action
must also not inflict unnecessary suffering, harm neutral nations, or cause
widespread and severe damage to the environment. These requirements are
imposed
by international treaty and custom, set forth in US military manuals on the
law
of war, and recognized by the United States and the United Nations as binding
law governing their conduct of military operations.
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Of special importance is that, according to relief workers, millions of
Afghanis already face starvation. Attacks that exacerbated this situation and
caused mass starvation could not meet the requirements of proportionality and
discrimination. Also important is that, as Pentagon sources confirm,
desperately impoverished Afghanistan has hardly any targets of military
significance. To meet the requirement of necessity, attacks must be reasonably
aimed at achieving a concrete military advantage; they may not be carried out
for the sake of revenge or a demonstration effect or any other non-military
reason. If there’s nothing to attack, don’t attack.

If persons suspected of planning and perpetrating the September 11 attacks are
extradited or apprehended, an option worth considering is the establishment of
an ad hoc tribunal, by the Security Council or interested states. The United
States certainly would have jurisdiction to try suspects, but it may prove
much
easier for countries in the Middle East to surrender suspects to an
international tribunal than to the United States.

The ICC itself cannot be used for this purpose, because the Statute has not
yet
come into force, and when it does in the next year or two will only apply to
crimes committed thereafter. But an ad hoc tribunal statute could be
written to
include crimes as humanity as defined in the Rome Statute. Under the Rome
Statute, murder and other inhumane acts intentionally causing great suffering
or serious injury, when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack
against any civilian population in furtherance of a state or organizational
policy, constitute crimes against humanity. Thus acts committed by members of
terrorist groups or networks found to have sufficient longevity and coherence
to qualify as an organization could come under the definition.

-----------------------------------------------------------
U.N. SAYS ATTACKS SHOW NEED FOR GLOBAL COURT
Betsy Pisik 
THE WASHINGTON TIMES
September 26, 2001
-----------------------------------------------------------
NEW YORK — Legal experts converging on the United Nations 
this week to hammer out details of a global criminal court 
said yesterday that the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks 
demonstrate the need for a tribunal to prosecute the worst 
humanitarian crimes.
"We emerge more convinced than ever of the need to 
strengthen the international legal order and the fight 
against universal crimes," said Dutch Foreign Minister 
Jozias van Aartsen, referring to the destruction of the 
World Trade Center's twin towers.
"Where better to begin our renewed effort than in that, 
the same city of New York?" he said.
Legal experts attending a long-scheduled meeting about 
the proposed International Criminal Court (ICC), which would 
hear charges of atrocities committed around the world, said 
the attacks on New York and Washington would fit the 
definition of "crimes against humanity." 
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The proposed ICC would not be created until at least 
2002, and its jurisdiction will not be retroactive. 
Nonetheless, Mr. van Aartsen said, "Universal crimes deserve 
a universal answer." 
On Monday, the participants in the preparatory 
commission meeting stood for a moment of silence, and 
individual speakers offered their condolences from the 
podium.
The United States opposes the court, fearing it would 
be used to target American soldiers who participate in 
international peacekeeping missions and other operations.
Prospects of U.S. military strikes in the war on 
terrorism, sparked by the attacks on New York and the 
Pentagon, appear likely to stiffen U.S. opposition to the 
court.
Nevertheless, lawyers at yesterday's conference spoke 
enthusiastically of the court as a potential weapon against 
the spread of global terrorism.
"The bombing, and subsequent calls for a global 
alliance against terrorism, has shaken Washington off its 
anti-multilateral course," said David Donalcattin, a lawyer 
with Parliamentarians for Global Action.
"The great news for us [is] that American isolationism 
is finished," Mr. Donalcattin said. "This attack has shown, 
and the White House seems to hear, that no nation can do it 
alone." 
President Bush has rejected the treaty, and proposals 
in Congress would prevent the United States from cooperating 
with it.
Various U.N. bodies are grappling with terrorism this 
week, with the Security Council beginning to discuss a 
separate U.S. anti-terror initiative, and the General 
Assembly preparing for a public debate on terrorism Monday. 
In addition, the secretariat is weighing the value of 
helping states draft an umbrella anti-terrorism treaty 
combining elements of the 12 existing conventions and 
treaties. 
Legal experts say there is a widespread recognition 
that whoever planned and executed the Sept. 11 attack has 
committed a crime against humanity, as defined under the 
Rome Statute creating the ICC. More than 139 nations have 
accepted that definition, which includes in part: 
"Murder and other inhumane acts intentionally causing 
great suffering or serious injury, when committed as part of 
a widespread or systematic attack against any civilian 
population in furtherance of a state or organizational 
policy."

Copyright (c) 2001 News World Communications, Inc. All 
rights reserved.

                        John Burroughs, Executive Director 
                        Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear Policy 
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   Date:    Wed, 19 Sep 2001 11:02:53 -0500
   From:   NewsDesk <NewsDesk@UMCOM.ORG>
     To:  UMNSDN@LISTSERV.UMC.ORG

Pastor offers answers to hard questions posed by attacks

Sept. 18, 2001 News media contact: Thomas S.
McAnally·(615)742-5470·Nashville, Tenn.     10-21-71BP{406}

NOTE:  A photograph of the Rev. Adam Hamilton is available at
http://umns.umc.org/photos/00/0050.jpg .

A UMNS Report
By Tom McAnally*

Shepherds of United Methodists congregations throughout the world -
large
and small - stood in the pulpits of their churches Sunday, Sept., 16,
and
tried to help their flocks make sense out of what happened five days
earlier
in New York, Washington and Pennsylvania.

Already, many members had turned to the church for special services of
prayer and times of support. By Sunday, some of the initial shock, anger
and
numbness had subsided a bit, but difficult questions remained: Why did
this
happen? Why did the terrorists hate us so much?  Where is our security?
Where was God? How should the United States respond?

The Rev. Adam Hamilton, pastor of one of the largest and fastest-growing

United Methodist congregations in the United States, sought to address
these
questions as he preached to more than 9,000 people at one Saturday
service
and five Sunday services.

Hamilton is the founding pastor of the United Methodist Church of the
Resurrection in Leawood, Kan., and author of Confronting the
Controversies,
in its third printing by Abingdon Press. The text of his sermon was
quoted
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in the Kansas City Star, and the local NBC TV affiliate broadcast his
message on Sunday morning. Thousands of audio and videotapes were sold
over
the weekend, according to Constance E. Stella, director of the church's
audio/video ministry.

Hamilton began with the individual believed to be the mastermind behind
the
terrorist acts.
"For Osama bin Laden, what is at stake is the future of Islam," he said.
"He
and his followers and the Taliban of Afghanistan ... believe that
America is
a threat to their faith. We have got to understand this! As Americans we
do
not have the sense of history to make sense of what is going on. But in
many
ways, bin Laden is interpreting the political events of the last half of
the
20th century through the lens of the Crusades."

The Crusades were wars waged by European Christians in the 11th through
13th
centuries, aimed at gaining control of the Holy Land from the Muslims,
who
had controlled it for the previous 400 years.

Hamilton noted that bin Laden, a devout, extreme and fundamentalist
Muslim,
turned his attention against the United States in the early 1990s. "It
was
at this time that American troops were stationed on Saudi soil and
became
more heavily involved in direct military action in the Middle East."

Hamilton quotes bin Laden, who said in a 1999 interview that "there was
an
attack on Islam, especially on the holy shrines and on the al-Aqsa
Mosque
... and then the aggression continued with the Crusader-Jewish alliance
being led by the United States and Israel. Now they have taken the
country
of the two holy mosques."

In a video of bin Laden's training camps shown on television in recent
days,
Hamilton noted that dummies set up to represent the enemy had giant
crosses
on them, not U.S. flags.

"For bin Laden, a form of the Crusades is still going on: the most
Christian
nation on the face of the earth helps Israel maintain control of the
Holy
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Land," Hamilton said. "Our troops are now stationed on Saudi soil. We
have
had operations going on in a host of other Muslim countries, including
the
Sudan, Egypt and Kuwait, with regular Air Force flights and bombings on
Iraq.  For bin Laden and for his followers, this is a war to prevent
Islam
from being destroyed by America! Unless we understand this mindset, and
address it, there will be others who will be willing to die to preserve
Islam from American Crusaders."

Hamilton noted that bin Laden represents Islam no more than the Ku Klux
Klan
represents Christianity and called on Christians to stop any hostility
against people just because of their ethnic backgrounds.

"Even given the distorted perspective that bin Laden and his followers
have
on American intentions in the Middle East, his actions are a reflection
of
his picture of God," Hamilton continued. "His picture of God is a God
who
sanctions the 'Jihad' - the Holy War -- and the use of force to
accomplish
God's purposes. His picture of God is one who accepts bloodshed and the
death of innocents as a means of accomplishing his purposes.

"The picture of God we have as Christians is the person of Jesus. When
we
look at and listen to him, we see a God who conquers by love and not
acts of
hate and war. We see a God who influences and transforms people by his
willingness to sacrifice himself for us. We see a God who calls us to
love
our enemies, pray for those who persecute us, and to, in the words of
the
Apostles Peter and Paul, 'not return evil for evil, but blessing
instead.'
We see in Jesus a God who did not destroy the Romans with the sword, but
who
defeated them with ideas and by his own suffering and cross."

After addressing some of the political and religious tensions, Hamilton
turned to questions being raised by his members and others around the
world.

Will we ever be safe again?

Recognizing anger, Hamilton pointed to Psalm 137:7-9, written after
Jerusalem had been destroyed, the Temple had been razed, and the Jews
had
been taken away as slaves to Babylon.  "In this context, we find one of
the
most startling sentiments expressed anywhere in the Bible - a sentiment
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most
un-Christian," he said.

"Remember, O Lord, against the Edomites the day of Jerusalem's fall, how

they said, 'Tear it down! Tear it down! Down to its foundations!' O
daughter
Babylon, you devastator! Happy shall they be who pay you back what you
have
done to us! Happy shall they be who take your little ones and dash them
against the rock!"

Hamilton said he believes the ancient Israelites and the Holy Spirit
specifically included these verses in the Bible to affirm that it is OK
to
experience anger and hate in the midst of deep pain. "It is normal, but
the
rest of the Scriptures provide us the balance, teaching us that hate and

pain are not meant to be the final resting place in our hearts."

In response to questions of security, Hamilton declared, "The only real
security comes from knowing Christ - knowing that your life belongs to
Him.
Today, that is where our safety will come from - knowing that, come what

may, God will either deliver us, or invite us into the home he has
prepared
for us in heaven. I cannot live my life in fear of what might happen."

Where was God at 8:45 a.m. on Sept. 11?

Beginning with the story of creation, Hamilton said human beings have
been
given the freedom to choose to do what is right or wrong.

"If you asked the average American what our greatest treasure is in this

country, the answer, upon reflection, would be 'freedom'," he said. "We
are
willing to die for it, and we would rather die than live without it.
This is
the very thing God has given us - freedom. We are free to follow him or
free
to spurn him. This gift of freedom is wonderful, and terrifying. It
means
that young men can be misled by a captivating religious zealot into
dying
for their cause while killing thousands of people along with them."

Even the evil of recent days will ultimately be bent to serve God's
purpose,
Hamilton said. "He will not strip us of our freedom, but at every step,
when
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evil seems to prevail, God forces the evil act to serve him, which is
what
we have seen this last week -- Americans coming together like never
before."

"I believe Jesus was in the back of those four planes, huddled with the
passengers, telling them not to be afraid," Hamilton said. "I believe he
was
prompting the hearts of his people to help and hold and care for those
who
were injured and those who were dying. And I believe he was standing in
heaven welcoming his children home."

For those who question the existence of God, Hamilton said recent events

have confirmed the truth and necessity of the Gospel. "Whether God
exists or
not, the tragedy still happened," he said. "But through the Gospel, I
understand the human condition. I have the law and the Gospels to help
me
know how to live. I have hope in the face of death that I will see my
loved
ones again and that they are with Christ. I have confidence to know that
God
will bend such evil and force it to serve his purposes. And I know that,

whether caught or not, those who perpetrated such a crime will be
brought to
justice before the throne of God. This what I have as a Christian, but
for
those who reject God, there is nothing but tragedy, hopelessness and
despair."

How should Christians respond?

Hamilton expressed concern that decisions made during grief are often
not
well thought out.  "Clearly something must be done to stop Osama bin
Laden
and other terrorists from acting in this way again. But this action on
our
part cannot be simply an attempt to satisfy our need for blood and
vengeance. It must be to save others from being hurt in this same way."

He expressed concern that military force and retribution may increase
the
likelihood of terrorist attacks on the United States rather than
diminish
them. "This will be particularly true if we bomb sovereign nations as we

have in the past. And if non-combatants, including women and children,
die
in our attacks, suddenly we will have become no better than those who
have
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done this to us.

"If these extremists believe that America represents Christianity and
the
Crusades, how do we help them see Christ and the way we wish he had been

portrayed in the Crusades? Is it possible to act in such a way that all
would-be terrorists see the truth of who we are and the greatness of our

national character so that they are shamed by what they have done - so
that
they are cut to the heart? How do we demonstrate the superiority of our
ideas and our way of life?"

Hamilton said the United States is on the brink of another crusade. "We
have
a chance to reverse this one - to demonstrate that, as a nation of
Christians, while we had the power to utterly destroy entire countries,
we
did not. Instead, we sought to understand why such people have acted in
this
way, we have sought to have reconciliation with those who were our
enemies,
and we pursued justice carefully and in accordance with our laws so that
we
protected other innocents from being slaughtered."

Hamilton reiterated his belief that the United States must respond to
the
tragedy by apprehending those who committed the terrorist acts and
preventing them from doing it again. "But as your pastor I am obliged to
say
that God has already told us how we are to live and the kind of strength
we
as a nation of Christians are called to demonstrate to the world -- it
is a
strength of character, of resolve, of righteousness, of love."

A form to order audio or video tapes of Hamilton's sermon can be found
at
http://cor.org/devsite/aboutus/savinggrace/tapeministry/tape_orderform.htm.

Print out a copy of the form, write  "Attention: Tape Ministry" at the
top,
and fax to (913) 897-0361. Those who do not have access to the Internet
may
call (913) 745-2298.
#  #  #
*McAnally is director of United Methodist News Service, the church's
official news agency with headquarters in Nashville, Tenn., and offices
in
New York and Washington.

*************************************
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X-Sender: vsamson@63.106.26.66 
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 5.0.2 
Date: Wed, 26 Sep 2001 14:11:24 -0400 
To: vsamson@clw.org 
From: Victoria Samson <vsamson@clw.org> 
Subject: NMD/Deep Cuts Working Group Mtg 10/5 @ UCS 9:30-11 
 
September 26, 2001 
 
TO: Coalition members and friends 
 
FR:  CRND        
 
RE: NMD/Deep Cuts Working Group Mtg 10/5 @ UCS 9:30-11 
 
The Coalition is hosting a meeting Friday, October 5, at the Union of Concerned Scientists (1707 
H St., NW, 6th floor) from 9:30-11 am.  
 
The purpose of this meeting is to discuss where the arms control community should be focusing 
its attention now and how we can best remain relevant in policy discussions of national security 
issues.  The Coalition will have copies of its latest issue brief, "A New Nuclear Framework," on 
hand and hopes that we can use it as a jumping-off platform.  If you have not already received it, 
it can be accessed on our website at http://www.clw.org/coalition/briefv5n17.htm. 
 
Please come with ideas and ready to work. Contact Victoria Samson if you have anything you 
would like included in the agenda. Thanks. See you next week.  
 

Victoria Samson, Senior Policy Associate 
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers  
110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505  
Washington, DC 20002  
ph: 202.546.0795 x102; fax: 202.546.7970  
website: <http://www.crnd.org> 

http://www.clw.org/coalition/briefv5n17.htm
http://www.clw.org/coalition/briefv5n17.htm
http://www.crnd.org/
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To: halledee@aol.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Photos
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Ed and Ernestene,

Thanks for the picture of the Hallman cousins.  What a motley crew!

I have a favor to ask.  The battery on my camera was dead at the reunion dinner, so I didn't take any pictures.  Since 
you take such good photos, would you be able to supply me a set of each cousin with his/her family?  Send me bill.   
But if you don't have the time and energy for this task, I'll understand.

We think of you a lot.  It was so good to be with you at the reunion.  We hope that Eric is progressing satisfactorily.

Cordially,
Howard
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To: mmbruegg@aol.com, edbruegge@mediaone.net
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Hallman 2004
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Mary and Ed,

I have finally worked out arrangements with Holiday Inn Capitol for the Hallman 2004 Reunion.  While it's fresh in 
mind, I want to confer with you on one matter.

We will have a guaranteed room rate of $149/night for one to four persons.  The rate will apply three days prior and 
three days after the event for those who want to come earlier or stay longer.  One of these rooms will be a suite with a 
large bedroom, a fair-sized living room, and a kitchenette, which we can use as a hospitality suite.  I will see if Mary 
Hurrel and Mary Hallman will be willing to occupy it, or perhaps Lynette and Rick Mehall.  We will have table in the 
lobby the first afternoon and evening.  We will have a free room on Saturday evening near the banquet room for 
childcare if we want to arrange for it.  That seemed to work well in Black Mountain, but I'm not certain whether we 
can pull it off.

The room for the reunion dinner has a set up fee of $200 plus $35 for a podium with microphone.  That's the best I 
could do.   We will work with their chef to arrange a buffet menu that will cost $30-$35, including service and taxes, 
with a lower price for children.  My question to you is this:  what if we added an amount for each adult, or each person 
paying full price (12 and older), to cover the room cost.  That might amount to $5 or $6.  This would save us from 
passing the hat, as you did and as has happened in the past.   The Herbert Hallman descendants can handle the rest of 
expenses.

I'm still feeling numb from the terrorist attacks and the aftermath.  I'm finding that I don't have the psychic energy to 
take on another war.  I'll just stick to my calling on nuclear disarmament and deal with related issues.  For example, 
loose nukes and insecure fissile material that terrorists might acquire pose a far greater danger than the remote 
possibility that an alien state might develop a long-range missile armed with weapons of mass destruction.   So we 
need a lot more attention paid to nuclear nonproliferation measures, which can now be sold as anti-terrorism.  We 
ought to shift missile defense money in that direction. 

I hope that you are all well as the fall season progresses.

Cordially,
Howard



From: "Rutledge, Philip" <rutledge@indiana.edu> 
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org> 
Subject: Dallas Assignment 
Date: Wed, 26 Sep 2001 13:31:44 -0500 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
 
Howard: 
 
 I hope last night's Dallas Program transmission came through okay.  I 
want you to serve as Rapporteur for the Focus Group on "Ensuring that Today's 
Generation Does Not Consume Tomorrow's Resources".  We will recruit local 
note takers and add resource persons.  Plan to arrive on Saturday and depart 
Tuesday afternoon, and let me know what expense support you will need. 
 
        Phil 
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To: "Rutledge, Philip" <rutledge@indiana.edu>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Dallas Assignment
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <875F4BFEEB4CD21192D300805F65BBC00A533A13@pennsylvania.exchange.indiana.edu>
References: 

Phil,

Your transmission with all the attachments came through.  I have made a flight reservation to arrive at 3:45 p.m. on 
Saturday, November 10 and depart at 5:00 p.m., Tuesday, November 13.  I note that you have scheduled a session for 
rapporteurs and others on Sunday afternoon.  I'll be there.  The focus group you assigned me is all right with me.

Regarding my expenses, I assume that you will be waiving my registration fee.  I made that notation on the registration 
form I sent in.  My plane ticket is $191.  I'll have expenses for airport parking at this end, shuttle in Dallas, hotel, and 
meals.  Thanks for working this out.

Shalom,
Howard
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From: Janet Horman <JHorman@UMC-GBCS.ORG>
To: 
Subject: Death of Robin Ringler's father
Date: Wed, 26 Sep 2001 16:08:33 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

Dear Peace with Justice Coordinators:

I thought that you would want to know about the death of Robin Ringler's
father this past Sunday morning. I am forwarding the following contact
information for those of you who would like to send her a note.

Col. Arthur Herbert Ringler was the treasurer of the capital fund campaign
at the Birmingham United Methodist Church in Alpharetta, Georgia. He was
also actively involved with other church activities and ministries.  

In lieu of flowers, GBCS will send a donation to the "New Santuary Fund" as
requested by the family.  If you would like to make a personal contribution,
please make your check payable to the Birmingham UMC, and indicate "New
Sanctuary Fund in Col. Ringler's memory" in the memo.  Address is Birmingham
United Methodist Church, 15770 Birmingham Highway, Alpharetta, GA 30004.

Viewing is this evening at Roswell Funeral Home, 950 Mansell Road, Roswell,
GA.

Funeral service is tomorrow, September 27, 2001, at 2:00 p.m., Brimingham
UMC.

  You may also send a personal note of condolences to Robin, Jim, Grace, Sam
and other Ringler family. 

        9204 Sprucewood Road 
        Burke, VA 22015.  

Please keep the bereaved family in your prayers.  
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From: "Rutledge, Philip" <rutledge@indiana.edu>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Dallas Assignment
Date: Wed, 26 Sep 2001 18:04:03 -0500
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)

Howard:

        Thanks.  Give some thought to how best we might proceed from here.
We'll cover the expenses indicated.

                                                                Phil

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2001 4:01 PM
To: Rutledge, Philip
Subject: Re: Dallas Assignment

Phil,

Your transmission with all the attachments came through.  I have made a
flight reservation to arrive at 3:45 p.m. on Saturday, November 10 and
depart at 5:00 p.m., Tuesday, November 13.  I note that you have scheduled
a session for rapporteurs and others on Sunday afternoon.  I'll be there.
The focus group you assigned me is all right with me.

Regarding my expenses, I assume that you will be waiving my registration
fee.  I made that notation on the registration form I sent in.  My plane
ticket is $191.  I'll have expenses for airport parking at this end,
shuttle in Dallas, hotel, and meals.  Thanks for working this out.

Shalom,
Howard
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From: CarolCWalker@aol.com
Date: Wed, 26 Sep 2001 21:31:13 EDT
Subject: Fwd: Statement from Bishop Storey in South Africa
To: PMonical@aol.com, cawindrum@yahoo.com, rlgdavis@swbell.net, sid@tumc.org,
        mupj@igc.org, Rrpmyers@aol.com, Nabhankins@aol.com,
        mimi@fumcaustin.org, genec@texas.net, NHuff10060@aol.com,
        rogers33@swbell.net, VFindeisen@aol.com, WWale@aol.com,
        mspivey@austin.rr.com
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Mac sub 28

 
Return-Path: <jbelmore@home.com>
Received: from  rly-ye05.mx.aol.com (rly-ye05.mail.aol.com [172.18.151.202]) by air-ye03.mail.aol.com (vx) with 
ESMTP id MAILINYE31-0926192113; Wed, 26 Sep 2001 19:21:13 -0400
Received: from  femail40.sdc1.sfba.home.com (femail40.sdc1.sfba.home.com [24.254.60.34]) by rly-ye05.mx.aol.com 
(v80.21) with ESMTP id MAILRELAYINYE54-0926190148; Wed, 26 Sep 2001 19:01:48 -0400
Received: from cx974133-a ([24.21.24.119]) by femail40.sdc1.sfba.home.com
          (InterMail vM.4.01.03.20 201-229-121-120-20010223) with ESMTP
          id <20010926230139.DSAU23807.femail40.sdc1.sfba.home.com@cx974133-a>;
          Wed, 26 Sep 2001 16:01:39 -0700
Message-Id: <4.2.2.20010926160633.00a48de0@pop3.norton.antivirus>
X-Sender: jbelmore/mail@pop3.norton.antivirus
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.2.2 
Date: Wed, 26 Sep 2001 16:08:11 -0700
To: mickey@mozart.inet.co.th
From: Joe & Billye Elmore <jbelmore@home.com>
Subject: Statement from Bishop Storey in South Africa
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed

       This piece was forwarded by Bonnie Jones Gehweiler, mother of Greg 
Jones, Dean of Duke Divinity School.   Joe and Billye

>Dear Friends:  Bishop Storey is a good friend of Greg and Susan (and
>mine). He is a powerful symbol of justice in South Africa as he fought
>aparteid during those turbulent years. This is a powerful statement on
>peace and reconciliation and repentence. Because of my own concern for
>the peace and justice in the Middle East, I would ask you please notice
>his comments in his third point  of questions in which he comments on
>the Middle East.   Bonnie
>
>Peter Storey, professor of the practice of Christian ministry, is on
>leave for the fall semester in his native South Africa. He wrote this
>letter two days after the Sept. 11 acts of terrorism.
>
>
>Dear Friends in the United States,
>
>We mourn with you. Because we know and love so many of you, and have
>lived long enough among you to feel at least a measure of  your hurt.
>
>We continue to spend most of our days watching the layers of pain unfold
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>across your land. From time to time, my mind closes down from overload,
>unable to hold the measure of horror, then some image brings it back to
>sharp focus again. The small things do this, the things one's mind and
>heart can grasp. A woman, showing pictures of her husband to anyone she
>can. A brawny, bone-weary fireman sluicing the dust off his head. Crowds
>shouting their thanks to convoys of grim construction workers, driving
>their rigs into the disaster area. Another crowd in another land,
>weeping as, for the first time in history, a "foreign" anthem is played
>in the forecourt of Buckingham Palace.
>
>We have been moved, as always, by the response of so many, acting so
>rapidly, and with purpose, to bring succor, ministering to the nation's
>wounds. There is something deeply stirring about the capacity of the
>American people to mobilize communities for good.
>
>There have been some unlikely heroes too. That rough diamond, Rudy
>Giuliani, has stood out for me as the one who has ministered truth and
>compassion to the people of New York. No shallow bravado, no cheap
>pieties, but unsentimental, tough love that has come across as
>extraordinarily human and pastoral - parenting New Yorkers in their time
>of trial.
>
>By contrast, it has been troubling to see how shallow and shaky have
>been the first moves of the President, and how unsafe he becomes when
>caught without a script. We must pray that this man will be helped
>through this without taking the world deeper into disaster.
>
>Sadly, at the invitation-only service at the National Cathedral, the
>Church did not help him, nor further the Gospel. It was sad to see the
>Church (and other religious traditions) laid so supinely at the disposal
>of Caesar and his chaplains. It is one thing for the Church to invite
>the leaders of the land to come like any others, to pray, to seek God's
>healing and the guidance of God's word. It is
>theologically an entirely different matter to provide a pulpit to the
>head of state, enabling him to use a house of worship to rally the
>nation for war, exactly contradicting some of the Scriptures that were
>read. When uniforms and flags crowd God's house, it is hard for God's
>word to be heard. A British TV reporter said afterward: "This morning,
>in quick succession, President Bush got approval for his war, first from
>Congress, then from the religious leaders." Did it occur to anyone just
>how much this action resembled the use made of mosque pulpits by the
>political leaders of some extreme Muslim fundamentalist states?
>
>After that carefully choreographed exercise, faithful preachers will not
>have an easy task. As my preacher son said, "It will be very difficult
>to balance the personal and pastoral on one hand, and the political, or
>prophetic on the other."
>
>Yet, as always, both dimensions exist in this atrocity. To weep with
>Jesus over the city's wounds is our pastoral imperative. To do so
>without asking his deep questions about why we "do not know the things
>that make for peace," is a dereliction of our calling.
>
>In the midst of the weeping for the pain, which has given way so rapidly
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>to cries for vengeance, should we not listen for another note - that of
>repentance?
>
>Some of the questions that leap out at me right now, are these:
>
>How is it that we continue to be defrauded by the false security of
>military might? The capacity to build an anti-ballistic-missile system,
>and to "project power" across the globe, seems almost ludicrous right
>now. The greatest military power on earth has been struck at its heart
>by three of its own commercial airliners, held to ransom by a handful of
>knife-wielding fanatics. Yet, nothing in the rhythm of human stupidity
>is likely to change. The saber-rattling will grow louder, the outworn
>weapons of war will be dusted off, and soon, somewhere in the "third
>world," - the world I live in -many more people will die, adding to
>God's tears. More hatred will be stored up in the ruins of some dusty
>country. We must bear witness to another way - the Jesus way of
>nonviolence. This is never more difficult than when we feel our loved
>ones and ourselves to be under attack, yet that is surely the time when
>such a witness is supremely relevant.
>
>When will we have the courage to identify all fundamentalism as the well
>from which hatred drinks? The perpetrators of this horror will most
>likely be found to come from Muslim fundamentalist ranks, but even as
>some outraged people take revenge on innocent Muslim-Americans, we
>remember that it was Christian fundamentalists who perpetrated the
>second worst terrorist attack on American soil. McVeigh was the extreme
>product of the theological poison that masquerades as Christianity in
>hundreds of churches, and which we tend to shrug off as "misguided, but
>sincere." Witness the hatred toward a whole slew of scapegoats that came
>from Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson while the flames in Manhattan and
>Washington DC still burned. Fundamentalism - Christian, Muslim, Hindu,
>Jewish, whatever - is surely the enemy of each of these faiths and will
>continue to turn them into instruments of division and death instead of
>unity and life.
>
>While it is right to ask in horror, "What kind of people can perform
>such hateful, deranged deeds?" there is another question: "What have we
>done that anybody can hate us so much?" This is a hard question to ask
>at a time of such pain, but we pray that out of all this horror, there
>may be a better capacity to hear it (although I fear the opposite). Part
>of the response to that question may be simply that the big boy on the
>block is always disliked by all the little guys who wish they were as
>big. But it's not as simple as that. There is a myth, cherished by the
>vast majority of Americans, that their nation's foreign and economic
>policy is both moral and benign. From other vantage points it is viewed
>very differently. I think of our anger in South Africa at the American
>unwillingness to engage the issues of slavery and Israeli oppression in
>Durban recently and their attempt to torpedo the whole conference
>because they could not dominate it. How much more resented in the Arab
>world, which has endured nearly a century of humiliation at the hands of
>the West? The unquestioning support for Israel, led now by a man whose
>past includes military atrocities against Palestinians, and who orders
>extra-judicial executions of their leadership every day, is beyond our
>comprehension. It goes far beyond ensuring Israel's legitimate right to
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>survive. US-driven economic "globalisation" has enriched the
>shareholders of Wall Street beyond their dreams, but its destructive
>impact on the poor of "emerging economies" goes unacknowledged and
>unquestioned in Congress, and the increasingly angry demonstrations
>against it are swept aside with teargas and disdain.
>
>
>The cone of silence around these questions needs to be broken. With
>mainstream politicians fearful of even appearing to address them surely
>the Church must do so? It will be difficult, but to the degree that this
>nightmare of terror is related to those questions, is this now the time
>to ask them?
>
>I have often suggested to American Christians that the only way to
>understand their mission is to ask what it might have meant to witness
>faithfully to Jesus in the heart of the Roman Empire. Certainly, when I
>preach in the United States, I feel as I imagine the Apostle Paul did,
>when he first passed through the gates of Rome - admiration for its
>people, awe at its manifest virtues, and
>resentment of its careless power. American preachers have a task more
>difficult, perhaps, than those faced by us under South Africa's
>apartheid, or Christians under Communism. We had obvious evils to
>engage; you have to unwrap your culture from years of red, white and
>blue myth. You have to expose, and confront, the great disconnect
>between the kindness, compassion and caring of
>most American people, and the ruthless way American power is
>experienced, directly and indirectly, by the poor of the earth. You have
>to help good people see how they have let their institutions do their
>sinning for them. This is not easy among people who really believe that
>their country does nothing but good, but it is necessary, not only for
>their future, but for us all.
>
>All around the world there are those who believe in the basic goodness
>of the American people, who agonize with you in your pain, but also long
>to see your human goodness translated into a different, more
>compassionate way of relating with the rest of this bleeding planet.
>
>                  With love and solidarity,
>
>                  Peter Storey
>
>
>
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X-Sender: vhall110@pop.southwind.net
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 4.3.1
Date: Wed, 26 Sep 2001 21:20:51 -0500
To: cpepper@towerhill.org, Dibaby911@aol.com,
        "DKNUTSONR@aol.com" <DKNUTSONR@aol.com>,
        Edward Brueggemann <edbruegge@mediaone.net>, EAABurns@aol.com,
        mupj@igc.apc.org, Spencersage@aol.com, joanhallman@hotmail.com,
        lmehall@attglobal.net, MMBruegg@aol.com
From: Jeanette Hallman <vhall110@southwind.net>
Subject: A. Helen's House and Estate sale

Hi Everyone, Wanted you to know that A. Helen's house has been sold and 
having an Estate Garage Sale this coming Friday, noon to 7:00 P.M. and 
Saturday 8:00 to ?. Noone would do an auction because her things would not 
bring much. And had two estate fella's out and neither thought it would be 
worth it.  ( Denise took one of the bedroom sets and Terri took the other 
bedroom set which were the two better things she had in the house. So a 
garage sale is being done. She has many kitchen items, pots, pans etc. and 
glassware. Things wil be priced to sell. My sister in St. John, Brother in 
Ellinwood and Sister in McPherson have been a big help all along getting 
ready for this. This sale was not planned till next week as the closing on 
the house was October 8th. Then the buyers ask to get in a week early and 
the lawyer thought if we could,  have it and get it all over with. Am glad 
the house has been sold before the cold has set in. (We did have 39 degrees 
for one morning but starting to warm back up.) Will let you know how 
everything turns out. Week-end is suppose to be very nice so that will help.
   The checks that you are to receive cannot be written for 6 months from 
A. Helen's death so that will be in December.
   (Diane, will you relay this message to your mom and dad and Lynette 
relay this message to your mom.)
                                        Love Jeanette
Jeanette Hallman
110 Downing Rd.
Hutchinson, KS  67502
316-663-4355
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User-Agent: Microsoft-Outlook-Express-Macintosh-Edition/5.02.2022
Date: Thu, 27 Sep 2001 06:59:23 -0400
Subject: Re: Hallman 2004
From: Edward Brueggemann <edbruegge@mediaone.net>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>, <mmbruegg@aol.com>

on 9/26/01 4:52 PM, Howard W. Hallman at mupj@igc.org wrote:

> Dear Mary and Ed,
> 
> I have finally worked out arrangements with Holiday Inn Capitol for the
> Hallman 2004 Reunion.  While it's fresh in mind, I want to confer with you
> on one matter.
> 
> We will have a guaranteed room rate of $149/night for one to four persons.
> The rate will apply three days prior and three days after the event for
> those who want to come earlier or stay longer.  One of these rooms will be
> a suite with a large bedroom, a fair-sized living room, and a kitchenette,
> which we can use as a hospitality suite.  I will see if Mary Hurrel and
> Mary Hallman will be willing to occupy it, or perhaps Lynette and Rick
> Mehall.  We will have table in the lobby the first afternoon and evening.
> We will have a free room on Saturday evening near the banquet room for
> childcare if we want to arrange for it.  That seemed to work well in Black
> Mountain, but I'm not certain whether we can pull it off.
> 
> The room for the reunion dinner has a set up fee of $200 plus $35 for a
> podium with microphone.  That's the best I could do.   We will work with
> their chef to arrange a buffet menu that will cost $30-$35, including
> service and taxes, with a lower price for children.  My question to you is
> this:  what if we added an amount for each adult, or each person paying
> full price (12 and older), to cover the room cost.  That might amount to $5
> or $6.  This would save us from passing the hat, as you did and as has
> happened in the past.   The Herbert Hallman descendants can handle the rest
> of expenses.
> 
> I'm still feeling numb from the terrorist attacks and the aftermath.  I'm
> finding that I don't have the psychic energy to take on another war.  I'll
> just stick to my calling on nuclear disarmament and deal with related
> issues.  For example, loose nukes and insecure fissile material that
> terrorists might acquire pose a far greater danger than the remote
> possibility that an alien state might develop a long-range missile armed
> with weapons of mass destruction.   So we need a lot more attention paid to
> nuclear nonproliferation measures, which can now be sold as anti-terrorism.
> We ought to shift missile defense money in that direction.
> 
> I hope that you are all well as the fall season progresses.
> 
> Cordially,
> Howard
> 

Howard:
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We too have been disoriented by the events of Sept 11 and following.  The
problem in getting back to normal is that normal has changed.

It is fine with us to add a fee to cover the room.  I have long felt that
some kind of a registration fee would be better than passing the hat.  The
hat has a long history but it is not a predictable source.

We appreciate your efforts on our behalf and because we have so recently
done this, we know of the effort it takes.

LuAnn joins me in sending fond greetings to you and Carlee.

edb 



From: MMBruegg@aol.com 
Date: Thu, 27 Sep 2001 07:58:23 EDT 
Subject: Re: Hallman 2004 
To: mupj@igc.org 
X-Mailer: AOL 6.0 for Windows US sub 10539 
 
Dear Howard:  
Your plans sound great.  I agree I would assess each family so much to cover 
those general costs.  And all of us should help with child care even though we 
don't have children.  
    Take care of yourselves and especially each other in these days.  mmb  
 
Walter and Mary Miller Brueggemann  
4 Downshire Lane  
Decatur, GA 30033-1414  
 
Tel 404/327-9159 
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Reply-To: <paul@paxchristi.net>
From: "Paul Lansu" <paul@paxchristi.net>
To: <paul@paxchristi.net>
Subject: draft statement biological weapons
Date: Thu, 27 Sep 2001 13:28:52 +0200
X-MSMail-Priority: High
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook CWS, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0)
X-Mimeole: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Importance: High
X-MDRemoteIP: 192.168.0.4
X-Return-Path: paul@paxchristi.net
X-MDaemon-Deliver-To: mupj@igc.org

Dear friends,

The International Secretariat has been able to work very close with Ineke
Malsch of the Dutch Pax Christi who set up an ad hoc group in drafting a
paper on biological weapons. The board of Pax Christi Netherlands gave their
green light as well. I also included most of the remarks made by Dr Nicholas
Sims of the London School of Economics.

The paper has two major parts:
(1) a (draft) position statement; and
(2) a background note.

It is our aim to discuss the paper (especially the draft statement) at the
Commission for Security, Demilitarisation and Arms Trade during the
International Council in Mainz, Germany, on 2 November 2001. At its meeting
of 5 November, our Executive Committee can then approve/adopt the statement.
The statement will then be made public at a press conference which will take
place on Monday 5 November. The statement is very helpful to do some
advocacy work on the national level, and later this year in Geneva and
elsewhere in the UN system. Archbishop Diarmuid Martin, Nuncio of the Holy
See in Geneva, asked us to be (again) more active on BW. A lot can be done
in close co-operation with the International Peace Bureau in Geneva as well.

My question to you is: could you discuss the draft/statement within your
national section (in your working group or with your experts)? And could
you, if necessary, forward to us written comments in English to improve the
quality of the draft and of the paper? The text has reference SD16E01. Would
that be possible done one week before the Mainz gathering? Deadline 26
October!

Paul Lansu

Pax Christi International
Vieux Marché aux Grains 21
1000  Brussels
Belgium
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phone:          +32 (-2) 502.55.50
fax:                  +32 (-2) 502.46.26
mobile:         +32 (0475) -382170
e-mail:         paul@paxchristi.net
url:          http://www.paxchristi.net
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1. Pax Christi International statement on biological weapons 
 
Pax Christi International rejects any production, testing, transport, storage, use or possession 
of biological and toxin weapons for killing humans and for destroying human food, crops and 
animals. 
 
International community 
 
Pax Christi International urges the international community to strengthen the BTWC 
Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC) by adding the protocol which has been 
negotiated by the Ad Hoc group of states party to the BTWC convention. We realise that this 
protocol is not sufficient to respect for the ban on the possession and use of biological and 
toxin weapons. Yet the protocol, and the Organisation for the Prohibition of Biological 
Weapons, are necessary instruments to strengthen the international protection regime against 
biological weapons. Also, they will contribute to a climate of international collaboration to 
foster the peaceful development of vaccines and other biotechnologies. The verification 
protocol should urge the participating states to continue efforts to develop better verification 
procedures.  
 
National authorities 
 
Pax Christi International calls upon national governments to protect their own citizens as well 
as civilians in other countries against the effects of attacks with biological weapons. Also, 
they should take preventive measures such as dual use export controls, regular inspection of 
dual use installations, promoting Good Manufacturing and Good Laboratory Practice, the 
adoption of 'whistleblowers' legislation to protect individual employees if they want to report 
suspect situations, and legislation (when not already done) to criminalize BW activity of 
individuals and organisations. This legislation should contain provisions on alternative jobs 



for the ‘whistleblower’ in case the relation between the ‘whistle blowing’ employee and the 
employer proves to be irreparably damaged. Governments should also grant asylum and 
protection to nationals of countries who speak out against offensive biological weapons 
programmes of their own governments. 
 
Industries 
 
Pax Christi International requests pharmaceutical, chemical, biotechnological and other 
industries which have biotechnological installations, which could be abused for the 
production of biological weapons, to develop an internal code of conduct to prevent abuse of 
their installations for biological weapons. This code of conduct should respect Good 
Manufacturing Practice and Good Laboratory Practice standards. They should also develop a 
'whistleblowers' procedure to enable employees to report suspect situations. 
 
Individuals 
 
Pax Christi International asks individual researchers and other employees who work with 
biological agents to watch out for signs of potential abuse. Individuals should warn their 
superiors or the relevant authorities if they suspect potential abuse. We see a special 
responsibility of medical and scientific professions. 
 
Churches 
 
Pax Christi International calls upon the Holy See and the World Council of Churches to 
speak out against the development, production or stockpiling or use of biological weapons for 
mass destruction. The various churches should promote the development and acceptance of a 
verification regime, even if the verification possibilities are not yet sufficient. 



 
2. Background note 
 
2.1. Introduction 
 
This statement of the international Catholic peace movement Pax Christi is an expression of 
concern by its international council and engaged members on recent developments in 
international disarmament negotiations. In particular, we are worried about the recent 
breakdown of the negotiations on a verification protocol to the BTWC convention. The 
statement in part 1 of this document expresses our concerns. This background document 
explains how we have reached the positions adopted. 
 
2.2. The technology 
 
Biological weapons contain any infectious agents from bacterial, viral or other biological 
pathogenic origin that are used intentionally to inflict bodily harm to people, animals or 
nature. 
Bacteria are viable micro-organisms belonging to the order of eubacterialis. They multiply 
inside a living organism or in a liquid growth medium in a laboratory. Some sorts are 
pathogenic for man or animals or produce toxins. 
Viruses are microorganisms that can only reproduce in animal or human cells or in bacterial 
cells. Viruses are pathogenic by nature. 
A toxin (weapon) is a toxic substance produced by a living creature, e.g. snake poison or 
botulinum toxin. A toxin is itself a chemical (non-living) substance, and can not multiply 
itself. 
Viruses can be spread by air in the form of small aerosols. These are meant to enter the 
victims through the lungs. A gas mask is an effective protection mechanism. Bacteria can 
infect water or food supplies, entering the victims through the stomach. In such cases prior 
vaccination is an effective countermeasure, if you know beforehand which diseases your 
enemy will use. 
 
Similarities and dissimilarities between civil biotechnology and biological weapons 
 
In biotechnological production processes, microorganisms and their enzymes are used to 
facilitate chemical reactions. As in chemical reactions, concentrations of reactants, catalysts 
and temperature influence the reaction. Biotechnology is an old technology, e.g. used for 
cheese and wine making and preparation of sauerkraut. Later, biotechnological fermentation 
has also been used to prepare other products such as antibiotics and vaccines. Chemical 
production technologies have been developed in the 19th century, biotechnologies have really 
only emerged in the 20th century.  
The preparation of biological weapons strongly resembles the first steps of the preparation of 
a vaccine. For the propagation of a biological weapon using bacteria, a synthetic growth 
medium should be used. For the propagation of such a weapon using viruses, animal cell 
cultures must be grown aseptically. These cell cultures are inoculated with a viral culture. The 
main difference is in the second phase. In the preparation of a vaccine, the bacteria or viruses 
are weakened by heating or by chemical means. The people who are trying to prepare 
biological weapons have to take some very dangerous steps. They must store the pathogens or 
toxins under optimal circumstances, and later spread them in the target area. They may need 
to take extra protection measures for the pathogens. If they try to aerosolise a (freeze dried) 
culture, this may weaken its virulence, thereby making it less deadly. 



People claim that it is difficult to control possible production sites of biological weapons, 
because the technology is "dual use". Only production sites for vaccines, recombinant DNA 
and bio defence research facilities are similar to bio weapon sites. Production installations for 
food and antibiotics are already protected against escaping microorganisms. While in the 
preparation of vaccines active microorganisms are weakened and prepared for safe injection 
in human beings, biological weapons must be suitable for large-scale dissemination in a lethal 
form. 
The technology used for production, stockpiling or development of biological weapons 
includes a list of known pathogenic viruses and bacteria. Fomenters and other equipment such 
as for purification or enrichment are also listed in international dual use export regulations.  
 
Another relevant development is the development of biosensors and laboratories on a chip. 
Biosensors combine a thin layer of biological materials with a microchip. The biological part 
works as a receptor for biological molecules or cells, and can be used to detect specific 
pathogens. The microchip analyses the signal and is used to warn humans if a dangerous 
microbe is present. Especially in the USA, the Department of Defence and Defence Advanced 
Research Projects Agency DARPA are funding research to develop biosensors for detecting 
biological weapons. At the moment this research is still 10-15 years from real applications. 
The Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC) allow such bio-defence research, 
since its aim is to give early warning when a biological weapon is used. People may then 
protect themselves with a gas mask or by evacuation. 
 
So far, biological weapons have rarely been used, because it is difficult to protect one's own 
troops and civilians. The development of effective bio-defence could have the unintended 
consequence that a country or terrorist group will be able to protect it and use the biological 
weapon against their enemy, who does not have the countermeasures. 
 
2.3. Status quo of international law 
 
The use of biological agents and toxins for hostile purposes has been forbidden since 1925 
(Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, 
and of Biological Methods of Warfare. Signed at Geneva, June 17, 1925). In 1972, the UN 
"Convention on the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of 
bacteriological (biological) and toxin weapons and on their destruction" (BTWC) expanded 
this ban to possessing biological agents for hostile purposes. It became operational in 1975. 
Unfortunately, this is a toothless treaty, since it lacks an international verification regime. 
Since 1995, an Ad Hoc group of states party to this BTWC convention have been negotiating 
a new protocol to move some way towards a verification regime and a UN "Organisation for 
the Prohibition of Biological Weapons". Until the beginning of 2001, most interested parties 
expected this protocol to be agreed upon before the fifth review conference of the BTWC 
convention, 19 November until 7 December 2001 in Geneva.  
The draft protocol should strengthen the existing BTWC by enforcing: 
a) Annual declarations of dual-use facilities, which can be used for peaceful as well as 

hostile purposes; 
b) Investigation(s) visits, when one state party accuses another of having biological weapons; 
c) Types of visits. 
The draft protocol also addresses trade, scientific co-operation and measures to promote 
compliance. An international Organisation for the Prohibition of Biological Weapons 
(OPBW) should be responsible for the execution of the protocol, once it is operational. 
 



But on 25 July 2001 the US government called the proposed protocol text unacceptable. Their 
main arguments were twofold. First, they claim verification is impossible. This is the 
distinction between biological and chemical weapons. US representative Donald A. Mahler 
said that verification is an illusion, according to Theo Koala, (Volkskrant, 6 August 2001). An 
aggressor can easily hide ingredients for biological weapons, since only a small tube is 
enough to stockpile a pathogenic organism. This can be multiplied to large quantities in a 
relatively short time. But verification remains possible after biological weapons have 
allegedly been used. Verification can also be used when biological agents have 
unintentionally been released from laboratories. The latter has happened in Sverdlovsk in 
1979, when anthrax escaped from an offensive bioweapons facility and caused an epidemic. 
The second US argument is national security and loss of industrial property. The US bio-
defence programme is among the largest worldwide. However, the states party to the BTWC 
convention must only declare very limited information. There are not many sites which are 
open to visits. Therefore the possible backlash to national security seems limited. The same 
goes for civil companies which are worried to loose confidential information under the 
proposed verification regime. Test verifications have demonstrated this.  
The US is investigating potential alternatives for verification, including the development of 
new vaccines to protect against biological weapons, or an attempt to increase the costs for 
producing biological weapons. The US might present a new proposal during the review 
conference in November. The other negotiating states decided to freeze the negotiations and 
wait for an alternative proposal or wait until they can resume the existing negotiations to 
conclude a Protocol after a delay? According to the mandate of the Ad Hoc group, they must 
adopt the protocol by consensus. The US has made it clear that they will not agree. If they 
remain present at the negotiations, they can block any progress unless they can be persuaded 
to stand aside and be footnoted, so as not to block consensus. 
An article published by Michael Moodie (2001) may shed light on the possible contents of the 
US proposal. He states that the aim of arms control treaties should be a safer world. Moodie 
doubts that the weakened Verification protocol will contribute to a safer world. He proposes 
to pick out the best elements from the protocol text, including Investigations, enhanced 
consultation, export controls to prevent dissemination by the members of the Australia group 
of countries who possess dual use technologies, confidence building measures, implementing 
the BWC in national legislation in more countries, linking up with other 'tools of policy'. 
The non-aligned states which the US suspects of having biological weapons facilities will 
probably not agree to such a unilateral approach. 
 
2.4 Suspects and potential victims 
 
Several countries are suspected to have biological weapons. Iraq1, a well-known example, 
possessed chemical and biological weapons during the Gulf war. The US accuses Iraqi 
president Saddam Husein of rebuilding his biological and chemical weapons programme. It is 
hard to verify since UNSCOM is not allowed to visit suspect sites. The US is accusing 13 
countries, mostly in the Middle East, of having offensive BW programmes. The US is 
especially concerned that terrorist groups may use biological and chemical weapons against 
civilians. This is a major incentive for their investments in bio-defence. They also refuse to 
exclude the potential use of nuclear weapons as a deterrent for biological and chemical 
weapons. 
 
The US government is worried about possible attacks with biological weapons by "rogue 
states" such as Iraq, or by terrorist groups. Potential victims are both civilians and soldiers. So 
                                                           
1 Iraq’s last use of CW was at Halabja, after its 1988 – 1989 war against Iran; but it never used BW in the Iran/Iraq war. 



far, other countries have been more sceptical about the danger of bio-terrorism. But recent 
outbreaks of foot and mouth disease in Europe, as well as some human epidemics have 
demonstrated the vulnerability of countries with an open economy for both attacks on human 
beings and on food supplies and economic resources. In the Netherlands, this has led to more 
public discussion on defence against bio-terrorism.  
 
The case of "Dr. Death" Wouter Basson, who was responsible for a biological weapons 
programme under the South African Apartheid regime, shows that ethnic groups in non-
democratic countries can also become victims of biological weapons used by their own 
government. In most sub-Saharan African countries, current natural epidemics including 
AIDS, malaria and other diseases such as cholera and Ebola probably render the threat of 
biological weapons less pressing. 
 
During the cold war, several countries ran offensive national programmes to develop 
biological weapons. In the US, this programme was terminated by president Nixon in 1969. In 
Russia, a massive programme to develop new biological weapons in quantities large enough 
to fill intercontinental warheads ran until the beginning of the 1990s. One of the leaders of 
this programme, Ken Alibek, published a detailed description of this programme in 1999. 
There are several ongoing conversion programmes in which former weapons researchers are 
now working on civil biotechnology Research and Development.  
Some analysts are also concerned about an erosion of the definition of biological weapons. 
The genetic revolution could render pathogens less lethal, making them safer and easier to 
handle as a conventional weapon, not only as a weapon of mass destruction. 
 
Terrorism with biological weapons: a case study of Aum Shinrikyo 

 
The world witnessed a terrorist attack with a chemical agent sarin, conducted by a religious 
cult group Aum Shinrikyo, on March 20, 1995, in a busy subway station in Tokyo, causing 12 
deaths and injuring over 5,000. However, it is not so known that this same group had 
conducted at least four (some suggest nine) terrorist attacks in Tokyo with biological weapons 
in 1990 and 1993. The Aum group effectively recruited a number of young intelligent 
scientists, including chemists, biologists, bacteriologists, and genetic engineers, to prepare for 
the apocalyptic coup d’etat.  
 
In 1990, the Aum members attempt to attack the US Navy base in Yokosuka, Japan, with 
botulinum toxin. Later they conducted similar attacks with anthrax spores in 1993 in an 
attempt of a coup d’etat in Tokyo. In addition to botulinum and anthrax, the Aum members 
are believed to have studied other infectious agents such as Q fever virus. Although these two 
attacks resulted in a failure, a risk study of anthrax attack shows that estimated 20,000 to 
30,000 persons could be exposed to the cloud of spores, possibly causing indiscriminate mass 
infections and deaths (SIPRI Yearbook 2000). Although their attacks with biological weapons 
proved to be too difficult due to the lack of sufficient technology and instruments, many 
experts agree that further studies on virus, use of other types of virus (e.g. those that are easier 
to handle), and improvements of equipment could nevertheless lead to a successful massive 
biological catastrophe.  
 
The experiences from the Aum attacks show that there is a huge potentiality that any 
intelligent, non-state, civilian group could wage successful terrorist attacks with biological 
weapons that could cause massive bacterial calamity in any populated areas. Under the 
present fragile international framework for banning biological weapons, preventive measures 



for bio-terrorism are in a serious doubt. Without more solid preventive measures, we will only 
repeat the same history in Japan in 1990 and 1993; and next time, as many predict, we will 
not be as lucky. 
 
2.5. Relevant Catholic Social Ethics 
 
The Catholic Church recognises the legitimate defence of sovereign states. The Catholic 
Church supports the long-term objective of disarmament as a road to peace. It strongly 
opposes all types of arms races, and especially arms races with mass destruction weapons. 
The Catholic Church has regularly spoken out against such weapons and against the 
indiscriminate targeting of civilians. Pax Christi urges a reconsideration of biological 
weapons to the background of these teachings of the Church. We suggest that the following 
ideas might play a role in these considerations. 
The first question is: Is a biological weapon a "malum intrinsicum" (evil by itself) Mostly, the 
answer is 'no'. Since the technologies used for biological weapons are dual use technologies, 
which are also needed for peaceful applications such as vaccines, we must assume these 
biotechnologies are not a malum intrinsicum. 
If we assume a weapon is not a "malum intrinsicum", we must answer some questions to 
judge each case in which it is used by itself. Are the aims for using the weapon in itself 
legitimate? The values of Justice and Security are relevant for answering this question. Are 
there other means to achieve the same legitimate aim? Are the foreseeable indirect effects of 
the weapon proportional to the injustice it is intended to remedy? Are the foreseeable indirect 
effects proportional to the legitimate aim of using the weapon? Are there other options 
available in which you can avoid the foreseeable indirect effects? In that case you must use 
those. 
 
If there are no means available to achieve a legitimate aim without indirect effects, and the 
means can in principle be used proportionally, the indirect effects must be minimised 
beforehand and the damage repaired afterwards. This is ambivalent: if you work on making a 
proportional weapon, you increase the chances of use in a war. But of course, the use will be 
proportional. For a peace movement, it is an impossible dilemma to plea for making weapons 
proportional. The principle of indirect effects demands a real effort to avoid collateral 
damage. 
It appears that the Catholic Social Ethics is in favour of bio-defence research intended to 
protect soldiers and civilians against biological weapons, even if this would result in easier to 
handle biological weapons. If one develops vaccines or sensors to protect one's troops or 
citizens against the use of biological weapons, it is less risky to use them in a conflict. And 
when the enemy, who does not have the vaccine, has surrendered, one can help him fight the 
epidemic one caused with your vaccine.  
The possession and use of weapons are also subject to norms, such as the principle of 
sufficiency. You must not use more than you need to achieve the aim, and not aim the weapon 
at non-combatants. 
 
2.6. Relevant earlier positions of Pax Christi International 
 
In the April 2001 statement on Nuclear Disarmament, Pax Christi International warned 
against: "The failure of the USA to ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, and to rule out 
the extension of the role of nuclear weapons deter attacks by other weapons of mass-
destruction and attacks by terrorist groups and so-called 'rogue states,' or 'states of 
concern'," and "The fact that the deployment of nuclear weapons provides a strong rationale 



for the development and proliferation of all kinds of weaponry, especially biological and 
chemical weapons, often thought of as the mass-destruction weapons 'of the poor and the 
weak'."  
 
Pax Christi sections have been involved in projects to develop codes of conduct for 
multinationals how to deal with human rights in countries where human rights violations 
occur. Some of the principles and arguments apply also to corporate responsibility to protect 
against biological weapons. Of course, companies cannot replace governments in protecting 
citizens against bio-warfare or bio-terrorism. But international and national enforcement of 
the BTWC convention is impossible without the loyal collaboration of industries with 
inspectors and export controls. 
In the case of human rights, Pax Christi sections plead for the adoption of a corporate policy 
including auditable standards, based on the principles of international human rights law. Pax 
Christi sections distinguish three levels of responsibility for a company: 
a) "Where a company has control, it has full responsibility to uphold [international legal] 

standards …" In the case of biological weapons, this means a company must ensure 
nobody abuses their installations to use, develop, produce or stockpile biological weapons. 
International ISO norms should be used as a guide, as in the other two cases. 

b) "Where a company does not control a situation, but is capable of exercising influence, it 
has a responsibility to develop and use this influence with the purpose of contributing to 
the realisation of [international law] by or in conjunction with others …" A company must 
respect dual use export directives, and collaborate loyally with the authorities to prevent 
"international shopping", or reselling instruments or consumables which can be abused for 
biological weapons to suspect companies or countries. A company should therefore 
continuously update its list of suspect parties. 

c) "In cases where a company has no means of directly influencing a situation, there still 
exists a responsibility towards the wider community to contribute to the creation of an 
enabling environment for the realisation of [international law] by all …" A company must 
steer clear of situations where they can not guarantee that their installations or goods will 
not be abused for biological weapons. 

 
2.7 Conclusion 
 
Pax Christi International is traditionally in favour of multilateral arms control and 
disarmament in the framework of the United Nations. This is applicable on biological 
weapons as much as on nuclear and chemical weapons. The specific aspects which distinguish 
biotechnology from nuclear or chemical weapons technology do not convince us to take 
another stance in this case. National authorities still need to collaborate and take their own 
responsibility to protect their own citizens against bio-warfare and bio-terrorism. 
 
Pax Christi International has also called upon multinational companies to contribute as much 
as possible to the realisation of international law. In the 1990s, we focused on Human Rights, 
now we want to expand our position to include international disarmament law as well. As in 
the case of chemical weapons, biotechnology industries have a clear responsibility to control 
the safe use of their installations. 
 
In accordance with other developments in personal responsibility of scientists and employees, 
we also call upon individuals to take their responsibility and "blow the whistle" if necessary. 



The Catholic Social Ethics present a clear framework to judge the use of biological weapons. 
If used as a weapon of mass destruction, it is always disproportionate, and must be rejected. 
At the same time, the development of bio defence is legitimate. 
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NO MORE FUNDS FOR NUCLEAR WEAPONS PROGRAMS

A few senators are proposing to add more than $300 million to the nuclear
weapons budget. A floor vote in the Senate could occur next week (week of
Oct. 1).

Sens. Domenici (NM), Reid (NV) and Bingaman (NM) have filed an amendment,
Senate Amendment 1671, to increase the nuclear weapons budget of the Energy
Department by $339 million. They could offer the amendment as a floor
amendment to the defense authorization, as soon as Monday, October 1.

ACTION

Please call the Washington offices of your two Senators. Ask them to oppose
Senate Amendment 1671 by Sen. Domenici, which would increase the nuclear
weapons budget in the defense authorization bill. 

The U.S. should not be spending more money on nuclear weapons development
and testing. This is the wrong message to send to the world following the
tragedy of September 11. Instead, the Senate should increase funding for
non-proliferation programs-such as the "Nunn-Lugar" threat reduction
initiative--to safely and securely dismantle and dispose of nuclear,
chemical and biological weapons in the U.S., Russia, and elsewhere, and fund
initiatives to de-alert nuclear weapons within the next year.

To find your Senators' Washington telephone numbers, either call the Capitol
Switchboard at 202-224-3121 or use the Legislative Action Center on FCNL's
web site. Just click on the link below, select your state and click on <Go>,
then select your member and click on <Go>. Here is the link:
http://capwiz.com/fconl/dbq/officials/

BACKGROUND

The Bush administration requested $5.30 billion for the nuclear weapons
activities budget at the Energy Department for fiscal year 2002, which
begins October 1. The budget funds the work of the Los Alamos (NM), Sandia
(NM), and Lawrence Livermore (CA) nuclear weapons labs. It also funds a half
dozen nuclear weapons production sites scattered across the country and the
Nevada Test Site. These facilities are used to maintain the U.S. nuclear
arsenal. None of these funds are for non-proliferation programs. 

Earlier this year, the Senate Armed Services Committee recommended spending
$5.45 billion for the nuclear weapons account, higher than the Bush
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administration's request. Sens. Domenici, Reid and Bingaman are now seeking
to boost that by $339 million.

Some Senators have been suggesting that the U.S. should develop new nuclear
weapons, especially a "mini-nuke." While this amendment does not
specifically authorize development of a new nuclear weapon, it is a
significant increase for the nuclear weapons budget.

David Culp, Legislative Representative
Friends Committee on National Legislation (Quakers)
245 Second Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C.  20002-5795
Tel: (202) 547-6000, ext. 146
Toll free: (800) 630-1330, ext. 146
Fax: (202) 547-6019
E-mail: david@fcnl.org
Web site: www.fcnl.org

-
 To unsubscribe to abolition-usa, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"
 with "unsubscribe abolition-usa" in the body of the message.
 For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send
 "help" to the same address.  Do not use quotes in your message.
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"Space Wars," by Sen. Robert C. Byrd

Congressional Record, September 26, 2001, pp. S9826-28

Mr. BYRD. Madam President, during the August recess, The New York Times
Magazine ran a cover story entitled "The Coming Space War" The article
caught my interest, as I am sure that it intrigued many other readers. The
author's contention is that the U.S. military is considering a campaign to
achieve military superiority in space similar to the kind of military
superiority that U.S. forces seek in the air, on land, and from the sky.
Military superiority in space is deemed critical in order to protect our
increasing dependence on satellites for communications, surveillance,
commercial and military purposes. On August 24, President Bush named Air
Force General Richard Myers, a former chief of the U.S. Space Command and of
the North American Aerospace Defense Command, as the new Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. General Myers' selection as Chairman is in keeping
with President Bush's strong support for building a national missile
defense, NMD, the follow-on to President Reagan's Star Wars Strategic
Defense Initiative, SDI.
 
It is certainly true that our dependence--and that of other developed and
developing nations--on these winking, blinking objects winging through the
night sky has increased exponentially over the last decade. It has rapidly
become almost impossible to imagine a world without the Internet, the World
Wide Web, electronic mail on handheld computers or cellular phones,
automated teller machines, instantaneous worldwide credit card use, and
other forms of global telecommunications and electronic commerce. This
expansion and its dependence on satellite links will continue to increase in
future decades. We are all dependent, and, therefore, we are all vulnerable,
to the seamless and uninterrupted access to satellites. Most people,
however, do not understand these technologies. I certainly do not. Like most
people, I can understand that I may be vulnerable in ways that are new to
me, a boy from the Mercer County hills in southern West Virginia. But how
best to address this new vulnerability? 

The author of The New York Times Magazine article describes three
fundamentally different philosophical approaches to this brave new realm of
space. The first is a military approach, which opens up a Pandora's box of
weapons in space. The military, it is reported, has looked into the future
and come to the conclusion that space represents the "ultimate military
`high ground,' "requiring the military to develop and deploy whatever
technology is necessary to achieve what has been termed "Global Battlespace
Dominance," or "Full Spectrum Dominance." The tools needed might include
everything from National Missile Defense to antisatellite laser or
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high-powered microwave weapons, or clusters of microsatellites to
hyperspectral surveillance satellites and other space sensors--or all of
these things. Some of these systems are under development now or due for
testing soon, according to the article, already undercutting the author's
assertion that the weaponization of space is coming, when, in fact, it may
already be upon us. Already--already--additional funding to the tune of $190
million is being sought in the defense authorization and appropriations
bills for space weapons. 

Now, if I, like most people, do not really understand the technologies
behind satellite communications and cell phones, it is even harder to
understand the technologies behind hyperspectral surveillance satellites or
space-based lasers. And that lack of technical expertise means, like most
Americans, I must depend on the Pentagon to explain why these new
technologies are needed, why no other alternatives will work, and what new
questions and challenges might be unleashed by these choices. That is not, I
suggest, the best way to perform oversight, but, unfortunately, there are
few good alternatives. 

The second philosophical approach to space outlined by the author is that of
the purist, seeking to unilaterally ban weapons from space and seeking to
return the heavens to an earlier, unsullied era--an earlier unsullied era.
This is not, in the author's view, a realistic hope. The final philosophical
approach, the one seemingly favored by the author, is that of the
"pragmatist"--the "pragmatist." This approach recognizes the inevitable
migration of commerce and the military to space, but hopes to hold the line
at surveillance. Weapons for space would, in this view, remain in the
research and test phase, to be launched only in response to another nation's
attempt to put weapons in space. This launch-on-warning approach would come
in conjunction with further diplomatic efforts to establish operating rules
for space modeled on those in place for blue-water ships on the open ocean. 

In the pragmatist's scenario, existing space treaties would be retained: the
1967 Outer Space Treaty banning nuclear weapons in space and the 1972
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty which, in addition to establishing the
surveillance system to avoid nuclear conflict, also forbids most antimissile
testing. 

One way of reducing competition and tensions in space proposed in the
article is by "mutually assured awareness" in space. The U.S. would develop
and make globally available direct video access to space, so that anyone
could confirm any hostile action in space, as opposed to mishaps from
natural causes. I am not sure that this is technologically feasible, but who
am I to question it. The concept of greater openness is the point. It is
interesting, in this light, to note that the 1975 Convention on Registration
of Objects Launched into Outer Space, operated by the United Nations, has
not been very successful. In fact, the nation with the largest number, if
not percentage, of unregistered payloads is the United States. The United
States has failed to register 141 of some 2,000 satellite payloads. Only one
nation is in full compliance--Russia. And, of course, it is the Bush
Administration advocating the abrogation of the ABM Treaty in order to
commence construction on the first National Missile Defense ground site in
Alaska. 
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I cannot say at this point what philosophical camp that I might find myself.
The author, Jack Hitt, closes his article by pointing out that if the United
States is not successful at holding the line at surveillance, if we "plan,
test, and deploy aggressively as the lone superpower, we make certain that
after a brief respite from the cold war's nuclear competition, we will once
again embark on a fresh and costly arms race. And with it, assume the dark
burden of policing a rapid evolution in battlespace." This specter rings
true. It should concern us, and it should be debated by the people and the
people's representatives. As it stands now, the U.S. military is moving
ahead on a trajectory that is both costly and one that carries with it a
kind of philosophical imperialism with dangerous ramifications. 

Now, what do I mean by philosophical imperialism? The military's plans for
"full spectrum dominance," and space superiority, if fully realized, would
mean that in some not-so-distant future, the United States would be in a
position to (in the words of the Air Force Strategic Master Plan) "operate
freely in space, deny the use of space to our adversaries, protect ourselves
from an attack in and through space and develop and deploy a N[ational]
M[issile] D[efense] capability." The U.S. would presumably, then, have
information dominance in this arena as well. Thus, the U.S. would be in a
position to know if a conflict between two nations, say India and Pakistan,
was about to explode into open, even nuclear, warfare. The U.S. would also
be in a position to act, but how? Would we shoot down the missiles from one
side or the other, or both? If we shot down the missiles that each nation
was firing at the other, what would happen if we missed one and it destroyed
a city? What is our responsibility? What if we chose not to act because the
conflict did not involve us, and tens of thousands or millions of innocent
people died? What is our responsibility? 

If the United States achieves, at enormous expense, space superiority, how
could we avoid becoming the space marshal on this dangerous new frontier? If
we detect a threat against a third party, do we warn the third party? If we
provide a warning, and are asked to interdict the attack because only we
can, how do we say no? How do we avoid making our military personnel and our
commercial enterprises overseas the targets of reprisals from those whose
attacks we thwart? It is difficult for me to envision a future in which we
could avoid such an imperialist, if benevolent, dictatorship in space. 

The role of global policeman and space marshal would not come cheaply,
either, and in this period of shrinking or perhaps vanishing surpluses, we
cannot ignore those costs. Space dominance would not replace air, land, or
sea dominance, but would be additive. In fact, dominance in space might
conceivably add to the cost of protecting forces on ground by making them
targets for the kind of retaliation I mentioned previously. Gaining and
maintaining a robust presence in space is technologically challenging. An
airborne laser, reportedly operational sometime around 2010, is budgeted at
$11 billion. It will cost still more to build and deploy a space-based
laser. The estimated cost for a working space laser test is about $4
billion--that is $4 billion merely to get to a test of a laser in space. A
test is expected as early as 2010. 

The defense budget already consumes a bit over half of the domestic
discretionary budget that Congress must allocate among programs ranging from
health research to agriculture, education to highway and air traffic safety,
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environmental protection to diplomacy. How much more are we willing to trade
between guns and butter? How much must we trade, or might alternatives be
found in the course of free and open debate? 

As most people are now well aware, those large budget surpluses so
optimistically predicted just a few weeks ago--it is not funny--while the
economy was booming--and so irresponsibly paid out in the form of
vote-buying "tax refunds" before the actual surpluses materialized--are now
gone, gone. Indeed, the Administration has had to employ a few
green-eyeshade accounting tricks just to find a few dollars beyond the
Social Security surplus to spend on other priorities. And the
administration's No. 1 priority seems to be the defense budget--well, that
might be all right--but more particularly, the defense budget for National
Missile Defense and space weapons. 

The President wants an additional $39 billion for defense--more, perhaps,
now--including more than $8 billion to research and test his missile defense
plan. 

I am troubled that this Administration's number one priority is a project
whose scientific feasibility is in doubt. That is the problem. 

We could very well be rushing down a path that leads to spiraling costs and
lengthy delays. In the 1960s, Congress was told that research of a Super
Sonic Transport plane was essential to U.S. competitiveness in future
decades. I was here. We spent nearly a billion dollars developing this
aircraft before cancelling it in 1973, a billion dollars then would be much
larger now. I do not think we have lost one whit of competitiveness because
of the cancellation of that program. 

We traveled down the same path again when we considered funding the
Superconducting Super Collider. The $8 billion program was supposed to
fulfill a supposedly vital role in basic scientific research, but we learned
that the true cost was nearly fifty percent greater than expected, and we
were not even sure it could ever work. Congress had to step in to end this
program in 1993. Again, I do not think that we have lost any crucial
advantage by not going forward with that project. 

I can think of no one who believes that a national missile defense system
will be deployed on-time and under budget. 

I am troubled, not because such weapons might be needed, but because we are
spending huge sums on them without being sure in our own minds that the
weaponization of space is the best course of action to ensure our security. 

If the United States builds a missile shield to shoot down enemy missiles as
soon after they launch as possible, a smart adversary would attempt to
shorten the amount of time that our defenses have to react, in addition to
taking measures to fool our defenses. One way to shorten the time between
launch and impact is to launch closer to the target--either from a submarine
offshore, or, as the seas become more transparent to new technologies, from
space. Another alternative for a wily adversary would be to switch gears
entirely and employ other forms of weapons of mass destruction, such as
chemical or biological weapons, that could be dispersed without using long
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range or intercontinental missiles whose launch points make determining the
adversary a simple exercise in geometry. We must be aware that our actions
produce reactions. 

We can assume that if the United States deploys weapons in space, even in a
purely defensive posture, even in a global policeman role, not all of our
friends, allies, and competitors will see this as benign. We have only to
consider the reaction of the world to the recent statements by the
Administration concerning National Missile Defense and the potential
abrogation of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. Just what would we do
when some other nation--friend or competitor--threatens our space
superiority by deploying their own weapons there, even if for avowedly
defensive purposes? Again the vision of a space marshal comes to mind, this
time facing off another gunman down the dusty main street of space. Does the
U.S. Marshal fire first, second, or is it a long, tense stand-off with
weapons cocked? None of the alternatives sounds particularly promising. 

Though it is difficult to conceive, would a military competition in space
weaponry deter commercial satellite growth or the growth of e-business that
depends on global satellite networked communications? Once weapons are in
space, does the cost of doing business in space go up to the point that
global commerce is stifled? That would be very bad news for business, for
consumers, and for the prospects of returning our national budget to surplus
or even to balance. 

These are all ramifications of our current course of action that merit
discussion--broad, open, public discussion and debate. I do not wish for the
United States to be left undefended--far from it--but neither do I wish for
the military to be left, in the face of public silence, to make decisions
that spend our treasure and which may create new problems for us in arenas
yet unconsidered. 

In his farewell address on January 17, 1961, President Dwight D. Eisenhower
looked upon the rising power and influence of armament producers and at the
increasing share of technological research that is performed for the federal
government. He warned the councils of government to "guard against the
acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the
military-industrial complex .....," and to "be alert to the ..... danger
that public policy could itself become the captive of a
scientific-technological elite." 

Mr. Eisenhower was concerned that, among other things, "democracy .....
survive for all generations to come, not to become the insolvent phantom of
tomorrow." He urged that "[O]nly an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can
compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of
defense with our peaceful methods and goals, so that security and liberty
may prosper together." 

Coming from a former supreme commander of the Allied military forces during
World War II, President Eisenhower's words carry the weight of his
experience. They are also uncomfortably prophetic. Just forty years after
President Eisenhower gave his warning, President Bush proposes to invest
many billions of dollars to achieve military superiority in a new realm,
where there currently is no threat, jeopardizing the economic health of the
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nation and creating instability and mistrust in the hearts of other nations.
This will occur unless the citizenry--and its elected representatives--we
members of the House and U.S. Senate--especially us--consider and agree upon
this course of action. Silence does not equal assent. We must talk, and
learn, and consider. 

Again, I am admittedly a layman when it comes to high-tech gadgetry on
earth, let alone in space. But it seems to me that we must set aside the
whizbang and drama of lasers and satellites to consider the real, age-old
questions--those that have plagued the great generals throughout time. We
should be taking stock of what we have to gain and what we have to lose by
moving the lines of battle. We must consider whether or not we have the
necessary weapons to protect ourselves and our land before we send our
military into new and vastly different frontiers. 

We should assess the real, known threats to our Nation, and gauge whether we
have the weapons and the resources to remain secure, and whether our time,
talent, and treasure would be better spent fending off those most likely
threats or devising new unproven plans of attack and fabulously expensive
means of battle. And we should ponder the awesome responsibility of
militarizing space and then being the world's space cop before we rush
headlong into the twilight zone called national missile defense. 

Madam President, I believe that it would be both wise and prudent to back
off just a little bit on the accelerator that is driving us in a headlong
and fiscally spendthrift rush to deploy a national missile defense and to
invest billions into putting weapons in space and building weapons designed
to act in space. That heavy foot on the accelerator is merely the stamp and
roar of rhetoric. The threat does not justify the pace. Our budget
projections cannot support the pace. 

Let us continue to study the matter. Let us continue to conduct research.
But the threat, as I say, does not justify the pace at which we are
traveling. 

Our budget projections cannot support the pace, so let us slow down a bit,
look at the map, and consider just where this path is taking us.

------------------
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X-Lotus-FromDomain: UCC
From: balleine@ucc.org
Date: Wed, 26 Sep 2001 16:46:07 -0400
Subject: Weekly Message 2001, #29

***Due to difficulties during a computer upgrade, we were
unable to send email for past two weeks.  If you experience
problems with this message, we apologize.  Please notify us
at jpanet@ucc.org so we can address any problems.***

Weekly Message 2001, #29
from the UCC Justice and Peace Action Network+

IN RESPONSE TO THE SEPTEMBER 11 ATTACKS

The horrific terrorist attacks of Tuesday, September 11 were a
hate-inspired crime against all humanity. The Justice and Witness
Ministries of the United Church of Christ, and the other national
ministries, are deeply concerned for the difficult work going on in
our congregations as our members struggle with the mixed feelings
and spiritual challenges posed by these terrorist attacks.  We
shared in the sense of dislocation and distress when we had to close
and evacuate our office in Washington, DC and had to wait several
days as national UCC leaders and staff struggled to get home from
overseas commitments to take up their parts of seeking justice and
peace in radically changed circumstances.  We continue to pray for
all who have lost loved ones and for our congregations' witness in
this difficult time.

Numerous relevant resources are being posted on the UCC web
site: www.ucc.org on a special page called "September 11"  and
we hope you will repeatedly visit this site for updates and
background material.

As congregations begin to wrestle with the numerous policy issues
that are newly before us, we hope that many of you will review and
respond to the new Congressional resolutions which authorize the
President  to use military force against the perpetrators of the
September 11 attacks and those who harbored them, and to the
pending legislation on Hate Crimes.  Information and suggested
advocacy may be accessed through the Justice and Witness
Ministries statement "Bearing our Grief and Making for Peace"
by clicking on the highlighted text at the end of the document.

Let us keep each other, those who have lost loved ones, our leaders,
members of the military, and those whom we call enemy in prayer
as we seek God's shalom together.

**************************************************
+ The UCC Justice and Peace Ministry has been renamed the UCC
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Justice and Peace Action Network in order to clarify its role as the
denomination's grassroots advocacy network and prevent confusion
with the Justice and Wintess Ministries (one of the four newly
covenanted ministries within our restructured church).  Because of our
new name, we have a new email:  jpanet@ucc.org

This Weekly Message is sent by e-mail each week for use in church
newsletters and bulletins the following Sunday.  To add new names to
this weekly advocacy service, for more information, or to remove
your name from the list, reply to jpanet@ucc.org.  For additional
information on the UCC Justice and Peace Action Network, log on
to the UCC website at www.ucc.org.
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To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Oppose increased funding for nuclear weapons
Cc: 
Bcc: mupjbd, umbishops, umconf, umcs, umgbcs, umpj
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Peace/Justice Alert #5
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
September 28, 2001

OPPOSE INCREASED FUNDING FOR NUCLEAR WEAPONS

We dispatched the last Peace/Justice Alert on national missile defense near the moment when the first airliner struck 
the World Trade Center.  That tragic event completely changed the atmosphere in Washington.   Whereas there had 
been an opportunity to reduce funding for missile defense, it vanished in the name of national unity.  Instead the $1.3 
billion cut by the Senate Armed Services Committee was restored, though with the option for the president to use some 
of the funds for anti-terrorism.   Even though the terrorist attack sadly prove the point that opponents of vast funding 
for missile defense had made about where the real dangers lay, proponents are arguing for increases in funding.  So the 
debate goes on.   In the future we will have to again assert our opposition.

In the meantime an effort is underway to increase funding for nuclear weapons research and development.   This is 
described in the following action alert from David Culp of the Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL).   
We urge you to respond.

NO MORE FUNDS FOR NUCLEAR WEAPONS PROGRAMS

A few senators are proposing to add more than $300 million to the nuclear weapons budget. A floor vote in the Senate 
could occur next week (week of Oct. 1).

Sens. Domenici (NM), Reid (NV) and Bingaman (NM) have filed an amendment, Senate Amendment 1671, to 
increase the nuclear weapons budget of the Energy Department by $339 million. They could offer the amendment as a 
floor amendment to the defense authorization, as soon as Monday, October 1.

ACTION

Please call the Washington offices of your two Senators. Ask them to oppose Senate Amendment 1671 by Sen. 
Domenici, which would increase the nuclear weapons budget in the defense authorization bill. 

The U.S. should not be spending more money on nuclear weapons development and testing. This is the wrong message 
to send to the world following the tragedy of September 11. Instead, the Senate should increase funding for non-
proliferation programs-such as the "Nunn-Lugar" threat reduction initiative-- to safely and securely dismantle and 
dispose of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons in the U.S., Russia, and elsewhere, and fund initiatives to de-alert 
nuclear weapons within the next year.

To find your Senators' Washington telephone numbers, either call the Capitol Switchboard at 202-224-3121 or use the 
Legislative Action Center on FCNL's web site. Just click on the link below, select your state and click on <Go>, then 
select your member and click on <Go>. Here is the link:  http://capwiz.com/fconl/dbq/officials/

BACKGROUND
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The Bush administration requested $5.30 billion for the nuclear weapons activities budget at the Energy Department 
for fiscal year 2002, which begins October 1. The budget funds the work of the Los Alamos (NM), Sandia (NM), and 
Lawrence Livermore (CA) nuclear weapons labs. It also funds a half dozen nuclear weapons production sites scattered 
across the country and the
Nevada Test Site. These facilities are used to maintain the U.S. nuclear arsenal. None of these funds are for non-
proliferation programs. 

Earlier this year, the Senate Armed Services Committee recommended spending $5.45 billion for the nuclear weapons 
account, higher than the Bush administration's request. Sens. Domenici, Reid and Bingaman are now seeking to boost 
that by $339 million.

Some Senators have been suggesting that the U.S. should develop new nuclear weapons, especially a "mini-nuke." 
While this amendment does not specifically authorize development of a new nuclear weapon, it is a significant 
increase for the nuclear weapons budget.
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From: "Kimberly Roberts" <kroberts@psr.org>
To: "Andrew Howells (E-mail)" <aca@armscontrol.org>,
        "Anne Curtis (E-mail)" <acurtis@networklobby.org>,
        "Adam Eidinger (E-mail)" <adam@mintwood.com>,
        "Anne Gallivan (E-mail)" <agallivan@psr.org>,
        "Alistair Miller (E-mail)" <amillar@fourthfreedom.org>,
        "Alison Prevost (E-mail)" <aprevost@networklobby.org>,
        "Arjun Makhijani (E-mail)" <arjun@ieer.org>,
        "Ana Toledo (E-mail)" <atoledo@umc-gbcs.org>,
        "Bob Musil (E-mail)" <bmusil@psr.org>,
        "Christine Kucia (E-mail)" <ckucia@basicint.org>,
        "Chris Lindborg (E-mail)" <clindborg@basicint.org>,
        "Carl Nyberg (E-mail)" <cnyberg@cunr.org>,
        "David Culp (E-mail)" <david@fcnl.org>,
        "Darrul Fagin (E-mail)" <dfagin@adaction.com>,
        "Daryl Kimball (E-mail)" <dkimball@armscontrol.org>,
        "Don Kraus (E-mail)" <dkraus@cunr.org>,
        "Ellen Barfield (E-mail)" <ellene4pj@yahoo.com>,
        "Erik Olsen (E-mail)" <erik@2020vision.org>,
        "Gordon Clark (E-mail)" <gordonclark@earthlink.net>,
        "Justin Gilstrap (E-mail)" <hradcany1@yahoo.com>,
        "Ira Shorr (E-mail)" <irashorr@hotmail.com>,
        "James Matlack (E-mail)" <jmatlack@erols.com>,
        "Joe Volk (E-mail)" <joe@fcnl.org>,
        "Jessica Scanlan (E-mail)" <jscanlan@psr.org>,
        "Jaya Tiwari (E-mail)" <jtiwari@psr.org>,
        "Jim Wyerman (E-mail)" <jwyerman@2020vision.org>,
        "Kathy Guthrie (E-mail)" <kathy@fcnl.org>,
        "Tim Barner (E-mail)" <kathytim@earthlink.net>,
        "Kendra Park (E-mail)" <kpark@wfa.org>,
        "Kimberly Roberts (E-mail)" <kroberts@psr.org>,
        "Laura Kriv (E-mail)" <lkriv@techrocks.org>,
        "Lora Lumpe (E-mail)" <lora@prlo.net>,
        "Martin Butcher (E-mail)" <mbutcher@psr.org>,
        "Miriam Pemberton (E-mail)" <miriam@ips-dc.org>,
        "Michael Levi (E-mail)" <mlevi@fas.org>,
        "Masako Toki (E-mail)" <mtoki@ucsusa.org>,
        "Howard Hallman (E-mail)" <mupj@igc.org>,
        "Mike Zmolek (E-mail)" <paka@boo.net>,
        "Esther Pank (E-mail)" <prgrm@backfromthebrink.net>,
        "Alyssa Gendron (E-mail)" <psrintern6@psr.org>,
        "Sandy Butcher (E-mail)" <sibutcher@cs.com>,
        "Stephen Young (E-mail)" <syoung@ucs.org>,
        "Tracy Moavero (E-mail)" <tmoavero@peace-action.org>,
        "Trisha Christopher (E-mail)" <trishachr@earthlink.net>,
        "Maria Ramos (E-mail)" <wpc@igc.org>
Subject: Meeting notes--Sept 26
Date: Thu, 27 Sep 2001 17:36:04 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0)
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200
Importance: Normal
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Hi All,

The newly formed "coalition" to respond to the events of Sept 11 (okay, a
working name would be nice here) had its second meeting on Wednesday
September 26. Our notes are pasted below.  Our next meeting is scheduled for
3 pm Wednesday, October 3rd at PSR.

Thanks,

Kimberly

*********************************

Responding to Sept 11.
Notes from Sept. 26 Meeting

Summary of Actions/ Decisions/ Obligations

Lists of experts/ resources should be sent to Kroberts@psr.org(Kimberly
Roberts) for compilation and distribution by Friday, September 28 at Close
of Business
Ira Shorr will distribute initial message points via e-mail
Additional Calendar items should be sent to mbutcher@psr.org (Sandy and
Martin Butcher) for compilation and distribution
Media Task Force Meeting 10 AM Friday, September 28 at PSR
Legislative Task Force Meeting 10 AM Tuesday, October 2 at PSR
Next Meeting of Response Coalition 3PM Wednesday, October 3 at PSR

Media Discussion

Letters in response to Kelley Op-Ed in the Post are urged
We still need a media bureau with one phone number, one website etc. that
can be a clearinghouse for experts (Alistair            Millar)
FPIF is distributing a wide range of op-eds and radio briefs
People should post press releases to PSR, Adam Eidinger at Mintwood Press
and Fourth Freedom Forum – Just Response
Discussion of forming a media working group – to meet on Friday, September
28 at 10am at PSR
PSR will collect and distribute to all lists of experts/ resources that can
be provided to media
The Media Groups will talk about the possibility of a joint press conference

Message(s)

We should segment these into different Fact Sheets
Principles/ Parameters for Message
1)      We need to express empathy  - on the advice of PSR board member and
Psychiatrist – message should follow pattern of expressing empathy for
grief/ mourning /victims then followed by message of change/challenge, then
followed again by a message of empathy
2)      We should emphasize Security and Safety
3)      We should emphasize justice
4)      We should find positive things to express, look for opportunities for
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praise- good things that the administration has done/ good aspects of
“Homeland Security” Hart-Rudman report for example
5)      We should be forward looking – not focusing on where blame lies/ but on
things that can make us safer in the future, and prevention goals
6)      We should emphasize that civilians should not be targeted
Ira will post some initial draft messages/ talking points

Legislative Work
We should work to find allies/ champions among
1) Democratic Leadership
2) Progressive Caucus  (Kucinich)
3) Key Committee Chairs/ Members (ex. IR Subcomm. On South Asia/ Middle
East – Ackerman)
Do we need additional drop
Face to face meetings more important
We need a message and specific things to ask for
Maybe a briefing?
Re-direct money into real security measures – i.e. Nunn-Lugar programs
Alternative Budget being developed by coalition of women’s groups (Ellen
Barfield)
On Oct. 10 –call-in day – Message is still under development with National
Coalition for Peace and Justice

We will have a legislative strategy meeting 10am Tues. October 2 at PSR

Next meeting of the overall “Response Coalition” will be on Wed. Oct. 3 at
3pm – we will work on refining our message and here reports from the
Legislative and Media Task forces.
Please remember to send your lists of experts/ resources to Kimberly by this
Friday at COB Kroberts@psr.org
Please send calendar items to Sandy and Martin Butcher at mbutcher@psr.org
(these should include grassroots activities throughout the country as well
as activities here)

Kimberly Roberts
Associate Director
Nuclear and Security Programs
Physicians for Social Responsibility
1875 Connecticut Ave
Suite 1012
Washington, DC  20009
202.667.4260 x212
fax: 202.667.4201
kroberts@psr.org
http://www.psr.org
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X-Sender: johnburroughs@mail.lcnp.org (Unverified)
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.0.1 
Date: Thu, 27 Sep 2001 19:22:38 -0400
To: abolition-caucus@yahoogroups.com,abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
From: John Burroughs <johnburroughs@lcnp.org>
Subject: (abolition-usa) Sept 11 articles: special edition of LCNP newsletter
Sender: owner-abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com

A preview edition of the Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear Policy newsletter
Bombs Away! concerning September 11 related issues is now at
http://lcnp.org/pubs/Bombsaway!SPE01/contents.htm

It contains articles by myself, Peter Weiss, and Saul Mendlovitz concerning
the need and requirement for multilateralism under the UN Charter; the
constraints of humanitarian law; the inapplicability of the concept of
"war"; possible use of a special international tribunal to try suspects
like those used for Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia; and the current
status of terrorism treaties and possible developments.

                        John Burroughs, Executive Director 
                        Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear Policy 
                        211 E. 43d St., Suite 1204 
                        New York, New York 10017 USA 
                        tel: +1 212 818 1861 fax: 818 1857 
                        e-mail: johnburroughs@lcnp.org
                        website: www.lcnp.org 
                        Part of the Abolition 2000 Global 
                        Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons 

-
 To unsubscribe to abolition-usa, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"
 with "unsubscribe abolition-usa" in the body of the message.
 For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send
 "help" to the same address.  Do not use quotes in your message.
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Date: 29 Sep 2001 18:28:22 PDT
From: PeaceWithJustice <justpeace@usa.net>
To: mupj@igc.org
Subject: PEACE WITH JUSTICE
X-Mailer: USANET web-mailer (34FM.0700.21.01)

www.cal-pac.org/peace 
www.myafghan.com 

Dear Howard Hallman, 

Our PWJ Missionary, JoAnn, forwarded your Sep.28 Action Alert to our committee
members, and so we are now in contact with you. 

Why did you not advertise the Sep.29 Peace Rally: Act Now to Stop War & End
Racicism at 12noon in DC?  Is it because the AFSC or UMC did not support it,
or no one knew about it?  Tomorrow rallies will take place nation-wide.

Let's keep in touch and inform each other.  Put me on your Action Alert list.

Carl Peetz
justpeace@usa.net 
www.cal-pac.org/peace 

May God's peace stay with you.

____________________________________________________________________
Get free e-mail and a permanent address at http://www.amexmail.com/?A=1
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To: PeaceWithJustice <justpeace@usa.net>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: PEACE WITH JUSTICE
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <20010930012822.15554.qmail@cpdvg100.netaddress.usa.net>
References: 

At 06:28 PM 9/29/01 PDT, you wrote:
>www.cal-pac.org/peace 
>www.myafghan.com 
>
>Dear Howard Hallman, 
>
>Our PWJ Missionary, JoAnn, forwarded your Sep.28 Action Alert to our committee
>members, and so we are now in contact with you. 
>
>Why did you not advertise the Sep.29 Peace Rally: Act Now to Stop War & End
>Racicism at 12noon in DC?  Is it because the AFSC or UMC did not support it,
>or no one knew about it?  Tomorrow rallies will take place nation-wide.

Dear Carl,

With our limited resources we are concentrating primarily on nuclear disarmament issues.  There many other worthy 
causes and events, but we are unable to get involved with and publicise them.

I'll put you on our action alert list.

Thanks for your interest,
Howard
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From: CarolCWalker@aol.com
Date: Sun, 30 Sep 2001 21:43:07 EDT
Subject: Fwd: Rasmussen, using Bonhoeffer
To: Bmreedy@aol.com, cawindrum@yahoo.com, WalkersInAustin@aol.com,
        rlgdavis@swbell.net, DGilliam@upumc.org, DLBrown61@aol.com,
        Dorothy_Watson@oxy.com, sid@tumc.org, Hawkins1@absbc.org,
        jimstew4@home.com, kevillebott@hotmail.com, kparker@coweblink.net,
        lloyd.doggett@mail.house.gov, lusauer@aristotle.net, mupj@igc.org,
        Rrpmyers@aol.com, Nabhankins@aol.com, pbw5w@cms.mail.virginia.edu,
        Phil_Gramm@gramm.senate.gov, mimi@fumcaustin.org,
        senator@hutchison.senate.gov, Sharonjackson7@cs.com,
        beverly@fumcaustin.org, mspivey@austin.rr.com, jimstew@teleport.com,
        genec@texas.net, NHuff10060@aol.com, rogers33@swbell.net,
        VFindeisen@aol.com, WWale@aol.com
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Mac sub 28

 
Return-Path: <jbelmore@home.com>
Received: from  rly-xc02.mx.aol.com (rly-xc02.mail.aol.com [172.20.105.135]) by air-xc02.mail.aol.com (v80.17) 
with ESMTP id MAILINXC28-0927131418; Thu, 27 Sep 2001 13:14:18 2000
Received: from  femail25.sdc1.sfba.home.com (femail25.sdc1.sfba.home.com [24.254.60.15]) by rly-xc02.mx.aol.com 
(v80.21) with ESMTP id MAILRELAYINXC23-0927131336; Thu, 27 Sep 2001 13:13:36 -0400
Received: from cx974133-a ([24.21.24.119]) by femail25.sdc1.sfba.home.com
          (InterMail vM.4.01.03.20 201-229-121-120-20010223) with ESMTP
          id <20010927171328.ILGD1191.femail25.sdc1.sfba.home.com@cx974133-a>;
          Thu, 27 Sep 2001 10:13:28 -0700
Message-Id: <4.2.2.20010927100436.00a326a0@pop3.norton.antivirus>
X-Sender: jbelmore/mail@pop3.norton.antivirus
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.2.2 
Date: Thu, 27 Sep 2001 10:20:07 -0700
To: mickey@mozart.inet.co.th
From: Joe & Billye Elmore <jbelmore@home.com>
Subject: Rasmussen, using Bonhoeffer
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed

    I think this may be the best piece I have read in and about the 
situation today.  Joe

>Dear Friends,
>
>Following is an essay presented by Larry Rasmussen, Reinhold Niebuhr
>Professor of Social Ethics at
>Union Theological Seminary.
>
>I offer it to you for your reflection!
>
>Blessings to you all,
>
>Sandra
>
>Rev. Sandra Olewine
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>United Methodist Liaison - Jerusalem
>
>
>  ____________________________________
>
>Union Theological Seminary Faculty  Panel of 9/20/01 on the Twin Towers
>Disaster
>
>     I thank Dean Keller and the Academic Office for these conversations,
>as well as her encouragement that we offer perspectives from our
>teaching as these weave in and out of personal feelings and reflections.
>In that spirit I come with two fragments from the Bonhoeffer class.  We
>meet Mondays, so our first gathering was the evening just prior to
>Terrifying Tuesday.  To introduce the course, I asked students, "Which
>Bonhoeffer did you come to meet?" and offered several possibilities,
>with an excerpt from Bonhoeffer for each.  This is one of the excerpts,
>from his address at an ecumenical conference, 1934, in Fano, Denmark.
>
>     "How does peace come about?  Through a system of political treaties?
>Through the investment of international capital in different countries?
>Through the big banks, through money?  Or through universal peaceful
>rearmament in order to guarantee peace?  Through none of these, for the
>single reason that in all of them peace is confused with safety.  There
>is no way to peace along the way of safety.  For peace must be dared.
>It is the great venture.  It can never be safe.  Peace is the opposite
>of security.  To demand guarantees is to mistrust, and this mistrust in
>turn brings forth war."  (No Rusty Swords, 280-281)
>
>          Bonhoeffer goes on to call for an ecumenical peace council that
>would send out "to all believers the radical call to peace."
>
>Peace is the opposite of security.  Peace must be dared, as the great
>venture.  It must be dared, Bonhoeffer thought, as the witness to peace
>across the we/they, us/them divides that plague us.  In 1934 he worried
>of war. Bonhoeffer could hardly have known the degree to which "peace is
>the opposite of security" now.   Peace confused with security and safety
>even portends disaster if the controlling frame of mind and means is the
>revival of the crusade, with its virile idealism.  Compare the texts:
>both Osama bin Laden and George Bush have said, in almost identical
>words, that those who are enemy and those who harbor the enemy are not
>to be distinguished.  Those not with us are against us.  To cite the
>President's exact words to Congress:
>
>Every nation in every region now has a decision to make.  Either you are
>"with us or you are with the terrorists.  From this day forward, any
>nation that continues to harbor or support terrorism will be regarded by
>the United States as a hostile regime." (The New York Times, 9/21/01: B4)
>
>Here the universe is carved apocalyptically into great warring camps of
>Good and Evil.  There are only two actors, the  righteous and evildoers.
>The devastating, criminal attack on the Twin Towers was not an attack on
>the world's single superpower, then, but something far more cosmic "a
>"cowardly" attack on "civilization," "liberty," "the free world," even
>"humanity."  And the response must be commensurate.  "Operation Infinite
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>Justice,"  as Secretary Rumsfeld initially announced it to the public.
>
>Donald Rumsfeld claimed there isn't yet a language for the kind of war
>in which we are engaged.  But there is.  This is classic crusade
>rhetoric.  We ought to recognize it because Christians have been there
>and done that to Muslims.  It means that any means for killing
>terrorists is sanctioned in the cause of holy war and the defense and
>salvation of civilization.  The terrorists are holy warriors and use
>commercial jets as bombs; we are engaged in a holy war and use military
>bombers.
>
>The crusade as the controlling framework also means that, mimicking the
>mind and means of terrorists, we are well on the way to becoming what we
>hate.  Means are always ends in process, as Gandhi, King and Jesus tried
>to teach us.  So killing terrorists in terrible ways, to the strains of
>the Battle Hymn of the Republic (in the National Cathedral!) or America
>the Beautiful, will not kill terrorism, but feed it.  Security secured
>in this way is the opposite of peace.
>
>Christians and other believers remembering their own bloody and glorious
>traditions well know this.  That is, if you are taking bets on Caesar
>vs. martyrs, you want to put your dinarii on the latter.  Against
>martyrs there is little that can be done, since the most powerful
>sanction of them all -"death and/or the threat of death" - is ipso facto
>impotent.  And killing them?  The blood of the martyrs is the seed of
>more martyrdom.  Osama will succeed, rather than fail, if Bush uses
>violent means and thereby arouses further the passions of the Muslim
>world and of all who already are brutalized by U.S. American power.
>
>     Yet my point is really another.  It is one issuing from utter, sober
>realism.  Namely, in a high-tech world low tech martyrs in crusade
>causes are far more dangerous and powerful than martyrs ever were.  In a
>time of the rapid magnification of human powers to affect all of life in
>every domain, "the very signature of modernity," our planet has become
>something like a single living organism.  In such a world, low-tech
>means (box cutters!) combine with high tech means (commercial jets as
>Molotov cocktails) such that the world's greatest military force, allied
>with the world's most sophisticated intelligence operations, cannot even
>protect that military's headquarters, "the invincible Pentagon."
>
>Which is to say that there is no sure security, only certain
>vulnerability, in a world where now the weapons of the weak are
>extraordinarily powerful (boxcutters in the hands of even small numbers
>of the calmly enraged).  Ours is a single high-tech Earth community,
>vulnerable for all.
>
>     Of course we must find ways to defeat terrorism.  Terrifying Tuesday
>was a massive crime against the innocent, a crime against humanity as
>defined in international law.  But the proper metaphor is exactly
>that, "crime", and not war.  And the answer to crime is law enforcement, not
>unilateral military devastation and occupation.
>
>Realism requires international diplomacy, rather than unilateral action
>of choosing sides on our terms.  And it requires international police
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>and military action, probably best pursued within the framework of a
>United Nations we should seek to strengthen.  New institutions on a
>global scale, meant to address the conditions that breed the hatred that
>leads to extremism are most important of all, but they are not yet in
>place and must largely be created.
>
>   It is, in Bonhoeffer's phrase, a time with "no ground under our feet,"
>a "turning point in history" when "every available alternative seemed
>equally intolerable, repugnant, and futile" and the shape of something
>new "could not [yet] be seen in the existing alternatives."  (Letters
>and Papers from Prison, p. 4)
>
>     One of the arenas most requiring national introspection at this
>turning time is our common symbolism.  The Statue of Liberty stands in
>the harbor, not far at all from the seven-story pile of Twin Tower
>rubble.  In recent years it has become for us, not the Statue of Liberty
>so much as the Statue of Wealth.  "The American way of life is not up
>for negotiation," both Presidents Bush have told the world on separate
>occasions.  And what that "way of life" effectively means is that we
>have come to define democracy itself in market terms.  The democratic
>society is one with virtually unrestricted liberty to acquire and enjoy
>wealth.  This vision renders the right to property and its uses more
>basic than the right to use government as an equalizing force.
>
>In the coming days, we will try somehow to render the Statue of Liberty
>the Statue of Force as well, in defense of liberty and in the hope of
>restoring a vibrant economy.  This is, in fact, largely how Lady
>Liberty, now portrayed on very masculine terms, is portrayed in the full
>page advertisement placed by General Electric in The New York Times the
>day following the President's speech to Congress.
>
>In any event, the upshot of crusade righteousness in a world such as
>ours is a potentially calamitous confusion of peace with security and
>safety, rather than a bold venture into new territory along a path we
>create by walking it.
>
>The second fragment from Bonhoeffer is his gift essay to fellow
>resisters, "After Ten Years," already cited above. Where in Washington
>and in our national agony and debate is the recognition voiced by him in
>that collection of thoughts, the recognition that "there is a very real
>danger of our drifting into an attitude of contempt for humanity.."
>
>"The following thoughts," he says, "may keep us from such a temptation.
>[Contempt] means that we at once fall into the worst blunders of our
>opponents.  The one who despises another will never be able to make
>anything of the other.  Nothing that we despise in the other is entirely
>absent from ourselves. We must learn to regard people less in the light
>of what they do or omit to do, and more in the light of what they
>suffer.  The only profitable relationship to others is one of love, and
>that means the will to hold fellowship with them.  God did not despise
>humanity, but became human for our sake." (Letters and Papers from
>Prison, 9-10).
>
>I add that for Bonhoeffer, the ethical is always prior to the
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>epistemological.  I.e., to love the other in God establishes a
>relationship deeper than any other "knowing" of and about the other.
>All further knowledge of another is qualified by the fundamental moral
>bond of being neighbors in creation and in God.  That is what he means
>by saying the will to fellowship with the other is primary and the basis
>of a fruitful or profitable relationship.  But in the great "we/they"
>world of enemies, it's the kind of bond that renders peacemaking the
>great venture.  It is action that truly lives by faith and not sight.
>This inclusive and primary bond was beautifully rendered in chapel
>yesterday in the quartet from Sweet Honey in the Rock's "Will you harbor
>me, will I harbor you", all "me's," all "you's."
>
>     Finally, I leave you with the question we noted in our class period
>this past Monday, Bonhoeffer'   s question to his colleagues in resistance:
>"The question is not, how do we extricate ourselves heroically from
>[this] affair, but how future generations are to live."
>
>Larry Rasmussen
>Reinhold Niebuhr Professor of Social Ethics
>UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
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Oct. 1 Federal budget year begins 
Oct. 1 2 pm, Senate floor debate resumes (with no 

votes) on the defense authorization bill, S. 1438 
Oct. 1 Defense Department submits the Quadrennial 

Defense Review to Congress (10 USC Sec. 118) 
(tentative) 

Oct. 1 U.S. Panel to Assess the Reliability, Safety, and 
Security of the United States Nuclear Stockpile 
submits its annual report to Congress (42 USC 
Sec. 2121 note) 

Oct. 1-5 U.N. General Assembly, debate on terrorism 
Week of 
Oct. 1 

House Appropriations Subcommittee on 
Defense, markup of defense appropriations bill 
(closed) (estimate) 

Week of 
Oct. 1 

Senate floor action on the foreign operations 
appropriations bill, H.R. 2506 (estimate) 

Week of 
Oct. 1 

House-Senate conference committee on the 
energy and water appropriations bill, H.R.2311 
(estimate) 

Oct. 2 10 am, Senate Governmental Affairs 
Subcommittee on International Security, 
Proliferation, and Federal Services, hearing on 
weapons of mass destruction proliferation trends 
with CIA Weapons Intelligence, 
Nonproliferation and Arms Control Center 
director Alan Foley, 342 Dirksen. Broadcast 
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on CapitolHearings.org. 
Oct. 2 10 am, Senate floor action continues on the 

defense authorization bill, S. 1438. Broadcast 
on C-SPAN 2. 

Oct. 3 10 am, House Energy and Commerce 
Committee, markup of H.R. __, a Committee 
Print, to strengthen security at certain nuclear 
facilities, and for other purposes, 2123 Rayburn 

Oct. 3 10 am, House International Relations 
Committee, hearing on Al Qaeda and the global 
reach of terrorism, 2172 Rayburn. Broadcast on 
the Committee web site. 

Oct. 3 10 am, former Sen. Sam Nunn, "Toward a New 
Security Framework," Woodrow Wilson Center 

Oct. 3 10:15 am, Senate Appropriations Subcommittee 
on Labor, Health and Human Services, hearing 
on how the U.S. government can fight back 
against and prepare for a terrorist attack 
involving biological weapons, 192 Dirksen 

Oct. 3 2 pm, House Government Reform Subcommittee 
on National Security, Veterans Affairs and 
International Relations, hearing on combating 
terrorism: selected challenges and related 
recommendations, 2247 Rayburn 

Oct. 3 2 pm, House International Relations 
Subcommittee on International Operations and 
Human Rights, hearing on the role of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency in 
safeguarding against acts of terrorism, 
2172 Rayburn. Broadcast on the Committee web 
site. 

Oct. 3 2:30 pm, Senate Select Committee on 
Intelligence, briefing on terrorism with CIA, FBI 
and DIA officials, 216 Hart. Broadcast (?) 
on CapitolHearings.org.  

Oct. 3 5:30 pm, Women in International 
Security, "Whither Defense after September 11?: 
The Quadrennial Defense Review and Beyond," 
at the Center for Strategic and International 
Studies. RSVP by Oct. 1 to mmarkley@wiis.org 
or by fax to (202) 687-3233.  

Oct. 3 Russian President Vladimir Putin visits NATO 
headquarters, Brussels, Belgium 
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Oct. 4 9:30 am, Senate Armed Services Committee, 
hearing on the Defense Department's 
Quadrennial Defense Review with Deputy 
Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz and Joint 
Chiefs of Staff Chairman Gen. Richard Myers, 
216 Hart. Broadcast on CapitolHearings.org. 

Oct. 4 1 pm, House International Relations 
Subcommittee on the Middle East and South 
Asia, hearing on U.S. policy toward Iraq, 
2172 Rayburn. Broadcast on the Committee web 
site. 

Oct. 5 Tenth anniversary of Soviet President Mikhail 
Gorbachev's speech declaring nuclear reductions 
(in response to President Bush's speech on Sept. 
27, 1991) and a unilateral nuclear testing 
moratorium 

Oct. 8 Tom Ridge becomes the director of the Office of 
Homeland Security 

Oct. 8 Columbus Day (federal holiday) 
Week of 
Oct. 8 

House-Senate conference committee begins on 
the defense authorization bill, S. 1438 (estimate) 
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Coalition Response to September  11th 
 
 
Draft Message 
 

• The perpetrators of this horrendous act of violence should be brought to justice 
through the rule of law.  A special tribunal should be established through UN 
authority to prosecute those who perpetrated this crime against humanity. 

• The U.S. must act within the framework of moral and legal restraints.  We are 
opposed to resolving this crisis through an act of war, which would almost 
certainly spread the violence and decrease the security of U.S. citizens and 
citizens of other countries. 

• Authorization of any use of force should be made through the auspices of the 
United Nations. 

• Any use of force must be consistent with international law and with the “just war” 
tradition governing the use of force—civilians must not be targeted.  The U.S. 
must act with an unconditional respect for the sacredness of life and the dignity of 
the individual. 

• The U.S must act to ensure that this crisis does not lead to the use of nuclear 
weapons.  (Need added language here?) 

• This crisis must not be used as an excuse to pursue excessive military spending, 
and unnecessary and dangerous military policies like national missile defense and 
the abrogation of the Anti-ballistic Missile Treaty. 

• This crisis must not be used as an excuse to degrade civil liberties.  We oppose 
arbitrary detention and expulsion of immigrants and other threats to civil liberties.  
We defend the rights of free speech and assembly. 

• This crisis must not delay the critical need for action to reduce the nuclear threat.  
Specifically the administration and Congress should: support de-alerting U.S. 
nuclear forces and push for reciprocal de-alerting by Russia, and pursue deep cuts 
in U.S. and Russian arsenals; support additional funding for Nunn-Lugar 
Cooperative Threat reduction programs; and maintain the ABM Treaty 
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Hi All,

Below are notes from the media sub-group of "Respone Coalition" that met
last Friday.

I will be accepting organizational lists of experts until close of business
on Wenesday, Oct 3rd.  We would like to have the list compiled and out to
the entire group by Thursday or Friday of this week.

There is a 10 am meeting scheduled at PSR for those interested in discussing
legislative possibilities for our work together, and on Wednesday at 3pm the
full coalition will meet at PSR.

Kimberly

**********************************

Sept. 11 Response Coalition
Media Task Force Meeting Friday Sept. 28, 2001

Attending the meeting: Alistair Millar Fourth Freedom Forum
Martha Honey - IPS
Miriam Pemberton - IPS
Adam Eidinger-Mintwood
Tarek Rizk – PSR
Kimberly Roberts – PSR
Martin Butcher – PSR (facilitating)
Kathy Crandall – NDP (notes)

Summary of Actions/ Obligations/  Decision Points
(as this was a smaller group at the initial stages, we are reporting back
before making any decisions)

IPS does have a list of experts (mainly policy experts in academia)  that
has been circulating to media with press releases – this will continue.

PSR is collecting and will distribute to all Response Coalition member
organizations a larger list of experts and resources (including experts
within our organizations)

PSR will help IPS with follow-up calls to media promoting experts from
broader, combined lists.

We will present 2 options/ for combining website clearinghouse efforts  (one
with a universal button, one with a suggested links page)

IPS will work to place op-eds

PSR will collect published letters to the editor and op eds from local areas

We recommend a series of press briefings on clusters of issues, for example
:  Arms transfers and human rights, or nuclear non-proliferation and
sanctions etc. Groups are urged to think about the specific topics that
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might be useful to focus on for further discussion at the Response Coalition
meeting (Wednesday, October 3 –3pm). (We might combine these press
conferences with Hill Briefings and will also discuss this at the
Legislative Task Force Meeting , Tuesday, October 2 at 10 am)
(Both meetings will be at PSR)

Website Clearinghouse Efforts/ Expert List Collection for Media
Discussion about combined website clearinghouse efforts (as a basis of
sharing media resources and helping to get everyone’s message out)

Alistair – Foreign Policy in Focus already has an excellent site with a
focus on policy www.fpif.org
We could have site www.justresponse.org be more of a focus on action  -
PSR is also developing a clearinghouse site as part of the Center for
Justice and Security (not yet posted)
Suggested something like a button similar to the Dontblowit.org model
www.dontblowit.org       - (button used on a number of sites of organizations
working on nuclear disarmament)

Tarek noted that the key is to keep the information flowing – with the
latest press releases easily available and the news/ resources fresh

Martha and Miriam explained that the FPIF website’s “Justice Not War” focus
is actually run primarily by Interhemispheric Resource Center and maintained
primarily by IRC based in New Mexico
Outreach to students and interfaith groups is also part of the effort
There are articles, press releases, experts and a calendar of events

There is also a list for media of experts in different categories, but phone
numbers and basic contact info. is not on the web – to protect people from
being overwhelmed with calls (non-media calls)

The Institute for Public Accuracy is also doing media work with a different
list of experts – further to the left – IPS will be a liaison with them

There is a need to be more proactive  - to make some follow-up calls

PSR offered to spend some effort making media calls  - maybe with a theme of
the week that the community decides

PSR is also collecting from the Response Coalition lists of experts/
resources
And will also concentrate on trying to collect and distribute some of the
printed op-eds/ letters to the editor of grassroots members of organizations
PSR is also doing focused work with health providers communities

We discussed the possibility of creating a 3 hub clearinghouse network with
a button that the Response Coalition could use linking to one main page –
Just Response.org which then linked to FPIF’s  Justice not War Clearinghouse
and PSR’s  Center for Justice and Security with those sites then linking to
a broader coalitions

Not clear that we have sufficient resources to do this, though FFF is
prepared to find one person to maintain the Just Response site and FPIF will
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continue with their site and PSR with theirs.

Also not clear that everyone would want to link to the Just Response
button – FPIF not sure that it would be particularly helpful to media and
not sure they want “just response” as message

Though there may be a grassroots/ movement building benefit to having one
button that is clear/ easier to people to instantly link into the wide
variety of community resources and still convey some cohesive quality

Also discussed the possibility of having one page of links that everyone can
put up with /justice, which would probably be just as easy for media, would
not require much in additional resources/ work but would not probably serve
quite the same grassroots movement building quality

Adam Eidinger – the only reason to have one web site/  button such as Just
Response would be if we were calling for a mass mobilization/ event – and we
would need a common message to do that

We did have a rather long discussion about message and Adam offered the 5
points from the press conference yesterday from the coalition planning
events this weekend

1)      Honor and Mourn the victims
2)      No to War
3)      Oppose Racism
4)      Preserve Civil Liberties
5)      Peace through Justice
6)
Because most of us felt that it was important to leave the message
discussion to the larger Response Coalition and we are also awaiting
suggested talking points from Ira Shorr – I did not take notes on our
discussion about message.

We would like to present the two options of web clearinghouse approaches
that we discussed for further discussion and decision to the Response
Coalition meeting on Weds. Oct. 3 (We will invite someone –such as Tarek
from PSR – who has a strong understanding of the technology requirements to
make this presentation)

Op-Eds/ Letters to the Editor
IPS will work to place op-eds – they should be approximately 500-650 words
and have a unique angle as there have already been so many op-eds on this
general topic

PSR will collect published letters to the editor and op eds from local
areas – this will be useful for potential hill drops and other purposes –
will try to find web links and also hard copies – with the participation of
all the Response Coalition member organizations.

Press Conference(s)

We might want to do hill events/ briefings with media invited  -- we agreed
that this should be discussed further at the legislative task force meeting
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(Tuesday, Oct. 2 10am) and at the Response Coalition meeting (Wednesday,
October 3 –3pm) IPS has one staff person who is working on this already who
will come to the legislative meeting.

Discussed trying to bring in other high profile experts for a press
conference. Concerned that there may not be enough time and we may want
focus to be on “our message” (whatever we determine that to be) not on the
famous person/ but at the same time we need to find a media draw. Doing
briefings with Congress might work well as well.

Timing of the press conference? Some events are planned by the National
Coalition for Peace and Justice Oct. 7 (though Alistair says it is not clear
what actions/ what message)
Oct. 10 is a national call-in day and Oct. 11 is one month after the
attacks. It gets harder to find a news hook the longer that we wait, but we
do need a clear message before we plan anything.

We recommend a series of press briefings on clusters of issues for example –
arms transfers and human rights, or nuclear non-proliferation and sanctions
etc. Groups are urged to think about the specific topics that might be
useful to focus on for further discussion at the Response Coalition meeting
(Wednesday, October 3 –3pm)

Kimberly Roberts
Associate Director
Nuclear and Security Programs
Physicians for Social Responsibility
1875 Connecticut Ave
Suite 1012
Washington, DC  20009
202.667.4260 x212
fax: 202.667.4201
kroberts@psr.org
http://www.psr.org
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